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PREFACE

Some of these studies in reputation have seen

the light of print before, though in rather dif-

ferent form. Of these the essays on Colonel

Scott and Colonel Blood^ published sepa-

rately, are now out of print, and the continuing

demand for them has seemed to make it desir-

able to include revisions of them here, rather

than reprinting them independently.

The author takes this opportunity to thank

those under whose auspices the material al-

ready published has appeared for their permis-

sion to use it here; and to express his gratitude

for the kindly interest of his correspondents,

many of them otherwise unknown to him, who

have furnished him with information and sug-

gestions for these essays.
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PROEM

OUR joy is like a narrow raft

Afloat upon the hungry sea.

Hereon is but a little space.

And all men, eager for a place.

Do thrust each other in the sea—
And each man, eager for a place

Doth thrust his brother in the sea.

And so our joy is wan with fears,

And so the sea is salt with tears.

Ah, well is thee, thou art asleep.

Our life is like a curious play.

Where each man hideth from himself,

'Let us be open as the day!

One mask doth to the other say.

When he would deeper hide himself—
'Let us be open as the day!

That he may better hide himself.

And so the world goes round and round.

Until our life with rest is crowned.

Ah, well is thee, thou art asleep.

Old Song.
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INTRODUCTION

THE essays in this volume are not, as their sepa-

rate titles might suggest, merely a series of

disconnected and unrelated studies of the ac-

tions and character of a group of individuals who meet

here for the first time by virtue of an author's personal

caprice. They are, rather, as their collective title indi-

cates, hound together by a common thread. Each in its

way is an illustration of the vicissitudes of fame, a story

of the struggle to achieve reputation, and the adventures

of those reputations once they were achieved. They are,

in effect, not so much biographical essays in the ordinary

sense as they are studies in the universal conflict with

oblivion.

In that conflict most of us have an interest. Among
the springs of human action—food, fortune, power,

pleasure, love, hate, self-sacrifice—the desire for fame,

or even mere remembrance, holds high place. From the

rudest initials carved on a tree or scrawled on a wall by

a casual wayfarer, to the most magnificent of monu-

ments; from the worst of books to the most eminent of

benefactions, it is not absent. What scribbler does not

dream that some line from his pen may live when he is

gone; what judge but hopes that some decision may find

permanent place in the great fabric of the law; what wit

does not aspire to achieve immortality in an epigram?

Next to establishing for himself a place in the world,

comes the desire of nearly every man to be remembered

when he has departed from it.

"I have,'* says a modern of some consequence in the

world of letters, "by dint of much effort achieved a pleas-
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ant little reputation of which I am very fond. I nurse it

carefully; I do not overtax its strength; hoping it may
last out my time, for I find it an agreeable companion."

It is a whimsical fancy of more than passing interest;

since it raises the whole question of the theme of this

volume. How is reputation achieved? and, above all, how
is it maintained? For he speaks truth lightly. A reputa-

tion is a delicate plant of a peculiar character. It may
die with its owner. It may be buried with him; yet it may
revive after a generation or a century, perhaps in such

guise as he would scarcely recognize. It may endure,

altering through the years, as taste, or knowledge, or

opinion changes. For reputations have no permanence,

''The substance dies, the shadow doth remain,'* and like

a shadow alters with the altering light of years.

What happens to the memory of a great man when he

dies? The answer seems simplicity itself—first pane-

gyrics of his friends and followers, the dispraise of the

enemies he made; then the slow, final judgment of his-

tory. There is a feeling common among men that, this

achieved, that i^ the end of it; that, once set among the

immortals, his place is as secure and as unchanging as

that of Jupiter or Hercules. Yet it requires no long re-

flection to perceive that this is far from true. Hardly
less than his career itself, his fame is modified by time

and circumstance. The fortunes of the nation, party,

cause, with which he was identified in life may alter with

the years, and his fame with them. The shifting balance

of opinion or events, the increase or decline of knowl-

edge and experience, shed new light on his times, or

darken them. Some accidental circumstance may serve

to elevate or depress his reputation, the genius or stu-

pidity of a biographer, the industry or prejudice of an
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obscure scholar^ may make or mar it for centuries. In

this view, when great men leave the stage their chief ad-

venture has hut just begun.

This is more true of men of action. An author's words

remain—preserved, forgotten, revived, re-edited, they

are essentially the same. Succeeding generations may
neglect them, but the printed page can hardly suffer the

same fate as the less tangible memories of past actions,

motives, character, which are seen for the most part

through the medium of other minds, and taken on the

word of other men for what they were and meant. So

men write apologia.

Few of us have posterity always before our eyes. We
go our ways, for the most part, careless of what oncom-

ing generations may think of us, or whether they will

think of us at all, contented—or discontented—with

whatever consideration we can wrest from our own time.

Yet to seek the bubble reputation at the cannon's mouth;

to pluck the flower of honor from the heart of the nettle

danger, this last infirmity of noble minds has its humbler

counterpart in the lives of most of u^; and soon or late

the desire to make ourselves remembered manifests itself.

Yet who knows how, or why, or for what, a man shall

be remembered? He takes a great part in the world's

affairs, and men recall that he once wrote a play. He
may, like Sandwich or Nesselrode, be a king's minister,

and have his name preserved in a species of refreshment.

He may be a great commander with a royal name, and

acquire a laboratory immortality in Prince Rupert's

drops. Like Madame de Pompadour, a king's mistress

may be recalled by hairdressers who never heard of her.

Lake Ccesar, he may achieve remembrance far beyond

the view of history in a false etymology of surgery. Like
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a great character in Scottish history he may have two

conflicting immortalities, recalled by one faction as

"hluidy Claver'se," and by another as "bonny Dundee/*

Or, like many a man who little dreamed of fame, his

name may be a hoiLsehold word, such as that of Mac-
adam, who devised our roads, or that of Stillson, who de-

vised a wrench. A 7nultitude have acMeved immortality

in the vocabulary of science or horticulture. "Who hath

fame? He who died a* Wednesday." In truth, he has as

good a chance at immortality as the next.

For Oblivion is a capricious spirit. "Some deserve

fame and have it/' observes Milton, "some have it, not

deserving; others, though deserving, yet totally miss it

or have it not equal to their deserts." Death we know;

it is inevitable and inexorable; it has no favorites;

for "The wings of men's lives are plumed with death/*

"Whom none could advise, thou hast persuaded; what

none hath dared, thou hast done; whom all the world

hath flattered, thou only hast cast out of the world and
despised." Death is no respecter of persons. Nor, in a

far different sense, is Oblivion. For she "blindly scat-

tereth her poppy, and deals with the memory of men
without distinction to the merit of perpetuity. In vain

we compute our felicities by the advantage of our good
names, since bad have equal duration; and Thersites

is like to live as long as Agamemnon. Who knows
whether the best of men is known, or whether there be

not more remarkable persons forgot than any that stand

remembered in the known account of time? Without the

favour of the everlasting register, the first man had been

as unknown as the last. . . . Oblivion is not to be hired.

The greater part must be content to be as though they

had not been, to be found in the Register of God, not in
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the record of man. . . . There is nothing strictly im-

mortal but immortality."

Thus old Sir Thomas Browne. And to this Milton

adds his testimony of the Fathers of the Church, who,

if anyone, it might seem, should he exempt from this

caprice of fortune. "Whatsoever time, or the heedless

hand of blind chance, hath drawn from of old to this

present in her huge drag-net, whether Fish, or Seaweed,

Shells, or Shrubs, unpickt, unchosen, these are the

Fathers."

Here, then, you have this little company, culled, like

the Fathers, by the chance which is so great a part in our

salvaging of the past; yet each, in his way, a representa-

tive of some phase of man's conflict with oblivion. To this

their earthly activities are but incidental. They may serve

to illustrate not merely the process by which a reputa-

tion is achieved, but how it managed to maintain itself

against its ancient enemy.

''Time hath its revolutions," runs the somber eloquence

of old Chief Justice Crewe. "There must be a period and

an end to all temporal things—finis rerum

—

an end of

names and dignities, and whatsoever is terrene; and why
not of De Vere? For where is Bohun? Where is Mow-
bray? Where is Mortimer? Nay, which is more, and

most of all, where is Plantagenet? They are in the urns

and sepulchres of mortality." Yet in his very elegy, in

the epitaph of their fallen grandeur, if nowhere else,

their names reverberate; and in so far, more fortunate

than their fellows, they have won their contest with

oblivion.

Nay, more; for even to countless names now mingled

with the dust remains that still more glorious immor-

tality which forms the theme of the greatest of all ora-
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tions. "So they gave their bodies to the commonwealth,

and received, each for his own memory, praise that will

never die; and with it the grandest of all sepulchres, not

that in which their mortal hones are laid, hut a home in

the minds of men, where their glory remains fresh to

stir to speech or action as occasion comes. For the whole

earth is the sepulchre of famous men; and their story is

not graven only on stone over their native earth, hut lives

on far away, without visible symbol, woven into the stuff

of other men's lives." And this, which might well have

served for the epitaph of the Unknown Soldier, must

do for most of us.
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THE SERIOUS PEPYS

WHOEVER," says Montaigne, "wiU justly

consider and with due proportion, of what
kind of men and of what sort of actions the

glory sustains itself in the records of history, will find

that there are very few actions and very few persons of

our times who can there pretend any right." "Of so

many thousands of valiant men who have died within

these fifteen hundred years in France with their swords

in their hands," he goes on, "not a hundred have come

to our knowledge. The memory not of the commanders

only, but of battles and victories is buried and gone; the

fortunes of above half the world for want of a record

stir not from their place and vanish without duration;

... it must be some very eminent greatness or some

consequence of great importance that fortune has added

to it that signalizes" an action to make it and the actor

remembered.

There is, in effect, no recipe for immortality, even for

the greatest ; and if fame's vagaries thus affect captains

and kings, what chance have men in lesser stations? If

conquerors are so frequently forgotten, what of the men
of peace, which has its oblivion far more profound than

war ! Above all, perhaps, what hope has one who devotes

himself not to the destruction or manipulation of his

fellow men but to their service, in particular as that

bulwark of organized society, an honest and able civil

servant? Little enough, indeed. The worst of dema-

gogues, the most incompetent of commanders, the harsh-

est of tyrants, the most depraved of rakes, has far better

chance for an undying, if an undesirable, fame, under
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present historical conditions, than even the best of these

"sons of Martha." Save when preserved by other means,

some share in pohtics, some gift to literature, their fame

is mingled with the air. Only among the unwritten tradi-

tions of their service and its unread documents their

reputations lie, safe from the praise or blame of those

they served. Of this great class, paradoxical as it may
seem, there is no better representative than the weU-

known subject of this essay.

On the twenty-sixth of May, 1703, while England

girded herself for that far-spreading conflict which in a

twelvemonth was to bring to her Gibraltar and the great

Marlborough's "famous victory" of Blenheim, there died

at Clapham, near London, one Samuel Pepys, sometime

a notable figure in the world he left. Member of Parlia-

ment, Treasurer of Tangier, Surveyor-General of the

Victualling Office, Clerk of the Acts, and Secretary of

the Admiralty, he had played no trifling part in the

eventful years of the last Stuart kings. Aside from his

official life, Pepys had been scarcely less well known in

widely different fields. He was Master of Trinity House

and of the Clothworkers' Company, Governor of

Christ's Hospital, twice President of the Royal Society.

A patron and critic of the arts, music, the drama, litera-

ture; an indefatigable collector of manuscripts and

books, broadsides, ballads, music-scores, and curios, he

had been no less at home in gatherings of scientists and

virtuosos, in Covent Garden and in Drury Lane, or the

booksellers' shops about old St. Paul's, than in the Navy
Office and dockyards. He had arranged, even composed,

some music, and he was no mean amateur performer on

certainly one instrument. He had contributed to the

Royal Society; not a few books had been dedicated to
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him; and he himself had published at least one. His

portrait had been painted three times by Kneller, once

by Lely, and again by artists of less note. Among his

friends were statesmen and scientists, authors, officials,

musicians, royalties; Hans Sloane, Christopher Wren,

Isaac Newton, John Evelyn, John Dryden, and that

"admirable Lord High Admiral but less than admirable

king," James the Second, now long an exile at the

court of France. Surely, if a man's achievements are to

count for anything, here was a candidate for at least a

moderate immortality.

"In the judgment I make of another man's life," says

the old French moralist-philosopher, "I always observe

how he carried himself at his death;—this is the day

that must be the judge of all the foregoing years." This

supreme test the Secretary met bravely. "Last niglit,"

wrote the nonjuring clergyman, George Hickes, who

was with him at the end, "I did the last offices for Samuel

Pepys. . . . The greatness of his behaviour in his long

and sharp tryall before his death was in every respect an-

swerable to his great life, and in accordance with his

motto, Mens cujusque is est quisque,"—as a man's mind

is, so is he. "This day," wrote old John Evelyn, "died

Mr. Sam. Pepys, a very worthy, industrious, and curi-

ous person, none in England exceeding him in knowl-

edge of the Navy, in which he had passed thro' all the

most considerable offices ... all which he performed

with great integrity. . . . He was universally beloved,

hospitable, generous, learned in many things, skilled in

music, a very greate cherisher of learned men of whom
he had the conversation ; . . . for neere 40 yeares . . .

my particular friend." Such was the esteem of his con-

temporaries for one who had been called successively the
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right hand, the Nestor, and the father of the English

navy; reckoned the ablest civil servant of his time, a

shrewd, strict, serious man of business, a faithful friend,

a generous patron, an accomplished gentleman, and an

honest man. May none of us have a worse epitaph

!

His will bore out the character of his life and death.

The wide distribution of mourning and rings, according

to the custom of the time, witnessed his many and emi-

nent friendships ; his numerous bequests to his acquaint-

ances and servants further testified to an agreeable side

of his nature. The bestowal of his fortune on his nephew,

and the devising of his library to Magdalene College,

Cambridge, after that nephew's death; the gift of his

ship-models to his partner and friend, William Hewer,

with recommendation "to consider how these, also to-

gether with his o\Mi, may be preserved for publick bene-

fit," gave evidence of a strong family, college, and public

spirit—which, again, often contributes somewhat to post-

humous reputation.

This, for the son of a tailor, who owed small thanks

to birth or fortune, some to circumstance, most to him-

self, for all the blessings he enjoyed in life, and in such

unusual and such long unsuspected degree passed on to

posterity, was no small achievement as a bid for fame.

To his success his schooling at Huntingdon and St.

Paul's, then at Magdalene College, contributed some-

what ; but the determining factor in his career had been

his connection with his father's cousin and his own pa-

tron. Sir Edward Montagu, the friend and relative and

follower of Cromwell. When, after a brief excursion in

diplomacy, the j^outhful Pepys entered the service of

this capable commander, whom the Protector had sum-

moned from his place in the New Model to a seat in the
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Council of State with charge of naval operations against

Spain, Dunkirk, and the Northern powers ; and, in par-

ticular, when, after a period of retirement, the Conven-

tion Parliament commissioned Montagu to bring back

the exiled Charles to England and the throne, the for-

tune of his secretary, Pepys, was settled with his own.

Clerk of the Acts and of the Admiralty Board; then,

by successive stages of advance, wresting increasing

reputation and authority from the catastrophes of fire,

plague, and war, Pepys had outgrown the need of a

patron long before he became the Secretary of the Ad-
miralty. Through twenty busy years, save for the inter-

ruption of the Popish Plot, the history of naval adminis-

tration more and more became the story of his life, as he

refashioned his office on the lines it held for more than

a century. Not without color and incident, verging more
than once on tragedy as he became involved in the vicissi-

tudes of politics, but in the main absorbed in the reform

and conduct of naval affairs, until the Revolution drove

him and his master, James the Second, from their posts,

his life was one in which increasing purpose ran with

vigor and success. Such was the Pepys of the seven-

teenth century, the greatest secretary of what is, in one

view, England's greatest service ; thus he lived and died.

Thus was he not remembered! It is, indeed, amazing

to find how soon he was forgotten and how completely.

A dozen years after his death, his name found place in

The Continuation of Mr. Collier's Supplement to his

Great Dictionary; a dozen more, and Burnet noted his

connection with the Popish Plot; while, thanks chiefly

to the fact that Kneller had painted and White had en-

graved his portrait. Granger gave him a page in his

extraordinary Biographical History of England. An-
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other fifty years, and Hume observed that naval tradi-

tion still recalled Pepys' administration as "a model of

order and economy." The rest was all but silence. Among
the innumerable "characters" which entertained the

readers of the Annual Register^ his found no place;

the long files of the Gentleman's Magazine, save for a

brief note on his hbrary, knew him not ; in its three edi-

tions in the eighteenth century not even the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica recorded his name.

Members or visitors of Magdalene College still ob-

served, as now, the building which contained his books.

Some found their way inside ; at least two recorded some-

thing of the treasures they discovered there ; and part of

the material for Percy's Reliques of Ancient English

Poetry was drawn from that source. Frequenters of St.

Olave's Church may have taken notice of the Secretary's

tomb; members of corporations or societies to which he

once belonged might now and then recall him by his gifts

;

lovers of art noted his portraits as examples of the

painter's skill. Family pride, the industry of genealogist

or antiquarian, might have found in parish registers the

entry of his birth, marriage, and death ; or in the college

books, besides the record of his entrance and exit, that

he was once reproved for being drunk. An occasional

reader may have looked in his Memoirs of the Royal

Navy, a scholar or an archivist here and there have noted

the unread masses of his memoranda in the Public Rec-

ords Office or the libraries. This was the sum of Pepys*

impression on the world a hundred years after he left

it—a handful of mementos and a fast-fading memory.

Of these, only his papers and his books still stood be-

tween him and oblivion. The books, indeed, had been not

seldom used; the papers were still aU but unexplored.
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Sometime during that eighteenth century, which con-

cerned itself so mightily with very many things much
less worth while, a now unknown enthusiast began a

catalogue of the Pepysian collections in the Magdalene

library. He was soon, far too soon, discouraged. There

lay "a vast collection from our antient records ... re-

lating to our naval affairs, and those of other coimtries.

Books of musick, mathematicks and several other sub-

jects all excellent in their kind." Among them were two

hundred and fifty volumes, chiefly of naval manuscripts,

gathered, doubtless, as a basis for a projected history.

There lay the Lethington Collection of Scottish poetry

;

masses of tracts and pamphlets; with the largest body

of broadside ballads in existence. Above all, in the mind

of at least one bibliophile, was what "he hath collected

with respect to the City of London, for the illustra-

tion of that famous city," besides "a vast collection of

heads both domestic and foreign, beyond expression,

copy-books of all the masters of Europe," and "a large

book of title-pages, frontispieces . . . not to be paral-

leled," the whole crowned with an "admirable cata-

logue." Besides these, fifty volumes more of Pepys*

manuscripts had found their way into the hands of the

great collector, Rawlinson, and so to the Bodleian Li-

brary at Oxford. Besides these, still, his documents in

public and in private hands, had they been even cata-

logued in print, would have reared a monument whose

very size might have compelled attention and revised

the eighteenth century's knowledge of the past and of

Pepys.

But the exploiting of this material was reserved for

later generations, when its fulfilment became a romance

of literature and scholarship alike. It is a well-known
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story how, among the masses of historical material which

found their way to print in the first quarter of the nine-

teenth century, the Diary of John Evelyn, with its men-

tion of the Secretary, inspired the Master of Magdalene

College to put in Lord Grenville's hands six volumes of

cipher manuscript from Pepys' collections which had

long puzzled curious visitors; how that accomplished

nobleman, having transcribed some pages, found them

of such interest that an undergraduate, John Smith, was

entrusted with the completion of the work; and how,

after three years of labor on his part, there presently

appeared, under Lord Braybrooke's editorship, the

Memoirs of Samuel Pepys, Esq., F.R.S,, Secretary to

the Admiralty . . . comprising his Diary from 1659 to

1669 . . . with a selection from his private Correspond-

ence.

It is, perhaps, scarcely so well appreciated how, with

that event, ensued a revolution in posthumous fame un-

paralleled in literary history. From the obscurity of a

century emerged no mere man of affairs but a Person-

ality. What a lifetime of great endeavor could not do,

a book accomplished almost in a day. By the transcriber's

magic the forgotten Secretary of the Admiralty was

transformed into a Prince of Diarists and set among the

immortals. So complete was the triumph over oblivion

that, within twenty years, even Macaulay, who had

drawn largely on the Secretary's books for his History,

allowed himself to write of "Samuel Pepys whose library

and diary have kept his name fresh to our time." So

vivid was the book that even the great historian seems

to have felt, like many since, that its author had always

been well known.

It is not surprising that he was misled, nor that the
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first transcriber often spent fourteen hours a day upon

his task, when one considers how amazingly ahve the

book is still, how every hour promises a fresh surprise.

Read but the opening lines with their directness, reminis-

cent of Defoe, and you feel the charm impelling you to

go on:

Blessed be God, at the end of last year I was in very good

health. ... I lived in Axe Yard, having my wife and servant

Jane and no more in family than us three. . . . The condition

of the State was thus, . . . the Rump after being disturbed

by my Lord Lambert was lately returned to sit again. The

officers of the Army all forced to yield. Lawson lies still in the

river and Monk with his army in Scotland. . . . The new Com-

mon Council of the City do speak very high. . . . My own

private condition very handsome and esteemed rich, but indeed

very poor, besides my goods of my house and my office. . . .

This morning ... I rose, put on my suit with great skirts,

. . . went to Mr. Gunning's Chapel at Exeter House. . . .

Dined at home . . . where my wife dressed the remains of a

turkey, . . . supt at my father's where in came Mrs. The.

Turner and Madam Morrice. ... In the morning . . . old

East brought me a dozen bottles of sack. ... I went ... to

speak with Mr. Calthropp about the £60 due my Lord . . .

[and] heard that Lambert was coming up to London.

There you have, in little, Pepys and his Diary ; his house,

his clothes, his wife, his food, his health, his office, his

acquaintances, his amusements, his relatives, his gossip

of affairs. You have, indeed, much more : at once an in-

credibly lifelike picture of the times, and a true romance,

surpassing all fiction, of the life and strange, surprising

adventures of one Samuel Pepys, who lived, far from

alone, for seventy years in the island of Great Britain,
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and whose activities are here set down with the detail

that has charmed generations since in the exploits of

his antithesis, Robinson Crusoe, with all the added zest

of brilliant environment.

There is, indeed, some curious kinship between these

two wholly unlike productions. There is the same fasci-

nation in watching Pepys rescue from the catastrophe

of the Cromwellian rule the means to make his fortune,

as in seeing Crusoe rescue from the shipwreck the means

of sustaining life ; the same interest in observing the one

build his career and the other build his house; the same

suspense over the crises in the affairs of each; the same

pleasure in their triumphs over adversity as they struggle

with nature or with the world of men ; the same satisfac-

tion over their ultimate victory. There is even something

curiously alike in the accumulation of minute and often

apparently trivial detail by which, in truth or fancy, both

authors produce their lifelike effects.

Pepys has, indeed, had full reward for all his pains.

Since the appearance of his Diary in the first abbreviated

form which printed scarcely half of its contents, much
learned and loving labor has been spent on its elucida-

tion. The ingenuity and industry of successive editors

have enlarged our knowledge and understanding of the

work until the two original volumes, what with inclusion

of the parts at first suppressed and a great bulk of com-

ment, have increased to ten. One editor has re-tran-

scribed the manuscript, another has compiled a book

on Pepys and the world he lived in; the family gene-

alogy has been unearthed and a study made of one of its

members as "a later Pepys"; so far has the reflected

glory shone. The diarist's early life has been laid bare;

his letters published, with his will; his portraits repro-
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duced. A whole book on Pepys as a lover of music has

appeared ; an essay on the sermons that he heard ; even

the medical aspects of his married life have been ex-

plained by a physician-author ; and there has been pub-

lished lately a study of his "soul." Essayists and book-

makers still find in him an ever fertile subject for their

pens; no biographical dictionary or encyclopaedia is

without a full account of the great diarist. A memorial
has been erected to him in St. Olave's Church, a Pepys
Club has been founded; and, rising finally to the full

stature of a real biography, few names to-day in Eng-
lish literature are better known, few classics more widely

read or more enjoyed.

If the effect on Pepys has been so great, the influence

of the Diary on seventeenth-century history has been no
less. With the appearance of his Diary the formal, even

tragic, dignity which for a hundred years enveloped that

great revolutionary period was destroyed almost beyond

repair of the dullest historian. "It was as though in a

musty library, slumbrous with solemn volumes, a window
had suddenly been opened, and the spectator looked out

upon the London of the mid-seventeenth century, full

of color and movement, still breathing the Elizabethan

enchantment, . . . vehemently returned to the lust of

the eye and the pride of the flesh after the restraints and

severities of the Puritan dominion." Before the Diary

appeared, the England of Charles the Second was the

England of Clarendon, Echard, Rapin, Hume, a dull,

tangled interlude between two revolutions ; since his book

it has been, for the most of us, the England of Pepys,

amusing, intimate, incredibly alive. Its obscuration has

not yet been wholly cleared away, the history of the

Restoration still remains to be written; but when it is,
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the st'crctary-diarist will have no less a share in writing

its memoirs than he had in managing its affairs. Already

from his volumes has heen evolved more than one his-

tory of seventeenth-century manners, music, drama,

literature; even political historians have used it to ad-

vantage. It has heen supplemented hy other works, but

to it we owe in greater measure than to any other book

the picture of a period which, even now, makes Pepys'

time nearer to us than any other decade of EngHsh

history.

When one considers what the Secretary was and did,

and how his reputation stood before the Diary appeared,

this result seems all the more extraordinary. Eminent

as he was in admiralty circles, as a patron of the arts,

collector, and philanthropist; useful as his life had been

and notable for honorable success in public service, it

gave small promise of eminence in literature. His suc-

cess, indeed, lies far outside that realm. However great

the quaint attraction of his phrase; however bright the

light upon his time, the Diary owes its wide appeal and

deepest charm to the infusion of a wholly different

quality. It is not merely trite to say that its fascination

lies in its frankness—that is a superficial, obvious half-

truth. To his Diary, Pepys confided every thought,

sensation, motive, action, and desire,—good, bad, high,

low, important, trivial, absurd,—with a freedom beyond

mere frankness. The result is unique, not merely in

literature, but almost, if not quite, in life. It seldom

happens among myriads of human relationships that

anyone knows anj^ of his fellows, however near and

dear, as well as all of us know Pepys ; most of us scarcely

know ourselves as well; few of us, or none, would dare

admit even to ourselves, much less commit to paper, in
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whatever decent obscurity of cipher, all that the diarist

records. His work is not mere frankness ; it is self-revela-

tion at its highest power—there is nothing more to tell.

It is more than mere literature, it is life itself. Most of

such so-called revelations are far from what they profess

to be. Some are mere prurience; some, morbid psy-

chology; some, simple vanity; some, conscious or un-

conscious pose ; the most, mere formal record of an outer

life, or simply "literature." Pepys' work is the delinea-

tion of a very human being, a "natural man," stripped of

the convenances of society, who would have been at once

the terror and the pride of eighteenth-century prophets

who invoked such phantoms constantly, and as constantly

produced imaginative figments in their place. To such

vainer sophistications Pepys' Diary bears the same rela-

tion as that of frank, unashamed, and proper savage

nakedness to the salacious half-revelations of a decadent

stage. One has but to compare it with such outpourings

from those of Rousseau to those of Marie Bashkirtseff

to realize the great gulf fixed between healthy apprecia-

tion of a man's triumph over circumstances and the futile

conflict with overwhelming shadows.

Being Pepys, nothing human—and very few other

things which came under his observation—seem alien

either to him or to his pen. First, his appearance; one

reads with wonder not unmixed with awe of "a velvet

cloak, two new cloth suits, ... a new shagg gowne

trimmed with gold buttons and twist, with a new hat

and silk tops for my legs,"—all, as it were, in one mouth-

ful. It is no wonder that his clothes cost some five times

as much as those of his wife, but it leads to serious re-

flection in these days.

Yet it was even more good policy than vanity which
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prompted this display. "I hope I shall, with more com-

fort," he says, "labor to get more and with better successe

than when for want of clothes I was forced to sneake

like a beggar." That he got more, his accounts reveal.

When he went with Montagu to bring back the King,

he had scarcely a penny to his name. He came back with

near a hundred pounds. After seven years of office he

reckoned himself worth some seven thousand pounds;

prepared to set up a coach
;
gave his sister, Paulina, six

hundred pounds as a marriage portion; and lent his

cousin, Roger, five hundred ;—for all of which he blessed

God fervently in his Diary. When he died the Crown
owed him twenty-eight thousand pounds; yet he left a

comfortable fortune. And he was neither dishonest nor

niggardly. During the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, few fields of human endeavor yielded such rich

returns as public office; and if Pepys took his fees like

other men, unlike too many of them, he gave good ser^ace

in return. Nor was he ungenerous in spending money.

Books, pictures, music, objects of art, furniture, plate,

hangings, he purchased with almost lavish hand. Pre-

eminently a Londoner, he was insensible to those charms

of country-seat and garden which so engrossed his friend,

John Evelyn ; a man of weighty affairs, gambling of all

kinds appealed to him even less; cautious and thrifty

as became his class, no charge of penuriousness will hold

against him, in the large.

His tastes, indeed, save two, were such as helped the

world along. Devoted to the theatre and a good-fellow-

ship which led him sometimes to excess, he made his fre-

quent "vowes against wine and plays" only to break

them, as men have done since. The wine at least made
no inroads upon his business; the plays make his Diary
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the best of all guides to seventeenth-century London
theatres. But at the theatre, still more in church, at home,

abroad, one of liis chief interests was what the eighteenth

century knew as "female charms." One of his crosses

was the lack of such loveliness in his own church, St.

Olave's; "not one handsome face in all of them, as if,

indeed, there was a curse, as Bishop Fuller heretofore

said, upon our parish." What he lacked there he made
up fully elsewhere. He kissed Nell Gwyn, besides un-

counted others, including the face of the exhumed body

of Katherine of Valois, who had been dead more than

two centuries, that he might be said to have kissed a

queen! His friendship with the actresses, especially Mrs.

Knipp; the trials which arose when she winked at him

and he had trouble to make his eyes behave as they should

in his wife's presence,—are not such things and many
more of like sort writ large throughout the Diary? These

and the less creditable story of his relations with his

wife's servant. Deb, witness something to those qualities

which led the penniless youth, but two years out of

college, to espouse the pretty daughter of a poverty-

stricken Huguenot refugee addicted to invention and

living chiefly upon charity.

All this and even more, in infinite variety of phrase,

men have laid stress on since his book appeared. Largely,

and no doubt naturally, this side of Pepys' nature and

his Diary chiefly appealed to a world concerned for the

most part with the trivial, or worse ; and it might be sup-

posed that frankness such as his would win for him a

place in the esteem of those who read his book, compa-

rable to that which he occupied in his contemporaries'

minds. In some degree, especially at first, thanks to the

bowdlerizing of his too cautious editor, this was the case.
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That incomparable anti(iiiarian, Walter Scott, hastened

to welcome this "man of business, ... of information

if not learning, taste and whim as well as pleasure, states-

man, virtuoso, bel esprit" to the world of literature, and,

with the notable—and characteristic—exception of Jef-

frey, many followed in the novelist's train. Yet, gradu-

ally, as each succeeding issue of the Diary included more

and more of intimate, less decorous detail, omitted by the

early editors, Pepys' reputation sank. Like Lucilius,

"having dared protray himself as he found himself to

be," he proved that "no man writes of himself save to

his hurt." Generations smiled, frowned, shrugged, moral-

ized, felt superior. Critics, who frequently knew nothing

of him save his own revelations and the comments of his

editors, often sneered. Coleridge observed that he was

"a pollard man," without a top, to which Pepys might

well have replied that the critic was all top. Lowell, with

condescension almost worthy of a foreigner, wrote of

"the unconscious blabbings of the Puritan tailor's son."

Another, admitting his honesty and even a certain clever-

ness, laughed at his "cockney revels," and his pleasure

when Lord Clarendon patted his head. Others still noted

only "the strength and coarseness of the common mind,"

the "decomposed Puritan mind," of this "typical bour-

geois, kindred to Kneller in vulgarity." A no less tolerant

soul than Stevenson, following, as often, earlier lead, ad-

duces Pepys' very appearance against him ; says his face

shows "no aspiration," only "an animal joy in all that

comes," though he admits that "in a corrupt and idle pe-

riod he played the man, toiled hard, and kept his honor

bright." His severest critic elaborates at length the mani-

fold inconsistencies of his character, forgetting the dic-

tum expressed by Lord Rosebery that "if we accept the
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common and erroneous opinion that human nature is con-

sistent with itself we find it utterly impossible to explain

the character of George the Third"—to say nothing of

that of other men.

Such, in general, was the judgment of the nineteenth

century, hard to persuade to take the diarist seriously.

Secure in its superior virtue and manners ; relieved from

the gay plumage of the seventeenth-century male; re-

pressing the earlier liberties of English speech; and at

least the open license of its morals; the Victorian age

read, loved, despised, what seemed to it a garrulous,

amusing man. It scorned the confession of his little

weaknesses perhaps even more than the weaknesses

themselves—his love of company, theatre, dress, diver-

sion, deference; looked down upon his simple vanity.

Above all it resented what he told of his dealings with

women. He may have been bad enough, but some have

written of him in terms appropriate to Sedley or Roches-

ter—the comparison is Pepys' best defense—forgetting

to read the Diary and Gramont's Memoires, or the Res-

toration drama, side by side. Viewed thus, one may well

wonder whether, after all, the Secretary would not have

preferred by far the honorable obscurity of a dead lion,

which he enjoyed during the eighteenth century, to this

contemptuously affectionate regard for a living ass,

which the nineteenth century bestowed on him.

The difficulty of comprehending Pepys has arisen

from two circumstances: the fact that the critics have

known little or nothing of him beyond what they found

in his own pages or the comment of his editors ; and the

fact that, most unfortunately for himself and for us,

Pepys ceased to be a diarist before he became a secre-

tary. From the eighteenth-century historians, even had
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the men of literature read their books, which there is no

reason to beheve they did, httle could have been gleaned,

and the earlier editors, at least, were not much better.

In what spirit they began let Lord Braybrooke's own
words declare. As Pepys "was in the habit of recording

the most trifling occurrences," he wrote, "it became abso-

lutely necessary to curtail the manuscript materially,"

—

and so he omitted an entertaining half. Bright, daring

greatly, printed some four-fifths; Wheatley, all but

about thirty pages. It was, then, nearly seventy years

before the world saw anywhere near the whole Diary.

Even so, had the critics paid more attention to the

serious element and dwelt less on those frivolities

—

and worse—for whose insertion they condemned—and

read—the diarist, they might have approximated the

truth more nearly.

But, as the old philosopher has said, "The pencil of the

Holy Ghost hath labored more in describing the afflic-

tions of Job than the felicities of Solomon," and we
ought, perhaps, to expect no more of the men of letters.

Yet when even the latest, and in some ways the best-

informed of them, falls in error what can we expect? He
denounces Lowell's description of Pepys as a Philistine

;

he reviles the historians of English literature for the

amazing fallacy that Pepys lacked enthusiasm; he

blames those who have made literary capital out of the

diarist for the small pains they have taken to correct

their "childish impressions" by the results of recent

studies. And, with all this, he permits himself to say that

"the diary was the one long deliberate effort of Pepys'

life"! They look on him in the same light as Charles

Lamb at the East India House, or Austin Dobson at the

Colonial Office. So hard it is for men to realize the funda-
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mental fact that Samuel Pepys was not a diarist who
happened to be connected with the Navy Office, but was

the greatest of all secretaries of the Admiralty, who hap-

pened, in his earlier years, to write a diary.

Fortunately the Diary has not been the end of the

Secretary's striving against oblivion ; what literature and

the hterary historians have failed so signally to do for

him thus far, historical scholarship seems likely to ac-

complish. When, nearly forty years ago, the English

government began to print calendars of the state papers

of the Restoration period, it soon became apparent that

the famous diarist had played a greater part in public

affairs than had previously been recognized. The de-

velopment of naval history, in particular, has gradually

re-created the Secretary ; and the service to which he gave

his life seems likely to be the final means of securing for

him an appropriate immortality. His Memoirs of the

Royal Navy has been reprinted; the naval historians

have chronicled his achievements ; studies have been made

of his activities in many public posts; a Bihliotheca

Pepysiana has been begun with a catalogue of his li-

brary; and, within a decade, the Navy Records Society

has begun the publication of a catalogue of his papers

preserved in Magdalene College which has already

reached the proportions of four stout volumes. Here-

after we shall have even more of such material, since we

are promised the "Navalia" memoranda, further mem-

oirs and calendars, filling out the record of his manifold

activities. In view of all this publication, it is not too

much to say that, had Pepys' Diary never seen the light,

we should, in time, have had adequate knowledge of the

Secretary's work, however little we should have known

of the man.
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Tlie result of all this is that we have another and a

better Pepys than the amusing figure whieh did duty

for him throughout the greater part of the nineteenth

century. Though even to-day few readers of the Diary

will be likely to delve into this mass of calendars, in-

accessible to a previous generation, and any alteration in

opinion will, therefore, probably be slow, it is high time

to begin to realize what the true Pepys was like, to do

him the justice which he has, in a sense, denied himelf.

For we are too apt to forget that to his own genera-

tion there was no such person as the diarist. Amid the

silks and paduasoy of the Diary, its days of cheer and

its nights at the play, its family secrets and its personal

details, men have lost sight of the more serious side of

him who found comfort in pouring out those things which

he concealed from all the world beside into the safe cipher

of his only confidant. As we go through the mass of

correspondence; as we read the endless list of orders

and memoranda, catalogues of ships, reports, recom-

mendations, statements of accounts; as we observe the

operation and results of his administration, we perceive

the petty, childish, simple figure, evoked by literary

critics from the Diary, transformed into the truer char-

acter of the historian—a man shrewd, cautious, able,

conscientious, honest, brave, wholly devoted to his serv-

ice and his government.

His story of naval administration and reform whence

emerged the modern system of the admiralty is, indeed,

no glittering chronicle. The "building of our ships more

burdensome" ; construction by the state rather than con-

tractors; reform in victualing and sailors' pay; the nam-

ing and officering of the fleet and the re-rating of its

vessels; the reorganization of the ordnance; long ex-
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periment in sailing and in fighting qualities; elaborate

calculations of speed, strength, and seaworthiness; in-

vestigations in the source and quality of all supplies ; ac-

counting, storage;—this infinite variety of detail, much

now of but an antiquarian interest even to the most tech-

nical of experts, is not easy reading and provides little

enough material for epigram. But it does give us what

is far more to the purpose, and that is a correct view of

Samuel Pepys. If you would learn what kind of man he

was, you should read his journal of the Admiralty Board

from 1673 to 1679. There is to be found the real Pepys,

whether you consider life or literature as the measure to

be applied to him. To those who have analyzed his body,

soul, mind, spirit, or whatever other attribute he pos-

sessed from the Diary alone, may be commended a study

of this greater side of the great Secretary, if they would

make their portraits even distantly resemble the original.

Here is the civil servant at his best, "^quiponder-

ous," to his colleagues, "in moral, and much superior in

philosophical knowledge of the economy of the navy,"

as he appeared to the men of his own day, his latest

critics declare that the principles of his naval statesman-

ship may even now be lessons to a "sea economy as valid

as they were two centuries ago." It is, indeed, almost

incredible how acute and diligent he was. The single

holiday of a busy life he spent in looking over Dutch

and French naval establishments. Upon his first and

only visit to Tangier, he found out in an hour's walk

about the town what twenty years of costly statesman-

ship and military occupation had scarcely learned,—that

it was no fit place for English occupation. It would be

too long even to enumerate here all the changes which

he made in admiralty administration; it is perhaps
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enough to say that a century and a quarter after he left

office, in the midst of England's struggle with Napoleon,

a naval commission found in his system scarcely a thing

to change or blame.

Nor was he, through all of this, a man of "sweet, un-

critical mind," much less the time-server he has often

been pictured. Under the transparent guise of a report

to his chief, the Duke of York, which set the wheels of

reform in motion, he criticised with frank courage

Comptroller, Treasurer, Surveyor, Navy Board, col-

leagues, courtiers, contractors, every powerful interest

of his service, whose alienation might well have meant

ruin to him. He was, in Marvell's phrase, one of that

"handful of salt, a sparkle of soul that . . . preserved

this gross body from putrefication, . . . constant, in-

variable, indeed Englishmen." It is with high appropri-

ateness that, in the two-hundredth year after his death,

the editor of the Catalogue of Pepysian Manuscripts

dedicates his work "To the memory of Samuel Pepys,

a great public servant." After so long an interval, and

through such great vicissitudes, the Secretary of the

seventeenth century takes on his proper guise in the be-

ginning of the twentieth, and appears again in something

like the form he doubtless would have chosen for himself.

We must, then, in this view, re-read the Diary and

revise our estimate of Pepys. As long presented, he has

unquestionably antagonized many persons of highly

moral minds or highly cultivated taste—and even more

of those inclined merely to prudishness. The spectacle of

a man who dared to set down the acts and thoughts com-

mon to many men, is so unusual in human affairs, so

contrary to all those instincts of pride and shame which

drive us to conceal or to condone our weaknesses not
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only from our fellows but from ourselves, that it has

made Pepys a repulsive figure to many worthy souls.

One who so far out-Boswelled Boswell as to paint not

his friend's portrait but his own, has suJBPered accord-

ingly.

That he was garrulous the very Diary, on which the

accusation rests, disproves. The confidence reposed in

him by men of every rank ; his rapid rise to high responsi-

bilities ; his reputation as a safe man of affairs ; the fact

that only once, and then by accident, did he reveal the

secret of his book, bear out his character as one not given

to betrayal of his trust. That, with all his dallyings and
philanderings, he was as licentious as many men of his

own day, no one familiar with the period will assert.

That Pepys was dishonest no one believes, or if he does,

let him read the editor's informing paragraph prefacing

his papers which declares: "There is no trace of any-

thing of the kind in the official correspondence," and

"even official letters, when they are numbered by thou-

sands may be witnesses to character, for by an infinite

number of delicate strokes they at length produce a por-

trait of the writer." Tested by this there is "no evidence

of corruption."

In Pepys' case it certainly has not been true that

actions speak louder than words. Bacon's saying more
nearly hits the mark, that "Fame is like a river which

bears up things light and swollen, but drowns things

heavy and solid." Of all the charges brought against

the Secretary, one of the worst is that he was not brave.

Let the great crises of his life attest. A young man, new
in office and affairs, dependent on the favor of Montagu,

he yet ventured to remonstrate with his powerful patron

for improprieties unworthy of his station and himself,
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in a reproof which is a model of its kind. "I judge it,"

he writes, "very unbecoming the duty which every bit

of bread I eat tells me I owe your Lordship to expose

your honor to the uncertainty of my return . . . but,

sir, your Lordship's honor being such as I ought to value

it to be, and finding both in city and court that discourses

pass to your prejudice, ... I shall, my Lord, without

the least greatening or lessening the matter, do my duty

in laying it shortly before you."

When the Plague fell on London and all who could

had fled—court and society, as usual, the first—among

the few bold spirits who remained to carry on the busi-

ness of the state, the brave, bigoted Bishop of London,

Sheldon; the "best justice of the peace in England,"

Godfrey; the grim Duke of Albemarle, old General

Monk,—amid this courageous company of picked men,

the Clerk of the Acts stuck to his post in daily peril of

his life. Read his letter to Coventry if you would have a

measure of the man. "The sickness in general thickens

round us," thus he writes, "particularly upon our neigh-

borhood. You, sir, took your turn of the sword; I must

not, therefore, grudge to take mine of the pestilence."

When, following the Plague, the Great Fire of Lon-

don threatened to consume the entire city, he hastened

to have workmen brought from the dockyards, to sug-

gest destroying houses in the path of the conflagration,

and planned, worked, commanded, till the Navy Offices

were saved. When the Dutch fleet sailed up the Medway
and the Thames, burning and sinking helpless, laid-up

English men-of-war, and threatening the capital itself

;

while Monk rallied forces to resist, threw up entrench-

ments, mounted guns, and sank vessels to oppose further

advance, Pepys labored no less manfully to meet the
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clamorous demands for adequate supplies by day and

night, "alone at the office . . . yet doing the king good

service." When a hostile House, hungry for vengeance,

seeking a scapegoat for a mismanaged war, fell on the

Navy; when "the whole world was at work blaming one

another," and even the Duke advised his friends to save

themselves, Pepys, unused to public speech, alone before

the Commons, defended his service, his colleagues, and

himself with such conspicuous ability and success "as

gave great satisfaction to every one." Amid the revela-

tions of corruption and maladministration which fol-

lowed the war, he dared to beard even Prince Rupert

before the Navy Board—and to prove his point. Ten
years thereafter he was accused, bj^ no less dangerous

an enemy than Shaftesbury, of being a Catholic and

possibly involved in Popish plots. He lost his office

and his liberty, he stood to lose his life; but he did not

lose his courage or resource, and, in the Tower, prepared

defense so ample as to make the absurd charge fall of

its own weight.

Through all he was, he tells us, horribly afraid—but

he was never too frightened to do his duty. Incredible

as it seems in view of the conception of the man with

which we have been instilled, his conscience was con-

tinually too much for him. Over and over again he re-

solves to follow the dictates of prudence and not involve

himself in Montagu's affairs—but finally he does. "I was

fearful of going to any house," he writes in the Plague

year—but he went. "I do see everybody is on his own
defense and spare not to blame another, and the same

course I shall take"—but he did not. "I was afraid," he

writes at another crisis in affairs, "but I did not shew

it." Amid the difficulties which confronted him in the
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naval investigation he even found time to advise a perse-

cuted colleague, "poor weak brother," in his defense.

Proud as he was of his success in life, his house, his

clothes, his coach, his dignities, his place, not all his

vanity nor all his fears prevented his risking them for

what he thought was right. If this be cowardice, then

make the most of it.

If, finally, you would have a fairer measure of the

man, compare Pepys with Gibbon, the historian, who
most nearly occupies an eminence in one department of

historical literature commensurate with that of the Secre-

tary in another. Not merely does each owe his present

reputation to his literary skill in that field, but the out-

lines of their lives show certain similarities. Both were

of the middle class ; both rose through their abilities from

relative obscurity to distinction; both were members of

Parliament ; both held public office ; and the private life

of the historian has been approved by sober folk almost

as much as that of the diarist has been condemned. Gib-

bon, accustomed to inherited means, refrained from mar-

riage with one of the most attractive women on the Con-

tinent and, from prudent fear of his father's displeasure,

"sighed as a lover but obeyed as a son." The penniless

Pepys, with a rash unworldliness the more remarkable

in a man conspicuous above his fellows for his sound

judgment, married in defiance of every prudent con-

sideration. The one, financially independent of his place,

gave silent votes against his conscience for a policy which

led to England's quarrel with America; the other, owing

his living to his place, dared oppose the Conmions' anger

and his superiors' ill-will wherever he believed his cause

was right. One slumbered with his colleagues of the
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Board of Trade over the duties of a pleasant sinecure,

while the imperial policy went down to ruin; the other

spent his days and, not infrequently, his nights in fur-

thering the interests of his government. "I have en-

tered Parliament," wrote the historian, "without patriot-

ism and without ambition ; ... all my views are bounded

by the comfortable and modest position of a Lord of

Trade." "My great design," wrote Pepys, "is to get my-

self to be a Parliament man . . . both for the King's

and Service's sake and for the Duke of York's." Reverse

Gibbon, and you get Pepys.

Neither could have succeeded in the other's field:

Pepys failed as much at history as Gibbon in affairs.

From the desert of family and official life, which the

historian created and called peace, there rose, indeed, a

splendid history: from the varied and fertile plain of

everyday affairs the Secretary brought a no less immor-

tal Diary. Like character, like book; the style was in

each case the man himself. "The manner of the 'Decline

and Fall,' " says Bagehot, "is not a style in which you

can tell the truth. . . . Truth is of various kinds
;
grave,

solemn, dignified,—petty, low, ordinary : and a historian

who has to tell the truth must be able to tell what is little

as well as what is amazing. Gibbon is at fault here: he

cannot mention Asia Minor. The petty order of sub-

lunary matters, the common existence of ordinary peo-

ple, the necessary littlenesses of necessary life are little

suited to his sublime narrative."

One may not venture to declare what the ideal style

of diaries should be; but, by whatever chance, all men
agree that Pepys has hit upon it ; and, whatever charge

may be brought against him, none can say he was not
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competent to tell the truth in whatever form it showed

itself to him, that he failed to find an apt expression for

every emotion or experience he had, or that his hook does

not conform to the "necessary littlenesses of necessary

life." One cannot imagine writing of Pepys that "the

way to reverence him is not to read him at all, but look

at him from the outside . . . and think how much there

is within." Rather his book is "actually read, a man is

glad to take it up and slow to lay it down; . . . once

having had it in his library he would miss it from its

shelves," the more so that it was not the product of "a

life-time of horrid industry."

Least of all did the diarist, with the peculiar vanity

of the historian, identify himself with the world's great-

ness. Gibbon, it has been said, confused himself with the

Roman Empire; describing his pilgrimages from Buri-

ton to London and London to Buriton in the same ma-

jestic periods that record the fall of states and empires;

his amateur experiences with the English yeomanry in

phrases that recall the tramp of Roman legions; his

voiceless and insignificant presence in the House of Com-
mons in a manner suited to an account of the delibera-

tions of the Roman senators. Whatever form the diarist's

egotism took, he realized his place within the universe.

Nor can we well believe that the great work of the his-

torian would have suffered from some infusion of the

Secretar3^'s qualities.

Comparisons, however invidious, are, in this case at

least, illuminating; for to many minds the smug, im-

peccable career of the historian has seemed far to sur-

pass the garrulous, inconsequent, vain pursuits of the

gossipy diarist in all those enviable qualities which make
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for virtue and true success ; in particular it has seemed to

stand for the accomplishment of a great purpose nobly

planned, idealistic, admirable, as opposed to Pepys'

selfish strivings after the pleasures and profits of a

worldly existence. Nothing could be much farther from

the truth. If the one made a success of intellect, the other

made a success of life ; if the historian did much for the

past and the future, the Secretary did no less for his own
day and for posterity. We would not willingly give up

the work of either ; but, if one should fail, we could more

easily replace the work of Gibbon than the work of

Pepys; if we should have to choose between selfish

scholar and hard-working hedonist—let each man make
his choice.

That one shall ask more of life than life can give, that

is the great tragedy. From it, save in perhaps a single

particular, Pepys was spared. But that a man may rea-

sonably expect of posterity an honorable remembrance

for eminent service well performed, and receive instead

a familiar, half-contemptuous regard as a light-minded,

evil-mannered, amusing babbler, that height of fame's

tragi-comic irony has been his fate too long. In the

records of his service, and in the Diary read by their

light, there resides the quality which the critics have

found wanting and blamed him for lacking—devotion

to high purpose and ideals, and a sense of duty which

served as lofty patriotism or a sustaining belief in a

great cause might have served to another type of mind.

This does not mean that he was a perfect character, only

a very human man, eminent in more than one field of hu-

man endeavor and of great service to his fellow men.

To the appreciation of this world's goods and pleasures.
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to intellectual and philanthropic tastes, to the doctrines

of Franklin and Polonius, he added a sense of public

duty and an unremitting industry, with talents which

lift him far above the level of his present reputation, as

they raised him above the generality of his own times.

He was, in short, an admirable representative of a

class not uncommon during the Restoration yet not

typical of it, the left-over Puritans, bred in the sterner,

more efficient school of the Protectorate ; on whom, amid

the corruption and extravagance of shifty politicians

and dissolute courtiers, rested the burden of the state.

What he said of another applies no less to himself: "It

is pretty to see that they are fain to find out an old-

fashioned man of Cromwell's time to do their business

for them." "If it comes to fighting," observed one of his

acquaintances when dangers thickened about Charles the

Second's path, "the King must rely on the old party"

;

and this proved, throughout, scarcely less true of ad-

ministration. With all its faults, the Cromwellian regime

had one virtue which was clearly revealed under its suc-

cessor—it bred strong men. They were not immaculate,

and the most was made of their failings by their Royalist

rivals ; but in morals they were, at worst, not below the

level of their generation, and in efficiency they rose far

above it. Among these worthies Pepys holds high place.

Admitting all the frailties and the inconsistencies of

this Puritan in Restoration garb, his manners and his

morals not untouched with something of the weakness

of his day, there yet remains a man whom it is next to

impossible to dislike, and w^hom it would be wholly im-

possible, in the light of adequate knowledge of his career,

not to respect. His motto, which in the half-light of his

Diary has long seemed fitting. Mens cujusque is est
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quisque—"as a man's mind is, so is he,"—may, in this

view, well be replaced by one far more appropriate to

his life: "Seest thou a man diligent in his business; he

shall stand before kings."
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A MONG the many reflections which inevitably

/_% assail one as he lays down the life of such a man
jL -A^as Benjamin Disraeh, the first is that of the

extraordinary processes by which human, or at least

political, reputation is achieved and perpetuated. And
the second is akin to the first. It is that, rightly viewed,

such a career as Disraeli's, or that of any public man, is

not more valuable for the light it throws upon the indi-

vidual who attains distinction than for the unconscious

revelation it furnishes of the times and persons among
which he achieved success, the character and standards

of his contemporaries, as evidenced by the qualities which

they apparently most admired or feared, the services and

abilities which they were most inclined or compelled to

reward. For political eminence is a measure not alone

of the individual, but of the society in which he plays

his part; and, to many minds, the shrewdest judgment

which can be passed on any people is the character of

the political leaders it elects or endures.

It is now a little more than three-quarters of a century

since this clever scion of a family of Levantine Jews,

turned Christian and English in so far as legal and

ecclesiastical conformity could accomplish that miracle,

confirmed the transformation by becoming a member of

the English Parliament. He was then about thirty-three

years of age. His father had achieved some reputation

as the author of a series of studies in the by-paths of

literature, and much notoriety by his withdrawal from
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the synagogue. The son, after a curiously fragmentary

and unconventional education, and a no less desultory

excursion into law, entered life—which is to say Society

—and turned to literature as his vocation. Within his

own circle he soon became conspicuous for his incredible

extravagance in dress, his eccentric manners, his egotism,

and his cleverness. To the world outside, he was known
as a romantic novelist.

Thus equipped, he aspired to direct his country's des-

tinies. Few political careers have begun less promisingly.

He tried three times without success to gain a seat in

the House of Commons ; and, when he finally succeeded

in entering that bodj^ his first effort to address its mem-
bers was smothered in laughter and contempt. His eccen-

tricities of manner, dress, and speech, his exaggerated,

"un-English" qualities, his overpowering vanity, seemed

to bar him forever from the public position which he

sought. Yet within ten j^'cars he was the virtual leader

of the Tory party: in fifteen he was Chancellor of the

Exchequer; and thirty years from his advent into the

House he was Prime Minister. That office he held twice.

As chief of the Conservatives he became one of the two

great leaders of English public life ; as Earl of Beacons-

field he entered the House of Lords; and, save for his

own wash, he would have "achieved the Abbey" as his

last resting-place.

Even from the briefest recital of such a career as this

it is evident that there must have resided in such a char-

acter some extraordinary quality, peculiarly adapted, or

adapting itself, to the times on which it fell. If ^ve admit

with Richelieu and the great company he represents,

that "great designs and notable enterprises are to be

judged only by success"; if we are prepared to accept
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the judgment of those who hold mere achievement as the

only principle which history gives to mankind, such a

life is at once its own defense, apologj^ and justification.

On such grounds we must exclaim with Bismarck, "Der
alte Jude, er ist der Mann! "

But, fortunately or unfortunately, there are those who
are not willing to regard the mere accomplishment of

one's aims as the only or even the highest test of a career.

To them there are two further considerations which must

be taken into account in the final evaluation of a man
and his achievement. The one is his character as revealed

in his motives and methods ; the other is the result of his

labors on the general development of his people or man-
kind. If a public man's account with life ended with his

departure from it ; if, when he entered his tomb and shut

the door behind him, he could by that act estop all fur-

ther developments and comments growing out of his

words and deeds, the verdicts of history would be far

different. But that contingency the very nature of the

case forbids. Xo man lives or dies to himself; the great

current of events of which he formed a part flows on;

and the same forces which contributed to, or suffered,

or opposed his leadership while he was alive hold him to

an accounting once he is dead. "Private individuals,"

says the great searcher of the heart of politics, "may
attain sovereignty by the favor of the citizens, neither

through merit nor fortune alone, but h\ a lucky sort of

craft; and if they adapt themselves to circumstances

they are rarely unfortunate, provided they make them-

selves esteemed by great enterprises and extraordinary

actions." But for a favorable verdict from history not

even Machiavelli hazards a recipe.

For it is only too evident, as we survey human affairs,
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that when a man has finally achieved place and power,

he has won only the first round of his contest with ob-

livion. He will be remembered—but how? He has still

to meet the historian and the biographer. Biography, it

has been observed, is the penalty one pays for fame;

and the crimes committed in its name have too often

been food for laughter or for tears, rather than for just

appreciation of human endeavor. We may express our

indiff^erence to the opinion of posterity; but it is a pre-

tense. And posterity's judgments are so various!

The choice between the widely divergent views of

Disraeli's character and career is difficult ; even the har-

monizing of them has its perplexities ; and when we turn

from what may be called, in biographical phrase, the

"public life" to the private activities of this extraor-

dinary character—if, indeed, there is any distinction to

be made—we find ourselves no less at fault. That he

managed to break through the triple brass which in his

day guarded English society and politics we know. That

he did this by incessant advertisement of his own un-

doubted abilities is evident. He wore the most amazing

and incredible clothes which ever gladdened the eyes of

less daring or more modest males. He wrote novels. He
went to endless dinner parties, made speeches, stood for

Parliament, wrote poetry, even rode to hounds. And,
meanwhile, from him, perhaps even in this last exploit,

there poured a constant stream of words, chiefly about

himself. He described himself as he wished to be, or to

appear, in his stories, in his speeches, in his conversation,

in letters to the newspapers. He even issued an anony-

mous pamphlet about himself entitled, characteristically,

What is He? He had a passion and a genius for pub-

licity; and through it, in large measure, he achieved his
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purpose. So much is evident from the full accounts of

his rise to power ; and, viewing the greatness of that rise,

we must confess it pays to advertise.

And to what end? That he might escape from that

modest private station which is the most prized posses-

sion of a normal man, whatever his rank in life ; that he

might have his habits and appearance become common
property; his thought and speech, his personality, his

daily concerns, become known to every human being he

could reach ; and by such means persuade his fellows to

give into his hands the conduct of public affairs, as the

most public of public men. So long, therefore, as men
continue to make the measure of greatness the acquisi-

tion of power over each other, rather than the increase

of human welfare, knowledge, capacity, or happiness;

so long as history is written from the standpoint of such

personal ascendancy; so long as we accept leaders on

such terms as these, Disraeli must be reckoned a great

man. So long, too, must the means by which his position

was acquired and maintained be regarded by most people

as the more interesting part of his career.

In this view, among all his biographers, Froude was

the most nearly right. With the sure instinct of the novel-

ist he realized that his hero's chief value as the subject

of a biography closed with his ascent to power. The dry

and dreary succession of administrative measures, the

drudgery of government, what are these to the romance

of achieving a position where such prosaic matters are

necessary? It is the continuation into a fourth volume

of a novel whose hero achieves his quest and wins the

heroine at the end of the third. And, better still than

Froude, Mr. Parker has put him where he belongs—in

a play. There he is wholly at home and almost wholly
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convincing. Perhaps this is a measure of the man. There

is something confessedly theatrical about him. But, what-

ever we may think of Mr. Gladstone, it is difficult to

depict him as a character in a play!

And yet, however fascinating or sordid the details of

any man's rise to power among his fellows, however de-

pressing to the adherents of democracy it may be to see

authority wielded by mere advertising in such a society

as ours, the real question remains—what did he do with

his power once it was obtained? What did he stand for,

besides himself; what were his policies? Did he sense

the great underlying movements of mankind, and help

or hinder them? Did he foresee the future, and strive

towards the accomplishment of the inchoate desires of

humanity to better its condition ; did he really lead men
towards a promised land, or did he merely lend himself

to the current and gain from it what impetus he could

to better his own fortunes? For upon this depends, in

no small degree, his place in history. To these questions

we have no answer as yet beyond the cryptic utterances

of his own speeches, the statute-books, the alternate

panegyrics of his friends and objurgations of his ene-

mies ; and all these are of small avail.

Yet in a measure we may, even now, come to some

conclusions, for we are at the end of an epoch, and we

may begin to evaluate the society which found in him

the ideas and the qualities which seemed appropriate

to its needs and its ambitions. It is apparent that in al-

most any modern state, perhaps in any age, Disraeli

would have attained some eminence. His literary gifts

would have provided him an audience under any form of

government ; his talents as a courtier would have brought

him consideration in a monarchy; his abilities as a
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speaker would have given him a following in a democ-

racy, which his genius for political organization might

have transmuted into high office. For, unlike Napoleon,

who demanded an age of war and revolution for the

exercise of his talents, unlike such men as Cavour and

Bismarck, who found in the situation of their own coun-

tries and the international relations of Europe a field

peculiarly suited to their gifts, Disraeli's versatility and
his adaptability to circumstance would have made him
conspicuous anywhere. How, then, in the times on which

he chanced to fall ?

Despite the summary j udgments of that school which

finds in the word Victorian the epitome of all that is con-

temptible, it is no easy task to assess a period so long,

so complex, so busy, and so near to us as the Age of

Victoria. It not merely comprehended some sixty years

of human activity ; it spanned an epoch in the evolution

of mankind. It still lies in that "blind spot" of our minds,

the hazy borderland between memory and history, too

near to give proper perspective and illumination to its

characters and events, too near to see what are to be the

results of the great movements which it began. It is even

difficult to summarize its infinite activities; it is as yet

quite impossible to determine its place in the general

scheme of things.

It is evident enough that an age which began with

Tractarians and neo-Catholics and ended in higher criti-

cism ; which read Dickens and Thackeray and Scott, to

say nothing of Bulwer-Lytton, George Eliot, and Dis-

raeli himself in its early years, and found its way through

Carlyle and Macaulay, Ruskin and Arnold, Morley and

Swinburne, Tennyson and Browning, to Kipling and

Stevenson, to Gissing and Moore and Shaw, underwent
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some rcinurkablc literary and intellectual experiences.

It is no less apparent that an era which began life with

horsehair sofas and wax flowers under glass, and came

out with William Morris and open plumbing, underwent

a great revolution in its habits and views of life. A peo-

ple which began with wooden sailing-ships, stage-coaches,

candles and gas, and emerged with steel dreadnoughts

and ocean liners, steam and electric railways, cables and

telegraphs and telephones, electric lights, and the count-

less conveniences of modern existence, was materially

no less than intellectually regenerated.

In particular, a nation which began with Whig and

Tory, and a sprinkling of radical, which was making its

first experiments in readjusting its political and social

structure to the altering facts of the material world,

would scarcely recognize itself in its later phases of

Liberal and Conservative and Laborite and Socialist,

to say nothing of the Irish. The years preceding Dis-

raeli's entrance on the stage of politics had been an age

of revolution, agricultural, industrial, political, from

which had emerged new nations, new classes, new be-

liefs, and new activities throughout the world. It was

the peculiar province of the Age of Victoria to readjust

the whole machinery of government and society to meet

the altered conditions and doctrines of life and politics.

It was in this turmoil of change that Disraeli was des-

tined to play his part. In general that part was purely

political; and the w^orld of politics, as he and most of

his fellows conceived it, is a realm as extraordinary as

the history which records its activities.

If we reduce the transformations effected by the Vic-

torian era to their lowest terms we see that in those

fields which he most professed they tend to group them-
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selves into three movements: political, social, and im-

perial. When the young Disraeli gave Vivian Grey to

an appreciative world, England was still an oligarchy,

its electoral system bound by the ties of the preceding

centuries. The old rotten borough system still remained

the most characteristic feature of English politics.

Catholics were still excluded from office and largely

from the franchise. Protestant Nonconformists voted

and held place only under the sufferance of an annual

bill of indemnity. All others were wholly outside the

pale. And if we wish to understand how greatly the

world has changed, it is but necessary to quote the ob-

servation of an English political writer that, "incredible

as it may seem to the present generation, the fact that

Disraeli was a Jew was a disadvantage to him when he

first entered public life."

Before he took his place in Parliament, indeed, many
of those ancient inequalities had been swept away. The
great Reform Bill of 1832 had been passed and its pro-

visions had been put in force. Catholic and Protestant

Nonconformists alike had been admitted to a voice in

government as of right, and England had entered upon
that era of reform which had already set upon her

statute-books the earliest measures directed towards the

amelioration of social evils which had followed in the

train of the Industrial Revolution. What share did he

have in that great movement towards political emancipa-

tion of the masses ? What was his attitude towards those

masses?

It would not, perhaps, be fair to take the earliest

utterances of the callow politician as the measure of his

ripened convictions—let us hear the matured wisdom
of the experienced public man. Eight years before his
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famous "leap in the dark," the Reform Bill of 1867,

M-hich virtually introduced the principles and most of the

practices of democracy in English politics, he committed

himself. "If you establish a democracy," he declared,

"you must in due time reap the fruits of a democracy.

You will in due season have great impatience of public

burdens, combined in due season with great increase of

public expenditure. You will in due season have wars

entered into from passion and not from reason ; and you

will in due season submit to peace ignominiously sought

and ignominiously obtained, which will diminish your

authority and perhaps endanger your independence.

You will in due season find your property is less valuable

and your freedom less complete."

His change of heart did credit to his ingenuity.

"Popular privileges," he announced in introducing his

Representation of the People bill, "are consistent with

a state of society in which there is great inequality of

position. Democratic rights, on the contrary, demand
that there should be equality of condition as the funda-

mental basis of the societ}'^ they regulate." With these

words, outbidding the Liberals, he opened the floodgates

of democracy in the guise of extending the franchise

and at the same time safeguarding what he called the in-

terests of that "due influence of property, especially

landed property," in public affairs. One can only wonder

what form of words, if he had lived in our day, he would

have found to justify his adhesion to the wiU of the ma-

jority of the electorate as expressed in old-age pensions,

unemployment doles, and all the vast machinery of bu-

reaucracy; and how he would have translated "privi-

leges" into "rights."

That brings us to the question of the social issue. No
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one can read those descriptions of the England of

William the Fourth in the pages of his early novels

without the twofold realization of Disraeli's powers as

a novelist, and the tremendous problem which confronted

the nation in those days when the combination of the

factory system and the laissez faire doctrine had made
Great Britain what a later Liberal statesman described

as "heaven for the rich, purgatory for the middle classes,

and hell for the poor." Read the famous description of

Devilsdust and his surroundings which darken the pages

of Sybil, of that "other England," which saw Paradise

about them—and its gates closed. No one in England,

if we judge from the world of letters, saw more clearly

and described more vividly the frightful results of ramp-

ant industrialism. Beside his bitter account of the "two

nations" into which his country was divided by the de-

velopment of factories, the pages of George Eliot and

Dickens, the pronunciamentos even of the radicals, seem

pale reflections. This much at least must be set to his

credit—he looked deeper into the situation than even

those who sought to remedy its evils. To Goldsmith's

profound dictum that "honor sinks where commerce

long prevails," his books add the still more discouraging

reflection that wealth, unchecked by the conscience or

the authority of society, is the greatest enemy of welfare.

What, then, did he do to correct the inequalities?

There is no better answer to that than the famous car-

toon of Punch which, depicting the fish dinner with

which successive ministries were wont in those days to

celebrate the end of a session, showed the Prime Minis-

ter rising to address his colleagues with a plate before

him containing a collection of fish no less remarkable

for their small number than for their extremely minute
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and attenuated forms. It is a true picture. In all the long

antagonism between Disraeli and (Gladstone, in all the

differences which marked their opposition of character,

none is more remarkable than their records as construc-

tive statesmen. Whatever we may think of Mr. Glad-

stone, we must admit that he was a great legislator, and

the statute-book remains his best monument. Whatever

we may think of Mr. Disraeli, we must admit that his

period of ascendancy is one of the most barren eras of

English legislation in the nineteenth century. To a gen-

eration surfeited with an excess of laws this may not

carry the same conviction that it would have borne to

the men of fifty years ago; but if one considers the re-

sult of the two ministries in the light of their relation to

the social progress of the past hundred years, it must

be apparent that there is some truth in the old story of

the Reform Bill of 1867. Receiving their enfranchise-

ment from Mr. Disraeli, the people replied, "Thank
you, Mr. Gladstone."

As to his reforms, the Housing Act, the Friendly

Societies Act, the bills concerned with the relations of

master and man,—all due, chiefly to Cross, somewhat

to Northcote,—these helped the workingman. The Plim-

soll Act helped the seamen, the act compensating tenants

for unexhausted improvements helped the renter. The
Public Health Act, the so-called Consolidation Act
which codified the factory acts, the Enclosure reforms,

the Rivers Pollution Act, the amendments to Forster's

Education Act relating to the universities, the encour-

agement of secondary education, the addition of four

bishoprics, these are salutary and extensive. None of

them affected the so-called "privileged" classes, it is

true ; none of them went to the heart of any great prob-
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lem ;
perhaps none of them was due to the initiative of

the Prime Minister himself. No estimate of his minis-

try could with any fairness omit or depreciate them.

Yet they are the last and least of those things for which

he is remembered, since at heart Disraeli was no re-

former, in the accepted meaning of the word. And to

that there are those who will add with pious fervor,

"Thank God."

For—and this is most important to the problem in

hand—however clearly he saw the misery of the masses,

he was careful not to make the mistake, which would

have been fatal to him, of attempting to alter the social

order. It is apparent that the glorious society which

appeared in the pages of his novels could only exist by
economic ascendancy, powerfully buttressed by law. It

was the fine flower of inequality. It was, perhaps, worth

all it cost. It is still a debated question whether mankind

as a whole does not, after all, gain more by the intensive

cultivation of a select few at the expense of the many
than by the almost imperceptible elevation of the mass

and the concurrent depression of selected individuals.

Laying aside the doctrine of the superman, it may be

urged with some degree of plausibility that the most

gifted societies the world has seen have been based on

the principle of inequality. But that is not the point.

Disraeli posed as the leader of the masses as well as the

champion of the classes, and as such he must be judged.

The reason for his position is not far to seek; and the

clue may be found in those same early works which so

vividly described the sufferings and the debasement of

the poor. English literature boasts no more carefully

written descriptions of great country-houses, parks, gar-

dens, mansions, and palaces than those which illumine the
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pages of Disraeli's novels. Not Thackeray, not Bulwer-

Lytton in all his splendor, compares with them. Still less

do tliese rival Disraeli's accounts of the godlike creatures

which inhabit these magnificent abodes. Never in any

literature has an aristocracy been so adorned with all the

graces and the talents as the glittering society which

crowds his books. In his Oriental imagination that society

was transfigured into something which, if it was not more

than human, was at least the finest flower of humanity.

Perhaps the English aristocracy of the nineteenth cen-

tury was all he painted it. Some elements in it un-

doubtedly deserved his panegj^rics as much as the houses

and gardens unquestionably did. But that, as a class, it

reached those heights of idealism, there is as much reason

to doubt as there is that its members were all descended

from the Norman conquerors.

Finally there remains imperialism. Here, at least, we
seem to reach more solid ground. First, then, as to his

foreign policy. If one wishes the bitterest of commen-

taries upon the vanity of human wisdom and prophecy,

he has only to compare the utterances of Disraeli upon

his return from the Congress of Berlin, with the events

of the past thirty years in the Balkan peninsula, and its

situation to-day. Diplomacy, like legislation, must be

based not only on the experience of the past. It must

be in no small degree prophecj^ And, viewing Disraeli's

diplomatic career, in particular his strenuous efforts to

save the Turk from well-merited destruction, it is diffi-

cult to avoid the conclusion that, on the whole, Lord
Sahsbury's homely dictum was true. He "put his money
on the wrong horse." In a labored effort to be "fair," a

recent manual observes that Disraeli "showed vision and

splendid audacity," but adds with perhaps unconscious
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irony, "though later events necessitated a reversal of the

British attitude toward both Turkey and Russia."

Against this will be urged one striking exception,

that is, the famous purchase of the Suez Canal shares.

While the original idea was not Disraeli's, he must be

given the chief credit for the transaction, and it remains

the chief monument of his career. To it, by a curious

coincidence in time, may be added his project of having

the Crown assume the imperial title in India. From the

Suez Canal control flowed almost inevitably that long

stream of events which brought England into Egypt and

the Sudan, for good and ill ; and, despite the ill, if we re-

gard the old imperialism of Great Britain as a great

and, on the whole, a beneficent mission, we cannot deny

Disraeli whatever measure of credit the Canal purchase

brought to that development. The imperial title was a

gesture, pleasing to the Queen, satisfying Disraeli's own
peculiar predilections, and, like the Egj'^ptian matter,

lying in the realm which most interested him, the East.

Nor is it, perhaps, without significance that his great

achievement was in that field which, above all others, was

nearest to his heart.

But, apart from Eastern politics, was what we usu-

ally mean by "imperialism"—colonial imperialism—Dis-

raeli's great contribution to English policy and history ?

Did thousands of Canadians, Australians, New Zea-

landers, hasten to lay their lives at the feet of the mother-

country because, a half a century ago, "this old Jew
gentleman sitting on the top of chaos" gave utterance

to the desire, in his own words, "of responding to those

distant sympathies which may become the source of in-

calculable strength and happiness to this land"? Was
it the wand of this Oriental magician which waked Eng-
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land from long lethargj', and called into existence new
worlds to redress the balance of the old? Was it Dis-

raeli, rather than Pitt or Russell or Palmerston, who
breathed life into the British Empire, gave self-govern-

ment to her colonies, and summoned the forces of India

to play a part upon the European stage?

One of the most recent manuals of modern history

declares that he gave this new note to English politics,

and that this is his real historic significance. One of the

most widely read of modern German publicists has

averred that British imperialism was the product of Dis-

raeli's brain. One of the most brilliant of modern writers

has put in the mouth of a character obviously modeled

upon Lord Beaconsfield the phrases of imperialism ; that

England has "stretched over every continent huge em-

bryo limbs, which wait only for the beat of her heart,

the motion of her spirit, to assume their form and func-

tion as members of one great body of empire ; the hearts

of Englishmen beyond the seas beat in unison with ours."

If it is true that he created this spirit, it is justification

enough in itself for his existence and the means which

raised him to place and power. If it is true only in part,

it goes far to set him among the immortals.

We carmot tell. Real leadership or divination or mere

high-sounding words, whatever it was, the mysteries of

such a spirit are beyond the plumb-line of the historian.

Legislation it certainly was not, as it was in Russell's

case ; nor was it the imperial leadership of the elder Pitt.

It was, perhaps, more akin to the talents of Palmerston,

the frank audacity, the jingoism, which invariably ap-

peals to the self-assertiveness of a race of pioneers and

emigrants. But it needs no wide acquaintance with Eng-
hsh history to realize that, whether in word or deed.
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whether in spirit or statute, British imperialism was not

the child of the last quarter of the nineteenth century nor

was it the creature of Disraeli's statesmanship. Yet this

much is true. To the rising imperialistic spirit of English

democracy, as to the old Tory imperialism, he gave

voice, and that was something, for that spirit had been

accustomed to express itself in deeds, not words, and his

opponents, in their intentness on social reform, had laid

themselves open to the charge of being "little Eng-
landers." Thus he became imperialism's legendary

champion.

And thus we end as we began, in words. From Vivian

Grey to Endymion, from the overdressed dandy who was

howled down by the Commons in 1837 to the Prime
Minister who retired full of years and honors in 1880,

the line is unbroken, the course runs clear. The wit, the

eloquence, the vituperation, the audacity, grow with the

years. The claims to greatness mount with equal pace.

But the brilliant flow of words finds slender reflection

in solid achievement commensurate with those claims.

One of the most scientific studies ever made in the effect

of public opinion upon government in a specific case,

has only revealed the gulf which yawned between the

spirit of England and the policy of Disraeli during the

Bulgarian atrocities and the Congress of Berlin. Its

sober conclusion was that the minister appealed chiefly

to the love of excitement inherent in any society, and

that the so-called Disraeli-Toryism was based in large

degree upon admiration not so much for the measures

as for the ability of Lord Beaconsfield. This new de-

velopment of Toryism, we are assured, by evidence which

seems irrefutable, took temper from "his scorn of repre-

sentative institutions, his idea of politics as a game where
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the boldest adventurer will win; his admiration for the

East, and the immense importance he attached to the

diplomatic and military side of politics."

It is, indeed, not easy to get at his political, still less

his social philosophy, assuming that he had formulated

these even to himself. Perhaps no single phrase of the

multitude which Disraeli coined has been more often re-

peated than his answer to a too curious questioner that he

"relied upon the sublime instincts of an ancient race." It

has been generally regarded as one of those vague, meta-

physical, flattering obscurities in which he often clothed

his purpose and his thought. But it was more than that.

Sublime instinct, ancient race—there he laid bare the

inmost secrets of his whole philosophy, and England

laughed at the adroit evasion of a direct answer as to

what he proposed to do! To him the commonplace was

abhorrent; the picturesque, the dramatic, everything.

To him the future was an abstraction, the past a solid re-

ality ; and instinct rather than reason the true spring of

action.

Yet if one relies upon the past, if he has no other lamp
to guide his feet than the lamp of experience, he must

at least make sure that his past is right. Disraeli created

for himself and for his followers a past which had never

been seen on sea or land. He idealized the Middle Ages
and sought to project them into modern society. His was

an age in which popular government was making enor-

mous strides. In the forty years between his advent into

Parliament and his introduction of the second Reform
Bill there had come the Chartist movement in England

and the revolution of 1848 on the Continent, the abolition

of slavery in the United States, and the extinction of

serfdom in eastern Europe. Universal suffrage had
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made its appearance in France, some form of parlia-

mentary government in every European state except

Russia. Napoleon the Third had invoked the plebiscite

to secure his hold upon the throne he won by a coup

d'etat; Cavour invoked it to seal the unification of Italy.

It was evident to the more astute rulers of the mid-nine-

teenth century that popular control of popular affairs

was at hand. This ill consorted with purely autocratic

or aristocratic government.

In consequence two theories arose to meet the situa-

tion thus produced and to oppose middle-class liberalism.

The one was the doctrine of democratic absolutism,

enunciated by that great political adventurer. Napoleon

the Third, now finally Emperor of the French. The
other was the doctrine first developed as "Young Eng-
land," then evolved into what was to be known in later

years as "Tory democracy," which was in part, at least,

the product of Disraeli's fertile imagination. The one

conceived of popular power delegated to an individual

to be exercised for the general good by an enlightened

despot, supported by the "people." The other conceived

of a system, not dissimilar, in which three elements were

necessary, leaders, masses, and a man. To it the classes

were to supply the leaders, the masses the votes—Dis-

raeli the man.

In this was nothing new but names. The principle had

been set forth by Sieyes in his famous phrase "Authority

from above, confidence from below"; the theory was at

least as old as Aristotle; and whether in practice or in

theory it appeals to many men. But in Disraeli's hands,

whether or not he knew his Aristotle or his Sieyes it

took a mediaeval form. His plan was, in brief, a democra-

tized and nationalized feudal system, as that of Napoleon
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the Third was a democratized national despotism. Each
embraced that oldest and most successful of all devices

to secure power, the personal touch with the classes and

the popular appeal to the masses. But neither was, in

any sense, more than a means to stay the oncoming tri-

umph of true democracy, of which neither Napoleon nor

Disraeli was the apostle.

There is, indeed, something to be said for his policy

—

his praise of English character, his devotion to the Em-
pire of England, his courage, his aggressive assertion

of Great Britain's high place and destiny in the world's

affairs. It appealed to a people weary of the contempla-

tion of their weak spots as revealed by Gladstone's pro-

gramme of reform; it gave them a new interest, a new
outlook, a comforting sense of their importance in and

to the world. But it had one drawback. It tended to

ignore realities—conscience among them—and it cost

money. It nearly embroiled them with Europe. It did

embroil them with Boers, Afghans and Zulus ; and Mr.

Gladstone's administration inherited, besides the Egyp-
tian adventure, wars with all three. From the Congress

of Berlin, they were assured, the Prime Minister brought

back peace with honor ; and they should have been grate-

ful for such gifts, when joined to glory. Yet within

eighteen months they turned him out. Here is some

curious paradox. Whether democracies are ungrateful;

whether they quickly tire of this policy or that ; whether

they are not willing to pay for imperialism ; whether they

fear the gold is tinsel, the great magician fell at the

moment when he seemed most powerful. Yet there may
be an answer beyond these. It seems to be revealed in

that searching study of the lack of real connection be-

tween Disraeli's policy and public opinion on the Bui-
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garian atrocities. It shows, among other things, that

nations hke England have at least two motives—con-

science and interest. It was the latter to which Disraeli

appealed. It may have been the former which made his

ascent to power so slow, which made his tenure of that

power so short-lived, and which contributed to his fall.

But, what is the use? "English politics," we are seri-

ously informed, "relapsed into its ancient dreariness

when Disraeli died"—though tliat reproach, at least,

seems to have been wiped out with the progress of time.

It will no doubt always be true that Machiavelli wiU

attract more of the average man's attention and interest

than Malthus; that the guerilla leader will always be

more entertaining to him than the profoundest of strate-

gists. Imagination still rules the world in most men's

minds, even the world of politics ; and Disraeli was one

of those rare spirits who, whatever his own personal

ambitions, contrived in that field to produce the illusion

of striving only for the public good, while at the same

time, "entertaining the crowd by his verbal cleverness

and the anticipation of what he would do next."

How did he do it ? That is the question which continu-

ally confronts one in considering his life. To it no cate-

gorical answer is possible. Too much of such a succes

dfestime as his lies in the elusive and always mysterious

domain of personality. One cannot understand the subtle

influence of a score of political leaders, whose names

occur to one in this connection, nor can it be explained

to generations which never felt their charm.

But in Disraeli's case we can at least approximate

some of the causes of his ascendancy. In the first place

he came upon the stage at a time which was peculiarly

fortunate for his talents. He early espoused the side
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to which they were most useful and where they found

the freest scope, and, unlike his great rival, Gladstone,

—

whom Macaulay described in his early years as "the

brightest hope of the stern unbending Tories,"—Disraeli

stuck to his party. That party needed him only less than

he needed its support. The attitude of mere opposition

to change is never an agreeable one, and, in the long run,

it brings little but defeat. Negation is not a policy. If

the Tory party was to survive, it was necessary to have

a voice ; at least the semblance of a political philosophy

;

and a reason for its existence. At the beginning of Dis-

raeli's career it was fortunate in possessing both. But

the ascendancy of Peel was far from agreeable to many
of his followers. He was too open to the newer ideas

of the times in which he lived, he was too liberal, espe-

cially for the so-called "landed interest." When, in the

face of the increasing strength of the free trade move-

ment, impelled by the imminent catastrophe of the Irish

famine, he undertook the repeal of the Corn Laws, and,

as the current phrase ran, "found the Whigs in bathing,

and ran off with their clothes," he roused the bitterest

antagonism of a small but powerful interest among his

followers. This was Disraeli's opportunity, and, rejected

by Peel as a supporter, he headed a secession from the

minister's influence, and became the bitterest of his

opponents.

In that capacity he developed rapidly the second of

those qualities which made for his success in public life.

His power of vituperation, almost, if not quite, un-

matched in English history; his extraordinary skill in

phrase-making; his unlimited audacity; his complete

lack of that restraint which has marked most English po-

litical leaders in characterizing even their antagonists,
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gave him an enormous advantage in such a field. What-
ever many of his followers may have thought in private

of such tactics as he employed in his attacks upon his

opponents, there is no question that those attacks were

effective. As the philosopher has observed, "There is

something in the misfortunes even of our friends which

is not wholly unpleasing to us"; and vituperation is one

of the most entertaining forms of public misfortune. It

was the more effective in Disraeli's case in that it was

so evidently the result of deliberate premeditation. It

was not without reason that the man who allowed him-

self to say of Mr. Gladstone that he was a "sophisticated

rhetorician, intoxicated by the exuberance of his own
verbosity," came to be feared by any antagonist.

To this he added, or perhaps by this he aided, his

mastery of the House of Commons, and any man who
attains recognition in the House of Commons finds his

fortune secure. In no other representative government

in the world are the qualities which give a man ascend-

ancy in a deliberative body so fully and so richly recog-

nized and repaid as in England. A seat is always at his

command ; when his party is in power an office is always

a matter of course; and, irrespective of his capacity as

a campaigner or an organizer, he is sure of a relatively

permanent position in public life. Such was the situation

which confronted Disraeli; and, perceiving it, his first

care was to secure himself in that quarter.

But to this he joined another quality. Whether as a

speaker or as an organizer, he was a peculiarly gifted

politician outside the walls of Parliament ; and the Age
of Victoria offered a fertile field for the exercise of those

talents which are associated generally with the name of

politician rather than that of statesman. In those prac-
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tices, as in the manipulation of the Commons, Disraeli

soon proved himself a master. It has been observed by

one of his admirers that it was sometimes necessary to

conceal from ]Mr. Gladstone some of the methods em-

ployed by the less hypercritical members of his party

to ensure success at the polls for the principles which he

championed. There seems to be no record that it was

ever necessary to conceal anything from Mr. Disraeli,

or even from Lord Beaconsfield. In the famous phrase

of a later if not a greater statesman-politician, they were

both "practical men." There were few devices of mould-

ing his ambitions into a popular majority which were

unknown to him, and the ablest student of modern poh-

tics outside of England has remarked of him that in this

"he observed but one rule of conduct, that which led to

success." One needs only to note the establishment of a

Central Conservative Office, of local associations, of

workingmen's societies, and finally a National Union in

that interest, during the period of the great Gladstone

ministry, to perceive the causes of the success of the

Disraeli-Tory "machine" in 1874 over the "less com-

plete organization" of the Liberals. One needs only to

read his appeals for funds to "operate on a class of seats

hitherto unassailed," his assurance that "I have induced

my colleagues in the Cabinet to subscribe a minimum of

ten thousand pounds, tho' if they follow my example it

will reach a greater amount," to realize that, whatever

the opinion of his statesmanship, he was an eminent ex-

ponent of the art of the politician.

And his pen was a magician's wand. Few individuals

and no classes are insensible to flattery; and Disraeli

was a prince of courtiers. "I do not know what we shaU

do," so runs the old story of Wellington's remark at the
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accession of Victoria, "for I have no tact and Peel has

no manners." Of those deficiencies in their most practi-

cal form no one could accuse Disraeli. Whatever the

contempt in which he was held by a considerable part

of that aristocracy which he strove so zealously to pro-

pitiate, his talent for flattery did its work. He married

a wealthy wife for her money ; but, as she proudly said,

if he had married her again it would have been for love

!

Could there be better testimony to his courtly qualities?

He was as successful in attracting the attention and
maintaining the regard of old Mrs. Willyums, who left

him a fortune at her death, as he was in gaining the favor

of Queen Victoria.

How did he do it? The answer to that he has given

himself in his letters to the Queen, whom he addressed

as his "Faery"; but most of all in that amazing series

of more than sixteen hundred letters to two ladies of his

acquaintance, written in some eight years. Here is the

secret. "Except upon business," he writes, "male society

is not much to my taste. Indeed, I want to see only one

person, whom I never see, and I want to see her always."

This person, it appears, was not his wife. She had been

dead nearly two years. It was Lady Bradford, the

charming wife of Lord Bradford, then past fifty years

of age, and with grown children, to whom he addressed

these passionate communications. "To love as I love,

and rarely to see the being one adores, whose constant

society is absolutely necessary to my life ; to be precluded

even from the only shadowy compensation for such a

torturing doom—the privilege of relieving my heart by

expressing its affection—is a lot which I never could

endure, and cannot. But for my strange position, which

enslaves while it elevates me, I would fly forever, as I
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often contemplate, to some beautiful solitude, and re-

lieve in ideal creation, the burthen of such a dark and

harassing existence."

Such language from a seventy-year-old Prime Minis-

ter seems, at this distance, to lack something of what one

might conceivably expect of, shall we say, restraint, even

though, as he says, he had "lived to know the twilight of

love has its splendor and richness." "Dear darling," he

writes again, "My dearest darling friend, you literally

scatter flowers and fruit over my existence." But one

cannot agree with his declaration that "I have no lan-

guage to express to you my entire affection." That is

too fearful a thought.

In some degree this was the quality which he used in

other and more profitable as well as more practical fields.

Were it necessary to demonstrate how sedulously and

successfully he cultivated the good opinion of a power-

ful class, it would be necessary to read not only his novels

but certain portions of his life of Lord George Bentinck.

Were it necessary to prove how he obtained his ascend-

ancy over popular audiences one need only read his

speeches extolling the English character. If ever a man
stooped to conquer, it was Benjamin Disraeli.

Yet all of these do not complete the tale. There is one

other quality which, beside, one might almost say above,

all others, contributed to his success while he was alive,

and bids fair to be his chief weapon against oblivion now
he is dead. It is his imagination. The Tory party, it has

been remarked, needed the brains and the voice, the

political philosophy and the practical qualities which it

was his fortune to supply. It needed more; it needed

imagination; and this, even above his gift of what may
be called, politely, repartee, even above his gift for man-
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agement, he supplied. To the English public which fol-

lowed his banner he was more than a political leader,

more than an orator. He was Romance. Whether in re-

constructing that shattered vision of a Merrie England
which should somehow replace the prosaic land they saw

about them; whether drawing from his fertile brain the

mirage of an Eastern policy which somehow correlated

the dream of Oriental magnificence and the glamour of

the Crusades with the vision of imperial mission which al-

ways appeals to any people, and so concealing the often

worse than sordid abuses of his generation, he was suc-

cessful in throwing a glamour over the most practical

of affairs. He was able to lift them into a realm, which,

however unreal, dazzled the minds of his contemporaries.

And for this ought we not to be grateful? There is

little romance in mere reform of abuses; there is less in

the ordinary view of the means by which political ends

are achieved ; there is none in the dry and commonplace

administration of the affairs of state; and there is less

than none in the official reports which chronicle the prog-

ress of modern society. Disraeli's dream of popular

Toryism was only a dream; his Asiatic policy was not

even a pleasant dream, as we look upon its motives and

results. Both lacked "political substance." They were

both based perhaps on what has been termed by a wholly

disinterested observer "an illusion or a verbal juggle."

But even if this be true he managed the illusion well.

And more ; he played the game of politics with courage

and with skill—nor can a race of sportsmen be insensible

to those qualities.

Thus, when all is said, he represented much in English

life in the Victorian Age; not all of it, not most of it,

perhaps not even the better part of it, or the most endur-
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in<T, for he had hut little share in that sober, serious,

jjloddiiig progress towards better living and thinking,

better laws and conditions, which is its most striking and

most permanent characteristic. Social regeneration was

not his atmosphere. He stood for "compatibles." A
landed aristocracy, an established order in church and

society, and an empire, these were the pillars of his po-

litical edifice. To them he added an adventurous if un-

sound foreign policy, and meanwhile posed as the cham-

pion of that inchoate democracy which as yet was not

wholly certain of its strength or its purpose.

When one joins such elements as these and adorns the

whole with the gift of literary expression in its most

fashionable Victorian form, the novel, we must recognize

Disraeli as a fit representative of powerful elements of

the age in which he lived. These are the permanent fac-

tors ; for the rest he stood for himself, and that was no

small thing. Yet in the final resolution of events and

reputations one may not be sure that all of these will

weigh as heavily as his rival's more sober talents. To
him life was a great adventure, politics a game ; and while

to many minds the soldier of fortune will always excite

interest and admiration; while between Aristides and

Themistocles, men will divide their sympathies; the

muse of history continually inclines to be—perhaps too

serious

!

But was he, in all of this, sincere? That is the crux in

the Disraeli problem, as it is in that of perhaps too many
public men. It is idle to attempt to conceal that no in-

considerable number of his opponents, and apparently

even some of his supporters, entertained serious misgiv-

ings as to his intellectual honesty. It was difficult, at

times, indeed, it was impossible, for some of his rivals
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to suppress the fact that they regarded him as a con-

scienceless charlatan—and it must in fairness be said

that most of them made little effort to veil their thoughts.

It was observed of Gladstone that he always took pains

to convince himself that he was right, whatever side he

took. Thereby he earned the reputation in certain circles

of being a hypocrite. It did not always seem that Disraeli

troubled to convince himself that he was right, whatever

pains he took to impress the correctness of his views upon
the electorate. Thereby he earned the reputation of being

a scoundrel. What is sincerity in politics? "Do you
imagine for a moment," says Socrates in his famous de-

fense as reported by Plato, "that I should have managed
to live all these years, had I taken part in public affairs,

and, like an honest man, always stood for right, and, as

in duty bound, made that my chief concern? Certainly

not, fellow-Athenians—neither I nor any man!" There

is, and apparently there must be, in any public man that

measure of exaggeration which we associate with the

word demagogue. The question of sincerity seems some-

how beside the mark. In almost innumerable instances,

small and great, consistency, even that higher consist-

ency which ignores conflicting statements made at differ-

ent times and under different circumstances, was denied

to Benjamin Disraeli. And if this be sincerity let poli-

ticians make the most of it!

It is peculiarly difficult to attribute either sincerity or

insincerity to a man who appears to so many different

persons in so many different guises. The various forms

which he assumes provide a measure of the problem.

There is the egotistic fop who amused and defied and

finally conquered the Commons; the author of Alroy

and Sybil; the creator of "the Bentinck myth," and of
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"the Asian mystery"; the suppHant and the antagonist

of Peel; the progenitor of "Tory democraey"; the pur-

ehaser of the Suez Canal; the Kmpress-maker.

There you have them—or most of them. But where

is that elusive, Proteus-like personality, which charmed

and mocked, dominated or infuriated its fellows? Where

is the real Disraeli? or was there one? The word real

seems somehow out of place. Even though politics turns

into history when it is no longer necessary to conceal

the facts; though the Age of Victoria is shrinking into

a heap of memories and documents ; though it is rapidly

taking its place beside that of Elizabeth, while Cavour

and Bismarck appear scarcely less remote than Fred-

erick the Great and Napoleon, the figure of Disraeli

still seems to evade analysis ; and still, with all its vivid-

ness, seems to lack definition.

Yet this very circumstance may contribute to his fame.

For if the great Conservative leader so long lacked

an adequate biography and if he has not greatly com-

mended himself to the present generation of historians,

he has had his compensations. What history has failed

to do, her elder sister has all but accomplished. His life

was a romance ; it bids fair to become a legend, against

whose shadowy persistence fact is as harmless as a sword

against smoke. The veil is continually riven only to unite.

It is in vain that the shameless audacity of his early

career is laid bare, with his less creditable manoeuvres

to gain and keep poAver and place. It is in vain that seri-

ous men like Lord Cromer, w^hile paying tribute to Dis-

raeli's better qualities, utter their warning against the

genius prostituted to form "a political school based on

self-seeking opportunism," and declare that he "cannot
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be acquitted of the charge of having contributed towards

the degradation of English pohtical Hfe."

It is in vain that one partj^ loads him with violent de-

nunciation, the other with violent praise. Each defeats

its object. Whatever his weaknesses they were not so

great as to deserve unqualified eulog}'^; whatever his

strength it was not so small as to require unqualified

defense ; and however amazing the Disraeli legend, it is

less incredible than the facts.

He has been deified, after our modern fashion, along

with Pitt and Burke, Canning and Palmerston, each

worshiped by his cult. It is only too probable that

A primrose by the river's brim

A party emblem was to him.

And it was nothing more.

If it was even that ! Yet a great Conservative league has

founded itself on the pleasing and harmless assumption

that its emblem was his favorite flower. The ancient

squirearchy and the less ancient aristocracy cherished

to the end the fond delusion that they had found in him

the single-hearted champion of their interests—and their

descendants, still fighting the curtailment of those in-

terests, revere the name of him who allowed to democ-

racy its greatest impetus ! Wiser than its opponents, that

democracy burns no incense at the shrine of the great

politician ; for its members know that it was not so much

a belief in a wider franchise as the hope of more extended

power which extorted that concession. Such is the para-

dox of the posthumous fame of him who was himself a

paradox.

And, failing a formula of our own to explain him, let

us appeal to him to explain himself. If one seeks the
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heart of his philosophy, the secret of his character and

liis career, where can he find it but in the man himself?

Turn to the pages of his novel Coningsby and read the

words of his favorite hero, the great cosmopolitan He-

brew nobleman, Sidonia, for whose portrait, it is said,

he "looked in his own mirror." "One source of interest,"

we are told, "Sidonia found in his descent and in the

fortunes of his race." He "and his brethren could claim

a distinction which the Saxon and the Greek had for-

feited. The Hebrew is an unmixed race and an unmixed

race of a first-rate organization are the aristocracy of

nature." "Diplomatists are the Hebrews of politics;

without country, political creeds, popular convictions,"

remarks this character. And again: "You never observe

a great intellectual movement in Europe in which the

Jews do not greatly participate. The first Jesuits were

Jews; that mysterious Russian diplomacy which so

alarms western Europe is organized and principally

carried on by Jews; that mighty revolution which is at

this moment preparing in Germany and which wall be,

in fact, a second and greater Reformation, and of which

so little is as yet known in England, is entirely develop-

ing under the auspices of Jews." And once again: "Since

your society has become agitated in England and power-

ful combinations menace your institutions, you find the

once loyal Hebrew invariably arrayed in the same ranks

as the leveller and the latitudinarian. The Tories lose

an important election at a critical moment ; 'tis the Jews

come forward to vote against them. . . . And every

generation they must become more powerful and dan-

gerous to the society which is hostile to them." So, he

continues, extolling the power of the race, visiting Euro-

pean capitals, he finds the Russian minister of finance.
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Count Cancrin; the Spanish minister, Mendizabal ; the

president of the French Council, Soult; the Prussian

minister. Count Arnim, all Jews like himself.

Coningshy was published in 1844; and it is evident in

what direction his mind worked at that early time. A
quarter of a century later he could have added his own
name to those he enumerated. Here, then, it may be that

we can find the clue to all this mystery ; for he had one

formula which he applied to everything. "All," he was

accustomed to say, "all is raceJ" With this judgment,

out of his own mouth, we must perforce content our-

selves ; for surely there can be no higher authority.

Prophecy is no part of the business of history ; and it

is doubtless still too early to appraise Disraeli's place in

the eternal scheme of things. Yet the question inevitably

presents itself: What will be the future of his reputa-

tion? To this there is one clue. He has been dead a full

generation, and he has just achieved an adequate biog-

raphy ! It is a matter of no small significance that in six

of the more recent historical works relating to the period

in which Gladstone and Disraeli played their parts upon

the English political stage, "the model of all the virtues"

occupies rather more than twice the space allotted to "the

master of all the arts." The difference is not to be ac-

counted for by the peculiar political predilections of the

authors or the compilers of these volumes ; still less is it

to be reckoned as the result of Gladstone's longer life, or

as mere accident. It seems to represent, roughly, the

relative importance, if not the relative interest, of the two

men in the minds of the historians of a succeeding gen-

eration. It may be a measure of the importance of their

careers as they will appear to a more remote posterity.
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Tliat already witliin forty years so great a reputation as

Disraeli's has shrunk so mueh in the minds of that craft is

an illuminating refieetion not only upon him and his place

in the general economy of things, but upon that portion

of the Knglish people who followed him. It would almost

seem that the appeal he made for power and fame was to

be rewarded with little more than a life interest in either.

For if this be a true test—though that may well be de-

nied—it seems to confirm the conclusion of those who
studied his career at the height of his power, that his as-

cendancy was personal, not one of principle ; that he was

fashionable rather than fundamental.

Just forty-five years ago an English historian draw-

ing his narrative of modern Europe to a close with an

account of the Peace of Berlin observed: "Should the

Balkans become a true military frontier for Turkey,

should Northern Bulgaria sink to the condition of a

Russian dependency, and Eastern Roumelia, in sever-

ance from its enslaved kin, abandon itself to thriving

ease behind the garrisons of the reforming Ottoman,

Lord Beaconsfield will have deserved the fame of a

statesman whose intuitions, undimmed by the mists of

experience, penetrated the secret of the future, and

shaped, because they discerned, the destiny of nations."

Upon this, viewing the world to-day, no comment seems

necessary. It may be that this is mere accident, that, as

his admirers say, his influence and reputation are greater

now than ever; it may be that this spirit which con-

quered obscurity may prevail against oblivion. But if

the same fortune follows his other views and policies we
must believe that he was but a meteor, not a star—now
umbra et imago magni nominis, "the shadow and the re-

flection of a great name."
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THE hardest thing to predicate about a man is

whether he will be remembered when he is

dead; and if so, for what and for how long.

"It is enough," declares a great American, "if one com-

petes successfully with his own generation," and in that

view must lie whatever satisfaction most of us will ever

get of fame. There is, indeed, but one sure way to keep

one's memory alive. Of all the paths to immortality—an

eminent ability in the destruction of one's own kind,

some superhuman service to the race, some more than

usual villainy, some freak of fortune, character, or birth,

—all men are equal till one writes a book; and, truly, if

ever man had reason to believe the pen mightier than

the sword it is Sir William Monson. Among the daring

seamen of Elizabeth he was by no means the least ; among

the counsellors of her Stuart successors his voice was not

the mildest; among the upholders of English naval su-

premacy he occupies a not unenviable place. But were

it not for the apparently inconsequential fact that in his

later years the old sea-dog chanced to commit his growls

to paper, we might well ask in vain of him, as of a multi-

tude of other worthies, stout men of head and hand who

in their day helped to direct the destinies of the world,

"Who was Sir Wilham Monson?"

Yet it would seem that his career might entitle him

to remembrance, even had he not taken to driving quill

when he left off wielding cutlass. There are greater

figures than his in the stirring times when he played his
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part ain()n«jf the world's affairs, but there is scarcely one

which touclietl tliose affairs on so many sides, or was so

typical a product of the times. Certainly there is not

one that we can now recall who managed to live long

enough to fight the Armada at one end of his life and to

command a Ship-Money fleet at the other; least of all

one so capable of recording his experiences. Not with-

out high lights and purple patches which make it well

worth recovering from the semi-oblivion into which it

has fallen, his long career has a peculiar value as a type

of the successive generations which he adorned. If, then,

you would make your way behind Elizabethan scenes

and see how that magnificent spectacle was staged; if

you would learn somewhat of its actors at first hand, and

feel the stir of those days when carrack and galleon still

sailed the seas, w^hen Raleigh sought El Dorado and

Drake led his handful of adventurers to sack the Treas-

ure House of the World,—go find Sir William, sit down
beside the chimney-fire and listen to the old sea-tales

which have been the inspiration of two centuries of naval

pre-eminence.

In nearly all of its earlier characteristics his life offers

the typical features of his generation, and it is none the

worse reading for that. It has been long since the boy

w^ho runs away to sea played the part in literature which

he once played in life. But when as a young Oxford

undergraduate Monson exchanged the Balliol quad-

rangle for the deck of a privateer, neither in literature

nor in life w^as such an escapade so rare as it has since

become, for the world was then crowded w^ith great

events whose principal theatre was the sea. William the

Silent was leading his countrymen in that desperate re-

volt against the Spanish power which was to become a
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landmark of liberty. Henry of Navarre was waiting

his opportunity amid the Civil Wars which devastated

France to make his way to Ivry and the crown. And,
more important still in English ej^es, every port of Spain

and Portugal rang with busy preparation for the mighty

enterprise which, with the aid of Parma's army, then

gathering in the Netherlands, was to crush England and
Holland and so re-establish the ascendancy of Spain and

the Vatican, now sadly shrunk beneath the strokes of

the reformed communions. Hawkins and Drake and

Frobisher, who had dealt some of the shrewdest of those

strokes, were then in the heyday of their spectacular

careers, and among the crews of those innumerable ves-

sels then pushing out from every English port to spoil

the Spaniard there were many who, like this Lincoln-

shire youth, were fired by the exploits of their famous

countrymen to draw a sword for England and her faith

and, as Monson observes of himself, "inclined to see the

world," and, it might well be, make their fortunes.

To the oncoming generations each new age offers its

peculiar opportunity. What the Crusades were to the

young knight of the Middle Ages, what the plunder of

Mexico and Peru was to the Spaniard of the early six-

teenth century, what the camp was to Napoleonic

France, and business to nineteenth-century America,

privateering was to the Elizabethan. So, in embracing

it as a profession, Monson was but an exponent of the

spirit of his age when the sea and the court were the open

way for the talents of an English youth. But he was not

merely a type, he was the type destined to survive by its

success. Not many of his fellow adventurers could boast,

like him, of having helped bring back from his earliest

enterprise the first Spanish prize ever seen in an English
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port; fewer still were able to congratulate themselves

on such raj)i(l rise thereafter. It is not likely that the

parental blessing was difficult to secure for one whose

professional career had begun so auspiciously, and it was

evident that this, or some kindred influence, contributed

to place the young adventurer almost at once in com-

mand of a ship of his own.

It must have been that seamen were developed rapidly

in those strenuous days, or that he had some extraordi-

nary influences at work in his behalf. But, even so, when,

at the mature age of eighteen, he voyaged to the Canaries,

and, disguised as a Fleming, found his way into and out

of Flores harbor unharmed, he certainly justified his

choice of a career. And when, later, falling in with a

"Biscayner well-manned, sufficiently furnished and

bravely defended," from which his crew were forced by

the height of the seas to ungrapple and leave some of

their number fighting on board the stranger from eight

o'clock in the evening till eight in the morning, when

she finally struck, we must admit he had not chosen his

profession ill, if some unusual quality of adroitness and

courage and leadership and that tenacity which is reck-

oned a peculiar quality of naval success be any proof.

These, perhaps as much as family influence, doubtless

enabled him a year after that wild night in the north

Atlantic to embark as a volunteer on the Queen's own
pinnace in the eventful week's fighting which ended at

Gravelines and the overthrow of the Armada. With
that the first stage of his long progress came to an end.

This much is certain, that whatever star guided his

early course, thenceforth Monson sailed no longer as a

privateer but as an officer of those successive expedi-

tions by which Elizabeth, so long as she lived, wreaked
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vengeance on the power which had threatened her life

and throne, summoned her subjects to renounce her

authority, fomented Irish rebelHon against her rule, and
supported the claims of her rival. In this long counter-

crusade, fleet after fleet put out from English ports to

harry the weakened power of Philip the Second, till that

power was no longer to be reckoned with as formidable,

much less dangerous on any sea. Drake, Essex, Cum-
berland, in turn harassed the Spanish coasts and island

ports, cut off convoys and merchantmen, and learned

from them the wealth of Indian trade, the secrets of the

sea-ways east and west. Their successors, following the

track of Drake and Cavendish about the world, broke

through the dangers and the prohibitions of the rich

monopoly, and, with the Dutch close in their wake,

poured into Europe the riches of the declining Spanish-

Portuguese possessions oversea and shifted the colonial

and economic balance of the world.

In this exciting, profitable pursuit Monson had his

full share. "Dangers and perils by the sword and famine,

by danger of the sea and other casualties, as all men are

subject to that run such desperate adventures," so he

writes, were his in plenteous measure. His escape from

shipwreck and starvation, by which, as he tells us, he

"received two lives from God" ; the daring attempt that

he and Captain Lister made to cut out a ship from

Flores harbor with a boat's crew, "rather like mad than

discreet men," and finally taking it with the help of

another boat sent out to rescue them ; his capture of the

rich carrack, the St. Valentine, which crowned his

achievements in this field,—such were the incidents which

for a dozen years made up the sum of his adventurous

life. Full of the thrust of sword and push of pike, attack.
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repulse, and stratagems and spoils, hair-breadth escapes

by land and sea, they were busy years.

It would be too long to tell of his innumerable ad-

ventures here ; how, once, when Essex was outflanked by

a fortified house, Monson, with fifty "old soldiers of the

Low Countries," took it with no more danger to himself,

he says, "than a musket bullet through his scarf and

breeches and the pummel of his sword shot from his

side"; of how, again, finding himself at night amid a

Spanish fleet he had been sent to spy upon, he held a

dagger at the throat of his Spanish servant, compelling

him to cry out that there was a strange ship among them

;

conceiving, as the event proved, that his enemies "having

warning from me of it, of all others they could not sus-

pect that I was she." Such was, no doubt, the daily lot

of many men of those times as of all other times of wars.

And if you wish a good yarn of wild doings on the "wild

west coast" you will look far to find one as full of ro-

mance as that of the Admiral's suppression of the nest of

Irish pirates. Not even his matter-of-fact recital of that

stirring exploit quite conceals its flavor of high adven-

ture and ingenious ruse, adroit manoeuvres and dramatic

end.

Yet to the man of peace to whom there comes across

the centuries the echo of these long-dead rivalries, the ex-

ploits and the stratagems of old conflicts, they retain a

charm not of phrase alone, they wake something of the

spirit which made them possible.

All this how far away

!

Mere delectation meet for a minute's dream!

—

Just as a drudging student trims his lamp.

Opens his Plutarch, puts him in the place
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Of Roman, Grecian ; draws the patched gown close,

Dreams, "Thus should I fight, save or rule the world!"

—

Then smilingly, contentedly, awakes

To the old solitary nothingness.

The more so, perhaps, in that he knows the peace that

no such man as Monson ever knew. For Monson's career

in those eventful days and in the darker years to come

was not merely of naval interest. Scarcely was he em-

barked upon his second voyage when he was (Captured,

and from his experiences as a Spanish prisoner and gal-

ley-slave brought back, among other things, some of

his choicest tales, wdth which, to the end of his days, he

was accustomed to amuse his family and his friends.

That they were worth the hearing, the story of "Seignior

Fernandez" bears witness, if we had no other specimen.

In Monson's brief chronicle of his fellow prisoner, the

unfortunate agent of the dispossessed Pedro of Portu-

gal, whom Englishmen once dreamed of making king

again, there lives the flavor of a real romance. From
this source, too, he drew much of that inexhaustible store

of miscellaneous information which served him and his

country weD through many years. And if Sir William

had only told us how he himself was freed from his im-

prisonment, he would have added to our entertainment

and, perhaps to his advantage and our own, have cleared

his own memory of the aspersion which some later biog-

raphers have cast upon it.

But this Elizabethan, like so many of his kind, was

an amphibious creature; and, in the intervals of voyag-

ing against the Spaniard, he found time and opportunity

to embark on a career no less adventurous and scarcely

less hazardous than following the sea, for he became a
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courtier. Whatever moving accidents he had in that great

enterprise he has not told, and we shall probahly never

know ; but by tlieni he gained more than by his exploits

in seamanship, which made so fine a background for one

who risked his fate at the brilliant and treacherous court

of the Virgin Queen. First attaching himself to the train

of the ill-fated Essex, he drew from this connection

knighthood and the captaincy of a second-rate. When
that nobleman's folly and misfortune drove him towards

disgrace and death, Monson, like the prudent seaman

that he was, perceived the coming storm in time and, as

the wind shifted in the royal skies, shortened sail, tacked

fairly about, and caught the favoring breeze which bore

the house of Howard to eminence; and so gained the

consideration due to a safe, shrewd, and useful man.

Thus commending himself to his superiors in that ca-

pacity, his unalterable devotion to the Queen, which he in

common with most of his fellows professed—and pos-

sibly felt—did not prevent him, like his superiors, from

mourning her death and welcoming her successor with

the same loyal breath. This, no less than his conspicuous

service and his well-known quality of attachment to the

crown, brought him the post of Admiral of the Narrow
Seas on James the First's accession, and so conducted

him unwittingly to the climax and crisis of his whole

career.

As the commander of the Channel Fleet for nearly a

dozen years he was, as he had been before in his capacity

of privateer and courtier, close to the heart of great

events. In the Channel lay the center of the conflict be-

tween Spain and the Dutch which embraced the fortunes

of two continents. There France, under her new king,

Henry of Navarre, began to launch the first vessels
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of a fleet which was presently to cause England no small

concern and to affect her politics in as yet unsuspected

ways. There the Dunkirkers, half merchants and more
than half pirates, pursued their devious ways to the

exasperation of the sea-going world at large. It was a

post which required more than mere vigilance; at times

it became the turning-point of momentous affairs. And
it was here that the Admiral was enabled to perform

his crowning service to his royal master, and touch the

most romantic episode of his time. For his prompt action

prevented the escape to France and the marriage to her

cousin of that unfortunate Stuart princess, "sweet Ara-

bella, child of woe," which would have given the pair a

claim to the English crown challenging that of James
himself. This would have seemed to provide the fortunate

Admiral a claim on the gratitude of his sovereign which

would have outweighed any future indiscretion, however

serious, and ensured his promotion to the highest post

in his profession.

But that was not the nature of James, the design of

fortune, nor the fate of Monson; for, with his foot al-

most on the last round that led to safe and eminent suc-

cess, he fell. From Digby, the English ambassador to

Spain, came the fatal proof of the fact that, during al-

most the whole term of his service as admiral, Monson
had been in receipt of a Spanish pension. It was of no

avail to urge that most of his fellows and superiors were

open to the same charge. It was of even less use to plead

past service to a man like James. Least of all could any

man hope for mercy where there were so many aspir-

ants for place; and Monson was summarily dismissed.

Troubles never come singly. Scarcely was he out of

office when he was accused of complicity in the most
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famous scandal of his day, the poisoning of Sir Thomas
Overbury by the Earl of Rochester and his mistress, the

Lady Frances Howard, whom the Earl designed to

marry, once her divorce, in whose way Sir Thomas stood,

had been secured. There was little against Monson save

his attachment to the house of Howard, but he and his

brother were, none the less, sent to the Tower, whence

they were released some months later for lack of

evidence.

Cleared of this charge, the Monsons were drawn into

an intrigue by which the enemies of the Duke of Buck-

ingham sought to replace that favorite in the royal affec-

tions with Sir William's son. But James had all the bhnd

and obstinate attachment to unworthiness which some-

times forms the strongest characteristic of weakness.

Not all the daily washing of his face in curds to improve

his naturally beautiful complexion; not all the splendid

costumes with which his backers adorned his pleasing

person; nor ostentatious taking of the Anglican sacra-

ment to escape the charge of Catholic tendencies; least

of all his being thrust perpetually on the royal attention,

availed to bring young Monson into favor. The youth,

doubtless to his great relief, was commanded to desist

from his attentions to the monarch. His father was

virtually notified to leave the court; and the unworthy

though characteristic intrigue ended disastrously for all

parties concerned. Broken in spirit by successive mis-

fortunes crowding so thickly upon him, the Admiral

withdrew to the little estate of Kinnersley, which he had

managed to acquire in the course of his long public

career, there to meditate the vicissitudes of fortune and

the composition of a book.

Thereafter he lived long, but only once was he sum-
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moned from his retirement to serve his country. When,
in that long era of personal government which followed

their break with Parliament, Charles I and his advisers,

much disturbed by the threats of the triumphant Dutch,

and the increasing French sea-power fostered by Riche-

heu, resorted to the ill-fated policy of Ship-Money to

raise a fleet, Monson, conscious of its necessity and not

sensitive to the constitutional issue involved, supported

them with zeal. As his reward he became vice-admiral

of the Ship-Money fleet for a brief period, and in that

post found some solace for his long neglect. Thenceforth

his few declining years were spent upon those literary

labors which had always claimed his attention, and which,

when his professional career was ended, had become his

chief activity. But that career was not to close without

one last look at the great events of life ; for, in the very

months that he lay on what was to be his death-bed, the

forces of Parliament and King gathered to the final

test of supremacy, and scarcely was he in his grave when

the English Civil Wars had formally begun. Thus in

neglect, if not in disgrace, ended the dreams of his once

greatly promising career.

But his book was done ; and, despite the ill-fortune of

his life, that, it might have been supposed, would have

secured for him at least the brief moment of fame denied

him while alive. The hard-won wisdom gained from long

command, wide knowledge of naval affairs of his own

and other lands, an infinity of "stratagems," involving

almost every conceivable possibility of attack and de-

fense of England's coasts, from the hand of an acknowl-

edged master of sea-strateg}^ would, he might well have

imagined, have found an eager welcome from his coun-

trymen, even had his writings not been enlivened with
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reminiscence and anecdote, wise saws and modern in-

stances, to say notliing of pen portraits and estimates of

his great contemporaries at first hand. With these rich

fruits of a hard and not wholly inglorious life, despite

its final failure, he might well have thought to recoup by

his pen the fortunes which his wit and sword had failed

to maintain, and gain from competition with the centu-

ries the recognition he had not been able to wrest from

his own generation.

Yet never was fortune more fickle in death as in life

to any man than to Sir William Monson. If he dreamed

this—as undoubtedly he did—his shade, had it been

able to observe the earliest results of his endeavor in the

field of literature, must have suffered a cruel disap-

pointment. First he lingered over the completion of his

book till publication in his lifetime was impossible, and so

he remained almost if not quite unknown to the men of

his time as an author. Before he had become accustomed

to his grave the Civil War had broken out ; and, among
the thirty thousand pamphlets which its vociferous

course produced, not even family, much less public or

publishing interest, opened the way to print.

Besides this, one even more potent and extraordinary

influence balked him in death as in life of realizing his

ambitions. Under the usual conditions of literature the

fact that one's manuscript finds no publisher argues

some defect of quality, or pocket-book, or popular taste;

but Sir William's case was so exactly the opposite of

this that it finds scarcely a parallel in literary history.

Strangely enough, it was because his manuscript was

reckoned so valuable that it failed of publication for so

many years.

What this value was, an incident may illustrate. A
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quarter of a century after his death, a certain rising

expert in Admiralty affairs, one Samuel Pepys, Clerk

of the Acts and on his way to the Secretaryship, called

in one day to see the Duke of York, then Lord High
Admiral, about some matters connected with the naval

reorganization which the disasters of late war with the

Dutch had made imperative. Thus he records his experi-

ence. "Beginning to talk in general of the excellency of

old constitutions," so he writes, the Duke "did bring out

of his cabinet, and made me read it, an extract out of a

book of my late Lord Northumberland's so prophetic of

the business of Chatham as is almost miraculous. I did

desire," he goes on to say, "and he did give it me to

copy out, which pleased me mightily." With this began

Sir William's revenge on his own generation and on

posterity, for this was the famous passage in his Book of

Stratagems concerning the probable course of a Dutch
attack, should one take place. Had the Dutch seen it,

as it has been surmised that they or someone in their

interest had done, they could not have followed its de-

tails more closely than when, two years before Pepys
wrote, their fleet, passing up the Medway and the

Thames to sink the helpless English men-of-war laid up
at anchorage, had, for the first time and the last,

affrighted London with the sound of hostile guns.

Sir William's carefully considered "stratagems" were,

in fact, far too inflammable material to risk in print.

They had the same value as those plans so carefully

guarded in every modern war and navy office to meet

the quick emergency of sudden hostilities; and so they

were laid away in royal or naval cabinets or passed from

hand to hand, as too useful to an enemy to be published

broadcast. Not till the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
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tiiry, when Spain was no longer to be feared, when the

Glorious Revolution of 1688 had set Dutch William on

the English throne, and all danger from the other Eng-
lish foe of Monson's time had been removed, did his

Tracts see the light in any complete form. Before that,

indeed, the more innocuous part, the so-called Early

Voyages, had been in print; but not until two hundred

years were past and the old Admiral's naval writings had

become a curiosity, was he to obtain the full reward of

his long literary labors. Only now, at the hands of his

profession, are those writings receiving final fitting form,

and the recognition which he sought so earnestly.

Here, then, you have his life and works ;—what, then,

of his character and his place in history? The answer is

not wholly obvious. Everything about him and his long

career presages romance, yet that is a word one scarcely

associates with Sir William and his kind. In the ordinary

course of human affairs we should expect that from such

an eventful and adventurous life would have emerged a

bluff and hearty sea-captain, redolent of forecastle and

quarter-deck ; a courtier versed in the devious ways which

lead to worldly eminence ; a volume full of wild tales of

hairbreadth escapes, fierce encounters, daring adven-

tures, romantic episodes. In some degree this is the fact.

Whole sections of his book are made of such material,

the pages are thick with sea-spray and powder smoke.

And yet as one reads on and on, and, if his time and

patience endure, still on and on, this is not the whole of

the impression that he gets, nor, indeed, the greater part

of it.

"A talent," says Goethe, "is formed in quiet, a char-

acter in the stream of the world," and perhaps to most

of us the character and the stream seem far the stronger,
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if not the finer, of the two. Yet the inference is not wholly-

sound nor the dictum wholly true. Eminent characters

have been formed in the stillness no less than in the noisy-

places of the world ; and there are all sorts of characters I

Surely if ever they were formed in the worldly stream

it was in the days of Elizabeth. But run through the

public men reared then to play their part under her suc-

cessor,—Cecil and Nottingham, Coke, Bacon, Somer-

set,—almost alone the old soldier, Suffolk, was not

touched with that defect of morality based on the text

over which the divines then busily engaged in translat-

ing the Scriptures must have lingered long, "The love

of money is the root of aU evil." The great Elizabethan

period, with all its splendor of achievement, its professed

chivalry, its gorgeous settings, its picturesque figures,

its able men, was pre-eminently an age when the qualities

of the ape and the tiger were the touchstone of success.

Behind the mask of courtly usages too often lurked

sycophancy and intrigue, with their attendant vices of

envy, jealousy, and treachery; beneath the gallantry of

exploits by sea lay the unpleasant fact that English

privateer and Moorish pirate were often not far apart

in their methods of acquiring wealth. Never was there

a time, not even our own, when wealth at any cost was

more passionately sought, when place and power and

riches more effectually concealed the loose morality

which gave them birth.

It is, then, no peculiar weakness of Monson's char-

acter, as some have assumed, that his pages, like his life,

contain some of these elements. Periods, like men, have

the defects of their qualities. The England of Elizabeth

and James was no less frankly money-mad than great

sections of society to-day. Monson was a child of his age

;
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and in nothing more than in that which led to his down-

fall. Of all the accusations against him the most damning

is that as commander of the Channel Fleet he took a

Spanish pension; in the opinion of many it admits of no

defense. A statesman or officer to-day, convicted of such

an act, would, it is true, be irretrievably disgraced ; and

it is, doubtless, no excuse for Monson to say that Eng-

land was not then at war with Spain, and so no treachery

in the ordinary sense could be alleged. It is more to the

point to note that in his day even ministers were subject

to like influence; that judges—Bacon himself—were

guilty of similar practices; and that the custom was so

notorious that Sully wrote that "every considerable per-

sonage about the English court was in receipt of a

French pension." Pensions from foreign powers were,

in fact, proofs of one's importance in the world.

Standards, like temptations, alter from age to age.

We cannot foretell how public men of to-day may be

judged by the generation of 2100 a.d. Yet we may well

conceive that if the public conscience maintains its

present rate of development, by that time—if not much
sooner—a senator of the United States interested in a

public service corporation; an English cabinet-minister

owning shares in property whose value might be enor-

moush" increased through territorial annexation or gov-

ernment adoption of mechanical devices; or a Conti-

nental official involved in furnishing information to the

manufacturers of war supplies, to take no further and

no more definite instances, may well be looked upon in

the same light by which the virtuous present regards

Sir William ]Monson's Spanish pension. Something of

this changing public sentiment w^e have already seen;

and we may, therefore, be the better judges of the later
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years of Elizabeth and the reign of James the First, in

comparison with our own experience. For they form,

like our own time, the climax of a long period of injustice

and fraud, of corruption in high places, and an era of

change with the awakening of a new public conscience.

It happens when such a development culminates and the

pendulum begins its backward swing, that many suffer

who have but done what their fellows had done according

to the custom of their predecessors. This, if there is any

excuse, must be Sir William Monson's, and surely in

this generation, if anywhere, he should find sympathizers.

Yet, whatever the old Admiral's defects of character

as developed in the stream of the world which was his

environment; whatever his misfortunes as a scapegoat;

or his vices and weakness as judged by the immutable

standards of absolute right and wrong; despite his evil

reputation, which lived after him so long, and which his

biographers of the past generation and our own have

again revived ; whatever the lack of relation between the

idealized portrait of himself which he drew in his book

and the more unsavory facts of his career,—if they are

really true,—with these we are far less concerned than

with the good which was not buried with his bones. As
"the first English seaman who has left on record not

only an account of the events in which he took part and

a critical examination of the seamen of his own time and

of those who preceded and followed him," surely for this

we may be to his faults a little blind. Few, even among

naval men, can pretend to passing interest in six volumes

of naval tracts, and a confirmed Elizabethan maj^ be

pardoned for hesitating to engage so formidable an ad-

versary. Yet, despite forbidding title and bulk, if you

find time to listen to the tale, however long, of a some-
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time colleague of Drake, the quaint narrative of moving

accident by flood and field, the shrewd reflections on life

and the world generally as it was made manifest to an

Elizabethan-Jacobean sea-captain and courtier, you will

find your reward.

It is no easy task, and it has not been made the easier

by Sir William's editors. The very title is discouraging:

A Treatise of Sea Causes: A Yearly Observation of the

English and Spanish Fleets that were set forth—[ob-

serve the admirable restraint!]

—

one to annoy the other.

By W. M. who hath done it to better his experience. This

is not promising. Worse is to come. The solemn purist

who, two centuries ago, in the most formal period of

English literature, composed the preface to the first

edition, did one good thing—unlike the later editor, he

made his preface short. Otherwise—again unlike the

latest editor—he did his best to damn the book. "Some
nice persons," he begins engagingly, "will perhaps at

the first reading of this work find fault with the language

and wonder that Sir William, who was a gentleman by

birth, and so great a man as an Admiral," could write

so badly. No one, least of all his introducer, can vindicate

the language. "But it must be remembered," he goes on

to say, that the author, "though born a gentleman, spent

most of his time at sea, a very unfit school for a man to

improve his language"; and besides, he adds in a tri-

umph of fatuous complacency, "we must not expect

that the days of Queen Elizabeth could form a man to

the language of our time." "Not so pleasing in style as

some might desire," he continues in a desperate endeavor

to save the rash reader from an untimely fate, "full of

oversights, mistakes, or, to speak plainly, falsehoods.

. . . What I have said is not to apologize for the work
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or to prepossess the reader, but only to prevent his being

too hasty in condemning." In that laudable object he

fails by anticipation, for surely never was any book so

badly introduced. He may have re-written much, as we
are told he did, but Sir William's eighteenth-century

editor never let his admiration for the original run away
with him.

Escaping the delights of the introduction we are con-

fronted by another barrier, the first of six dedications

to the successive parts into which the work is divided.

The mere list of them throws much light on the author's

character. First he writes to his eldest son ; then to such

"Gentlemen and Commanders as were Actors in the

wars with Spain in the days of Queen Elizabeth" ; then

an "Epistle to all Captains of Ships, Masters, Pilots,

Mariners and Common Sailors"; then simply to "the

Reader"; then to "the Projectors of this Age"; and,

finally, to "the King's Excellent Majesty." Here lay

his heart—his son, his service, his fellow adventurers,

small and great, his sovereign, and those who read his

book. His seems a simple creed. Yet that he was far

from as simple a seaman as these titles indicate, one soon

perceives if he reads but a little way into these entertain-

ing prefaces.

Take the first,—it might well have been written by

Polonius. To his heir he commends three things, "that

after so many pains and perils God has sent life to your

father to further your education ; by the second you may
value his recompenses and rewards with his deservings

;

that by the third you shall have just cause to abandon

the thoughts of such dangerous and uncertain courses."

Thus, in his advancing years, speaks the man who, from

about the age of the son whom he now addressed, fol-
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lowed the most hazardous of all professions for a full

third of a century and gave it up from compulsion, not

from choice. Surely the generations do not greatly

change parental admonition to shun the course one has

one's self pursued.

Still less do they alter the advice one gives and gets,

and the ensuing warnings, however tinctured with his

own spirit and that of his times, are not merely a com-

ment on Sir William's character, they are the principles

of life as old as society itself. Love soldiers for your

father's and j^our country's sake, he says, but for your-

self, shun arms, since even "a wretched lawyer" has more

profit than a soldier. Above all, shun quarrels, "of two

evils it were better to keep company with a coward than

a quarreler; the one is commonly friendly and sociable,

the other dangerous in his acquaintance." Shun drink-

ing and drunkards, swearing and women, take exercises

of mind and body, the latter not merely to "increase

health and agility, make a man sociable, . . . draw ac-

quaintance, . . . bring a man into favor with a prince

and prove a preferment to one's marriage," but because

they are peculiarly useful "in running and escaping

an enemy." Tobacco, he condemns unmercifully, since

"it dries the brain and many become fools with the con-

tinual use of it," and there, if nowhere else, does he join

hands with James. Shun curious and costly clothing, he

goes on to say; shun too much solitude and too much
court; be choice of companj^ but friendly to all. Shun
idleness; and if you marry "choose a wife as near you

in calling, years and condition" as possible, "for the

greatest fortune a man can expect is in his marriage"

—

which last observation, in any view, is a profound re-

mark. Finally, "if God be pleased to give you children.
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let them make you to abandon the delights and pleasures

of the world in respect to the comfort and joy you re-

ceive by them. Make account then that summer is past

and that the melancholy winter approaches, for a careful

and provident father cannot take delight in the world

and provide for his children"—whatever the old Ad-
miral's discreet silence concerning mothers may portend.

There, in a way, you have him, cautious, prudent, with

knowledge of the pitfalls of the world, a careful father

and a wise and not unlikable man, with more of kindness

than you might otherwise suspect. So, too, he later ad-

vises his second son in the same strain, especially com-

mending to him patience and temperance. And, amid

wise advice from ancient instances, to the gentlemen

adventurers, he bids them, though "time and ingratitude

are the destroyers of all noble and memorable acts, and

have caused you to be forgot, though it be scandal to a

commonwealth where princes make more of favourites

than of well-deservers, it behooves you not to approve or

repine at it but to hope that act of his will not stand as

a precedent." It is as well, perhaps, that James the

Pusillanimous, at whom this not obliquely hints, was

safely dead before this came to print. Finally, to the men
of his own kind he rises almost to eloquence. "What," he

inquires, "would it avail that all boughs of trees were

oaks, or every stalk of hemp a cable, or every creature

a perfect artist, to frame and build a ship . . . were

it not for you? She were like a sumptuous costly palace,

nobly furnished, nobody to inhabit it. How should we
know France, Italy and Spain produced wine out of the

grape . . . the Indies and the wealth therein . . . but

for your skill and labour? . . . What subjects make their

king and country more happy than you . . . what
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honour have your adventures and your valour brought

to Kngland above all other nations!" There speaks the

Admiral.

And to the reader, having commended his book first

to his friends, then to his fellow adventurers and mari-

ners generally, now he "prohibits none but the perverse

Puritans, whose stomachs are so faint and feeble that

any praise that can be attributed to a Spaniard or a

Papist will make them sea-sick," from reading what he

has written. So much for the stout Anglican, suspected

of Catholicism—and so much, too, for a generous enemy.

One thing he disliked more than a Puritan. "If I could

think of a more proper word than Project to entitle this

ensuing book," he writes by way of preface to the fifth

collection, "I would do it; for the names of projects and

the inventors of them are grown so hateful and con-

temptible that all honest men abhor and detest them.

There are no burthens which the sharpness of lewd brains

can invent to vex the commonwealth with but they style

b}'- the name of projects, when indeed the name of Pro-

moter were more proper. . . . Such men are a curse to

the country that breeds them, to their friends and parents

that nourished them, and to God himself that created

them. . . . They pretend evil under the colour of good,

set a fair countenance on a foul face, smile on those

whose throats they would cut." It was, indeed, an age

much like our own.

There you have him on many sides, most of them per-

sonal. But every man touches the universal at some

point, and in proportion to the degree of that contact

he becomes of interest to the rest of us. Nor is Sir Wil-

liam an exception to the rule. First, and indeed last, and

most of the intervening time, he is the naval expert.
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Courtier, adventurer, seaman, politician, admiral, every

page reflects above all the professional commander and
strategist. This, you may imagine, is the precise quality

which is likely to repel the general reader, and to confine

the appreciation of his book to men of like profession

with himself. Yet in this resides, after all, the universal

element, for in the contrast between the amateur and the

professional spirit which he here reveals there lies the

old eternal conflict between the real and the ideal in its

acutest form. For the "patriotism of the soldier," so

writes a modern Englishman of no less zeal for his coun-

try and his service than Sir William Monson, "is hardly

the patriotism of the citizen ; no deep longing to die for

his country; no nonsense about great issues. Rather it

is a purely technical interest. The soldier is not con-

cerned with defending the sacred cause of freedom

against its oppressors. The psychology of the situation

is a fierce desire to outshine the enemy in technical skill.

. . . Equal or superior skill on the part of his opponents

provokes his admiration rather than an increased hatred

for the enemies of his country. . . . The patriotism of

the soldier, is, in a word, just the sheer joy of the crafts-

man."

To the amateur alone is it given to look on his achieve-

ments in the light of romance ; the professional demands

not merely brilliant and heroic endeavor but results. To
him heroism is all in the day's work; brilliance, enthu-

siasm, and their kind are but elements in the imperative

success. For him the emotional value and appeal which

mould popular opinion have little charm; with him ro-

mance no place. And this is true in every line of human
activity forming the indissoluble bond of brotherhood

between all men who really achieve.
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To such the dry savor of Sir William must inevitably

appeal. Take one instance of many in his book. Who has

not read in prose or verse the fight of the Revenge; how
Sir Kichard Grenville with his single ship fought a whole

Spanish squadron, till of his entire crew scarce more

than half were left alive, and with his powder gone, six

feet of water in his vessel's hold, himself wounded to the

death, he begged his master gunner to blow up the ship I

From Raleigh to Tennyson the tale has thrilled the

centuries, like that of the Spartans at Thermopylae, the

Song of Roland, the charge of the Light Brigade at

Balaclava.

Now hear Sir William! "Upon view of the Span-

iards," he begins, "Sir Thomas [Howard], like a wary

and discreet general, weighed anchor and made signs to

the rest of his fleet to do the like. . . . But Sir Richard

Grenville, . . . imagining this fleet to come from the

Indies and not to be the Armada of which they were

informed, would by no means be persuaded by his master

or company ... to follow his Admiral, as all discipline

of war did teach him. . . . But the old saying that a

wilful man never wanteth woe could not be more truly

verified than in him. For when the Spanish ships ap-

proached nigh unto him and he beheld the greatness of

them he . . . would gladly have acquitted himself of

them. Which then to the best of his power he endeavored,

but too late, for he was left a prey to the enemy."

And so ended Sir Richard Grenville, after a desperate

resistance against, not the fifty-three of Tennyson's

poem, but what was perhaps equally hopeless if not so

spectacular, fifteen of the enemy's fleet. So, too, he

made a gallant end
—

"at the expense of his men and

the needless loss of a ship." Always the professional
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comment is the same. "All, yes," observed the great

strategist of Thermopylae, "the Spartans paid the pen-

alty for their inexcusable carelessness in neglecting to

secure their flank." "It is magnificent, but it is not war,"

declared the French commander, as he watched the Light

Brigade ride into the jaws of death at Balaclava. We do

not know Charlemagne's comment on the captain of

his rearguard who allowed himself to be cut off from the

main body at Roncevaux, but, expressed in forcible

Frankish, it was doubtless to the same effect.

With all their valor the heroes of literature are far

from being the heroes of real war. It is glorious to die

for one's country, but it is no less glorious, and far more

to the point, to destroy the enemy and save your own
men as much as possible. The stubborn courage of the

fighting human animal caught in a trap is almost as com-

mon as the spirit of martyrdom. Compared with the

weakness of those willing to exchange honor or faith for

life, it cannot, perhaps, be too highly praised. But when

it is set beside the temper which joins to emotion the

intelligence that leads to ultimate success it seems un-

convincing. When folly is redeemed with life it becomes,

indeed, heroic, in the usual meaning of the word. But
only when courage is joined to intellect does it reach the

level of true greatness, even though literature does so

often find its heroes on the lower levels. Such is the les-

son that Monson and his kind are set to preach to a too

heedless world.

And, lest you may think that the old Admiral with his

caution was a coward at bottom, take a not dissimilar

adventure of his own. The Earl of Essex, having in-

telligence of a hostile fleet, detached Monson to recon-

noiter with one ship. "About twelve o'clock in the night,"
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so runs his story, "I fell in with . . . twenty-five sail;

whereupon I put myself into my boat . . . resolved to

discover what they were . . . hailed them in Spanish

. . . and knew them to be the Indies fleet; and having

as much as I desired . . . performed so much as I was

commanded, in shooting of my ordnance and making

false fires ; all the hurt that happened to me . . . beside

the hazzard of shot from the castles and the fleet, my
ship being shot through fifteen times, was foul words

and railing language." And so, with the necessary in-

formation, he rejoined his admiral—and failed of Gren-

ville's immortality.

From which, and an infinity of incident beside, it is

apparent that Sir William's chief concern was not per-

sonal glory but "intelligence" in every meaning of the

word. To him, as to his kind generally, whatever their

profession, there are three unpardonable sins, cowardice,

stupidity, and insubordination. From him one gets, in

consequence, what is so useful a corrective to the leg-

endary history of his age, the reduction of heroic deeds

and characters to their proper size and their relation to

the real circumstances of their time. To him the struggle

of England against Spain was no war of pygmies and

giants, where success was given to the incredible heroism

of the weaker power. The Spaniards, for the most part,

were, he says quite frankly and truthfully, overmatched

in ships, ordnance, seamanship, crews and commanders,

as every naval expert and most historians are now fully

aware. From the day when, with the loss of not a single

ship and scarcely sixty men, the EngHsh destroyed the

Invincible Armada, to the time when, two generations

later, Spain's efforts on both sides of the world to crush

the Dutch sea-power brought her to ruin, England had
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every advantage over her unwieldy rival, save the one

to which mistaken popular opinion attributes her success,

that of physical courage. And, as Sir William recognizes,

it is poor praise to one's own prowess to enlarge upon
the cowardice of one's enemy—a lesson which should be

well digested by too strenuous partisans at all times.

Yet he was not, on the other hand, a mere iconoclast,

nor did he lack a proper sense of true greatness, when it

came his way. He only demanded, as we ought all to

demand, that it should not be the false glitter of the

charlatan by whom the multitude is most commonly de-

ceived. Read but his estimate of Drake. "There is no man
so perfect," he begins, "but is fit to be amended, nor none

so evil but he has something in him to be praised. And,
comparing the imperfections of Sir Francis Drake with

his perfections, the world, not I, shall truly judge of his

merits. His detractors allege to his blemish and imputa-

tion the baseness of his birth and education, his ostenta-

tion and vain-glorious boasting; his high, haughty, and

insolent carriage; and except against his friends' and

favourites' answer in his behalf that the meanness of his

birth was an argument of his worth ; for what he attained

to was by no other means than merit. They say that every

man is son to his works, and what one has by his an-

cestors can scarcely be called his own ; that virtue is the

cause of preferment, and honour but the effect. . . .

In excuse of his ostentation and vain-glory they say it

was not incident to him alone but to most men of his

profession and rank. It is true that he could speak much

and arrogantly, but eloquently, which bred a wonder

that his education could yield him those helps of nature.

. . . And though vain-glory is a vice not to be excused,

yet he obtained that fame by his actions, that facility in
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speaking, and tliat wisdom by his experience, that I can

but say no more but that we are all children of Adam.
... A General ought to be stern towards his soldiers,

courageous in heart, valiant in fight, generous in giving,

patient in suffering, and merciful in pardoning. And if

Sir Francis Drake was to be praised for most of these

virtues, let him not be blamed or condemned for one

only vice. . . . No man had truer trial of the inconstancy

of fortune than he. For the nature of fortune is to bite

when she flatters, and to strike when she is angry . . .

and fortune did much for him, but at his death she was

angry."

Surely, he who so unsparingly condemned the Gren-

villes of his time was at least capable of appreciating

what he conceived to be true greatness. He was, indeed,

no hero-worshiper; but who can doubt, if he had had a

hero, who that hero would have been ? And where, in the

light of this and other passages of the kind, now lies the

editor who said that Sir William could not write? For

it is difficult to believe that, with all his talents as an

editor, any man of letters in the Age of Anne could ever

catch that great Ehzabethan strain which echoes through

these lines.

Not that, even so, is he, or like to be, a famous man.

"Reputation," we are told, "rests upon long accumula-

tion of character and service, fame springs out of the

deed of the moment,"—wdth a reporter at hand to im-

mortalize it; and, in default of such, he must remain a

man of reputation rather than of fame. Nor is that repu-

tation so great as he desired; perhaps not so great as it

is like to be. The men of his own service have re-dis-

covered him; perhaps the men of letters may follow in

their train. Even in an age when publishers—possibly
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too credulous—proclaim almost from day to day new
masterpieces to a certainly too credulous public; and

when old literary monuments are apt to suffer the fate

of all monuments, a hasty glance from hurrying trav-

elers; even in such an age, though it be our own, six

stout volumes concealed in the publications of a learned

society may not prevent some courageous souls from
giving Sir William his chance to escape oblivion.

And more ; once the rose glow of romance is somewhat

withdrawn, and the clear light of truth is allowed to play

upon the spacious days of great Elizabeth, we may be

able to perceive that Monson is no unfit representative

of his times. He was, indeed, no Sidney; he was far from

reaching the heights of Drake; and, whatever we may
think of James, his predecessor's reign still seems to most

of us both splendid and heroic, while Sir William's char-

acter does not greatly commend itself in either quality.

He has appealed as little to one editor's sense of great-

ness as to the other's sense of style—and to whom shall

one be a hero if not to his editor? Yet this may not be

wholly due to his defects compared with the perfections

of his time. He may not touch its highest peaks, yet he

is far from sinking to its lowest levels. He was by no

means the wisest, brightest, meanest of his age, yet all

the more its typical product. Like man, like book. No
Shakespeare or Bacon, scarcely a Raleigh, his too fluent

pen has drawn for us his portrait with his times. His

faults are blazoned large by both his editors, yet there

is little reason for their often expressed fear of his at-

tempt to deceive posterity as to what sort of man and

book we have. No one who reads him largely can possibly

be misled. For in his pages, all unconsciously he is

what everyone must recognize,—seaman-courtier-author,
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strange compound of greatness and littleness, cautious,

brave, crafty, secretive, voluble, worldly-wise and simple,

ambitious, greedy of wealth and power, still greedier of

honors and of fame, proud, loyal, prejudiced, stubborn,

subservient,—a true Elizabethan Englishman.
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THE great event of the winter of 1670-1671 in

English politics and society was a circumstance

unprecedented in European affairs, the visit of

the head of the House of Orange to the English Court.

The young Prince William, soon to become the ruler of

Holland, and later King of England, made this, his first

visit to the nation which one day he was to rule, ostensi-

bly to pay his respects to his uncle Charles, who was then

King, and his uncle James, who was Duke of York. Be-

sides this, his journey was officially declared to have no

other purpose than pleasure and the transaction of some

private business. What affairs of state were then secretly

discussed by this precocious statesman of nineteen and

his British Majesty's ministers of the Cabal, we have

no need to enquire here, nor would our enquiries produce

much result were they made. The web of political in-

trigue then first set on the roaring loom of time which

was to plunge all England into agitation and revolution

and unrest, and all western Europe into war, has, for

the moment, little to do with this story. There was

enough in the external aspects of his visit to fill public

attention then and to serve our purpose now. The five

months of his stay were one long round of gayety. Balls,

receptions, and dinners, horse races, cocking mains, gam-

ing and drinking bouts followed each other in royal pro-

fusion. And a marriage already projected between the

Prince and his cousin, the Princess Mary, gave a touch
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of romance to the affair, only qualified by the fact that

she still played at dolls in the nursery.

The Court was not alone in its efforts to entertain the

young prince. The ministers, the leaders of the opposi-

tion, and many private individuals besides, lent their

energies to this laudable end. The work was taken up
by certain public or semi-public bodies. In particular,

the corporation of the great city of London felt that

among these festivities it must not be outdone in paying

some attention to the most distinguished citizen of the

neighboring republic, who, as it happened, was also the

most promising Protestant candidate for the English

throne. Accordingly, on the afternoon of Tuesday, De-

cember 6, 1670, as the custom then was, they tendered

him a banquet at Guildhall, where were assembled the

wealth and beauty of the city to do him honor.

The great function, apart from a subtle political sig-

nificance which might have been noted by a careful and

well-informed observer, was not unlike others of that

long series of splendid hospitalities by which the greatest

city in the world has been accustomed for centuries to

welcome its distinguished guests. There was the same

splendor of civic display, the same wealth of courses, the

same excellent old wine, doubtless the same excellent

old speeches. And in spite of the greatness of the event

and the position and importance of the guest of honor,

the glories of this noble feast, like those of so many of

its fellows, might well have passed into that oblivion

which enfolds dead dinner parties had it not been that

before the evening was over it had become the occasion

of one of the most daring and sensational adventures in

the annals of crime, the famous attempt on the Duke of

Ormond.
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This extraordinary exploit, remarkable in itself for

its audacity and the mystery which surrounded it, was
made doubly so by the eminence and character of its

victim. James Butler, famous then and since as "the

great Duke of Ormond," bearer of a score of titles, mem-
ber of the Council, sometime Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

land, and still Lord High Steward of England, was by
birth and ability one of the greatest, wealthiest, and most
powerful men in the three kingdoms. He was, moreover,

scarcely less distinguished for his noble character than

for his high rank. Xeither these nor the circumstances

of his career in public life gave any apparent ground for

belief that he was in danger of personal violence. During
the Civil Wars he had followed the fortunes of King
Charles the father w^th courage and fidelity. When the

royal cause was lost he followed Charles the son into

exile. When monarchy was restored he regained his

ancient estates and dignities; he was made the virtual

ruler of Ireland and with his two friends, the Chancellor,

Clarendon, and the Treasurer, Southampton, completed

a triumvirate which dominated English affairs during

the first half dozen years of the Restoration. When our

story opens, Southampton was dead. Clarendon in exile.

But Ormond, last of the staunch Protestants and stately

Cavaliers of the old regime, remained conspicuous in a

corrupt court for his ability and his virtues. By reason

of these, as well as his office, he had been chosen on this

occasion to accompany the Prince of Orange to the city

feast. And by reason of his years he had, before the con-

cluding revels of the younger men, left the banquet to

return home and so found his way into a most surprising

adventure and this story.

At the time of which we write, he lived in a mansion
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opposite St. James' palace, built by his friend, the Chan-

cellor, and still known as Clarendon House. His estab-

lishment, like that of most men of rank in those days,

was on a scale almost feudal. It included some scores of

servants, companions, and dependents of the family.

A porter sat at the gate, day and night, and when the

Duke went abroad in his chariot he was attended by six

footmen, a coachman, and a runner. It would have

seemed that in the three kingdoms there was scarce a man
who, by virtue of his position, character, and surround-

ings, was less likely to be exposed to violence than he.

What enemies he might have made in his administration

of Ireland, if such there were, could at best be men of

little importance, living, besides, in a land then as distant

from London as the United States is to-day. They

would, presumably, not be well informed of his move-

ments, least of all of his social engagements, and they

would be helpless in the midst of London, against the

power at his command. What rivals he had in England,

it might be premised from their station, would be far

above the practice of personal assault as a means of

political triumph. Certainly nothing could have been

farther from his thoughts or those of his family than

that any danger beyond a possible attack of indigestion

could threaten him in connection with a Guildhall din-

ner. As the early winter evening came on, therefore, the

porter dozed at the gate, the family and servants retired

early, according to the better customs of a ruder age,

and the quiet of a house at peace with itself and the world

settled down on the little community within its walls.

It was of short duration. When the lumbering seven-

teenth-century chariot was heard making its way up the

street on its return about eight o'clock, the porter roused
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from his nap and came out to unbar the gates for the

home-coming Duke. But to his dismay there was no

Duke, and neither footmen nor runner, only an empty

coach and a frightened coachman, crying that they had

been set upon by seven or eight men in St. James Street,

ahnost in sight of the house, that the footmen, lagging

behind on the hill, had been overpowered or put to flight,

that the Duke had been dragged out of the chariot and

carried off down Piccadilly way, and that he was, per-

haps, already killed. The porter was a man of courage

and decision. He gave the alarm and, with a certain

James Clark, one of the Duke's household, who hap-

pened to be passing through the courtyard when the

coach came in, hastened off in the direction indicated.

They found no one at the place where the attack had

been made, but, hurrying on past Devonshire House,

they came upon two men struggling in the mud of the

Knightsbridge road. As they approached, one of the

combatants, a man of huge stature, struggled to his feet.

He was immediately joined by another, who appeared

from the shadows, and both fired their pistols at the

prostrate figure. Then, without waiting to see the result,

the ruffians mounted their horses, which had meanwhile

been held by a third man, and rode off.

The rescuers, joined by many persons whom their

alarm had brought together, hurried to the man in the

road. He was too far spent for words and in the dark-

ness was unrecognizable from dirt and wounds. It was

only by feeling the great star of the Order of the Garter

on his breast that they identified him as the Duke. He
was carried home and though much shaken by his ad-

venture was found otherwise uninjured and after some

days he fully recovered. His account of the night's hap-
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penin«rs added a curious detail to the history of the at-

tack and exphiiued why he had heen found so far from

where the coach was stopped. The plan of his assailants,

it appeared, was not merely to capture or kill him, nor,

as mi<2^1it have been supposed, to hold him for ransom.

They proposed, instead, to carry him to the place of

public execution, Tyburn, and hang him from the gal-

lows there like a common criminal. In pursuance of this

design they had mounted him behind the large man, to

whom he was securely bound, while the leader rode on

to adjust the rope, that there might be no delay at the

gallows. When, however, the others failed to appear,

this man rode back and found that the Duke, despite

his age, had managed to throw himself and his com-

panion from their horse and so gain time till help came.

Such was the extraordinary attempt on the Duke of

Ormond, than which no event of the time showed more

daring and ingenuity nor created so great a sensation.

The assailants were not recognized by the Duke or his

men. No assignable motive for their actions could be

given, nor was any further trace of them discovered. And
this was not from lack of effort. The court, the city, and

the administration were deeply stirred by the outrage,

and the whole machinery of state was set in motion to

discover and apprehend the criminals. Unprecedented

rewards were offered, the ports were watched, the local

authorities warned to be on the lookout for the despera-

does, and spies were sent in every direction to gain in-

formation. The House of Lords appointed a committee

of no less than sixty-nine peers to examine into "the late

barbarous assaulting, wounding and robbing the Lord
High Steward of His Majesty's Household."

For more than a month this august body, aided by the
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secret service officers, pursued its investigations. The re-

sult was small. The most important testimony was that

of a "drawer" at the Bull Tavern, Charing Cross. He
deposed that on the day of the assault, between six and

seven in the evening, five men on horseback, with cloaks,

who said they were graziers, rode up to the inn. They
dismounted, ordered wine, some six pints in all, and sat

there, drinking, talking, and, finally, having ordered

pipes and tobacco, smoking for nearly an hour. About
seven o'clock a man came by on foot, crying, "Make way
for the Duke of Ormond," and shortly after the Duke's

coach passed by. Fifteen minutes later the five men paid

their reckoning and rode off, still smoking, towards the

Haymarket or Pall Mall, leaving behind some wine,

which the boy duly drank.

Besides this, a certain Michael Beresford, clerk or par-

son of Hopton, Suffolk, testified that on the same eve-

ning, somewhat earlier, it would appear, than the inci-

dent at the Bull, he had met in the "Piattza," Covent

Garden, a man formerly known to him as a footman in

the service of the regicide. Sir Michael Livesey. This

man, Allen by name, appeared much disturbed, and after

some conversation in which he hinted at "great designs"

on foot, was called away by a page, who told him the

horses were ready. The principal piece of evidence, how-

ever, was a sword, belt, and pistol, marked "T. H.,"

found at the scene of the struggle and identified as the

property of one Hunt, who had been arrested in the pre-

ceding August under suspicion of highway robbery, but

released for lack of evidence against him. Three horses

were also found, one of which corresponded to the de-

scription of the animal ridden by the leader of the five

men at the Bull. In addition to this there was the usual
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mass of more or less irrelevant informations, rumors,

arrests, witnesses, and worthless testimony which such

a case always produces. After much deliberation the

committee finally drew up a bill against three men,

Thomas Hunt, Richard Halliwell, and one Thomas

Allen, also called Allett, Aleck, and Ayloffe. These were

summoned to render themselves *'by a short day" or

stand convicted of the assault. The bill was duly passed

by both houses and fully vindicated the dignity of the

Lords. But it had no further result. The men did not

render themselves by any day, short or long, the govern-

ment agents failed to find them, and there the matter

rested.

The result, and indeed the whole procedure, was

thoroughly unsatisfactory to many in authority. At the

outset of the investigation Justice Morton, of London,

the far-famed terror of highwaymen, was asked by Or-

mond to look into the matter and was furnished with

the names of certain suspects. He reported on Hunt and

his career, and went on to say that Moore and Blood,

concerning whom his Grace had enquired, were in or

about London. A month later, Lord Arlington, the Sec-

retary of State, who had charge of the secret service,

reported to the Lords' committee that of the men sus-

pected, Jones, who wrote Mene Tehel (a famous "fa-

natic" pamphlet against the government), Blood, called

Allen, Allec, etc., young Blood, his son, called Hunt,

under which name he was indicted last year, Halliwell,

Moore, and Simons, were desperate characters shelter-

ing themselves under the name of Fifth Monarchy men.

"Would not this exposing of their names by act of Par-

liament," he asked, "make them hide themselves in the

country, whereas the Nonconformists with whom they
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met, and who abhorred their crime would otherwise be

glad to bring them to justice?" Apparently not, in the

opinion of the Lords, and the result was what we have

seen. Neither Arlington's advice nor the men were taken.

And though in the minds of Ormond, Morton, and

Arlington, apparently little doubt existed as to the

authors of the outrage, no way was found to put their

opinions into effect. It needed another and even more

daring exploit to demonstrate the truth of their con-

jecture and bring the criminal into custody. And it was

not long until just such a circumstance confirmed their

surmise that the man guilty of the assault was the most

famous outlaw of his day, long known and much wanted,

many times proclaimed, and on whose head a price had

often been set. He was, in short, Thomas Blood, cour-

tesy-colonel of conspiracy, plotter, desperado, and now,

at last, highwayman, a man hitherto not much known to

the world at large, but a source of long-standing anxiety

to the government and now on his way to a place in

history.

Who was he and what was the motive of this appar-

ently foolhardy and purposeless piece of bravado? The

answer to that question lies deep in the history of the

time, for Blood was no common rascal. Unlike the ordi-

nary criminal he was not merely an individual law-

breaker. He was at once a leader and a type of an ele-

ment in the state, and the part that he and his fellows

played in affairs was not merely important in itself and

in its generation, but even at this distance it has an inter-

est little dimmed by two centuries of neglect. The story

of his life, in so far as it can be pieced out from the ma-

terials at our command, is as follows

:

In the reign of James I, that is to say, in the first quar-
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ter of the seventeenth century, there lived at an obscure

place called Sarney, County JNIeath, Ireland, a man
named Blood. He was by trade a blacksmith and iron-

worker and seems to have been possessed of some little

property, including an iron-works. He was not a native

Irishman but one of those north English or Scotch Pres-

byterians colonized in that unhappy island according to

the policy which had been pursued by the English gov-

ernment. Of him we know little more save this. About
1618 there was born to him a son, christened Thomas,

who grew to young manhood unmarked by any note-

worthy achievements or qualities of which any record

remains.

But, if the circumstances of his own life were of no

great importance, the times in which he lived were stir-

ring enough, and, remote as he was from the center of

English political life, he could hardly have failed to know
something of the great issues then agitating public

affairs, and be moved by events far outside his own little

circle. When he was ten years old, the long struggle

between the English King and Parliament blazed up in

the Petition of Right, by which the Commons strove to

check the power of the Crown. Thereafter for eleven

years no Parliament sat in England. There, supported

by royal prerogative, the Archbishop Laud sought to

force conformity to the Anglican ritual on multitudes of

unwilling men and women, while the Attorney-General,

Noy, and the Treasurer, Weston, revived long-lapsed

statutes and privileges and stretched the technicalities

of the law to extort unparliamentary revenue. Then it

was that the Great Emigration poured thousands of

settlers into the New World and established finally and

beyond question the success of the struggling Puritan
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colonies oversea. Such matters touched the boy in the

Irish village little. But when the greatest of the Royal-

ists, Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford to be, was
transferred from the presidency of the English Council

of the Xorth to rule Ireland, Blood, like all others in

that troubled province, was brought face to face with

the issues of the time. He, like others, saw in that ad-

ministration the theory and practice of the enlightened

despotism which Enghsh Parliamentarians said it was

the aim of this man and his master to force upon Eng-
land when English liberties should have been crushed

with the Irish army then forming.

Whether young Blood enlisted in that army we do

not know% but it is not improbable. In any event, when
the Civil War finally broke out, the Blood family seem

to have been in the thick of it. Years afterwards Prince

Rupert said that he remembered the young man as a

bold and dashing soldier in his command. And, later still,

Blood himself wrote King Charles II, in behalf of his

uncle Neptune, for thirty years dean of Kilfernora, not-

ing among his virtues that he had been with Charles I

at Oxford. Thus it would appear that the Bloods first

sided with the royal cause. Besides this we know that, in

the year before the execution of the King, Blood married

a Miss Holcroft, of Holcroft in Lancashire. And we
know further that then or thereafter, like many another

stout soldier, like the stoutest of them all. General Monk
himself, the young Royalist changed sides, for the next

time he appears in history it is with the rank of lieuten-

ant in the Cromwellian army.

Before that, however, many great events had taken

place, in war and politics. The Royalist resistance in

England had been beaten down, and the King was dead.
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The very title and office of king had been abolished, the

House of Lords had been done away with, and England

was a commonwealth with a Huntingdonshire gentle-

man, Oliver Cromwell, at its head. The war had shifted

to Scotland and Ireland. Charles II had been proclaimed

in Edinburgh, and Catholic and Royalist had risen in

Ireland. Thither Cromwell hastened with his invincible

Ironsides, to crush the Irish before they could gather

head. His stroke was swift and merciless. The chief

strongholds of his enemies, Drogheda and Wexford,

were stormed and their inhabitants put to the sword

after the manner of the Old Testament. The Irish army

was overpowered and Cromwell hurried back to crush

the Scots at Dunbar and Worcester, leaving his son-in-

law, the lawyer-general Ireton, to stamp out the embers

of rebellion. Thereafter, he sent the ablest of his sons,

Henry, to hold the island for the Conmionwealth.

With him Blood came into touch with the house of

Cromwell. The young Irishman had probably been

among the troops which were brought over to conquer

the "rebels" serving under the Lord General and Ireton

after him. For when the new government, following the

example of its predecessors, confiscated the land of its

enemies and the fair domains of Royalist and Catholic

passed into the hands of the hard-hitting and loud-pray-

ing colonels and captains and even conmion soldiers of

the Commonwealth, Blood not only acquired estates, but

was further distinguished by being made Justice of the

Peace under Henry Cromwell.

Thus with his fellows, and in greater proportion than

most of them, he prospered and after an adventurous

career seemed about to achieve the ambition of most

Englishmen then and since, and become a real country
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gentleman. For a space of seven years, under Common-
wealth and Protectorate, he lived, like many others of

his kind, satisfied and secure in the enjoyment of the

fruits of his share in saving England from the tyrant,

little moved by the great events oversea. And, had it not

been for circumstances as far outside his little sphere as

those which had raised him to this position, he might well

have finished an obscure and peaceful existence, with

httle further interest for the historian or moralist. But at

the end of those seven fat years Fate, who had been so

kind to Blood and his fellows, changed sides, and he, like

many others, missing the signs of the times, or moved
by conviction, could not, or would not, at all events did

not, change with her.

On September 3, 1658, Oliver Cromwell died, and the

fabric of government which for some years had rested

on little more than his will and his sword, began at once

to crumble. For a few months his son, Richard, endured

the empty honor of the Protector's title. Then he re-

signed and the administration was left in a weltering

chaos of Rump Parliament politicians and Cromwellian

army generals. To end this anarchy came the Governor

of Scotland, General Monk, with his army, to London
in the first months of 1660. Under his shrewd, stern

management the old Parliament was forced to dissolve

itself and a new House of Commons was chosen. The

first act of this so-called Convention was to recall the

House of Stuart to the throne, and on May 29, 1660,

Charles II rode into London and his inheritance, wel-

comed by the same shouting thousands who had so re-

cently assembled to pay the last honors to the Protec-

torate.

As rapidly as might be thereafter the new regime was
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established. The old officers and officials were replaced

by Koyalists; the forces by land and sea were disbanded,

save for five thousand trusty troops to guard the new
monarchy ; the leaders of the fallen party were arrested

and executed, or driven into exile, or put under security.

Some, like Monk and JNIontagu and Browne, were now
the strongest pillars in the new political edifice. Many,
like Harrison and his fellow regicides, were marked for

speedy execution, while others, like Vane, were kept for

future sacrifice. Many more, like Marten and Waller

and Cobbet, dragged out a wretched existence as politi-

cal prisoners, exchanging one prison for another till

death released them. Some, like Hutchinson, were put

under bonds and granted a half liberty that in too many
cases led only to later imprisonment. Only a few, like

Lambert, lived long in the more pleasant confinement

of the Channel Islands and the Scillies. Yet many es-

caped. Ludlow and Lisle and their companions found

protection, if not safety, in Switzerland. Many more

sought refuge in Holland. Some, like Algernon Sidney,

flitted over Europe like uneasy spirits. No small num-

ber joined the Emperor to fight the Turk, or took serv-

ice in Holland or Sweden or the petty states of Ger-

many. And still others, like Goffe and Whalley and

Dixwell, sought and found security in the New World.

The leaders of the fallen party out of the way, for the

ensuing six years the government left no stone unturned

to undo the work of revolution and to restore in so far

as possible the old order.

It was no easy task. For twenty years England had

been engaged in a civil strife where political animosities

were embittered by religious dissensions, emphasized by

lines of social cleavage. One section of the people had
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triumphed over another. Many of them, like Blood, ac-

tually entered into their enemies' inheritance and seemed
likely to found a new ruling class. When 1660 came and
this was all reversed, when the old party was in the

ascendant, the King on the throne, what would become

of them? They had been free to worship in their own
way and had been largely exempt even from many forms

of taxation. But all this was now suddenly reversed.

The Royalists were again in the ascendant, the King was
on his throne, Puritanism was discredited, its leaders

gone, its organization destroyed. What were men like

Blood to do?

For several months, the Presbyterians seemed likely

to receive the recognition they had earned by their serv-

ices to the Restoration. So far all promised well for an
amicable adjustment of relations between the two great

parties in church and state. But their very agreement

boded ill for the third party or "sectaries"—Independ-

ents, Baptists, Quakers, and their fellows. In the days

of their prosperity they had suppressed Anglican and

Presbyterian alike. Now that these had joined hands the

sectaries had little hope. They had early stirred to meet

the danger. While the Convention debated the terms on

which the King should return, their deliberations were

cut short not less by the declaration of the King than by

the fear of a rising of the Republicans and sects. In Janu-

ary, 1661, fanaticism broke out in London. A cooper

named Venner, a soldier of the old army, sometime con-

spirator against Cromwell, sometime resident of Salem,

in New England, with some three score followers, all

of that peculiar millennial sect known as Fifth Monarchy
men, rose against the government, and for three days

kept the city, the court, and the administration in a state
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of feverish alarm. But the odds against them were too

great. They found neither aid nor comfort from outside,

and the children of this world triumphed over those who
would have restored the rule of the saints under King
Jesus.

That rising helped destroy whatever chance the Pres-

byterians had of holding their strength in the new Par-

liament, and the House of Commons showed a clear

majority of Royalist Anglicans. Hardly had this body

begun its deliberations when the Savoy Conference met,

and, after some wrangling, dissolved without reaching

any agreement. Thence ensued a period of reaction

whose results are writ large in religious history to this

day, for this was the time when established church and

denominations definitely parted company. The dominant

party lost no time in destroying the strength of their

rivals. The Corporation Act drove the dissenters from

those bodies which governed the cities and towns and

chose a majority of the Commons. The Act of Uni-

formity excluded all dissenting ministers from the

Church of England, while the restoration of the bishops

to the House of Lords, and of its confiscated property

to the Church, completed the discomfiture of the Pres-

byterians.

They suffered most, for they had most to lose, but the

new policy bore no less hardly on the sectaries; and

these, joined by the more extreme Presbyterians, were

little inclined to submit to the revived authority in church

and state. Many moderate men, indeed, found it in their

consciences to conform enough to evade the law. But
many more were neither able nor inclined to take this

course. Deprived of their army, of their political posi-

tion, of their religious liberty, even at length of their
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right to petition, in many cases of what they considered

their rightful property, with no outlet for their opinions

in Parliament, the case seemed hopeless enough. A few

of the latter conformed; most began a long and honor-

able course of silent endurance of their persecution.

Some, of bolder spirit, turned to darker ways.

These events in England had their counterpart in

Scotland and Ireland. In all three kingdoms the dis-

possessed party was thrown into a ferment of discontent

over this sudden reversal of their fortunes. The soldiers

of the old army were especially enraged. They felt that

they had lost by political trickery what had been won
in fair fight. By a sudden turn of fortune's wheel, a bit

of legal chicanery, their old enemy, the Parliament, had

caught them off their guard and overthrown them. Their

place had been taken by the ungodly, the Arminian, and

the idol-worshiper. And these brethren of the Covenant

and the sword were not men to rest quietly under such

wrongs. Many, indeed, turned aside from politics and

war, taking no further part in public affairs. But not a

few declared they would not be led into an Egyptian

bondage under a new Pharaoh. Those whom they had

fairly fought and fairly conquered, those who had fol-

lowed Mammon, and bowed the knee to Baal, the wor-

shipers of Rimmon, the doers of abominations, the serv-

ants of the Scarlet Woman who sits on the Seven Hills,

were these to enter upon that fair inheritance, so lately

in the hands of the saints, without a blow? Surely the

Lord was on the side of His servants, as He had shown

them by so many signal instances of His favor, at

Naseby, at Marston Moor, at Dunbar, and at Worcester,

and a hundred fights besides, in the great days gone by.

Was He to look on unmoved ? Had He abandoned them
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to their enemies? Was this not rather a device of His

to try their constancy and courage? Was it not their part

as brave and righteous men to strike another blow for

the faith that was in them and the heritage He had put

in their hands? A bold stroke had once prevailed against

their oppressors. Might not another restore the Covenant

and give back to the afflicted saints their inheritance and

the spoil of the Philistines?A new king was on the throne

who knew not Joseph. But his rule was recent, his hold

precarious. His father had been overthrown, though all

the wealth and power of the mighty had been on his side.

Now the land was honeycombed with sedition, there were

thousands of bold spirits accustomed to discipline and the

use of arms, and thousands more of the faithful with

money and sympathy to aid in the great work of destroy-

ing the rule of grasping bishops and a Catholic king.

Thus, while the regicides fled from the wrath of the

new government, or suffered the penalty of their deeds

in London, while Parliament was driving Noncon-

formity from church and state and the greater part of

the dispossessed party girded itself to endure the im-

pending persecution, while new-fledged royalty flaunted

its licentiousness in Whitehall, earnest and vindictive

men plotted against the new order in England, in Ire-

land and Scotland and Wales, in London itself. Emis-

saries made their way by night along unfrequented

roads, or stole from village to village in tiny fishing

boats, or crept through narrow lanes of the old City and

its environs, to cheer the secret and unlawful conventicles

of Baptist and Quaker, Presbyterian and Congrega-

tionalist. Unitarian and Fifth Monarchist, with hopes

and plans for the resurrection of the Kingdom of the

Righteous. .
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The old Republicans were approached, the holders of

land taken in the recent troubles, the members of the old

Rump Parliament, the exiles abroad, the officers and
soldiers of the old army at home. Proclamations were
printed promising all things to all men, but chiefly tol-

eration and lighter taxes. Tracts were smuggled from
London or Holland full of the language of prophecy.

The new monarchy had been measured and found want-

ing, the old Covenant was about to rise, Phoenix-like,

from its ashes, the heavens were full of signs and por-

tents, and prodigies everywhere indicated the fall of king

and bishop. A new Armageddon was at hand, the rule

of King Jesus was to be restored, "even by Blood."

Everywhere arms were gathered and men enlisted

against that great day.

And everywhere, meanwhile, the government followed

close on the trail of the conspirators and kept in close

touch with the elements of discontent. Everywhere spies

and informers were enlisted, even from the ranks of con-

spiracy itself, to discover and also, it was whispered, to

foment conspiracy where none existed, that dangerous

men might be drawn in and seized. From every county

justices and deputy lieutenants poured a steady stream

of prisoners and information into the hands of the ad-

ministration. Under the careful direction of the Lord
General the militia was reorganized, former strongholds

were weakened or destroyed, troops moved here and

there, suspicious persons seized, and incipient disturb-

ance was vigorously repressed. So for three years this

underground warfare went on.

Late in 1661 the government found, or professed to

find, a clue to conspiracy and exploited its discovery in

Parliament to secure the act against corporations. Again
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in 1662 another was brought to light, and was used to

pass the Act of Uniformity. Some of the alleged con-

spirators were hanged, some were used to get more in-

formation, but for the most part the leaders remained

unknown, or escaped. Thus far the disaffected had

played into the hands of their bitterest enemies, and had

accomplished little more than to furnish a much desired

excuse for legislation to destroy Nonconformity root

and branch. So useful had they been to the Anglicans,

indeed, that it was more than hinted that the so-called

conspiracies were in fact engineered by them for use in

Parliament.

This was not quite true. Conspiracy there had been,

and was, as events were to prove. And the administration

learned presently that the plot they had so diligently

pursued and exploited had a very real existence. By 1663

it was widespread and apparently well organized. It

included the discontented Nonconformists of the west

and north of England, the Scotch Covenanters, the dis-

possessed Cromwellians in Ireland, the London con-

venticlers, and the Continental refugees. A central

"Committee of Six," chiefly old army officers, it was

said, sat in London, whence they directed the movement
from their hiding-places in those little-known regions of

the metropolis where even the King's writ ran with

difficulty or not at all. The scheme contemplated the

surprise and seizure of Whitehall and the Tower, the

capture of the King and his brother, of the Chancellor,

and the Lord General. Simultaneous risings were to take

place throughout the country, whereby the local authori-

ties were to be overpowered, the Guards, if possible, de-

coyed away from the capital, and the central administra-

tion paralyzed and destroyed. The forces of the con-
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spirators, under their former leaders, especially General
Ludlow, were to unite, march on London, and there

either exact terms from the captive King or set up an-

other Republic, but in any event relieve the people from
the burdens of religious and financial oppression. Such
was the dream of the discontented, which, transformed

into action, might well have plunged England again into

the throes of civil war.

Meanwhile what of our friend Blood amid all these

great affairs? Had he, like many others, preferred the

safer course, withdrawn into private life and abandoned
his property and ambitions together? That, indeed, seems

to have been his first course. The Court of Claims ap-

parently deprived him, among many others, of part or

all of his new-found fortune in land, and he seems to

have taken up his residence in Dublin, with or near his

brother-in-law, Lackie, or Lecky, a Presbyterian clergy-

man, and, like his modern namesake, the historian, a fel-

low of Trinity College. Even so he maintained his repu-

tation as an active man, for on June 30, 1663, a Dublin

butcher. Dolman by name, is found petitioning the Duke
of Ormond for the return of an "outlandish bull and

cow" of which he had been unlawfully deprived by

Thomas Blood, lieutenant in the late army. The peti-

tion was duly granted and the animals doubtless duly

recovered. But before the worthy butcher petitioned

against him he had come under the direct attention of the

Lord Lieutenant in a much more serious connection.

It was not to be supposed that such a man was over-

looked in the assignment of parts for the great con-

spiracy. A committee had been formed in Dublin to

organize and enlist the old Cromwellians in the design,

and of this committee Blood and his brother-in-law were
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prominent members. They were, in fact, the chief means

by which correspondence was maintained with the north

Irish Presbyterians in Ulster, and the so-called Came-

ronians in Scotland, as well as the Nonconformist group

in Lancashire and north England, with whom Blood's

marriage had given him some connection. The local de-

sign, as evolved by this committee, was most ingenious.

A day, the ninth or tenth of May, was set for its execu-

tion, men and arms were collected, and the details care-

fully arranged for the seizure of Dublin Castle and the

person of Ormond. According to an old usage the Lord
Lieutenant was accustomed from day to day to receive

petitions in person from all who cared to carry their

troubles to him in this way. Taking advantage of this

custom, it was proposed by the conspirators to send cer-

tain men enlisted in the enterprise into the Castle in the

guise of petitioners. Some eighty others, meanwhile, dis-

guised as workingmen and loiterers, were to hang about

the great gate of the Castle. Another, disguised as a

baker, and carrying a basket of bread on his head, was

to enter the gate, as if on his way to the kitchen. As he

went in he was to stumble and let fall his pile of loaves.

It was calculated that the careless guard would probably

rush out to snatch the bread thus scattered. The baker

would resist, the pretended workmen and loiterers would

gather to see the fun, and, under cover of the disturb-

ance, rush the gate, seize the guardhouse and its arms,

overpower the guard, and, with the aid of the petitioners

within, occupy the Castle. Upon the news of this, risings

were to take place throughout the country, and the Eng-
lish troops and officials were to be overpowered and

brought over or killed.

It was an admirable plan. The volunteers were chosen.
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the disguises prepared, a proclamation to the people was
printed, and the whole matter laid in train. The plot,

in fact, wanted but one thing to succeed—secrecy. This

it was not destined to have. At the proper time the in-

evitable informer appeared in the person of Mr. Philip

Alden, or Arden, a member of the conspirators' com-
mittee. By him and by a certain Sir Theophilus Jones,

to whom some knowledge of the plot had come, Ormond
was warned of the design. He took immediate steps to

secure himself and arrest the plotters. But they were

warned of their danger in time to escape, and under the

rules of the game they should have made off at once. In-

stead they boldly went on with their plans, but set the

time four days ahead, for May 5. Even this daring step

failed to save them. The Castle guard was increased,

troops and militia w^ere called out, the other districts

warned, and the conspirators sought out and arrested.

Among the first victims was Blood's brother-in-law,

Lackie. He was thrown into prison, where the severity

of his treatment is said to have driven him insane. His
wife petitioned for his release, and there is a story that

his colleagues, the fellows of Trinity College, joined her

in begging that his life be spared. They were told that

he might have his liberty if he would conform, which,

however, even at that price, he refused to do. This much
is quite certain, his wife was promised, not her husband's

liberty, but his body. And this, after his execution in De-

cember, was accordingly handed over to her. The other

conspirators suffered likewise in life, or liberty, or prop-

erty, and every effort was made to include Blood in the

list of victims. A proclamation he had issued was burned

by the hangman. He was declared an outlaw, his re-

maining estates were confiscated, and a price was set on
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his head. But the government was compelled to satisfy

itself with this; the man himself disappeared. Among
the hrethren of his faith he was able to find plenty of

hiding places. It would be too long to recount here the

tale of his evasion of justice, protected largely, it would

appear, by his Presbyterian brethren. But, according to

his own story, told many years later, he scorned to skulk

in corners. Disguised as a Quaker, as a Dissenting minis-

ter, even as a Catholic priest, he made his way from

place to place, keeping the officers off his scent for some

years. And so great, it is said, was the terror of his name
and his daring, that a plot to rescue Lackie from the

scaffold not only frightened away the crowd from the

execution, but nearly succeeded in its object, while for

months afterward Ormond was hindered from venturing

out of Dublin by the fear of his friends that he would

be kidnapped or killed by Blood and his companions.

Meanwhile the great design in England, hke that in

Ireland, found its shipwreck in treachery. Two of the

men entrusted with the secrets of the design revealed it

to the government. One of the leaders, Paul Hobson,

was early seized, and his correspondence intercepted.

The first leader chosen went mad, and the miracles which

were prophesied did not come to pass. The plans for a

rising in Durham, Westmoreland, and Lancashire were

betraj^ed, troops and militia were hurried to the points

of danger, and those who rose in arms during that fatal

month of October, 1663, discouraged by the fewness of

their numbers and the strength brought against them,

dispersed without a blow. The rest was but the story of

arrests, examinations, trials, and executions. By the

middle of 1664 the tale of victims was complete, and the

conspiracy was crushed. The alarm again reacted on
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Parliament, and a Conventicle Act, which made it un-

lawful to hold a religious meeting of more than five per-

sons besides the family in whose house the worshipers as-

sembled, was passed under pressure of the plot.

Blood, meanwhile, like several of his co-conspirators,

flitted from place to place in Ireland and England, the

authorities always on his trail. Finally, like many before

and after him, he seems to have found refuge in the

seventeenth-century sanctuary of political refugees,

Holland. There no small number of the leaders and sol-

diers of the old army had preceded him, and many had

taken service in the Dutch army and navy. It may be

that he had some thought of following their example.

He had nothing to hope from England, for his confis-

cated estates had been leased to a certain Captain Toby
Barnes, reserving the rights of the government, based

on his forfeiture by treason. He therefore made his way
and extended his acquaintance not only among the Eng-
lish, but among the Dutch as well, and, if his story is

true, was introduced to no less a person than the great

Dutch admiral, De Ruyter, the most formidable of all

England's enemies.

This was of much importance since, while he sojourned

abroad, England and Holland had drifted into war.

From February, 1665, to July, 1667, the two strongest

maritime powers strove for control of the sea. In the

summer of 1665 the English won some advantage in

the fierce battle of Lowestoft, but the noise of rejoic-

ing was stilled by a terrible catastrophe. In that same

summer the Plague fell upon London. The death list

in the city alone swelled from 600 in April to 20,000 in

August. Business was suspended, the court and most of

the administration and the clergy fled, and the war Ian-
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guished. A few bold and faithful spirits stuck grimly

to their posts. But they were few among many. Amid
the terror and confusion the Nonconformist clergy came

out of their hiding-places, ascended the pulpits which had

been deserted by their brethren of the Anglican church,

few of whom followed the example of their brave, in-

tolerant old bishop, and ministered to the spiritual needs

of the stricken people. Conventicles sprung up every-

where, and conspiracy again raised its head.

This time new plans were devised. Hundreds of old

soldiers were reported coming to London and taking

quarters near the Tower. Arms were collected and a

plan formed to surprise the great stronghold by an at-

tack from the water side. In addition there was a design

for risings elsewhere, aided by the Dutch. The govern-

ment bestirred itself under the direction of the inevitable

Monk. The London conspirators were seized, informa-

tion was sent to the local authorities, who made arrests

and called out the militia, and the danger was averted.

Parliament met at Oxford in October and, as a sequel

to the plot, passed the most ferocious of the persecuting

measures, the Five Mile Act, by which no Nonconform-

ist preacher or teacher was permitted to come within

that distance of a city or borough, save on a duly certified

journey.

The next year repeated the history of its predecessor.

The English fleet, under the only man who seemed to

rise to emergencies in this dark time. Monk, met the

Dutch off the North Foreland and fought there a ter-

rible battle which lasted three days, and was claimed as

a victory by both sides. Again this was followed by a

calamity. In September a fire broke out in London which

raged almost unchecked for a week, and laid the greater
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part of the city in ashes. France, meanwhile, entered the

war on the side of Holland, and the English government,
corrupt and exhausted, seemed almost ready to fall. It

was little wonder that the sectaries, though their arms
had been lost in the fire, plucked up courage and laid

more plans. Six weeks after the fire the Covenanters in

west Scotland, maddened by persecution, were in arms,

and maintained themselves for some weeks against the

forces sent against them. During the following winter

the English, short of money, and negotiating for peace,

resolved not to send out a fleet in the spring. In June the

Dutch, apprised of the defenseless condition of the Eng-
lish coasts, brought together a fleet under De Ruyter,

sailed up the Medway and the Thames, took Sheerness

and Chatham, broke through the defenses there and
captured or destroyed the English ships they found at

anchor. There was little to oppose them. The Guards
were drawn out, the young gentlemen about the Court

enlisted, the militia was brought together, and volun-

teers collected. Some entrenchments were dug, and guns

were mounted to oppose a landing. And the Lord Gen-
eral Monk, who had done all that was done, marched up
and down the bank, before the Dutch ships whose big

black hulks lay well within the sound of his voice, chew-

ing tobacco, swearing like a pirate, shaking his heavy

cane at the enemy, and daring them to land. They did

not kill him as they might easily have done. From their

ships came a brisk cannonade, volleys of jeers and pro-

fanity, and the insulting cries of English seamen aboard,

deriding their fellow countrymen ashore. With these in-

sults the fleet presently weighed anchor and sailed away

to patrol the coasts, interrupt commerce, and attack

other ports. The negotiations then in progress having
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been expedited by this exploit, the Dutch fleet withdrew,

leaving England seething with impotent rage and mor-

tification; and peace was signed at Breda a month later,

on terms influenced in no small degree by this notable

raid.

And what of Blood? It is not to be supposed that the

organizer of Irish rebellion, the correspondent of Eng-

lish revolutionary committee and Scotch Covenanters,

and the friend of De Ruyter, sat quietly apart from this

turmoil of war and conspiracy. Yet, working under-

ground as he did, like a mole, it is possible to trace his

movements only by an occasional upheaval on the sur-

face. It seems quite certain that he did not, like so many

of his countrymen, enlist in the Dutch service and that

he was not among the four or five thousand troops,

mostly English, which manned their fleet. On February

13, 1666, there is a secret-service note, that Captain

Blood may be found at Colonel Gilby Carr's in the north

of Ireland, or at his wife's, near Dublin, and that the

fanatics had secretly held a meeting at Liverpool and put

off their rising tiU after the engagement of the fleets.

On May 3, there is a similar note concerning a man
named Padshall, then prisoner in the Gate House in Lon-

don, that if he is kept close he may discover where Allen,

alias Blood, lodges, or "Joannes," alias Mene Tekel, and

the note indicates their presence in the city. Then came

the battle of the North Foreland and the failure of the

Dutch to crush the English fleet. On August 24 we

learn that these two men, Blood and Jones, have gone

to Ireland to do mischief.

There another plot was reported forming, which con-

templated the seizure of Limerick. But this, like that

of the preceding year on the Tower, both of which bear
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a strong family resemblance to the old design on Dublin
Castle, was discovered and defeated. One insurrection

alone, as we have seen, resulted from this unrest, the

rising of the Scotch Covenanters in October. Among
them, according to advices which came to the administra-

tion, was Blood. He had evidently found the Irish plot

betrayed and with some of his companions, described in

the accounts of the Pentland rising as "some Presby-

terian ministers and old officers from Ireland," hurried

to the only chance of real fighting. That was not great.

The Covenanters, cooped up in the Pentland HiUs, were

beaten, dispersed, or butchered, before concentrated

aid could be given them. Blood, as usual, escaped. He
seems first to have sought refuge in Lancashire among
his relatives. Thence he went to Ireland, but, landing

near Carrickfergus, was so closely pursued there by
Lord Dungannon that he turned again to England, and

by the first of the following April was reported to the

government as being at the house of a rigid Anabaptist

in Westmoreland. From there he watched the govern-

ment unravel the web of conspiracy he had been so busy

weaving.

Yet even here lies another mystery. In 1665, at the

time when he might be supposed to have been most ac-

tive against the government, his wife petitioned, through

him apparently, for the return of certain property

seized from her father by one Richard Clively, then in

prison for killing a bailiff, and in December of that year

it appears that certain men convicted of attending con-

venticles are to be discharged, and the order is endorsed

by Blood. More than that, there is a petition of Septem-

ber, 1666, the month of the Fire, noted as "Blood's

memorial," requesting a permit from Secretary Arling-
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ton that the "liiiltliu persons, osjKrially the s})iL's, he not

seized till they are disposed of." From sueli (hita it has

heen eonjeetured that IMood was j)hiyiii«;" a doiihle part;

tJiat he was, alter all, no dangerous eonspirator hut a

mere informer.

This hrinos us to a most eurious phase of this whole

movement, tlie relation of the eonspirators to the gov-

ernnunt. It is a remarkahle faet that no snudl numher

of those who to all appearances were most deeply im-

plieated in eonspiraey, corresponded at one time or an-

other with the administration, in many instances furnish-

ing information of each other to the secretaries. And
this might lead, indeetl, it has led, many to imagine that

these vaunted conspiracies were, after all, nothing but

what we should call in the language of modern crime,

"plants," devised and executed by the government itself

for purposes of its own. There is, in some instances,

evidence of this. But in many others it is apparent that

this is not a full explanation, especially of cases like that

of Blood. In that doubtful borderland between secret

service and eonspiraey it was often possible for a man
to serve both sides. Having engineered a plot and ac-

quired money and arms and companions to carry it out,

a man not infrequently found himself in the clutches of

the law. The othcers, because they did not have the evi-

dence to hang him, or because they hoped to gain more

from him alive than dead, were often disposed to offer

him his life, even his liberty, in return for information.

He, on his part, was nearly always ready to furnish in-

formation in any quantity and of any sort, in return for

this favor. If he were shrewd enough, he might amuse

his captors for years with specious stories, with just

enough truth to make them plausible, and just enough
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vagueness to make them unusable, and ultimately escape,

meanwhile carrying on the very plans which he pur-

ported to betray. He might even get money from both

sides and make a not to be despised livelihood from his

trade. If Blood were such a man, as seems probable, he

represented a considerable element in the underground

politics of the early Restoration. And it is to be observed

that no small proportion of the men who were executed

for complicity in the plots were of just this type and

had at various times been in government service, only

to be caught red-handed at the end. That such was the

case of Blood seems to be proved by the fact that the

next time he appears above the horizon his actions seem

to dissipate any idea of permanent accommodation with

the government.

The arrests and examinations which succeeded the

abortive conspiracy of 1663 had led the secretaries of

state into many dark ways of subterranean politics, and

they had steadily pushed their investigations through

the years of the w^ar, the Plague, and the Fire. They had

broken up one group after another, pursuing a steady

policy of enlisting the weaker men as informers, and

executing or keeping in prison the irreconcilables.

Among those they had thus discovered had been a little

group, the "desperadoes," the names of some of whom
we have come across before. Blood, his brother-in-law,

Colonel Lockyer, Jones, the author of 3Iene Tehel, and

a Captain John Mason. The last had been taken, had

escaped, and, some time during the Dutch war, was re-

captured. On the twentieth of July, 1667, while the

Dutch fleets still patrolled the English coast and the

peace of Breda was just about to be signed, warrants

were issued from the Secretary of State to the Keeper
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of the Tower and the Keeper of Newgate to deliver Cap-

tain John Mason and Mr. Leving to the bearer to be

conveyed to York gaol. This duty was assigned to a

certain Corporal Darcy, otherwise unknown to fame,

who with some seven or eight troopers proceeded to carry

out his instructions.

The little party thus made up rode north by easy

stages for four days without incident. On the fourth

day they were joined by one Scott, a citizen of York,

apparently by profession a barber, who, not much fancy-

ing solitary travel in that somewhat insecure district,

sought safety with the soldiers. About seven o'clock on

the evening of the twenty-fifth of August the little

party entered a narrow lane near the village of Darring-

ton, Yorkshire, and there met a most extraordinary ad-

venture. As they rode along, doubtless with no great

caution, they heard behind them a sudden rattle of

horses' hoofs. They turned to meet a pistol-volley from

a small body of well-armed and mounted men, and a de-

mand for their prisoners. Several of the guard were

wounded at the first fire, and the surprise was complete.

But Corporal Darcy was not a man to be thus handled.

He faced his little force about, delivered a volley in re-

turn, charged his assailants briskly, and in a moment was

the center of a sharp hand-to-hand fight. He was twice

wounded and had his horse shot under him. Three of

his companions were badly hurt. Of the attacking party

at least one was severely wounded. But when they drew

off they carried Mason with them. Leving, feeling dis-

cretion the better part of valor, took refuge in a house

near by and after the fight surrendered himself again to

the stout corporal. Scott, the innocent by-stander who
had sought protection with the soldiers, was killed out-
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right, the onlj- immediate fatahty in either party, though
some of the troopers died later of their wounds. The
corporal, despite his disabled condition, managed to get

one of his opponents' horses in place of the one he lost,

and rode hurriedly into the near-by village for help. But
the fearful villagers had barricaded themselves in their

houses, and were moved neither by liis promises nor his

threats to join in the pursuit of the desperadoes. He
had, therefore, to be content with giving information to

the nearest justice, sending after them the hue and cry,

and making his way to York with his remaining prisoner.

This, it will be remembered, was one Leving. And
with him we come upon a character, and a plot beneath

a plot, which well illustrates the times. William Leving,

or Levings, or Levering, or Leonard Williams, as he

was variously called, was far from being the man his

guards thought him. It must have been a surprise to

them after the fight to see one of their prisoners, instead

of making oflF with the rescuers, render himself again

into their hands. But the explanation, though the good

corporal and his men did not know it, nor yet the gov-

ernor of York gaol to whom Leving was delivered, was

only too well known to Captain Mason's friends, and

explains the strange conduct of the Captain's fellow

prisoner on other grounds than mere cowardice. Leving

had been deeply implicated in the plots of 1661 and 1662,

perhaps in that of 1663 as well. He had been caught,

and, to save his life, he had "come in," to use an expres-

sive phrase of the time. He was, in short, one of the most

useful of the government's spies. It was he who had

given news of Blood and his companions in Ireland. It

was he who had furnished some of the information on

which the government was then acting, and who pro-
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posed to furnish more, acquired, possibly, by this very

ruse of seruhng him north with Mason. It was he who
now gave to the justice and officers the names of the

principal rescuers, Captain Lockyer, Major Blood, and

Timothy Butler, and wrote to Secretary Arlington sug-

gesting that the ways into London be watched, as they

would probably seek refuge there. It was little wonder

that Mason's rescuers had sought to kill Leving, or that

he had sought refuge in flight and surrender.

These, indeed, availed him little. He was kept a pris-

oner at York even after it appeared from his examina-

tion who and what he was. This was doubtless done more

for his own safety than for any other reason, but even

this was not effectual. Not many weeks later he was

found dead in his cell. Some time after, another informer,

similarly confined there, wrote Arlington a terrified

letter begging protection or release, "that he might not,

like Leving, be poisoned in his cell." Thus, it appears,

his enemies found him out even there. And that you

may not think too hardly of the poor spy, it may be

added that on his dead body was found a letter, appar-

ently one he was engaged on when he died, completely

exonerating certain men then in hiding for the great

conspiracy. It would, perhaps, be uncharitable to hint

that this was part of an even more subtle plot beneath

the other two, and that his murderers sought to shield

their friends outside by this device. York gaol, in any

event, was no place to keep men disaffected towards the

government. From the Lord Lieutenant down the place

was thick with discontent and conspiracy. Indeed, no

great while before the Council had arrested the Lord
Lieutenant himself, no less a person than one of their

own number, the great Duke of Buckingham, on the
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charge of corresponding with the sectaries, and had con-

fined him for some time in the Tower.

But what, meanwhile, had happened to Mason and
his friends ? On August 8 they were proclaimed outlaws

by name and a hundred pounds' reward was offered for

Lockyer, Butler, Mason, and Blood. But they had dis-

appeared, as usual. Blood, it was said, had been mortally

wounded, and was finally reported dead. That part of

the story, at least, was greatly exaggerated, and was,

no doubt, spread by Blood himself. He seems, in fact,

to have retired to one of his hiding places and there re-

covered from his injuries, which were severe. The rest

dispersed, and Mason, we know, found his way to Lon-

don where three years later he appears in the guise of

an innkeeper, still plotting for the inevitable uprising.

To us this seems strange. Our minds conjure up a

well-ordered city, properly policed and thoroughly

known. But the London of Charles II was a far differ-

ent place from the city of to-day in more ways than its

size and the advances wrought by civilization. The City

itself was then distant from the Court. The long thor-

oughfare connecting them, now the busy Strand, was

then what its name implies, the way along the river, and

was the seat of only a few great palaces, like the Savoy,

and the rising pile of Buckingham. Beside what is now
Trafalgar Square stood then, as now, St. Martin's in

the Fields. But the fields have long since fled from Picca-

dilly and Whitehall. Beyond and around in every direc-

tion outside the purlieus of the Court and the liberties

of the City, stretched great collections of houses and

hovels, affording rich hiding places for men outside the

law. The inns abounding everywhere offered like facili-

ties. Beneath the very walls of St. Stephen's where Par-
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liament devised measures to suppress conventicles, those

conventicles flourished. Among their numbers; among

the small and secluded country houses round about;

among the rough watermen and sailors along the river;

in wide-stretching districts where the King's writ ran

with difficulty or not at all, and a man's life was safe only

as his strength or skill made it so; or, it was whispered,

even among some of the great houses like that of the

Duke of Buckingham, men flying from justice might

find safety enough.

Later Mason seems to have been joined in London
by Blood, and the old practices were renewed. But the

Major, for Blood had now by some subterranean means

arrived at that title, was apparently not wholly content

with this. He retired, it would appear, to the little village

of Romford, in Surrey, and there, under the name of

Allen or Ayloffe, set up—amazing choice among all the

things he might have chosen—as a physician. His son-

in-law was apprenticed to an apothecary, and thus, with

every appearance of quiet and sobriety, the outlaw be-

gan life again. But it was not for long, at any rate. Most
likely, indeed, this whole business, if it ever existed at

all, was a sham. For on May 28, 1670, we find Secretary

Trevor, who had succeeded Arlington in office, ordering

the Provost Marshal to search out and take in custody

Henry Danvers and William Allen, alias Blood. In

December of that same year came the assault on Or-

mond, with which our story began, and Blood, under

his alias, was for the third time proclaimed an outlaw,

and for the third time had a price set on his head. Surely,

you will say, this is enough of that impudent scoundrel

who so long disturbed the slumber of his Majesty's

secretaries, and flouted the activities of their agents.
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And, in spite of the stir raised by the attempt on Or-
mond, if Blood had disappeared after that for the last

time, he would not have lived again in the pages of his-

tory. For that he is indebted to the great exploit which

at once ended his career of crime and raised him above

the ordinary herd of outlaws and criminals. By it he
made good once and for all his conflict with oblivion.

At the time of which we write the Tower of London
served even more numerous and important purposes
than it does to-day. It was then, as now, a depository of

arms and ammunition, and the place where the state re-

galia, the crown, the orb, and the scepter, were kept, and
the quarters of a considerable body of troops, to over-

awe possible disturbance in the city. But in 1670 it was
also the principal prison for political offenders. Then, as

now, the various functions of the great fortress were

quite distinct. The visitor of to-day passes through a

wide courtyard to the main edifice, the White Tower of

William the Conqueror, whose chambers are filled with

curious weapons and armor. He may climb the stone

stairs to see the grim apartments once reserved for men
reckoned dangerous to the state, and gaze with what awe

he can muster upon the crown jewels. Everywhere he

finds in evidence the guardians of these treasures, the un-

obtrusive attendant, the picturesque beef-eater, the omni-

present policeman, and if he looks down from the high

windows he may see far below him the red tunics or

white undercoats of the soldiers on parade or at work.

In some measure this was true in 1670, and to this spot

we must now turn our attention. We have already seen

some of the characters in this story taken to or from

the custody of the Lieutenant of the Tower, and our

steps in trace of our hero or villain, as you choose to call
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him, have often led perilously near its grim portals. At
last they are to go inside.

Among the various functionaries in and about the

Tower in the year 1670 was one Edwards, the Keeper

of the Regalia, an old soldier who lived with his wife and

daughter within the walls, his son being away at the wars

on the Continent. Some time after the attack on the

Duke of Ormond there appeared one day, among the

visitors who flocked to see the sights of the stronghold,

a little party of strangers from the country, a clergy-

man, his wife, and his nephew. They visited the usual

places of interest, and presently, under Edwards' guid-

ance, were taken to see the regalia. They were pleasant

folk and much interested in what they saw. But unfor-

tunately while looking at the royal paraphernalia the

lady fell ill with some sort of a chill or convulsion. Her
husband and nephew and Edwards were greatly

alarmed. They carried her to Edwards' apartments,

where his wife and daughter took her in charge, and ad-

ministered cordials and restoratives until she recovered.

The clergyman was deeply grateful. He rewarded Ed-

wards generously for his attention and they were all pro-

fuse in acknowledging the kindness of the Keeper's

family. Nor did the matter end here. From this little

incident there sprang up an acquaintance which rapidly

ripened into friendship between the two families. The
clergyman and his nephew came in from time to time on

visits. The nephew was young and dashing, the daughter

w^as pretty and pleasing. They were obviously attracted

to each other, and their elders looked on the dawning

romance with favor. So rapidly did the matter progress

that the clergyman presently proposed a marriage be-

tween the young couple. Edwards was not unwilling
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and on the ninth of May, 1671, the clergyman, his

nephew, and a friend, Avith two companions, rode up
about seven in the morning to make the final arrange-

ments. Mrs. Edwards, however, was not prepared to

meet guests at so early an hour and some delay occurred.

To fill in the time the clerg^^man suggested that Ed-
wards might show the regalia to his friend, who had
never seen it.

So the four mounted the steps to the room where the

treasures were kept. Edwards went on before to take the

regalia out for exhibition. But as he stooped over the

chest to get them he was seized suddenly from behind,

a cloak was thrown over his head, he was bound and
gagged, knocked on the head with a mallet, and, all these

measures having failed to prevent his giving the alarm,

he was finally stabbed. One of the men with him seized

the crown and bent it so that it went under his cloak.

The other put the orb in the pocket of his baggy
breeches, and began to file the scepter in two that it

might be more easily carried. But as they were thus

busied, by a coincidence, surely the strangest out of a

play, at this precise instant Edwards' son, Talbot, re-

turned from the wars, bringing a companion with him.

They accosted the third man, who had remained as a

sentinel at the foot of the stair. He gave the alarm, the

two men ran down the stairs, and all three hurried off

towards the Tower Gate. But there fortune deserted

them. Edwards roused from his stupor, tore out the gag

and shouted, "Treason and murder!" The daughter

hurried to his side and thence to Tower Hill crying,

"Treason! the crown is stolen!" Young Edwards and

his companion, Captain Beckman, gaining from the

Keeper some idea of the situation, rushed down and saw
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the thieves just going out the gate. Edwards drew his

pistols and shouted to the sentinels. But, though the

warders were apparently terrified, young Edwards,

Becknian, and others who joined the pursuit closed in

on the outlaws. They in turn aided the confusion by also

crying, "Stop, thief," so that some were deceived into

believing the parson a party to the pursuit. Beckman
seems to have caught him and wrestled with him for

the crown, while a servant seized one of the other men.

Beckman had a most "robustious struggle" with the

parson, who fired one pistol at Beckman, and when they

grappled drew a second and fired again, but missed both

times. Two of the three principals having been taken

almost at the gate, the third might have got away, but

was thrown from his horse by running into a projecting

cart pole, and captured at no great distance. Their ac-

complices, two apparently, seem to have escaped. The
prisoners were brought back to the Tower at once and

identified. To the astonisliment of their captors the

clergyman was found to be our old friend Blood, the so-

called nephew was his son, or son-in-law, the third man
an Anabaptist silk-dyer named Parret. Warrants were

immediately made out to the governor of the Tower, Sir

John Robinson, for their imprisonment; Blood's on the

ground of outlawry for treason and other great and

heinous crimes in England
;
young Blood's and Parret's

for dangerous crimes and practices.

Thus fell the mighty Blood in this unique attempt at

crime, which, among its other results, had one which even

he could scarce have realized. His "stroke for a crown"

was his crowning stroke against oblivion. By it he was

set among the immortals, and from the moment of his

capture his place in history was secure. His reputation
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was made once and for all, for the sensation caused by

his extraordinary undertaking was naturally tremen-

dous. News-letter and correspondence of the time are all

filled with the details of the exploit and for the moment
the gravest affairs of state sank into insignificance before

the interest in this most audacious venture. An infinite

number of guesses were hazarded at the motive for the

theft, for it was felt that mere robbery would not ac-

count for it. It was even suspected that it was a prelude

to the assassination of the King and the proclamation

of a usurper who hoped to strengthen himself by the

possession of the regalia. This view was strengthened

by the fact that the Chancellor's house was entered at

about the same time and nothing taken but the Great

Seal. The darkest suspicions were afloat,, and the relief

at the capture of the noted outlaw and the failure of his

attempt on the crown was intensified by the sense of

having escaped from some vague and terrible danger

which would have menaced the state had he succeeded.

Broadsides and squibs of all sorts were inspired by the

exploit. Among others the irrepressible Presbyterian

satirist, Andrew Marvell, characteristically improved

the occasion to observe that

:

When daring Blood his rent to have regained

Upon the English diadem restrained

He chose the cassock, surcingle and gown,

The fittest mask for one that robs the crown

:

But his lay pity underneath prevailed.

And whilst he saved the keeper's life he failed

;

With the priest's vestment had he but put on

The prelate's cruelty, the crown had gone.

The proceedings in Blood's case, therefore, excited

extraordinary interest, which was not lessened by the
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unusual circumstances surrounding it. The prisoners

were first brought before Sir Gilbert Talbot, the Pro-

vost Marshal. But Blood refused absolutely to answer

any leading questions put him bj-^ that official as to his

motives, accomplices, and the ultimate purpose of his

exploit. This naturally deepened the interest in the mat-

ter, and increased the suspicion that there was more in it

than appeared on the surface, especially as the outlaw

declared he would speak only with the King himself. To
the further astonishment of the world this bold request

was granted. Three days after his arrest he was taken

by the King's express order to Whitehall and there ex-

amined by Charles, the Duke of York, and a select few

of the royal family and household. The proceeding was

not quite as unusual as it seemed, for in the earlier years

of the Restoration such episodes had been fairly com-

mon, and the King had proved a master of the art of

examination. But it had been given up of late and its

revival seemed to indicate a matter of unusual gravity.

"The man need not despair," said Ormond to Southwell

when he heard that the King was to give Blood a hearing,

"for surely no king would wish to see a malefactor but

with intention to pardon him." But this opinion was not

general and his conviction was never doubted by the

world at large. A few days after his examination Secre-

tary Williamson's Dublin correspondent wrote him that

there was little news in Ireland save the talk of Blood's

attempt on the crown, and he voiced the prevailing senti-

ment when he "hoped that Blood would receive the re-

ward of his many wicked attempts." The coffee-houses

talked of nothing else and all London prepared to

gratify itself with the spectacle of the execution of the

most daring criminal of the time.
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But in this, at any rate for the present, they were to

be disappointed. Blood was remanded to the Tower, and

there held for some time while steps were taken to probe

the case deeper. Two months later Sir John Robinson

wrote to Secretary Williamson that Lord Arlington had

dined with him the Saturday before, and had given into

his hands certain warrants, not, as everyone supposed,

for Blood's execution, but for his release and that of his

son. Two weeks later a grant of pardon was issued to

him for "all treasons, murders, felonies, etc., committed

by him alone or with others from the day of His Maj-
esty's accession. May 29, 1660, to the present," and this

was followed by a similar grant to his son. Later, to com-

plete this incredible story, his estates were restored to

him, he was given a place at Court, and a pension of five

hundred pounds a year in Irish lands. Not long after-

wards the indefatigable diner-out, John Evelyn, notes

in his diary that, dining with the Lord Treasurer, Ar-

lington, a few days before, he had met there, among the

guests. Colonel Thomas Blood. It is no wonder that a

Londoner wrote in early August of that same year: "On
Thursday last in the courtyard at Whitehall, I saw

walking, in a new suit and periwig, Mr. Blood exceeding

pleasant and jocose—a tall rough-boned man, with small

legs, a pock-frecken face with little hollow blue eyes."

By September Blood had acquired enough credit, ap-

parently, not only to get a new grant of pardon con-

firmed for himself and his son, but others for certain of

his former companions as well.

What is the explanation of this extraordinary circum-

stance? It is a question no one has yet answered satis-

factorily, and it has remained one of the many unsolved

mysteries of the period. If we knew fully we could clear
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up many diirk ways of Restoration politics. We have

certain second-hand accounts of what took place in that

memorable interview between the vagabond King and

the Irish outlaw, from which we may get some light on

the matter. The latter "as gallant and hardy a villain

as ever herded with the sneaking sect of Anabaptists,"

in the words of a contemporary, we are told, "answered

so frankly and undauntedly that every one stood

amazed." Snatches of Blood's comments on his most

recent exploit have floated down to us. "It was, at all

events, a stroke for a crown," had been his remark to

Beckman when he was captured, a cool witticism which

must have pleased the wittiest of monarchs when it was

repeated to him. "Who are your associates?" he is said

to have been asked, to which he replied that he "would

never betray a friend's life nor deny guilt in defense of

his own." Blood explained to the King, it is said, that

he thought the crown was worth a hundred thousand

pounds, when, in fact the whole regalia, had he known it,

cost only six thousand. He told the story of his life and

adventures with much freedom, and it must have been

a good story to hear. He confessed to the attempt on

Dublin Castle, to the rescue of Mason, and to the kid-

napping of Ormond. There was found on his person a

"little book in which he had set down sixty signal de-

liverances from eminent dangers." And one may remark,

in passing, that it is a pity that it, instead of the dagger

with which Edwards was stabbed, is not preserved in a

London museum.

Several about the monarch contributed their informa-

tion of Blood. Prince Rupert, in particular, recalled him

as "a very stout, bold fellow in the royal service," twenty

years before. But the thing to which rumor credited his
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escape and which was reported to have made his fortune,

was a story in connection with the King himself. A plot

had been laid by Blood and his accomplices, according

to his account, to kill the King, while he was bathing in

the river at Battersea. But as they hid in the reeds, said

the outlaw turned courtier, with their victim before them,

the majesty of royalty was too great, he could not fire

the shot. But, he continued, there was a band to which he

belonged, three hundred strong, pledged to avenge his

death on the King, in case of his conviction.

Doubtless truth lurks amid all this. It may all be true.

Even so there is hardly material here for pardon, much
less for reward. Other reasons not known at that time

must be assigned for such royal clemency. One, perhaps,

lies in this letter written six days after the examination

:

"May 19, 1671. Tower. Col. Blood to the King.

"May it please your Majesty these may tell and in-

form you that it was Sir Thomas Osborne and Sir

Thomas Littleton, both your treasurers for your Navy,

that set me to steal your crown, but he that feed me with

money was James Littleton, Esq. 'Tis he that pays

under your treasurer at the Pay Office. He is a very bold

villainous fellow, a very rogue, for I and my companions

have had many a hundred pounds of him of your Maj-
esty's money to encourage us upon this attempt. I pray

no words of this confession, but know your friends. Not
else but am your Majesty's prisoner and if life spared

your dutiful subject whose name is Blood, which I hope

is not that your Majesty seeks after."

Surely of the two qualities then so necessary in the

Court, wit and effrontery, a plentiful supply was not

lacking to a man who could write such a letter in such a

situation.
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Another reason for the treatment Blood received was,

strangely enough, his powerful influence at Court. It will

be remembered, in connection with the rescue of Mason,

that the great Duke of Buckingham, Lord Lieutenant

of Yorkshire, and one of the men highest in favor at

Court and in the country at large, had been arrested on

a charge of conspiring with the fanatics against the

throne. He had been released, and was now not only

again in the royal favor, but was one of the leading men
in the ministry of the day, the so-called Cabal. It was he

who secured the interview with the King for Blood, and

he doubtless lent his influence for mercy.

And there was, perhaps, a deeper reason for this.

Buckingham was the bitter enemy of Ormond. The
King, whatever his inclination, could not, in decency,

pardon Blood, after his confessing to the attack on Or-

mond, without at least some pretense of consulting the

man who had been so maltreated. He sent, therefore, to

Ormond to ask him to forgive Blood. Lord Arlington

carried the message with those private reasons for the

request which still puzzle us. Blood, meanwhile, under

direction, wrote a letter to Ormond, expressing his re-

gret in unmeasured terms. The old Duke's reply was at

once a lesson in dignity and loyalty. "If the King could

forgive an attempt on his crown," he said proudly to

Arlington, "I myself may easily forgive an attempt on

my life, and since it is his Majesty's pleasure, that is

reason sufficient for me, and your lordship may well

spare the rest of the explanations." But Ormond's son,

and his biographer, took refuge in no such dignity. The
latter declares roundly that Buckingham instigated the

attempt on his master. And not long after the affair, the

former, the gallant young Earl of Ossorj^ coming into
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the royal presence and seeing the Duke of Buckingham
standing by the King, his color rose, and he spoke to

this effect:

"My lord, I know well that you are at the bottom of

this late attempt of Blood's upon my father; and there-

fore I give you fair warning if my father comes to a

violent end by sword or pistol, or if he dies by the hand
of a ruffian, or by the more secret way of poison, I shall

not be at a loss to know the first author of it; I shall

consider you as the assassin; I shall treat you as such;

and wherever I meet you I shall pistol you, though you
stood behind the king's chair; and I tell it you in his

Majesty's presence that you may be sure I shall keep
my word."

These were brave words, and had they come from other

lips than those of the Restoration Bayard, might have

been regarded as mere bravado. But he had proved his

courage on too many occasions to ignore this challenge.

The word of such a man was not to be lightly set aside.

And whether this threat was the cause or not, or whether

Buckingham was really not responsible for an assault

which might have been attributed to Blood's desire for

revenge on the man who had confiscated his estates and

hanged his brother-in-law, the old Duke was not further

molested.

But, apart from these matters, there is another and

a more serious reason for Blood's pardon and reward,

a reason which has been concealed for more than two

centuries, and which has only now, with the publication

of the archives of the times, become a matter of public

knowledge. It lies in the political situation of the time.

This was, in many ways, peculiar. Some four years be-

fore the events we have narrated in connection with the
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theft of the crown, the administration of Clarendon had

fallen and had been succeeded by that of a group called

the Cabal, whose chief bond of union lay in the fact that

they were none of them Anglicans and they were all

opposed to Clarendon. With the aid of the King, they

had relaxed the execution of the Clarendonian measures.

The Anglicans in Parliament had been insistent that the

old policy be maintained. The King was eager to revive

the dispensing power, whereby the toleration of Catholic

and Protestant Nonconformist alike would rest in his

own hands. This situation was complicated by the fact

that king and ministers alike were bent on another war

with Holland. It seemed highly desirable to them to

pacify the still discontented Nonconformists before en-

tering on such a struggle, particularly since the govern-

ment had little money and must rely on the city, which

was strongly Nonconformist in its sentiments. It seemed

no less necessary to destroy, if possible, that group of

extremists whose conspiracies were doubly dangerous

in the face of a war.

To gain information of the feelings of the dissenting

bodies, and discover what terms would be most ac-

ceptable to them, to track down and bring in the fierce

and desperate men from whom trouble might be antici-

pated, to discover if possible the connection that existed

between the sects and those in high places,—these were

objects of the highest importance. They needed such a

man as Blood. And it seemed worth while to Charles to

tame this fierce bird of prey to his service to achieve such

ends as he contemplated. Some such thought evidently

occurred to the King during the examination. "What,"

he is said to have asked bluntly at its close, "What if I
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should give you your life?" Blood's reply is almost epic,

"I would endeavor to deserve it."

This, in consequence, became his immediate business.

Almost at once it was reported that he was making dis-

coveries. The arrest of three of Cromwell's captains is

noted among the first fruits of his information; and
close upon the heels of his pardon came the arrest and

conviction of some twenty-four or twenty-five irrecon-

cilables. Throughout the winter of 1671-1672 Secretary

Williamson was in close consultation with Blood over the

situation and the demands of the Dissenters, and he filled

many pages of good paper with cryptic abbreviations

of these long and important interviews, in which are to

be found many curious secrets of conventicles and con-

spiracies, of back-stairs politics and the underground

connections of men high in the councils of the nation.

From Blood, from the Presbyterian ministers, through

one or two of their number, and from sources to which

these communications led, the Court and ministry gradu-

ally obtained the information from which a great and

far-reaching policy was framed. It found form in the

beginning of the following year in the famous Declara-

tion of Indulgence. This took the control of the Non-

conformist situation from Parliament, and placed it in

the hands of the King. Licenses were issued to ministers

to preach, to meetinghouses, and to other places for

worship not according to the forms or under the direc-

tion of the Anglican Church. The policy, owing to the

bitter opposition of Parliament, lasted but a few months,

but it marked an era in English history. The rioting

which had accompanied the revival of the Conventicle

Act, and which had encouraged the government to try

the licensing system, disappeared. The Dissenters went
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their way undisturbed. For a few months entire religious

toleration prevailed, and, though Parliament forced the

King to withdraw his Declaration, the old persecution

was never revived.

In this work Blood's share was not small. He not

merely furnished information, he became one of the

recognized channels through which licenses were ob-

tained, and in the few months while they were being

issued he drove a thriving trade. And with one other

activity which preceded the Dutch war he was doubtless

closely connected. This was the granting of pardons to

many of those old Cromwellians who had sought refuge

in Holland a dozen years before. No small number of

these, taking advantage of the government's new leni-

ence, came back from exile with their families and goods,

and took up their residence again in England. Thus

Colonels Burton and Kelsey, Berry and Desborough,

Blood's brother-in-law. Captain Lockyer, Nicholas,

Sweetman, and many others found pardons and were re-

ceived again into England. "Through his means," wrote

Mrs. Goffe to her husband, then an exile hiding in New
England, "as is reputed, Desborough and Maggarborn
[Major Bourne?] and Lewson of Yarmouth is come out

of Holland and Kelsi and have their pardon and liberty

to live quietly, no oath being imposed on them." "The
people of God have much liberty and meetings are very

free and they sing psalms in many places and the King
is very favourable to many of the fanatics and to some

of them he was highly displeased with." It might have

been that the regicides in New England could have re-

turned, but the cautious Mrs. Goffe warned her husband

not to rely on the favorable appearance of affairs. "It

is reported," she wrote, "that Whally and Goffe and
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Ludlow is sent for but I think they have more wit than

to trust them."

In the tliird great measure of the period, the Stop of

the Exchequer, Blood naturally had no part, but when

the war actually broke out, he found a new field of use-

fulness in obtaining information from Holland, in ferret-

ing out the tracts which the Dutch smuggled into Eng-
land, and in watching for the signs of conspiracy at home.

Thus he lived and flourished. His residence was in Bowl-

ing Alley, now Bowling Street, leading from Dean's

Yard to Tufton Street, Westminster, convenient to

Whitehall. His favorite resort is said to have been

White's Coffee House, near the Royal Exchange. His

sinister face and ungraceful form became only too famil-

iar about the Court. His bearing was resented by many
as insolent. He was both hated and feared as he moved

through the atmosphere of intrigue by which the Court

was surrounded, getting and revealing to the King in-

formation of the conspirators, of the Dutch, and of the

other enemies of royalty. His was not a pleasant trade

and there were undoubtedly many who, for good reasons

of their own, wished him out of the way. There were

many who contrasted his reward with the neglect of the

unfortunate Edwards, and who railed at Blood and the

King alike. Rochester allowed himself the usual liberty

of rhymed epigram

:

Blood that wears treason in his face

Villain complete in parson's gown

How much is he at court in grace

For stealing Ormond and the crown?

Since loyalty does no man good

Let's steal the King and outdo Blood.
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There were doubtless many more who regretted that

the King had not bestowed on him a reward that was

at one time contemplated, the governorship of a colony,

the hotter the better. In that event America would have

had some direct share in the career of England's most

distinguished criminal. But Blood was far too useful at

home to be wasted on a distant dependency ; and, on the

whole, he seems to have justified his existence, and even

his pardon, as an outer sentinel along the line of guards

between King Charles and his enemies. That he was so

hated is, perhaps, in some sort a measure of his useful-

ness. For the times when men in the ministry or just

out of the ministry conspired or connived at conspiracy

against the government and held conmiunication with

an enemy in arms to compel their sovereign to their will

are not those in which a ruler will be too squeamish about

his means, least of all such a ruler as Charles.

In such wise Blood lived until 1679. Then he seems

to have fallen foul of the Duke of Buckingham, who had

played such a great part in his career. He, with three

others, was accused by the Duke of swearing falsely to

a monstrous charge against his Grace and sued for the

crushing sum of ten thousand pounds. A most curious

circumstance brought out by this trial connects our story

with the literature of to-day. In Scott's novel, Peveril

of the Peak, it will be remembered that the villain is one

Christian, brother of the deemster of the Isle of Man,
who was executed by the Countess of Derby. This man,

a most accomplished scoundrel, is there portrayed as the

familiar of the Duke of Buckingham, who plays a part

in the romance very like that which he plays in this story

of real life. With the appearance of the later editions

of the novel the author, in response to many enquiries
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concerning tlie authenticity of the various individuals

there delineated, added some notes in which he gave

some account of the originals of many of his characters.

Concerning Christian, however, he declared that, so far

as he knew, no such man had ever existed, and that he

was purely a fictitious character. Strange as it may seem,

one of the men indicted with Blood in this action at law

was, in fact, named Christian, and Scott knew of him.

And while he may not have played the part assigned to

him in the story, he seems to have been in the service of

the Duke, and to have had a reputation, if not a char-

acter, which might well have served as a model for the

villain of the novel.

The motive of Buckingham in beginning this suit is

obscure, but it was suspected that he thought by this

means to hush up certain accusations which might have

been brought against his own machinations, then scarcely

to be defended in the light of day. Among those accusa-

tions, perhaps, was the story that he had hired Blood

to steal the crown. The curious and unusual procedure

and the absurdity of the charge which one might suppose

it beneath the dignity of so great a nobleman to press

in such fashion against such men, lends a certain color

to this suspicion. In any event the suit was tried and

Blood was duly found guilty. But he was never pun-

ished. He fell sick in the summer of 1680 and, after two

weeks of suffering, died on August 24. He was firm and

undaunted to the last, and looked death in the face at

the end with the same courage he had exhibited many
times before.

All England was then in the throes of the excitement

of the Popish Plot and the Exclusion Bill, and civil war

seemed almost in sight. Whig and Tory stood arrayed
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against each other, with the crown as the prize between.

It would not be supposed that the death of the old ad-

venturer could have caused more than a passing ripple

of interest. Quite the contrary was the case. Strange end

of a strange story, the mystery which surrounded him

during his life did not altogether end with his death and

burial. Even that, said many, was but one of the old

fox's tricks. And to prove that it was not his body which

had been interred in the adjoining churchyard of New
Chapel, Tothill Fields, the grave was opened after some

days, the corpse carried before a coroner, and identified

by the curious fact that one of the thumbs was twice the

natural size, a peculiarity which it seems would have be-

trayed Blood many times during his life.

Thus ended the troubled life of a mysterious man. If

his end was not peace it certainly was not worse than

his beginning. Not a few persons must have breathed

easier at the final burial of the secrets which died with

him. He was not without some literary remains, chief

of which was a Life, which, though not written by his

own hand, gives evidence of having been composed either

under his direction or from material furnished by him.

It contains, as perhaps its chief matter of interest out-

side the facts here included,—not many of which adorn

its pages,—a story of which Blood seems to have been

very proud. It is that on one occasion some of the men
in his following of desperadoes proved unfaithful. He
caused them to be seized and brought before him for

trial in a public house. There, after the case had been

set forth and the arguments made, he sentenced them

to death, but later reprieved them. This, of all the good

stories he might have told, is left to us as almost his sole

contribution to the account of his adventures.
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For the rest, his memory was promptly embalmed in

prose and verse, mostly libellous and wholly worthless,

from any standpoint. Of these memorials the following

sample may suffice.

At last our famous hero, Colonel Blood,

Seeing his projects all will do no good.

And that success was still to him denied

Fell sick with grief, broke his great heart and died.

But there is still one curious circumstance about his

family which it would be too bad not to insert here. It

concerns one of his sons whom we have not met—Hol-

croft Blood. This youth, evidently inheriting the pater-

nal love of adventure, ran away from home at the age

of twelve. He found his way, through an experience as

a sailor, into the French army. After the Revolution of

1688 he became an engineer in the English service, owing

chiefly to his escape from a suit brought against him by

his enemies, which was intended to ruin him but by acci-

dent attracted to him instead the notice of the man with

whose visit to England our story began, now William

the Third of England and Holland. This became the

foundation of his fortunes. He served in Ireland, and in

the West Indies. In the English service young Blood

rose rapidly through the long period of wars which fol-

lowed. He gained the praise of the great Marlborough,

and ultimately became the principal artillery commander

of the allied forces in the War of the Spanish Succes-

sion, dying, full of honors, in 1707. Meanwhile Or-

mond's grandson and heir, the second Duke, distin-

guished himself likewise in that same war in other quar-

ters, and bade fair to take high rank as a commander.

But on the death of Queen Anne he took the Jacobite
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side, was driven into exile, and died many years later, a

fugitive supported by a Spanish and Papal pension.

Thus did Fate equalize the two families within a gen-

eration.

Nor is this all the story. It is not necessary here to

elaborate the long and distinguished career of the de-

scendants of Colonel Blood's brother, the dean of Kil-

fernora. They are a part of English history. It is more

difficult, it is, indeed, all but impossible, to trace the

descendants of the Colonel. The name is not unknown
in the United States: and some of its bearers are ap-

parently the descendants of that Edmund Blood who
was a resident of Albany in the first years of the eight-

eenth century, and who, according to tradition, was a

grandson of Thomas. That tradition seems not to have

been, like so many such, without foundation in fact ; and

it appears probable, therefore, that the land to which he

was once destined as a royal official contains many of

his descendants. And if one may be permitted a further

reference to the career of the Bloods in the new world,

though the story is too long—and too recent—to tell

here, at the beginning of the twentieth century the news-

papers of New York were as full of the romantic ex-

ploits of one of the family, who stole away a beautiful

heiress from these shores, as those of London at the end

of the seventeenth were full of the adventures of the

crown-stealer. So it seems that, even after so many gen-

erations, blood will tell

!

I
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THE FAME OF CROMWELL

OF all the characters in English history there

is not one who is more vividly remembered,

whether for good or ill, than Oliver Cromwell.

Go where you will throughout the British Isles, you will

find many to whom the period of the Civil Wars, the

Commonwealth and the Protectorate is still real and still

alive ; to whom it is not merely history but is still politics

;

in whom Charles I and Cromwell still evoke emotions al-

most as intense as if they were living political leaders.

The reason is not far to seek, and the events of the last

few years have made it clearer than ever. It is that, say

what we may to the contrary, the Civil War was not

merely a struggle between the Crown and the Parlia-

ment, between Anglican and Dissenter, but between

classes. To this conclusion the events of the past two

decades, which have altered political status and opinion

so greatly, seem to give point. It appears, therefore, ap-

propriate at this time to review the evolution of the his-

toric Cromwell, for in the vicissitudes of his fame are

bound up not only changes in knowledge but a political

transformation at once far-reaching and profound. This,

then, is not a study of Oliver Cromwell; it is rather a

study of his reputation; and, beyond that, of the evolu-

tion of English opinion and of English affairs, as ex-

pressed in its regard for one of its greatest figures. It is,

in short, the biography of a biography.

It is now a little more than two hundred and fifty

years since Oliver Cromwell died. No great space of

time to those who deal in eternities and immensities, a
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(juarter of u millenniuiii is none the less a substantial

period in human affairs; and especially in the last two

centuries and a half men have traveled far. They have

done much and they have forgotten much. Among the

rulers of the Protector's day few, even of the greatest,

are still remembered. But from that time to our own a

stream of biographies has kept Cromwell's memory alive.

They are numbered now by hundreds ; they continue to

appear; and that circumstance, were there no other,

bears witness to an extraordinary and continued interest,

most unparalleled in history. "Bewildered, interminable

rubbish heaps," Carlyle declared—while contributing an-

other stone to the pile
—

"the dreariest perhaps that any-

where exist still visited by human curiosity," "stupid,

worthy of oblivion, of charitable Christian burial," they

represent no less the permanence than the changing for-

tunes of Cromwell's memory.

And, poor as most of them are, they have their uses.

They help to answer the question of how and why the

great Protector's memory has been preserved. "What
can be more extraordinary," said his contemporary,

Cowley, "than that a person of private birth and edu-

cation, no fortune, no eminent qualities of body, which

have sometimes, nor shining qualities of mind, which

have often, raised men to the highest dignities, should

have the courage to attempt and the ability to execute

so great a design as the subverting one of the most an-

cient and best established monarchies in the world?" He
had accomplished the impossible. He had been granted

that "marvellous distinction of breaking through the

charmed circle which among European nations hems in

the private man." In an age of divine right, this English

squire became the ruler of three kingdoms, wielding an
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authority which had no precedent and no appropriate

name. Pretenders based their claims on royal blood;

Italian despots exercised at best a petty tyranny. Crom-
well thus seemed a prodigj^ of superhuman, if not super-

natural, powers, so great that no merely mortal explana-

tion seemed credible. The superstitious declared that he

had made a compact with the devil, who carried off his

soul in the great tempest which accompanied his death,

while he and his followers believed his success was due
to divine influence. Yet neither his opponents nor his

followers could have dreamed that, however great this

achievement, it would have provided him so great and
so shifting an immortality.

What, then, is the peculiar character of this immor-

tality? The first stage in the evolution of a historic

personality is the opinion of a man in his own lifetime

—

and there is no lack of that in Cromwell's case. From
the beginning he impressed his fellows as more than an

ordinary man. The rector who recorded the death of

Cromwell's son, notes the father, then a simple gentle-

man, as vir honorandus—a man to be honored. To the

Royalist, Sir Philip Warwick, he first appeared speak-

ing in Parliament as a "gentleman ordinarily appareled

in a plain clotli suit which seemed to be made by an ill

country tailor, with plain and not very clean linen, a

speck or two of blood upon his band, no hatband, a man
large in stature, of swollen and reddish countenance,

sharp and untuneable voice," yet, he admits, of "fervid

eloquence." This was the man he lived to see, "by multi-

plied escapes, and a real but usurped power, having had

a better tailor and more converse among good company
appear of great and majestic deportment and of comely

presence." And, though the tailor may have played too
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great a part in this great transformation in Sir Philip's

mind, it is apparent, even from his words, that more than

apparel went to make the man.

Those intervening years while Cromwell grew from

a country gentleman to European stature, brought repu-

tation with it in a hundred curious forms. From its first

peculiar product, a satirical "Panegyrick" published

while he was still lieutenant-general, to the elegies which

followed his death, the Revolution literature was notably

swelled by the pamphlets relating to this new Star of

the North. Strange words were invented to describe him,

like "Tyranipocrit" ; strange titles were devised for

tracts concerning him

—

"A Sad Sigh with some Heart-

Cracking Groans"; ''Jonah's Cry out of the Whale's

Belly"; the "Dutch Student beseeching the English Pro-

fessor in the Great School at London." A splendid Ger-

man folk-song, a symbolic dialogue between Cromwell

and Charles, sounded democracy's challenge to divine

right ; and, at his death, the elegists burst forth into verse,

and the historians began to commemorate his deeds.

Waller and Dryden were rivaled by Slater and his Rhe-

torical Rapture; while Carrington compared him to

Alexander, and Dawbeney to Moses.

Grown to such greatness, he was admired rather than

loved by his immediate followers ; hated and feared, even

when most respected, by his enemies. What his soldiers

thought of him; what those voiceless thousands whose

banner he bore believed, we can only surmise from their

actions. His cofferer, Maidston, declared that to him

the Protector's head "seemed a storehouse and a shop

of a vast treasury of natural parts, his temper fiery but

kept down . . . compassionate, fearless, a larger soule

4
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hath seldom dwelt in a house of clay; religious, yet his

temptations were such as it appeared frequently that he

who had grace enough for many men might have too

little for himself, the treasure that he had being but an
earthen vessel and that equally defiled with original sin

as any other man's is"—an appreciation which the Pro-

tector might well have read with mingled amusement and
humility.

Of whole-hearted literary defense by writers of first

rank he had little enough in his own time, save that the

greatest pen of Christendom was on his side. That
counted for much, indeed,—more in our day, perhaps,

than in his own. To Milton at the outset of the great ex-

periment of the Commonwealth he was

Cromwell our chief of men, who through a cloud

Not of war only, but detractions rude.

Guided by faith and matchless fortitude.

To peace and truth thy glorious way hath ploughed.

Yet even here the warning does not fail ; already fear

—

or is it doubt?—intrudes.

. . . much remains

To conquer still: Peace hath her victories

No less renowned than war ; new foes arise

—

Two years later, when that experiment had failed,

Milton's prose appeal to Cromwell to take the supreme

power touched the high level of English eloquence. Yet

when Commonwealth and Protectorate alike were over

and the Protector dead, the great Puritan's pen was

still. Not so that of the splendid sycophant, Dryden,

who sung at the Protector's funeral

—
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His «rrftn(lcur ho derived from Heaven alone,

For he was great ere fortune made him so

;

And wars, like mists that rise against the sun,

Made him but greater seem, not greater grow

—

Even when royalty was restored Dryden spoke of

him as that

. . . bold Typhoeus . . . who had scaled the sky.

And forced great Jove from his own Heaven to fly.

Yet, on the whole, that candid friend, Andrew Mar-
veil, perhaps best expressed the more moderate view of

his own party.

And well he therefore does, and well has guessed.

Who in his age has always forward pressed

;

And knowing not where Heaven's choice may light,

Girds yet his sword, and ready stands to fight.

He seems a king by long succession bom,

And yet the same to be a king doth scorn

;

Abroad a king he seems and something more.

At home a subject on the equal floor.

In the main, however, the recorded judgments of his

contemporaries, when not mere libels or panegyrics or,

as in Milton's case, identification of the Protector with

a cause, were hostile or extremely critical. Nor is this

surprising. His enemies were numerous, able, and gifted

in tongues; and, occupying as he did in later years, a

middle ground, he was assailed on every side. First came

the Presbyterians, who damned him with faint praise.

"He meant honestly in the main," wrote Baxter, "and

was pious and conscionable in the main course of his life

till prosperity and success corrupted him. Then his gen-
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eral religious zeal gave way to ambition, which increased

as success," though, he adds, with somewhat labored

fairness, "it was his desire to do good in the main, and

to promote the interest of God more than any had done

before him."

Fiercest of all were the Republicans, who felt them-

selves betrayed by this apostate to the Commonwealth,
who had led them to the borders of the Promised Land
only to seize it for himself. "In all his changes," de-

clared Ludlow, "he designed nothing but to advance

himself, sacrificing the public cause to the idol of his

ambition." To such men England seemed about to enjoy

the millennium; "to attain in a short time that measure

of happiness which human beings are capable of, when,

by the ambitions of one man, the hopes and expectations

of all good men were disappointed."

The Royalists, however bitter, entertained no such

fond imaginings of the perfectibility of human nature.

"Had his cause been good," said Reresby, Cromwell

would have ranked as "one of the greatest and bravest

men the world ever produced." To Clarendon he had,

it is true, "all the wickedness against which damnation

is pronounced and for which hell-fire is prepared." Yet

he had, too, "some virtues which have caused the memory
of some men in all ages to be celebrated" ; he was a ty-

rant, but not "a man of blood"; he had a "wonderful

understanding in the natures and humours of men . . .

a great spirit, an admirable circumspection and sagacity,

and a most magnanimous resolution"; he was, in short,

"a brave, bad man."

Such were the judgments of the great Protector

passed on him by the men of his own time. And if it may
seem that of the three opposed to him, the Royalists,
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whom he harmed the most, held him in higher esteem

than the Kepublicans, we must remember that though

he had destroyed their power he had, at worst, not taken

away their dreams.

Meanwhile to Continental minds he loomed huge,

portentous, threatening, "the boldest enemy Europe

ever had." Little loved even by those Protestants he

championed, less by Mazarin, who sought the useful if

unholy aid of the heretic regicide, he was hated and

feared as much by Calvinistic Holland as by her recent

mistress and antagonist, Catholic Spain, since on each,

for trade or empire or religion, or all three, his blows

had fallen impartially. To each of these he wore a differ-

ent guise, to none of them the same he took to friend or

enemy at home. The Dutch represented him as an ogre,

the French as a bravo, the Spaniards as a fiend. But, for

the most part, while England sought parallels for his

career in Warbeck and Simnel at the best, and Wat
Tyler and Jack Straw at the worst, the Continent found

apter analogies in the ancient world, or, where men dared

voice the comparison, in those tyrannies for which the

Sforzas, the Borgias, and the Medici furnished more

recent and more striking examples.

To Europeans he seemed less a popular champion or

a fanatical enthusiast than an aspiring regicide, a tyrant

in the older sense, who by his arts, ambition, and ability,

raised himself to power on the ruins of a monarchy, and

ruled his country, not, perhaps, to its great harm; in

some measure for its good; certainly for its glory; by

surpassing skill in statesmanship. To them, especially

to their rulers, his power rather than his character or

circimistances made appeal. Such different personages

as Conde and Queen Christina of Sweden expressed
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their admiration and regard for him; and to the boy-

Louis XIV, dreaming of the despotism he was to build

and wield, he seemed "the greatest and happiest prince

in Europe." Thus, under such widely varying auspices,

the first stage of Cromwell's reputation came to an end

with his death; and his fame, under such different

aspects, set forth upon its long and chequered career.

Its first adventure was with the returned Royalism of

the Restoration period; and scarcely had Church and

Crown come to their own again when the long-pent flood

of execration burst upon the tyrant's memory. The first

biography of any worth, Fletcher's Perfect Politician,

indicated its character by its title, and might well have

taken for its motto the pungent line of the Iter Boreale—"That meteor Cromwell, though he scared, gave

light." It was soon followed and largely superseded by

that "chief fountain of hes concerning Cromwell,"

Heath's Flagellum. This, long the most widely read of

his biographies, allowed its subject no qualities save those

of evil ; vilified his family ; accused him and them of all

the basest vice and crime ;
pictured him as a monster no

less despicable in private life than damnable in public

action; and stripped him of even,- shred not merely of

virtue and ability but of even common decency.

It found echo abroad; for there, no less than in Eng-
land, the demand was for unlimited invective. At home
Cowley's Vision concerning his late Pretended High-

ness, and Perrinchief's Agathocles, or the Sicilian Ty-

rant, its frontispiece a caricature of Cromwell crowned

with twisted snakes instead of laurel, typified the spirit

of the time. Abroad the Latin Comparison of Cromwell

and Tiberius, and the German Narrative of the Meeting

of Cromwell and Master Peter in Hell strike the same
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note. Of these one voice may speak for all, that of Win-
stanley's Loyal Martyrology, with its characterization

of Cromwell as "the English Monster, the Center of

Mischief, a shame to the British Chronicle, a pattern for

Tyranny, Murther and Hypocrisie, whose bloody Tyr-

anny will quite drown the names of Nero, Caligula, Do-
mitian, having at last attained the height of his Ambition,

for Five years space he wallowed in the blood of many
Gallant and Heroick Persons."

Now that reviling had become not only safe but prof-

itable, it was small wonder that many lesser spirits were

inspired. While the lighter-minded of the Royalists

vented their feelings in a famous tavern-song which

commemorated his fabled origin as a brewer, and the

splendid copper color of his nose, we may judge the

hatred he inspired when even sober gentlemen like John

Evelyn could record: "Died that arch-rebel called Pro-

tector . . . the joyfullest funeral I ever saw, for there

were none that cried but dogs. . . . This day (O, the

stupendous and inscrutable judgments of God!) were

the carcasses of those Arch-rebels, CromweU, Bradshaw

and Ireton dragged from their superb tombs. Look back

and be astonished! and fear God and honour the King!

but meddle not with them who are given to change."

"And yet," said Pepys, prophetically, "it do trouble me
that a man of so great courage as he was, should have

that dishonour, though otherwise he might deserve it

well enough."

This period of unchallenged invective was to last

but six years. Then the Dutch fought the English on

nearly equal terms ; the English government by malad-

ministration, extravagance, war, plague, and fire, was

brought close to bankruptcy and put up its fleet; the
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Dutch sailed up the Thames; the unprotected Enghsh
men-of-war were sunk or burned; London heard the

thunder of Dutch guns, and every Enghsh port felt their

insulting presence. And "It is strange," wrote Pepys,

"how everybody do nowadays reflect upon Oliver and

commend him, what brave things he did, and made all

the neighbors fear him, while here a prince, come in with

all the love and prayers and good liking of his people

. . . hath lost all so soon." Thus his courage and ability

which had made him what he was while he was alive, had

begun to protect his memory once he was gone; for

within a year the first defense of his rule appeared in

print.

That reaction found no echo on the Continent. There,

meanwhile, a Cromwell legend had arisen. It is signifi-

cant that the most considerable writers who essayed his

life were all Italians. The spirit in which they wrote is

best expressed in the title of a later German work
Arcana Dominationis—the secrets of governing. To
Machiavelli's countrymen this was the chief appeal of

the English Puritan, his mastery of men and of the

"mysteries of state." Dear to the heart of earlier, em-
piric statesmanship, versed in the arts of management,

and the means by which individual fortunes were ad-

vanced and subjects kept submissive, these were the les-

sons to be learned from this master of statecraft. In such

spirit Galardi wrote his Tyrannie Ileureuse, ou Crom-
well Politique, avec ses Artifices et Intrigues. Thus Mo-
dena's secretary of state, Gratiani, composed his most

popular play, "II Cromwele Tragedia," of even greater

vogue. It was reflected in Paioli's Cromrvell et Maza-
rin; and was summed up in the most famous of this

group, Gregorio Leti's Life, the longest account of the
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Protector which had yet appeared, and the one which

largely determined the Continental conception of him

for a century.

The author was no less notable than his book. A
bishop's nephew, bred to the church, but turning Cal-

vinist, he lived successively in Rome, Switzerland, Eng-
land (where he became royal historiographer), and in

Amsterdam. The historian of Geneva, the foe of the

Papacy and of Louis XIV, he would have seemed the

ideal biographer. But he was obsessed by Cromwell's

regicide and tyranny; and his work partakes in equal

measure of picturesque romance. Machiavellian state-

craft, and Royalist-Republican vituperation.

In Leti's view Cromwell was a prodigy, conceiving

and executing the subversion of royalty with courage,

ambition, and prudence; and compelling fortune by his

marvelous ability. He dominated the most fiery, sub-

dued the most obstinate. None knew better how to

assume a mask of hypocrisy to conceal ambition; to

make the barbarous, unjust, and violent maxims of his

rule recognized, respected, and loved, for no prince ever

had such great talents, nor better understood the art of

governing. Now assuming the fox's skin, now the lion's,

no friend was ever so false, no foe of Europe ever so

bold. He gave usurpation the appearance of public

good ; kindled rebellion under pretense of public safety

;

roused others to drive out royalty and free the nation

that he might seize tyrannj^ for himself. He reversed the

order of government, and even replaced the laws of re-

ligion with others better fitted to his absolute rule. Like

all tyrants he was faithless and suspicious, vindictive,

bloodthirsty, and a hypocritical demagogue. He abused

Parliament, destroyed the upper house, drove out the
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bishops, overawed the council, and sustained himself only

by a powerful army wholly under control.

But Leti was not content with depriving Cromwell

of all human virtues. He declared that the Protector was
that rare thing in the world, a tyrant without vices, save

those of state,—ambition and hypocrisy. Under his rule

men lived in England as in a cloister. He hated learned

and literary men; destroyed the Oxford libraries, sacked

her colleges, discouraged philanthropy, religion, and
education, let public edifices decay, and distributed con-

tributions for the persecuted Vaudois among his "red

brethren." Such was the character of an English ty-

rant which did duty for Cromwell's portrait on the Con-

tinent for more than a hundred years, and with which

Cathohc Europe, "seeing in him a scourge and anti-

Christ," rested for the most part content.

Leti's book appeared three years after the Revolution

of 1688. Whether publishers are right in their conten-

tion that popular interest runs in cycles of about thirty

years, so that each generation sees a "revival" of historic

characters, or whether, as Chasles declares, the Revolu-

tion gave rein to "Nonconformist and Republican sen-

timents"—though the latter would certainly not have

helped Cromwell—this much is true. The most astute

of English author-publishers took this occasion to bring

out a little life whose success in England rivaled that of

Leti abroad, and ushered in a new school of Cromwellian

biography destined to last for half a century.

"Robert Burton," born Nathaniel Crouch, was a tai-

lor's son. Early apprenticed to a famous publisher. Live-

well Chapman, whose name and books proclaimed his

Puritan proclivities, he became the most prolific and

popular book-maker of his day. Being a publisher noth-
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ing human was alien to his pen. The works he wrote as

Rohert Burton and pubhshed as Nathaniel Crouch

ranged from A Devout Soul's Daily Exercise in Prayer

to A Winter Evening Entertainment of Relations and

Riddles. Twenty-second in the list of forty-five volumes

credited to his industry, his History of Oliver Cromwell

appeared two years after Leti's book.

Burton's life was not, indeed, a defense of the Pro-

tector's memory, but it challenged those who invaded

"the Almighty's province of judging the Hearts and

thoughts of Men, attributing all to Hypocrisie and

Ambition." He gave no credit to the calumnies of Heath

regarding Cromwell's private life. Leaving "every Man
to his own Opinion," he "thought it not unacceptable to

his Country men to give a plain and impartial Account

of Matters of Fact." He quoted docmnents, Cromwell's

own words, including his pathetic death-bed prayer, and

an elegy of him "whose Valour mounted him to that

height by which he raised the Nation to that Glory that

Forreign Princes feared and envied him."

The numerous editions of this little book testify to

Crouch's prescience as a publisher. Opinion was chang-

ing. Within three years one writer reckoned the advan-

tages of Cromwellian rule, and, upon the appearance of

Ludlow's memoirs, another published a Modest Vindi-

cation of Cromwell's character against the Republican's

aspersions. Then, four years after Ludlow, Clarendon's

History of the Great Rebellion first saw the light of

print ; and there was thus projected into the literary field

that Royalist-Republican antagonism which had earlier

dominated politics. With this the stream of Cromwellian

opinion perceptibly divides; yet not to his advantage.

United in nothing else, they were at one in denouncing
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him. To both, in Pope's words, the Protector was

"damned to everlasting fame." Rejected by the Tories,

who condemned him as a usurper of authority, and by

the Whigs as having exercised a tyranny, he seemed

equally obnoxious to the champions of power and the up-

holders of liberty.

"Like a Mahomet," wrote the Tory Echard, "with

transports of Fancy, a crafty understanding, deep

thought, resolute, aspiring Temper, ready to head any

faction, a radical original Hypocrisy, mighty genius,

prodigious Address, having usurped three Kingdoms,

governed by councils of Rapine and courts of Murder,

by the severest Vengeance of Heaven he died impenitent,

hardened and raving mad, with the Curses of the present

and the Detestation of future Ages." Echard quoted

Cowley; his Whig rival, Oldmixon, repeated Baxter,

with a collection of adjectives and nouns, "hypocrisy,

treason to Parliament, eloquent, arbitrary, care for trade,

glorious," and Leti's phrase, "a Tyrant without Vice, a

Prince without Virtue." Surely where Whig and Tory
so agreed it would have seemed enough to dispose of the

Protector's fame forever.

On the Continent, indeed, as yet undisturbed by revo-

lution and dominated by the ideals of the Grand Mon-
arque, this was in a measure true, and, save for the ad-

vance of skepticism and common sense, Leti's portrait

remained unchallenged. Though the lofty spirit of Bos-

suet, sensing something of Cromwell's religious feeling,

rejected it, Voltaire found it not incredible. To him
Cromwell remained tyrant, parricide, and hypocrite,

"the most terrible of charlatans," who "under Elizabeth

would have been hanged, under Charles II ridiculed."

Thus the saint saw deeper than the cynic. In England,
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meanwhile, the new revolution had provided perspective;

the rule of Charles II and James II had provided com-

parison. The generation which had felt his power had

passed; and religious feehng as expressed in Dissent,

with a conception of the "people" unknown on the Con-

tinent, permitted the rise of another school of thought.

In consequence, thirty years after Burton, one Isaac

Kimber, a "General Baptist" minister, "impartially col-

lecting material from the best Historians and several

Original Manuscripts" produced for the first time a

frankly favorable biography. He reproduced Cromwell's

own words; he adduced documents; he enumerated the

sources and examples of the Protector's greatness. Above
all, he replaced the repulsive efiigj'^ of a tyrant with the

image of a man among his fellows. He recorded the hu-

man traits, the humor, the tenderness, the clemency, the

strength and weakness of Cromwell's character, restor-

ing those qualities which, denied by earlier biographers,

cut the Protector off from human sympathy.

On the Continent, indeed, this creature of flesh and

blood could not compete with Leti's monster, but in

England it evoked response. Fifteen years later John

Banks, in a new biography, added two contributions of

his owTi. The one was a defense of the doctrine that a

"private man" might hold the sovereignty; the other was

a shrewd attack on those who had denied Cromwell the

very qualities by which alone he might have risen to

eminence. It is absurd, he said, to try "to persuade us

that a man without the capacity requisite in a common
justice of the peace should be not only too hard for the

royal family but even for his own masters and all the

ministers and crowned heads with whom he had any-

thing to do." There echoes the doctrine of eighteenth-
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century common sense, the logic of Locke, the prophecy
of democracy. Yet with it, strangely enough, we come
not to the begiiming but to the end of an era. For three-

quarters of a century after Banks no life of Cromwell
of any note appeared, and the four Cromwells—Leti's,

Ludlow's, Clarendon's, and Banks' contended in men's

minds for master5\

Not that men had lost interest in the Protector ; on the

contrary they were never so busy investigating his char-

acter and career. For his fame, as its next adventure, had
fallen among a very different kind of folk, the antiquari-

ans. A long succession of them drew from the archives

of the seventeenth century a mass of historical material

—Thurloe's correspondence, Milton's state papers, Sid-

ney's memoirs, Cromwellian letters, anecdotes, and pane-

gyrics ; while Green ventured the first of English plays

based on Cromwell.

Midway of this antiquarian period, William Harris

published a Life of Cromwell in his Stuart series, writ-

ten "after the manner of Bayle." A curious manner it

was, ancestor of a later and pretentious school of scholar-

ship, whose soul, even to-day, it might well fill with

envy, not unmixed with awe. Its first hundred pages

contain less than two hundred lines of text; the rest is

fine-print notes. Page after page has but a single line;

some—triumph of editorial art—have no text at all.

Characteristically, his opinion is contained in the last

lines of his final note. "Time," he says, "the great friend

of truth, has, in some measure, cleared up his character

and done justice to his abilities—if he cannot be ranked

among the best, he is undoubtedly to be placed among
the greatest princes."

As the climax of this antiquarian school, in the year
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after the American Revolution, Mark Noble issued his

Memoirs of the Protectorcd House of Cromwell. Wholly
uncritical as it was, it did no small service in clearing up
that "cloud of distractions rude" by which the real Crom-

well had been hidden from the world. His reward was

small. Few writers have been more used, and more

abused—especially by him who used him most. "Devoid

of imagination, style, philosophy, good-sense and sa-

gacity," "imperfectly educated, vulgar-minded, puerile,

silly," as he was described by later writers, Carlyle's

"reverend, imbecile friend," has had his share of con-

tumely. Yet while judgment was not the worthy par-

son's strongest point; while truth and error were often

confounded in his pages; while he regarded Cromwell

as "an exercise in archaeology," pursuing his career with

an industry which did not even overlook the shape of the

windows in his house, he brought together a huge, if

undigested, mass of material, and laid the foundations of

future study.

Lamely enough, he takes Smollett's character as his

own; "An amazing conjunction of enthusiasm, hypoc-

risy, and ambition, courage and resolution, penetration

and dissimulation, the strangest compound of virtue and

villainy, baseness and magnanimity, absurdity and good-

sense, we find in the annals of mankind." There spoke

the representative of eighteenth-century common sense;

and we must admit that its opinion scarcely kept pace

with its knowledge. Between the liberal Huguenot
refugee historian, Rapin, who wrote in the first quarter,

and the skeptical Scotch Jacobite, Hume, who wrote in

the last half, of the centurj^ there is less difference than

might be imagined from the difference in time and tem-

perament. Each admitted the now commonly accepted
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opinion of Cromwell's great ability, denied by earlier

writers; but the one denounced him for faithlessness,

regicide, and usurpation, and the other, seeing nothing

remarkable in his career once in command of the army,

declared that he was "A frantic enthusiast at bottom, an

unequal and irregular genius, defective in no talent save

elocution, praiseworthy for his private character, he

tempered absurdity with penetration, ambition and fa-

naticism with justice and humanity. His home adminis-

tration showed ability, partook neither of liberty nor

arbitrary power, his foreign policy was harmful to Eng-
lish interests, while his usurpation was probably neces-

sary and unavoidable."

It is hard to see why later writers have resented such

a character so much. Wlien one compares it with the con-

current portrait drawn by the female Republican his-

torian, Mrs. Macaulay, compounded as it is of the worst

of Heath and Leti, Holies and Ludlow, heightened by

her own considerable gift of invective, it rises almost to

the dispassionate dignity of Thucydides. Goldsmith was

not so severe; and even Dr. Johnson, who gave up his

project of writing a biography of Cromwell because

"everything worth saying about him had been said,"

seems to have disliked him as a fanatical tyrant less than

he admired him as a great Englishman. It would have

been well for Johnson's editor. Murphy, had he followed

the Doctor's example, in that highest-paid piece of lit-

erary mediocrity of the century where he declares that

the Protector, "guilty of deserting every honest prin-

ciple, acted the tyrant, and with vile hypocrisy told the

people he had consulted the Lord and the Lord would

have it so." Yet Horace Walpole declared, characteris-

tically, that Cromwell had been no more despotic at the
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height of his power than Pitt, and that he had not

thought at the time he raised his regiment of rising to

the head of the state, when "the King lost his head and

the Colonel his rest."

It could not be supposed that political leaders would

commit themselves to such a delicate subject as an opin-

ion of Cromwell ; and we scan the Parliamentary debates

of the eighteenth century almost in vain for reference to

his name. Not till the century was far advanced, not till

scholarship and revolution had done their work, do we
find much trace of him. Shelburne, indeed, under whose

patronage Noble worked, declared that "justice had not

been done his career, he was not always a hypocrite, and

though he had not been able to settle government at

home, England had never been so respected abroad, nor

ever revealed so many talents, and he had set more things

forward than any English king" not excepting William

III. Such sentiments may help explain why Shelburne

was looked on askance by the silken barons of the Whig
oligarchy; but his dictum sums up the conclusions

reached by the end of the century.

Then, emerging from the antiquarians, his fame sud-

denly met with another and thus far its greatest ad-

venture. It fell among a new generation of revolution-

ists. Twice since his death had it been affected by the

vicissitudes of politics, both times to its advantage. Now,
even while Noble and his patron Shelburne wrote, the

American colonies threw off the English yoke; the

French people overturned monarchy ; the new world and

the old were convulsed with war; great popular move-

ments made way in the world ; new revolutionary leaders

made their appearance on the stage; and for the first
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time it seemed that an adequate basis of comparison with

Cromwell and his times was available.

Nothing would, then, have seemed more probable than

that his character and career would find able and elo-

quent defense. But what happened? When Patrick

Henry strove to rouse his countrj'men to resist, he in-

voked, indeed, the spirit of Cromwell. Bat when, the

Revolution over, the Americans turned to frame a con-

stitution, proposals to increase the power of the execu-

tive brought prompt protest from those who feared the

danger of "a Cromwell or a Catiline." In France, how-

ever much the early agitators invoked his great memory,

once the movement neared success the fear of the usurper

replaced the inspiration of the revolutionary leader.

Against ISIarat, bent on Girondin overthrow, Guadet

cited the dissolution of the I^ong Parliament, "whose

crimes served the pretext of the usurper." To Brissot,

pleading for respect for the King, the Jacobin, Saint-

Just, retorted that "Cromwell respected royalty but con-

spired against Charles." Robespierre, who adduced him

as an example of "tyrants who sacrifice their equals not

for the people but for their own ambition," was taunted

with attempting to use Cromwellian methods to bring

himself to power. Danton, in a famous burst of eloquence,

denounced those scoundrels who interrupted him with

cries of "Cromwell," and indignantly repudiated the im-

plied resemblance. Through all their fiery speeches ran

the menace of the usurper, and across the Assembly, in

its guise, lowered tlie advancing shadow of Napoleon.

With reason; for in the crisis of his fortunes at Bru-

maire, amid the shouts of his opponents, Bonaparte was

heard to mutter brokenly of Ca?sar and Cromwell.

Yet, incredibly, there stood forth a great champion

—
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Eidinund Burke. However great his reverence for social

order, his luitred of French revolutionary excesses

proved greater still. Against them he invoked a famous

parallel between their leaders and the Puritans, "men
of great civil and military talents, at once the terror and

the ornament of their age, who advanced the fortunes of

their country no less than their own, not so much usurp-

ing power as asserting their natural place in society."

Yet while on one side the Channel French leaders dis-

avowed resemblance to Cromwell, and on the other

Burke disavowed their resemblance to him, agreeing on

this point, though no other, only in Germany and—pro-

phetically perhaps—in Marseilles did men publish lives

of the Great Protector. England was too busy with the

new revolution and the new usurper to hark back to her

own dictator, and for the time being the fame of Crom-
well languished among his countrymen.

Yet whether Continental wars roused England to re-

vive the glories of the past, or whether the influence of

eighteenth-century antiquarians remained untouched by

war, the era of Napoleon gave fresh impulse to the col-

lection of materials for history. A new and better Par-

liamentary history embodied the debates; new collec-

tions of State Trials and of the Statutes of the Realm

;

the Journals of the Lords and Commons; and a whole

regiment of memoirs, served to illumine the darkness of

the past, and with it the figure of its greatest character.

Its first effect was not on England but the Continent.

There it was heightened by another circumstance.

Among the incidental results of Napoleon's career

doubtless none would have surprised him more, had he

known of it, than his effect on Cromwell's fame. For the

first time Europe had felt a tremendous popular con-

i
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Tulsion in the French Revolution. The fears of the revo-

lutionar}' leaders had been more than justified; for they

had seen a private man rise to dictatorship. That served

in some measure to explain Cromwell to the Continental

mind. The parallel was too obvious to be missed and,

from the first year of the Consulate to Waterloo, pam-
phleteers were busy in pointing it out.

Then, with Napoleon's fall, the streams of knowledge

and of experience combined. Within five years appeared

Villemain's hfe of the Protector, the first of any conse-

quence since Leti, which revealed Cromwell to the Conti-

nent. But in what a diflFerent light I The scholarship of

the preceding centim*, the events of the preceding gen-

eration. Banks' views, Xoble's notes, Hume's "inexact

eloquence," the papers of Thurloe and Milton, the mem-
oirs of Ludlow, Wliitelocke, Newport, Hutchinson, the

ofiicial documents, even the opinions of Voltaire and

Bossuet, all contributed to his pages. And if his work

echoes as much of the "penetration of genius" as of

scholarship, the "sagacity of a high intelligence supple-

menting minute investigation of facts," this was reck-

oned no defect by the generations which read and enjoyed

and were informed by it. For a quarter of a century

it reigned supreme ; and it inspired, among other things,

Victor Hugo's drama of Cromwell, whose difference

from Gratiani's measures a whole world of thought.

Meanwhile, in England, Byron had declared that

Sylla was the first of victors ; bat our own

The sagest of usurpers, Cromwell ; he

Too swept off senates while he hewed the throne

Down to a block—inunort&l rebel ! See

What crimes it costs to be a moment free

And famous through all ages.
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And meanwhile the antiquarians pursued their steady

wav, now reinforced bv members of the house of Crom-
well, which broke its silence of a centun*- and a half

with a biography and a selection from its archives. With
them began a new crop of Cromwelliana, for while Ville-

main ruled the Continent some seven biographies con-

tended in the new English heptarchy—Salisbury, Edin-

burgh, ^lanchester, Glasgow, and London's three; and

it is notable that Scotland had its share for the first time.

It was too much to expect of the Age of Reform that

Godwin should not expound the views of the Republi-

cans. Still less could it be supposed that the most in-

dustrious of English literar\^ men-of-all-work, Southey,

could restrain his pen. Least of all could it be hoped that

he would refrain from pious platitudes. Yet, even so,

when summing up the career of "the most fortunate and

least flagitious of usurpers" he might have spared quota-

tion from the Litany against heresy and schism, and his

pious conclusion that "in the world to come—but it is

not for us to anticipate the judgments, still less to limit

the mercy of the Almighty."

That marks the early Victorian at his worst, and

Cromwell, if not the Almighty, would doubtless have

felt appropriate gratitude for his biographer's magnani-

mous restraint. Yet, despite Southey's courteous refusal

to influence that final adjudication, it is evident that,

under the pressure of the oncoming wave of liberalism,

opinion was changing rapidly. It was apparent in the

work of the sane and able essayist, John Forster.

Though Landor said that Cromwell lived a hypocrite

and died a traitor: though Lodge declared that "not

even a flower^' Whig pen had yet tried to varnish his

name with eulogy nor the fierceness of democracy to be-
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daub with coarse, plain-spoken praise the career of a

subtle, treacherous, bloodthirsty, ambitious tyrant";

though Hallam drew his parallel between Cromwell and

Napoleon,—Brougham ventured to speak of his adminis-

tration as brilliant; commended, like Bright, his projects

for law reform; and, like Bright and Russell both, ad-

duced his projects for Parliamentary reforms as a model

for such action. Finally, Macaulay, with his usual acute-

ness, summed up the case. "No sovereign," he declared,

"ever carried to the throne so large a portion of the best

qualities of the middling orders, so strong a sympathy

with the feelings and interests of his people. He had

a high, stout, honest P^nglish heart and though his

memory has not been taken under the patronage of any

party, truth and merit at last prevail." There spoke the

voice of triumphing middle-class Liberalism, to Crom-

well's virtues very kind, and to his faults a little blind.

The hour and the book were now at hand. Planning

for years to write a life of Cromwell, Thomas Carlyle

finally, and no doubt wisely, joined the antiquarians

—

on his own terms—and in 1845 reprinted Cromwell's own
words, with Carlylean comment to provide a connected

narrative. He undertook the task in the spirit of Banks;

he carried it out in the spirit of Harris and Noble. It

was received by nineteenth-century England in the spirit

in which Europe received Leti. To Carlyle's generation,

which had seen two revolutions and a reform, and which

was within three years to experience 1848; which was in

a ferment of social, political, intellectual, religious ac-

tivity ; which hoped all things, which believed all things,

Carlyle's Letters and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell came
like the revelation it professed to be.

It is apparent now that Carlyle claimed and received
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more credit than he deserved. His book contained no

great amount of material not already published, save the

editor's volcanic comment, which was not always good.

His treatment of his predecessors was, at least, ungener-

ous. He used them and abused them. He condemned

as worthless some books which it is charity to assume he

had not read. He misquoted Noble and vilified him for

his stupidity. And he did all this in the strident Carlylese,

combining "the singularities of Richter, the caprice of

HojBPmann, the obscurities of Swedenborg" in a com-

mentary which is a "series of hymns and apotheoses,"

not unmixed with Billingsgate. But, withal, he did two

things of consequence. He collected a heap of valuable

material in one place. He blew away much of the chaff

and dust which had obscured it ; he purified the rest ; and

danced and sang, and shouted and objurgated over the

result till the world came to see. Having seen, they be-

lieved. This was the service which he rendered to Crom-

well's memory. It was a great service and brought re-

ward to both. One may not venture to reckon how many
editions his book ran through, nor compute its influence.

Carlyle did not, as Acton said, invent Cromwell ; he did

not even discover him; but thenceforth the Protector

stood forth clear of extraneous matter. Called to the bar

of history, his own words won for him the favorable

verdict of democracy; and when Sanford and Forster

had quieted forever the libels of Heath, Leti, and Dug-
dale, the age of rehabilitation was at hand.

Whatever else it did, Carlyle's Cromwell inspired a

small host of followers. First in France, reinforced by

the Revolution of 1848, able writers entered the Crom-
wellian field. The Academician, Chasles, produced a

notable bibliographical and philosophical appreciation
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of the "successor of Luther," the "Mahomet of the

North," the "militant head of Teutonic liberty." Merle
d'Aubigne, the historian of the Keforination, despair-

ing of his first design of translating Carlylese into

French, wrote a brilliant, if superficial, "Vindication";

Louis Philippe's fallen minister, Guizot, followed with

a history of the English Revolution and Oliver Crom-
well, illuminated by his own experience with revolution.

The one saw in Cromwell above all a great religious

force; the latter a revolutionary despot "whose prudent

genius, despite his destruction of legal order and liberty,

commanded admiration, full of contradiction and mys-

tery and paradox" as he was.

Thus was introduced a long line of biographies in half

a dozen languages, all variations on the same theme. Yet
in them all his reputation grew. Forster revised his

earlier and less favorable verdict; Tulloch hailed him

as the hero of Puritanism; Goldwin Smith as the hero

of democracy. And though the opinion of the practical

men changed little, though where Talleyrand had seen

only a fanatical military genius. Napoleon III now be-

held only the skilful pilot of a revolutionary storm and

Disraeli ranked him still lower in the scale, the last

march of the long pilgrimage began with a triumphal

strain.

One thing remained—to give him an appropriate

background and setting in his period. This the earlier

biographies, hampered by lack of knowledge and insight,

had done imperfectly, if at all. Godwin, Dahlmann, and

Guizot had contributed something. Now, at last, his

fame fell among modern historians. Of these the greatest

were Professor Gardiner and his co-workers. The first

volumes of Gardiner's History of England from the
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Accession of James I appeared in 1863; and, steadily

progressin*? tliron^rh the next thirty years or more, the

patient genius of his scholarship gradually made clear

the greater secrets of that much-vexed period. Before

its revelations the Royalist conception of the brave, bad

tyrant gave way, with that of the Republican, and those

of their successors.

And what was his conception of Cromwell? "It is

mainly this combination of interests—social and religious

reform, commerce and empire—," he declares, "which

has raised Cromwell to the position of the national hero

of the nineteenth century. Like him modern Britain has

waged wars, annexed territory, extended trade, and

raised her head among the nations. Like him, her sons

have been unable to find satisfaction in their achieve-

ments unless they could persuade themselves that the

general result was beneficial to others besides themselves.

It is inevitable that now as then such an attitude should

draw upon itself the charge of hypocrisy, inevitable, too,

that in the eyes of foreign nations the benefits accruing

to ourselves have been more conspicuous than those we

have conferred upon the world at large."

Here, then, we have the force which made for Crom-

well's rehabilitation, the feeling that, for good or ill, he

stood somehow for the English people, that he was a

symbol of the race from whence he sprung. But there

was another force which was of still greater strength. It

was the development of popular sovereignty. For, as

Professor Gardiner's work went on, England became

a democracy, prepared to see in the Cromwellian period

the beginnings of that form of government. The effect

was immediate and profound. The long search for a

formula to explain him was at an end. The result was.
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indeed, no formula, but an appreciation of great under-

lying forces too long ignored ; and Cromwell rose to view

no longer the strange, isolated figure of an earlier day,

the ambitious, earth-compelling prodigy, but a product

of his time, the expression of its spirit, moved often by

powers outside himself towards ends which he and his

fellows saw dimly if at all.

Once this was grasped, the conclusion was obvious.

The work of great scholars from Ranke to Firth con-

tributed to it ; and with the concurrent advance of democ-

racy and scholarship the stature of the Protector grew.

Matthew Arnold took him as the subject of his prize

poem at Oxford. The German, Pauli, and the English-

man, Harrison, writing almost simultaneously just be-

fore 1890, quoted approvingly Milton's splendid pane-

gyric at the outset of the Protectorate: "You alone

remain, the sum total of affairs has come back to you, and

hangs on yon alone. ... In human society there is

nothing more pleasing to God, more agreeable to reason,

nothing fairer and more useful to the State than that

the worthiest should bear rule. . . . To you our coun-

try owes its liberties . . . you have not only eclipsed the

achievements of our kings, but even those which have

been fabled of our heroes."

The ensuing decade and a half saw the culmination

of the apotheosis thus begun. In England and America

scarcely a year but saw a new and increasingly favorable

biography. German thesis-writers investigated the mi-

nuter points of his career, after the manner of their

kind ; military critics, chiefly German, studied that phase

of his activities, after the manner of their kind. An
American president and an English statesman published

biographies, at opposite ends of the scale of biographi-
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cal value, l)ut alike extolling his virtues and his policies.

His place in history was determined by Gardiner's final

dictum that "with all his conscientious and spiritual

yearnings, in the world of action he was what Shake-

speare was in the world of art, the greatest and most
powerful Englishman of all time."

In such fashion his fame reached the end of its jour-

ney—for the time. Gladstone, indeed, declared he could

not love him, but admitted he was "a mighty big fellow"

but "intolerant," which is, perhaps, as much a contribu-

tion to our knowledge of Gladstone as to that of Crom-
well. An English government proposed to erect a statue

to him in Westminster Hall ; and when the bitter hatred

of the Irish for his memory prevented its being placed

there, the generosity of a Liberal prime minister pro-

vided for its erection in Palace Yard—so that though he

was not, as the wittiest American said, to be counted

among the sovereigns, he could at least be reckoned

among the half-crowns.

Thus, as once none dared to praise him, so, as the ter-

centenary of his birth approached, no voice save that of

Ireland was raised to blame, and that may be, perhaps,

some measure of his fame. The old Republican opposi-

tion was turned to democratic praise; and Royalist de-

nunciation was as feeble as the royal power, only a few

sparks of it remaining to reinforce the long-smouldering

Irish hate. Meanwhile the high eloquence of democratic

statesmen filled the ear. "He was," said Lord Rosebery,

"a practical mystic, the most formidable and terrible of

all combinations, uniting an inspiration derived from the

celestial and supernatural wdth the energy of a mighty

man of action ; a gTcat captain, but off the field seeming,

like a thunderbolt, the agent of greater forces than him-
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self; no hypocrite, but a defender of the faith; the raiser

and maintainer of the Empire of England."

In as lofty phrase Morley concluded: "Political ends

miscarry and the revolutionary leader treads a path of

fire. It is our true wisdom to learn how to combine sane

and equitable historic verdicts witli a just value for those

eternal qualities of high endeavor, on which amid all

changes of fashion, formula, direction, fortune, in all

times and places, the world's best hopes depend."

Finally, Firth, in completing Gardiner's work, quotes

Henry IV's words to his son, which might well apply,

not alone to Richard Cromwell, but to those schools and

spirits that have inherited the fruits of the Protector's

work.

To thee it shall descend with better qiiiet,

Better opinion, better confirmation.

For all the soil of the achievement goes

With me into the earth.

He might have gone on in that son's words, voicing in

them what Cromwell would have wished.

Therefore still bear the balance and the sword

And I do wish your honours may increase

That the great body of our state may go

In equal rank with the best governed nation.

Yet to this, as to all things human, there is an epi-

logue. When this essay was first written it included

one passage of prophetic character. It ran somewhat as

follows. "It is not too much to anticipate that with a

further shifting of political ideals and practices, the

popular opinion of the Protector will again be revised.

Now he appeals to democracy, as he did two centuries
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ago to royalty, and as he must, in all ages, to masters

ol' statecraft. But there may come another age; and

fame, like times, may ehange with it. We have had hostile

Royalist biographies in an age of monarchy; friendly

biographies in an age of democracy; should the newest

of po])ular political schools triumph, we shall have again,

no doubt, at least a less favorable appreciation from the

intellectual heirs of those Levellers and Diggers, whose

projects, which seemed so visionary to him, the Protec-

tor so unsparingly repressed. For, however heroic the

'undemocratic hero of democracy' has appeared to the

democrat, it is too much to hope that we shall not have a

new Cromwell from the hand of the Socialist."

It is not often that prophecy is so justified of its early

fruits. The Socialist has already invaded the field of his-

tory—and of Cromwell appreciation. To its latest

prophet, Mr. Hyndman, the Protector wore another and

a different guise. To him Cromwell was the representa-

tive of the "highh^ respectable, if sometimes hypocriti-

cally ascetic Puritans," the "powerful profiteering

class." He had a "curiously complex, crafty and ruthless

character," behind his "fanaticism." "He was able to

gratify his ambition and determination to be master of

them all because, in direct contradiction to what he said

of himself, he knew quite early in his career of self-

aggrandizement where he was going and how he would

get there." He "never at any time had any scruples

whatever." "Brutal and merciless," "the thorough repre-

sentative of the English well-to-do landowning, farming

and profiteering class . . . sympathy with democracy

and freedom he had none." "From the moment he dis-

covered that none of his possible rivals possessed the

politico-warlike qualities that were combined in his per-
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son, he threw overboard every opinion and was false to

every pledge that might encumber him in his upward

climb."

So, through the revolving years, we come back to

Heath again, in twentieth-century dress. But with a dif-

ference—we now know the facts, though they beat on

Hyndman's intelligence in vain. It may be that this is

the last and final adjudication; but if we judge the

future by the past, it obviously is not. Only—and this,

as Cromwell would have said, is the root of the matter

—

what possible school of thought is left; what can be the

next adventure of his restless fame?
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A SERVANT OF THE CROWN:
SIR JOHN WENTWORTH

AMONG those portraits which help to make up
/ \ the picture gallery of Dartmouth College in

JL J^ Hanover, New Hampshire, none, not even the

saturnine Choate, nor the Olympian Webster, impresses

the beholder more than tiie lightest and most graceful

figure of them all. A man in the early prime of life, with

a keen, intelligent face, clean-cut, clear-eyed, he looks

out on the world he left long since with understanding

gaze, not unsympathetic, yet not deceived; serious, yet

with the faintest shadow of a smile about the well-formed

lips. The light, close-fitting wig, the dove-colored silk

coat and waistcoat with their fine-wrought buttons and

elaborate embroidery, proclaim the mode of the mid-

eighteenth century, in sharp contrast to the business-

like presentment of the pious or philanthropic figures

by which it is surrounded, worthy no doubt, but far from

beautiful in comparison with this attractive old-world

face. In the Government House at Halifax there hangs

another portrait of the same man after forty years. Still

serious, still regarding the world with steadfast gaze,

with whitened hair and more sober dress, the same face

looks out upon a very different world with undimmed

spirit and unbroken charm. Between these pictures lies

the life of a man, replete with human interest, dramatic

circumstance, touch of romance, tragic catastrophe, and

a peaceful, if not wholly happy, conclusion,—the type

and symbol of a great epoch of history and a vanished

race. And it seems worth wliile, even in these davs, to
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tell the story of this man who, in a troubled age, played

his part with courage and with skill, and, if he kept little

else, kept his honor bright.

It is now a little more than a century and a half since

the ill-fated ministry of George Grenville entered upon

a policy which was to prove so disastrous to his country,

then at the height of its earlier imperial career. That

policy sought to organize, defend, and administer an

empire enlarged in the preceding seven years by the ac-

quisition of Canada and the dominance of India. And,

among measures to check smuggling in America, to

erect her western lands into an Indian reservation, to

protect the frontier, and to strengthen the imperial

authority, it embarked upon the project of taxing the

North American colonies by means of a so-called Stamp
Act, of evil eminence in English history.

Neither the ministry which devised it, nor the Parlia-

ment which passed it, nor even the colonial agents who

opposed it, dreamed of the storm the Stamp Act would

produce. But the American colonists, increased in num-

bers, wealth, and national sentiment, and relieved from

their long-enduring fear of the French, were in no mood
to see their trade crippled, their manufactures checked,

their governors made independent of their assemblies,

and their taxes levied by Parliament. In consequence the

hectic summer of 1765 saw violent opposition to Gren-

ville's policy. A new organization, the Sons of Liberty,

welded that opposition into a fighting force. Riots and

destruction of official property, including the stamps,

widespread agitation, the enforced resignation of the

stamp agents, and perfervid appeals to the British gov-

ernment, and to the colonial agents in London, com-
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bined in an attempt to nullify the hated act, with ulti-

mate success.

At this dramatic moment in imperial history there

appeared among those agents—the astute Franklin, the

judicious IngersoU, and their fellows—one of a different

type from the shrewd men of business whom the British

ministers were wont to see in that capacity. A young

man just turned twenty-eight, handsome, agreeable,

tactful, well-mannered, honest, frank, son of a wealthy

merchant, nephew of a colonial governor, some two years

resident in England and there received into the best so-

ciety, a friend and namesake of the Marquis of Rocking-

ham, this newcomer might well have sat for the portrait

of that young Esmond whom a later novelist immortal-

ized. Such was John Wentworth of New Hampshire,

commissioned at this juncture joint agent with the Lon-

don merchant. Barlow Trecothick, to adjust, if possible,

the differences between his countrymen and the British

government, and thus he made his entrance on the stage

of history.

His appointment seemed a happy augury ; for almost

at once the Grenville ministry was replaced by that of

Rockingham, pledged to reverse its predecessor's policy

and conciliate America. The Stamp Act was repealed;

and, as it chanced,—perhaps young Wentworth had been

sent and kept abroad by his shrewd father with this end

in view,—these measures included the appointment of a

governor to succeed old Benning Wentworth, now re-

tiring from the office he had held for a full quarter of a

centur}\ The ministry' did not hesitate. Here ready to

their hand was a candidate equipped by family, station,

character, and ability, agreeable both to England and
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America, and Rockingham lost no time in nominating

his namesake to the post.

Scarcely in fiction is to be found her favorite char-

acter of the Fortunate Youth so well exemplified. Went-

worth was not merely appointed governor of New
Hampshire. To this was added the important and lucra-

tive post of Surveyor-General of His Majesty's Woods
and Forests in America. He was knighted; and to his

degrees from Harvard, where he had graduated some

ten years earlier, and from Princeton, Oxford and Aber-

deen added their doctorates. Thus equipped with civil

and academic dignities, he was despatched to his new

post, the bearer of the tidings of Repeal, a pledge of

friendship to the troubled colonies. With the servants

he had engaged in Yorkshire, and the horses he had

bought, with testimonials of esteem from his English

friends, he sailed by way of Lisbon to Charleston, where

he proposed to begin his duties as Surveyor of the

Woods.

The circumstances of his home-coming bore out the

promise of his stay in England. From the hospitable

homes of the Carolina planters he made his way to play

cards with Mr. Byrd at Westover, to buy horses from

Mr. Randolph at Chatsworth, to be the guest of Gov-

ernor Sharpe at Annapolis, so through New Jersey to

New York to hear Miss Bayard's charming songs at

Weehawken, to visit his old friends in Boston, and so,

after some six months, to New Hampshire. Meanwhile

he attended to his ofBce as no surveyor ever had done

before, reporting as he went on hemp and tar, pitch

pine and live oak, white oak and yellow pine, to the huge

satisfaction of the government, approving himself no
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less efficient as a public servant than delightful as an
ornament of society.

His province welcomed him as it had few governors.

A committee of the Assembly, representatives of the

Council, and two troops of horse met him at the Massa-

chusetts line. At Portsmouth he was greeted by a militia

regiment and the "independent company of engine-men"

with military honors. The troops and citizens gathered

in the public square; his various commissions as gov-

ernor, captain-general, and vice-admiral of Xew Hamp-
shire were read ; the cannon at Fort William and Mary
fired a salute; the militia followed suit; the people

cheered ; and, after the usual public banquet, his friends

and neighbors "waited upon his Excellency to his seat,

where they took leave and left him to receive, if possi-

ble, a more endearing reception from his affectionate

family." Under such happy auspices the Fortunate

Youth was inducted into office—the last royal governor

of New Hampshire.

His appointment seemed more than justified. Here
was no alien proconsul set to rule a strange province.

Bone of its bone, flesh of its flesh, his family from the

beginning had been identified with the colony. A century

and a half before, in that momentous decade which pre-

ceded civil war, when Charles I dismissed his Parliament

and turned to personal rule under the guidance of Arch-

bishop Laud and the greatest of the Wentworths, Earl

Strafford to be, one of the latter's humbler kinsmen

crossed the sea among those thousands which the Great

Emigration of the Puritans poured into New England,

to secure its fortune and their own. To this man, William

the Emigrant, the intolerance of Massachusetts Bay
seems to have been as distasteful as the intolerance of
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Laud, and he soon pushed beyond its jurisdiction to that

palatinate across the Merrimac but lately granted to

Sir Ferdinando Gorges and Captain John Mason.

There, almost from the time when the Laconia Com-
pany, formed to exploit this grant, had planted its first

settlement on the deep, still harbor at the south of the

Piscataqua to "cultivate the vine, discover mines, carry

on fisheries, and trade with the natives," New Hamp-
shire and the Wentworth family had flourished together.

As the colony increased from the original settlement to

four towns, Portsmouth, Hampton, Dover, and Exeter,

William Wentworth and his descendants held their own.

He cleared land, built house and barn, farmed, trapped,

raised a family; became a party to the Indian deed to

Exeter; signed the "combination" which organized the

town; became an elder in the church. His eldest son,

Samuel, come of age, made his way to Portsmouth, set

up as tavern-keeper and merchant, married the daughter

of a leading citizen, one Benning; prospered; had a son,

John, who in turn married a Sarah Hunking; and in

time became lieutenant-governor. Of his numerous prog-

eny, one son, Benning, became the first governor of the

separate province when, after a hundred years, its con-

nection with Massachusetts was broken; another,

Samuel, married a Deering; still another, Mark Hun-
king, married a Rindge, and became the richest man in

the province and the father of Sir John.

Thus, as the handful of scattered trading and fishing

posts and farms grew slowly to a body politic, as the

simple economy of forest, field, and fishery grew into a

more varied industry, this family, farmers, innkeepers,

merchants, shipowners, landholders, officials, became the

dominating influence in the society which it typified*
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Bennings, Deerings, Hunkings, Rindges, Atkinsons,

Gilmans, Wentworths, a little groujj close bound by
family ties, in a century of energy and thrift, had drawn
into its hands the larger part of tlie young colony's

goods and power. It had become the chief landed as well

as the chief commercial interest, for its members had but

recently bought up the claims of Mason's heirs to that

part of the original grant which he divided with Gorges
and named after his English home, New Hampshire.

And as the province grew by an increasing flood of set-

tlers in that century,—Scotch after Dunbar, Irish after

Boyne, men from the southern New England colonies,

English adventurers,—it took toll from the incoming

settlers, as landholders through grants of land, as mer-

chants through supplies and trade, and as officials

through fees and salaries.

Such was the epic of New Hampshire and the Went-
worth family; such the society in which he found him-

self; such the oligarchic rule which he inherited; for on

his council there was scarcely one who was not kin to him

by blood or marriage or both. It was a characteristic

feature of the period we call "colonial"; repeated in

every province, the Hutchinsons in Massachusetts, the

de Lanceys in New York, the great families of the south,

a "natural aristocracy," based on talents, enriched by

landholding and commerce, cemented by marriage. Its

dominance was not, indeed, wholly unquestioned, in New
Hampshire or elsewhere. Beyond it lay the "new men"
of the time, chiefly the later comers and their sons; the

"people" and their leaders, as distinct from the "aristo-

crats" of the elder linte. This newer element was now
rising to wealth and influence, though still denied entry

into the inner circle of "those who managed." Able, am-
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bitious, seeking place and power, it had already invaded

the assemblies and the courts, challenging the authority

of those who had arrived.

For while the Wentworths and their connections were

predominant in Portsmouth ; there and elsewhere, espe-

cially in those growing communities which resented the

ascendancy of the capital, they had their rivals. In Ports-

mouth were the Langdons, John and Woodbury, trained

in Daniel Rindge's countinghouse, now enterprising

merchants on their own account, John in particular hav-

ing made much money in the recent war. In Dover was

John Sullivan, sometime a student in Judge Livermore's

law office, son of an Irish exile, "schoolmaster" Owen
O'Sullivan of Somersworth. In Exeter, which took

political leadership from Boston rather than from Ports-

mouth, lived Captain Nathaniel Folsom, who had gained

distinction in the late war; and the Gilmans, all of whom,

save one,—^the Speaker of the Assembly,—were in oppo-

sition. In Londonderry lived John Stark; and elsewhere

were to be found others dissatisfied alike with the ascend-

ancy of the Wentworths and of Portsmouth.

Yet withal Portsmouth remained the center of the

stage. It was a thriving town of near five thousand souls

and had felt the wave of prosperity which the war had

brought to the northern colonies, by preying on French

commerce and supplying the British—even, it was whis-

pered, the French—with food and war material. The
wharves which lined the river banks, the shipyards and

ropewalk, the piles of deals and timbers, the warehouses

and custom-house, the vessels which filled the harbor,

revealed its principal industry. Its many handsome

houses, adorned with all the taste and fancy of the
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period, equipped for ample hospitality, witnessed its

success.

Its public institutions were no less conspicuous. It

had a public library on the "tontine" plan. Besides its

many taverns there was then being built the Earl of

Halifax Hotel, in whose upper room met the St. John's

lodge of Masons, affiliated with the Boston lodge, of

which Dr. Joseph Warren was grand master. There

was a workhouse and a jail, however little used. A dozen

years earlier an earthquake, a fire engine, and a news-

paper, the New Hampshire Gazette and Historical

Chronicle, the first of its kind in America, had made
their almost simultaneous appearance in the town, and

more recently there had appeared a rival to the latter,

the New Hampshire Mercury and Weekly Advertiser,

to express the sentiments of the "more zealous Whigs."

The pages of these little sheets are instinct with the

vigorous life of this provincial society, and their char-

acter reveals the interests and the activities of its mem-
bers as nothing else can. Proclamations regarding town-

meetings, taxes, roads, quit-rents, proprietors' rights,

boundaries of townships, compete with advertisements of

lotteries to promote settlement, to encourage education,

notably in Harvard College, ship entries and clearances,

strayed cattle, packet-boats to New York, deserting sea-

men, and the search for "maids who understand coun-

try business." Daniel Pierce fills a column with notice

of his importations of English and French cloths, linens,

and silks. Gregory Purcell announces that he "takes in

Flax Seed." John Sherburne deals in loaf sugar, mo-

lasses, and steel; Stephen Hardy in Gloucester cheese

and hair trunks—curious combination; Mendrum Jan-
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vrin in crockery and glassware, flax, powder, shot, shoes,

and rum.

Sparhawk and Fowle are the rival booksellers;

Hughes and Knight the rival periwig-makers and hair-

dressers. Griffith the watchmaker, Hickey the dyer, and

Doig the painter divide interest with Sheafe, who deals

in Philadelphia flour. Nor are the graces of life wanting.

Daniel Humphreys opens a private school; William

Crosby engages to teach music, vocal and instrumental

;

Daniel McAlpine opens a broadsword academy. Ammi
R. Cutter has to sell not only his medical skill but a fresh

assortment of medicines, a vast array of easements for

the ills of the flesh, including Jesuits' Drops, British

Oil, and groceries, not forgetting the most staple of all

groceries then, wines, brandies, and rum.

Yet proclamations and advertisements are not the

whole of the story these newspapers tell. Week by week

they record the news of the world, chiefly "by letter from

London," reports of the doings in Parliament, the

speeches of Chatham in full, the activities of the min-

istry, even a good deal about the more spectacular hap-

penings of English society. Besides these, still, are the

accounts of marvelous prodigies—of two women who
perished from spontaneous combustion of their own
bodies, of the "affecting history of Zunchin, the last

Emperor of China," of a monstrosity born from a sheep,

like a negro child with the hinder quarters of the sheep.

There are moral articles on such texts as "Industry

and Frugality are the hands of Fortune." There is the

news of Voltaire's death and his will, with other informa-

tion from the continent of Europe, not unlike that which

even now misrepresents the United States in Continental

newspapers. All in all, then, Portsmouth was as alive
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intellectually, and especially politically, as it was ma-
terially. It even produced verse—for there are columns,

even pages, of poetry. Especially when Dartmouth Col-

lege was founded, the whole first page was taken up
with a poem written by a member of that body to Went-
worth as its chief patron. Its character may be seen in

its last stanza.

May Heaven propitious in one ceaseless shower,

Round thee her richest Store of Blessings pour;

To thee and to the Partner of thy Soul,

May Happiness in endless Rivers roll.

May every Grace your noble Souls inspire,

A numerous Offspring crown your fond Desire

Beneath thy watchful Care thy People grow

And Shame and Silence seize on ev'ry Foe

;

May Peace attend thy Life, and blissful Rays

Gild the calm Evening of thy setting Days.

It was, perhaps, unintentional unkindness which made
the editor print in a later issue an "Epigram."

Thy verses are eternal, O my Friend!

For he who reads 'em, reads 'em to no End.

But, besides these political, historical, and literary

bonds, Portsmouth had other communication with the

outside world, celestial and terrestrial. From the roof of

Captain Macphaedris' mansion rose the first lightning-

rod in New Hampshire, erected, it was said, by Dr.

Franklin himself. A regular stage service to Boston

—

one round trip a week, Mondays to Fridays, fare three

dollars—provided access to New England's capital. By
it, or like conveyance, came visitors—Copley to paint

the dignitaries of the province, the Governor among

them; Benjamin Thompson, later more famous as Count
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Rumford; John Adams on his legal rounds; Doctor

Franklin; and President Dwight of Yale, each to re-

cord his favorable opinion of the government in his own
way.

Such was the bustling, agreeable provincial capital

which was the stage of the ensuing drama. Here Went-
worth had been born and bred. Here he lived in a house

on Pleasant Street, hired for him by the Assembly, a

"good, warm little dwelling," a "small hut" as he de-

scribed it too disparagingly; adorned with wall paper

and furnishings from Boston, manned by the servants

he had brought from England—a "Lilliputian Went-
worth House" after the fashion of the Rockingham seat.

From his windows he could "look over the town and

down the river to the boimdless Atlantic; on the other

side ... a garden, bounded, or rather separated from

the fields by a large sea-water pond, which enlivens the

rural scene." Thence, too, he could see the neighboring

residence of his cousin, Theodore Atkinson; and con-

veniently at hand stood his stables with his sixteen horses,

and the carriages, in which he took such pride. Here,

from the moment of his arrival, he was the most distin-

guished and popular figure; and here he entered upon

his great adventure as governor.

His position, like that of all colonial governors of the

time, was difficult. His chief troubles were inherited. His

uncle and predecessor, Benning Wentworth, had filled

the offices with his favorites, had administered his fees

and perquisites from the land grants too much to his own
advantage, and refused to change the local government.

Meanwhile the increasing inequalities of provincial life

had grown to grievances. The new settlers complained

of his incompetence and greed. The scarcity of specie
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and the uncertain currency bore hardly on poor men,
while the rude if salutary check on paper money and
land banks imposed by the British government increased

the discontent. The outlying settlements, so rapidly

filled up, found no adequate representation in the gov-

ernment. To the earlier frontier equality had succeeded

new classes, especially the poor and the professional

elements, the former lacking votes, the latter place, save

by the grace of those about the Governor. Complaints

that "officers were appointed from abroad to please the

English government rather than the people" grew to a

feeling that there was "a set of men seeking to found

an American nobility intermediate between crown and

democracy."

The gravity of this situation was not lightened by the

utterances of the palladium of public liberty, the press,

which, threatened by the Stamp Act, had not only

opposed it, but encouraged resistance in others. Repeat-

ing the exaggerated tales of "near 40,000 weavers, glove-

makers and other manufacturers," "with a black flag,"

surrounding the "R-y-al pal-c and par-mt House," in

London, the Gazette had deplored the fact that "the

whole continent is almost in despair" at the threatened

loss of liberty and "the people exactly copy the example

set them by their brethren at home." It urged that "the

Accounts we give from Time to Time [of the Stamp
Act disturbances] will not be taken as though we aim

at Independence as some have in a most vile manner

insinuated"— but "what ingenious mind that reflects on

their ancient state can think of their present without

weeping for the human species?"

Following this, two columns by "Cato" denounce

the Stamp Act—and it is noted that "This piece was
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wrote several Days before the late Stirs in Boston."

This, again, is followed by notes on similar disturbances

in New Haven, once more by "Cato," in whom we some-

how seem to discern the editor. The Mercury appeals

in a serial editorial to the printers against the Stamp
Act ; and with these appears an account of the burning

of the "Effigies of a Distributor of the Stamps pendant

behind who hung a Boot newly soled with a Grenville

Sole out of which proceeded the Devil," together with

the office built for stamps. In such fashion resistance

came to New Hampshire, and was chronicled. In such

fashion was the none too grateful task of colonial gov-

ernors made more difficult by a blundering home govern-

ment and an aggressive colonial spirit.

Every colonial grievance had been reflected in the

Stamp Act disturbances in which Portsmouth had

shared. "Every one that was in distress," the officials

quoted bitterly, "and every one that was in debt, and

every one that was discontented" had joined in them;

and though the moderates had prevented New Hamp-
shire's representation in the Stamp Act Congress, the

dissatisfied element had expressed itself. Of the new
Governor's instructions but three remain—one as to at-

tendance of the councillors, one in regard to a province

survey, one relating to freedom of debate in the As-

sembly, and from the first meeting of that body the

divergences appeared. For it refused to vote him a

"permanent" salary; and while it approved his "benevo-

lence and amiable qualities," his fitness for his post by

"birth, fortune and education," it called attention to his

"remarkable opportunity of hearing every Branch and

part" of the British Constitution "pass the most critical

Examen any age has ever seen," and thanked him for
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his services in that "critical conjunction of affairs when
it was threatened and in danger of irreparable Bur-
thens." This echoed the sentiments aroused by the Stamp
Act; but, like the complaints about the currency and the

struggle over the division into counties, it was to have
been expected ; and there was nothing here, in his opin-

ion, which could not be arranged with prudent manage-
ment, if he was let alone.

But it was suddenly complicated by another element.

Scarcely was he in office when that evil genius of the

British Empire, Charles Townshend, now Chancellor of

the Exchequer, persuaded Parliament to impose petty

and irritating duties on glass, paper, tea, and painters'

colors, and so raised again the question of colonial taxa-

tion. New agitation flamed ; the Sons of Liberty revived

;

non-consumption and non-importation agreements were

proposed to influence English merchants and through

them the British government, whose representatives in

America found themselves again in a peculiarly difficult

situation.

Not, indeed, in New Hampshire so much as elsewhere.

There the radicals might oppose the Stamp Act; they

might restrict the Governor's salary ; but they could not

dictate to the powerful commercial interest how it should

conduct its business. Partly because, in the words of the

old historian, "the improvement of the country at this

time occupied the minds of the people and took off their

attention in great measure from the view of those politi-

cal difficulties"; partly because this issue lay largely in

the hands of merchants well-disposed to Britain and ill-

disposed to fight ; but partly because of the young Gov-

ernor's "gift of governance," Portsmouth experienced

no such disturbances as some other ports, notably Bos-
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ton. Thus Hillsborough wrote approval of Wentworth's

"prudent endeavors to suppress in their infancy the

factious attempts to kindle in New Hampshire the flame

in respects to the revenue laws which has disturbed the

neighboring colonies."

His character was well exemplified in this first test

of his capacity to rule. "The grand secret of peace," he

wrote, "is to cause men to think before they act, the

longer the better; and to be steady, open and resolute,

without any mystery or intrigue. In this way there will

never be great tumults. It is impracticable to raise a

dangerous mob if all the business is understood. Men
will not be led to broken heads, gaols and gallows, unless

they are somehow deceived." In consequence, when an

unpopular official came, and the "zealots from Boston

notified their more moderate brethren" in Portsmouth

to drive him out of town, the Governor gave notice of his

coming; asked advice of "some warm people"; enter-

tained the man, and made his stay not merely peaceable

but enjoyable. Nor was this due to lack of courage. Not
long before, a mob had formed to rescue a prisoner from

execution. The young Governor, notified by the sheriff

at midnight, ordered out the militia, summoned the

Council, stood before the jail, and commanded his men
to fire to kill, if an assault was made, to take as many
prisoners as they could, and to hang them the next day.

This news dismayed the mob, which presently dispersed;

since which time, he wrote, "we have not had even an

escape, though the prison may be knocked down by an

old woman."

This was the temper of the man; and it commended

itself alike to the British government and to his own
people. "Johnny" Wentworth was popular, alike from
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his courage, his fairness, and his good temper. Whether
as Surveyor he explored the forests, checking the activi-

ties of the illegal wood-cutters ; or whether as Governor
he presided over his Council, his spirit and conduct were
equally approved. He was, indeed, the most diligent as

well as the most popular of executives. In a serious at-

tempt to strengthen his government he called to office

men and interests neglected by his predecessor. He
carried on the work of setting up new townships, as

settlers came, attracted by the easy terms of clearing and
planting five acres in five years, paying an ear of corn

a year for the first ten years as rent, and thereafter a

shilling a hundred acres.

The mere list of charters, grants, and incorporations

in his administration, from Dublin to Berlin, from Jaf-

frey to Bretton Woods, some thirty in all, reveals this

incoming stream of population pushing forward into

the wilderness and taking form. One reads of how in the

"province of New hamsher, county of Starford" ( Straf-

ford), was held the "aneuil town-meeting," where the

freeholders and "inhabetens" chose their officers—mod-

erator, town clerk, "selekmen," "sevairs" (surveyors),

hogreeves, fence viewers, "Dear-keepers," and constable.

They could not spell but they could found a state. And
as the original four towns were thus reinforced, the

Governor embodied them into counties whose names still

echo those of his English friends—Rockingham, Straf-

ford, Hillsborough, Cheshire, and Grafton. Here he

showed his statesmanship; for he successfully opposed

the narrow views of the Portsmouth group who were

unwilling to recognize the newer settlements.

In every phase of this new-forming province he took

an active interest. He paid the greatest attention to the
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militia in his capacity of captain-general, commissioning

"new" men like Folsom, Stark, and Sullivan. He
traveled far and wide to see at first hand how his people

fared. He co-operated with the New York authorities

with a view to exploring the forests on the Connecticut

and checking the pernicious activities of Judge Wells

among them. He approved young Thompson's plan to

survey the White Mountains, offering his own books

and instruments to that end. He tried to get the As-

sembly to vote £50 for a province survey, and, when it

refused, took up a private subscription to employ Cap-

tain Holland, Surveyor of the northern coasts, in that

enterprise. He busied himself with coinage reform and

abolition of the paper currency, which he finally accom-

phshed. He tried to strengthen the Church of England,

now in danger of submersion by the infiux of new com-

munions. Above all, he strove to provide the first neces-

sity of this new society, communications. He projected

roads to the Connecticut, to the mountains, even to Que-

bec, hoping to make Portsmouth, as he said, "the first

provision market in New England."

No one can read his reports—as yet unpublished

—

in which he supplied the Commissioners of the Treasury

with information of the situation of the forests and his

own activities, w^ithout being conscious of two things,

that here was a peculiarly honest and active servant of

the Crown who loved his work, and that the work was

difficult in the very nature of the case. "I found," he

writes from Casco Bay in 1772, "on my arrival in my
District, that the greatest part was not Inhabited; and

such as were, the Inhabitants could not supply us with

Provisions, and with such necessaries as we should have

occasion for; [and] an extensive Sea boat; the extreme
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fatigue we must certainly experience in exploring the

Woods ; and the necessity of a place for the People to re-

treat to, were the reasons which induced me to request

the above Vessell, and Boat. These disagreeable circum-
stances, I have in some measure experienced in some of

the Eastern parts of my District." "In the months of

June, July and August, the Moskitoes and black Flies

are very numerous and troublesome; which renders

travelling in the Woods, at that Season, extremely
fatiguing." "I considered it of the highest importance
to His Majesty's interest to go up the river Androscog-
gin, and put a stop to the depradations they were com-
mitting. I have the satisfaction to inform their Lord-
ships, that our appearance had the desired effect, those

Invaders fled at our approach, they had cut down some
Pines, for Logs to be saw'd into boards ; and for Shingles

and Clapboards."

Yet he recognized the natural desires and necessities

of the settlers no less than the rights of the Crown. "The
acts of Parliament," he writes again, "relative to the

preservation of pine timber in America, being merely

penal and too general, operated so much against the con-

venience and even necessities of the inhabitants, that,

had, or could they have been strictly executed, they

would have prevented cultivation, and soon put an end

to the lumber trade both in the West Indies and Eng-
land. . . . Hence it became almost a general interest of

the country to frustrate laws, which comprehend nearly

an unlimited reservation." He pleads, therefore, for

regulations which would permit cultivation, and enable

men to "cut into the different species of lumber requisite

for their own building, or profitable at market for ex-

portation, the proceeds supplying the poor settlers with
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provisions, West India produce, and British manufac-

tures." And no one can read his statesmanlike proposals

to that effect without realizing the peculiar abilities of

this, the greatest of early conservationists.

Nor, indeed, as he goes through this correspondence,

can he fail to note another fact, that even at this early

date there were those who "combined against" the public

service, "interested in defeating the Actions, that they

may Themselves trespass on the King's Woods with

Impunity." Moreover, "though the Trespassers were

without Difficulty convicted, yet they escaped punish-

ment by the unworthy Intervention of Judge Wells in

becoming a Trustee in a fictitious Conveyance of the

Goods and Chattels, which alone were liable." Thus, it

would appear, the raid on public property and the de-

vices to evade punishment were not unknown to our

ancestors ; and not in our own time only has the govern-

ment been left to meet the costs of its own impoverish-

ment.

He was especially concerned with education; for, al-

most alone among the colonies. New Hampshire had no

coUege ; and here he came in contact with an important

enterprise. One Eleazar Wheelock, of Connecticut, a

Yale graduate, backed by Colonel Moor, had set up a

training school for Indians and Indian missionaries some

years before at Lebanon. But Indians were scarce in

Connecticut, and Wheelock sought a site nearer the

wilderness. He had fallen out with Benning Wentworth,

who was determined to secure the institution for the

Church of England. But the new Governor met his

terms. A township on the Connecticut was set aside ; the

Governor subscribed to an endowment, the Assembly

voted <£lOO. A converted native, Samson Occom, was
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sent to England to solicit funds, and the spectacle of an
Indian who read Greek and preached acceptably in Eng-
lish opened the English purse. The Earl of Dartmouth
subscribed £50 and became chairman of the committee

;

the King gave £500, and there was raised £ 11,000 in all.

Like any capable college president, Wheelock, with one

eye on the Lord, the other on the main chance, drew up
a charter, moved to the new town of Hanover, and set

up there his school, a ferry, and a mill. And thither, in

1771, came Wentworth and his friends on horseback to

the first Commencement, leaving as a souvenir of their

visit a handsome punch bowl to the president.

That visit took the party through lands then in dispute

between New Hampshire and New York, the so-called

New Hampshire Grants—sixty-eight towns which Gov-

ernor Benning had granted beyond the limits of his juris-

diction. New York protested vigorously enough to rouse

even the somnolent Board of Trade, which checked his

too ambitious plans and gave the lands to New York,

to the disgust of their inhabitants, who, when occasion

offered, set up their own state of Vermont. This had been

part of young John's business in England; and when,

just prior to the visit to Hanover, Benning Wentworth

died, leaving his property to his widow, the "g>"psy girl,"

whom this old provincial Cophetua had married a few

years earlier, the Benning Wentworth grants came into

politics. For within two months she married again, this

time a Colonel Wentworth who, three years before, had

brought his reminiscences of Culloden and Fontenoy to

this new market with such great success. With that

—

whether from pique at being disinherited, or from family

pride, or from reasons of state—Governor John enquired

of his Council whether the five hundred acres his prede-
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cesser had retained for himself from the two hundred

townships to which he had given title, were legal. He was

answered in the negative, with one dissenting voice, and

with this he came to a great problem of his government.

That voice belonged to a newcomer in the province,

Peter Livius, of indeterminate antecedents, the husband

of a New Hampshire heiress, and through that a man of

property and position, whom Benning Wentworth had

made a justice and a member of the Council. He had al-

ready proposed, behind the Governor's back, a new sys-

tem of forest administration. He now offered a minority

report, a bitter indictment of the Governor and Council,

sought support for it among the disaffected in the prov-

ince, and presently took it to England to the Board of

Trade. It recited that the Governor had dispossessed

grantees of large tracts of land without process of law;

secured for himself through others thie recovered grants

;

prevented protest; and abused Livius personally. It

alleged further that no account of "powder-money" had

been made for thirty years, and the Assembly's vote for

an investigation had been killed in the Council ; that the

Governor had changed the justices in the Common Pleas

to get a favorable verdict for himself ; that he had filled

the Council with his relatives; and had failed to send a

copy of its journal to England, "to keep out of sight the

practices of himself and his council."

The Livius complaint was that most dangerous form

of accusation, a half-truth. The Board of Trade trans-

mitted it to Wentworth and his Council, who traversed

at nearly every point the charges it contained. The re-

sumption of the Benning Wentworth grants, they de-

clared, had been approved by the Attorney and Solicitor-

Generals of England, and the Governor denied a per-
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sonal interest in the matter ; the powder-money had been
regularly collected ; and Livius had not been reappointed
justice because of his maladministration when in office.

The change of judges was due to the colonial practice of

not permitting men w^ho had been counsel on either side

of a dispute to sit in judgment on it; and though the

council proceedings had not been sent to England,
through ignorance of the law, they were kept and were
available. As to relatives, the Governor averred—not

quite ingenuously—that he had but one member of his

family by blood upon the Council.

All this was reinforced by affidavits and certificates of

character from the leading men of the province. None
the less, after long deliberation, the Board of Trade
found Wentworth guilty on four counts and virtually

recommended that he be dismissed. It was a crushing

blow; but his friends appealed to the Privy Council,

which ultimately threw out the whole contention, argu-

ing, no doubt, that a successful governorship, so rare

in America, was a sufficient answer to the charges of

a disgruntled office-seeker, even though some of its ac-

tions might not bear the closest scrutiny. And one might

have more sympathy with Livius had he not, as a judi-

cial officer in Quebec, presently fallen foul of its honest

and capable governor. Sir Guy Carleton, in like fashion.

Thus was concluded the "Livius Case," notable in the

annals of colonial history, if for nothing else, because it

was the last of its kind; and Portsmouth took occasion

to celebrate the Governor's vindication with a great ball,

while addresses of congratulation poured in from the

towns.

Such were the problems and the character of this

"model colonial governor" in his five years of rule; and
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had his history ended with his last great ball, or had it

been merely the account of his official stewardship, it

might have formed, indeed, a chapter in the chronicles

of his colony, or in those of colonial America in general,

of interest to the mere historian or the antiquarian, but

of small consequence beyond that charmed, and charm-

ing, circle. But it has wider bearings and more human
appeal; he "touches the miiversal" on at least two sides.

First, in that elemental necessity of us all, his house.

From his boyhood days he dreamed of a great country-

seat, and his grand tour, if it taught him nothing else,

—

and it taught him much,—had strengthened his resolu-

tion on that point. He had long been a proprietor of the

toTVTi of Wolfeborough, where his father transferred to

him more than two thousand acres, which he increased

to five. There he began almost as soon as he was Gov-

ernor to settle tenant families, and interest his friends in

his project. He incorporated it, set up a gristmill and a

sa'vvmill, cleared ground, made roads, and began to

build. There presently arose his manor house, a hundred

feet in length and forty wide, two-storied, gambrel-

roofed, with a great central hall. It held, according to

tradition, more than fifty rooms, among them a great

ballroom the whole width of the house, an East India

room with wall-paper of scenes from Indian life and

marble fireplaces, a green room, a blue room, a "king's

and queen's chamber" with niches for statues of royalt}'

and a gray marble fireplace, a billiard-room and council-

chamber; and downstairs a kitchen and dining-room, a

dra%ving-room, and a library with a black marble fire-

place. Beside the mansion rose a barn of equal size; a

stable and coach-house to hold thirty horses; dairy,

chimney and smokehouse, and a joiner's shop. About it
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lay a forty-acre garden, bordered with elms and walled
with stone. Beyond he planned a park for deer and even
moose. He put in English pheasants but they disap-

peared ; he put cusk in the pond, and took extraordinary

interest in collecting animals for the great estate. There,
surrounded by his friends and colleagues, among them
Doctor Cutter, for whom the nearest hill was named;
his uncles, Jotham and Daniel Rindge; his brother,

Thomas; his attorney-general. Judge Livermore; even

his sometime councilor, Peter Livius, he planned to

spend the summers of his life—the first of many "sum-
mer residents" who in that delightful region have sought

the same agreeable fortune.

In this he was not merely the forerunner of later gen-

erations which have dotted this "playground of America"

with a myriad of like structures, less lovely in the main

;

he typified the times and the society of which he was

so eminent a representative. From Maine to Georgia

we may see them even now, those stately relics of an

older day, surviving here and there the onslaughts of

time and "progress"—old "Tory Row" in Cambridge,

the houses on the Green in New Haven, a handful in

New York, and more in Germantown, with still more

farther south, and nearly everywhere in the outlying

districts of the older colonies—memorials to a vanished

aristocracy, then in the making, ambitious of that

worldly immortality expressed in fine houses and the

foundation of a "family."

But Governor Wentworth was a bachelor when he

began his house in 1768, and a bachelor still wlien he

began to live in it in the summer of 1770. Not all the

beauties of the English court nor of the southern man-

sions, nor Miss Bayard's voice, nor the maidens of Ports-
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mouth, seemed to touch his heart. For this there was a

reason near at hand. He had loved his cousin, Frances

Deering; but while he was gone to England she had

married her cousin—and his—young Theodore Atkin-

son, his nearest neighbor in Portsmouth. Then, at the

moment that his house was done, his rival died, leaving

his lovely wife a widow at twenty-four. She was not long

left so. The same guns which on November 1, 1770, fired

minute by minute their last tribute to Atkinson, on

November 10 roared their approval of his widow's mar-

riage to the Governor ; the same crowds which mourned
at the funeral joined with "innocent mirth" in the wed-

ding festivities; the same minister who laid Atkinson

to rest officiated at the more joyful ceremony, with

no apparent sense of incongruity. No one seemed

shocked; perhaps it was then better understood than

now. Four years thereafter the guns boomed again; this

time a welcome to the new-born son, Charles-Mary as

he was baptized after both Lord and Lady Rockingham

at their request. "He w^ill," wrote his proud father, "do

to pull up the stumps at Wentworth House," a place

which, as an infant of three months, he was then seeing

for the first time—and possibly the last.

The world went very well then for Sir John Went-
worth and his lady wife. Blessed with health and wealth,

with office and estate, with home and wife and child, it

seemed that the promise of the Fortunate Youth was

now to be fulfilled. And yet the climax of his destiny

was already past. Even as he wrote, he might well have

pondered the parable of the rich man who would have

pulled down his barns and built greater. He might a few

months earlier, indeed, have read with profit the story

of Belshazzar's feast. For, at the very moment that
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Portsmouth had been absorbed in the great ball to cele-

brate his victory over Livius, on the night of December
16, 1773, a little group of Boston radicals were throwing
tea-chests from a British ship new-come into the harbor,

and so, among a great variety of consequences which
they did not then foresee, altering the fortunes of Sir

John Wentworth, with their own.

The news of the Boston Tea Party reached Ports-

mouth almost at once and divided interest with the com-
ments on the Governor's ball, though probably not

wholly in the same circles of society. In a sense the news
of some such outbreak was not wholly unexpected by the

British officials in America. When, three years before.

Lord North had become chief minister, it was hoped and
expected that he might conciliate America. His utter-

ances breathed concession; the Townshend duties, save

that on tea, were repealed; and the American radicals

were in despair. But the East India Company presently

fell upon hard times ; the ministry conceived that it could

take the stores of tea in English warehouses, ship them
to America with trifling duties, and so relieve the Com-
pany's immediate necessities, provide the colonists with

cheap tea, and check the smuggling of that commodity.

It seemed an admirable policy; but the "patriots"

perceived in it a shrewd and subtle device to bribe the

colonists to accept the principle of taxation which they

had repudiated. The Sons of Liberty revived, with com-

mittees of correspondence and of safety. As early as the

March preceding the Boston "outrage," the New Hamp-
shire Assembly had received a circular letter from the

Speaker of the Virginia House of Burgesses enclosing

a resolution to establish a committee of correspondence

to enquire into the proposed transportation to England
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for trial of the Rhode Island rioters who had burned the

British revenue vessel Gaspce for trying to enforce the

law. To this tlie New Hampshire Assembly replied by

appointing a like committee, assuring Virginia they

would join in "all constitutional means" to secure the

rights of America, and asking the governor for a copy

of his commission and other papers to see what his

powers were. And three days after the Boston incident,

a public meeting in Portsmouth resolved that the tea

business was "artfully designed" to "raise a revenue

from the colonies without our consent. Wherefore from

a due sense of the value and importance of our liberties

and properties, and from just apprehension of the

horrors of slavery," it was resolved further that this was

not only "unjust, arbitrary, and inconsistent with the

principles of the British constitution," but "directly

tended to hasten on the destruction of the empire."

Therefore opposing "natural rights" to "arbitrary gov-

ernment," they resolved, finaUy, to form a union of all

the colonies to obtain repeal, and "use any necessary

method" to prevent the landing or the sale of tea.

Nothing is more characteristic of the new spirit of

affairs than its reflection in the press of Portsmouth, as

elsewhere ; and in it nothing more remarkable than that

as the year 1773 progressed the news from Boston begins

to take the place on the front page hitherto reserved for

the news from London. The center of gravity had begun

to shift. In June came news of the protests of the Massa-

chusetts House of Representatives against the letters

written by Governor Hutchinson regarding the affairs

in that colony, secured in London by Doctor Franklin

and by him transmitted to America. Then, too, is quoted

from the Providence Gazette an address "To the Ameri-

J
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can" observing that "The Union of the Colonies which
is now taking place is big with the most important ad-

vantages to this Continent." Beside this even the account

of the Harvard Commencement exercises which included

an oration in Latin, one in Arabic, and one in "Indian,"

pales into insignificance, though nowadays such a phe-

nomenon might well share honors even with patriotic

appeals.

By August the spirit had spread. An article headed,

"Britons attend! Americans give Ear!" informs us that

"The People of this Continent are awaked by the Call

of Liberty, and are now forming Plans to preserve it in

Perfection to Future Ages. The People of Britain are

alarmed. . . . No Power nor Wisdom in Great Britain

can secure the Dependence of the Colonies agreeable to

her Idea of Dependance." A Congress is urged to estab-

lish a "Union between Britain and America founded

on Equal Liberty." This article from the Boston Gazette

divides interest with the controversy over paper money

;

and by December the Portsmouth paper notes the in-

structions to New York pilots not to bring in any ships

suspected of carrying tea, under penalty of the "venge-

ance of a Free People."

These things the Governor read ; and though the issue

of December 17 noted that the Livius charges had been

dismissed and he had been "honourably acquitted," the

next week's issue contained an account of the meeting

of the freeholders and others in Portsmouth to protest

landing of tea. Moreover, its resolutions declared, among

other things, that "a Union of all the colonies is most

likely, under God, to secure repeal" of the obnoxious

measures; and the resolutions were signed by a list of

names beginning with John Sherburne and ending with
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Captain John Langdon. That issue contained the story

of the Boston Tea Party, carried out by "a number of

Persons supposed to be Aboriginal Natives from their

Complection." By January the httle town of Green-

land, up the bay from Portsmouth, had resolved against

tea, and a whole page is filled with obituaries, fires, ac-

cidents, and—what the Governor might have grimly

noted as similar catastrophes—news of like protests. For

from all parts of his government, as from America gen-

erally, came news of similar activities.

Thus warned, when Wentworth had word in June of

the coming of the Grosvenor with tea aboard, he rode

out to Dover to divert attention, while the captain and

consignee landed the cargo and stored it in the custom-

house, according to his directions. The next day he came

to the meeting held by the radicals to protest, agreed

with their committee to send the tea to Halifax, set

guards over it, and so blocked a Portsmouth Tea Party.

Yet he knew well that he was at the beginning, not

the end, of his troubles. "Our hemisphere," he wrote,

"threatens a hurricane. I have in vain strove almost to

death to prevent it. If I can, at last, bring out of it

safety to my country and honor to our sovereign, my
labors will be joyful."

It was evident to him, as to others, that two incom-

patible theories of imperial administration stood face to

face. The British doctrine of the supremacy of Parlia-

ment over the colonies confronted the colonial conten-

tion that its assemblies were of equal authority with

Parliament, under the Cro^vn. It was no less apparent

that the great constitutional issue was but half the case

;

since men seldom fight for abstract principles. There

was dislike of "oligarchic" government, however capable
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and benevolent. There were business rivalries and social

feuds. There was the mass of later immigrants, resentful

of the dominance of the older settlements and families

;

the antagonism of the outlying districts towards the

capital. There was widespread behef that each man's
fortunes and unrealized ambitions were somehow the

fault of government, and could be relieved by change.

There were able and ambitious men prepared to use

these forces to attain to power; and, under the guise of

liberty and equality, lead the increasing spirit of democ-
racy to the overthrow of the old regime.

In the face of this what could one colonial governor

do; with what weapons could he combat this "universal

frenzy" of the people? Hardly with force, for in Ports-

mouth the dignity and authority of British "tyranny"

was represented by a handful of officials, and by Fort

William and Mary, whose crumbling walls were now de-

fended by an officer and five men. He had forbidden the

committee of correspondence to meet in a government

building; but it sought a tavern and summoned a pro-

vincial convention at Exeter, which presently chose

Major Sullivan and Colonel Folsom as its delegates to

the first Continental Congress, meeting in Philadelphia

in this fall of 1774. There, as in New Hampshire, a new

power prepared to challenge the authority which he

typified.

Thus far he had avoided an open break while, like

his fellow governors, bombarding the home government

with advice and appeals. But British patience with Bos-

ton was at an end, and Lord North's ministrj-^ passed

through Parliament measures to close that port. General

Gage was ordered there as governor, troops despatched

to maintain his authority, the city fortified, and the As-
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sembl\' dissolved. That body, in return, met as a pro-

vincial congress, appealed to the other colonies, collected

stores, drilled men, and seemed to threaten war. Mean-
while the Continental Congress drew up protests to the

King, to Parliament, and to other colonies; signed an

Association to prevent commerce with Great Britain

till America's grievances were recognized ; and entrusted

its execution to local committees of safety, or of "ways

and means."

Wentworth's position became daily more difficult ; but

thus far, while other governors were seeking safety where

they could, his enemies had been unable to shake his

popularity. Then Gage found his efforts to get carpen-

ters to build barracks blocked by the Boston radicals.

He appealed to Wentworth for assistance, and the Gov-

ernor employed an agent to secure them secretly. The

Portsmouth committee discovered this act of "treach-

ery," denounced the Governor's "cruel and unmanly"

conduct, pronouncing him an "enemy of the community,"

compelled his agent to beg forgiveness on his knees, and

frightened the New Hampshire carpenters from their

jobs. With this "discovery" his chief asset, his popu-

larity, was gone.

Worse was to follow in this winter of 1774-1775.

Warned of the colonists' evident intent to appeal to

force, the British government forbade the export of

munitions to America, while Lord Dartmouth, as Secre-

tary of State, ordered the governors to prevent the land-

ing of such supplies. The Rhode Islanders seized the

stores in the harbor fort, the news was relayed from

Boston to Portsmouth by Paul Revere, and action there

developed rapidly. The Governor sensed what the enter-

prise would be. There in Fort William and Mary lay a

1
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hundred kegs of powder guarded by six men, and he ad-

vised Captain Cochran to defend it at all costs.

But its defense was hopeless. On December 13, a

twelvemonth almost to the day from the great vindica-

tion ball, a meeting of the patriots was held. Next day

a crowd gathered "to the beat of drum," refusing to

disperse for the chief justice whom the Governor sent to

read the riot act and warn them against violence. Joined

on its way by contingents from Rye and Newcastle, the

mob of some four hundred men marched to the fort,

overpowered the little garrison, and seized the powder.

Next day arrived John Sullivan from Durham to assure

the Governor that he w^ould use his "utmost endeavors"

to disperse the crowd, while a committee waited on

Wentworth to disavow the act and ask suspension of

prosecution against its captors. It was agreed that if the

powder were returned the Governor would look on that

as an "alleviation" of the grave offense. But Sullivan's

efforts were so peculiarly ineffective that the following

night he led another party to seize the cannon, muskets,

and some stores, then spirited away by still another

group who came down under Folsom to share the enter-

prise.

Thus revolution began in New Hampshire. To force

there is but force for argument, and Wentworth ap-

pealed to Admiral Graves at Boston, in his extremity,

and got two ships and a hundred marines for protection.

Despite his proclamation against the rioters they were

not seized, for reasons none knew better than himself.

"No jail," he wrote, "would hold them long, no jury

find them guilty, for by the false alarm raised through

the country it is considered by the weak and ignorant

who have the rule in these times an act of self-preserva-
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tion." He deprived the known leaders of the mob of their

commissions in the militia; he formed a little force of

fifty men to guard his person; but within a month an-

other convention at Exeter had chosen the mob leaders,

John Langdon and John Sullivan, as delegates to a

second Continental Congress as recognition of their

services.

That late winter and early spring of 1775 was fraught

with deep significance to him and to the cause he repre-

sented. In February a committee for carrying out the

so-called "Association" recommended by Congress as a

weapon against British authority issued a proclamation

not merely against raising prices on account of the

virtual embargo against English goods which Congress

had decreed, but against gaming, especially by cards and

billiards. This piece of Puritanism roused the bitter

wrath of "Bystander," who protests against such hypoc-

risy. "Oh, my country," he exclaims, "so this is Liberty

T

In March John Sullivan writes to deny that the militia

company at Durham has been raised to escape the

authority of the militia officials. But in his very de-

nial, as in the decree of the Committee, still more in the

measures of Congress, we may read the coming storm.

Still hoping against hope, the Governor played for

time. The Assembly was to meet in February; he ad-

journed it till May, and went to Wolfeborough with his

wife and infant son, born five days before Langdon and

Sullivan had been elected delegates to Congress. In view

of that event it is small wonder that the Governor had

not, as some historians suggest that he should have done,

met his antagonists at the fort. And what should he do

now? That question must have pressed him sorely at this

juncture in aflPairs; but he had not long to wait. While
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he was there the revolutionary spirit spread. The Loyal-

ists were being driven from their homes, and were seek-

ing refuge first in Portsmouth, then in Boston. Lord
North's proposals for conciliation were on their way to

America; but, almost before they came. Gage's incau-

tious effort to seize his antagonists' supplies brought on
conflict, and Paul Revere appeared again in Portsmouth
to announce Concord and Lexington.

Wentworth hurried back to face the storm ; but there

was little that he could do. Twelve hundred men marched

from New Hampshire to join the army forming at Cam-
bridge to besiege Boston, and the provincial convention

at Exeter voted three regiments of two thousand men
for a year's service. Amid these distractions the As-

sembly met in May, put off the Governor's appeal to

consider Lord North's proposals, and, playing still for

time, he adjourned it until June. Before it met again, a

quarrel between the British crews and the Portsmouth

men further embittered the situation, and when the As-

sembly came together it attacked the Governor for em-

powering Lyme, Orford, and Plymouth to send repre-

sentatives, and deprived the members of their seats.

This apparently trifling incident precipitated the ca-

tastrophe which Wentworth had so long and skilfully

put off. For one of these members, John Fenton, some-

time an English oflicer, that night took dinner with the

Governor. A crowd collected and demanded him as a

prisoner; the Governor demurred; and to enforce their

claim they brought cannon to train on his house. What-

ever his politics, Fenton was a gallant gentleman. He
came out unconcernedly, surrendered, and was carried

in triumph to Exeter. The ensuing issue of the Gazette

which printed the correspondence between the Governor
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and the Assembly over the excluded representatives

carried the news of the battle of Bunker Hill, and the

meeting of the New Hampshire Provincial Congress at

Exeter.

This was the end. That night Wentworth took his

family to the fort, where, under the guns of the Scar-

borough, he might hope for safety for his wife and son.

With this the government of the colony passed definitely

into other hands. Its epitaph is written in the words of

its historian: "He saw another authority rising in the

province founded on the broad basis of public opinion

and unrestrained representation . . . over which he had

no influence or control; yet he endeavored to preserve

the shadow of royal government and keep up its forms

as long as possible." "His temper was pacific; and whilst

the temper of the times allowed him to act agreeably to

his own principles, his government was acceptable and

beneficial ; but when matters had come to the worst, his

faults were as few and his conduct as temperate as could

be expected from a servant of the crown."

There, in a sense, there lies the moral of his life. He
might have echoed the words of that earlier English

statesman, "What shadows we are and what shadows do

we pursue, and how does Fortune banter us." His virtues

were his own, his faults were those of time and circum-

stance. His problems were set for him by other men, for

whose mistakes he was held responsible and for them he

paid. Left to himself he might have solved them success-

fully; but he was, as Belknap says, a "servant of the

crown," which made success impossible. The story of

revolution in New Hampshire and his part in it brings

up the whole great issue of human conduct and character

in the most difficult of circumstances, that of a repre-
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sentative of authority faced by a popular uprising
against the government. There are three courses open-
to stand aside and let things take their course, preserv-

ing his own fortunes by silence and consent; to take the

lead himself and perpetuate his power by sacrifice of his

principles ; or to go down in honor. Of these the first is

always possible; the second, Wentworth, almost alone

among American governors, might have pursued with

some prospect of success, and so preserved his fortune

and his family.

He chose the third, and thus determined his future

once for all. When the Scarborough was ordered to Bos-

ton, he and his family went with her to join the army of

loyalist exiles within the British lines. Thence he re-

turned but once, when in September he came to New
Hampshire soil for his last official act, a proclamation to

prorogue the Assembly to the following April. Before

that April came he wrote Dartmouth that he had taken

ship "to whatever place the fleet and army go." First to

Long Island and New York, then finally to England,

he went, while his estates were confiscated and he was

proclaimed a traitor by the men who had now risen to

the head of the New Hampshire government. In the

space of eighteen months his dreams had come to a

tragic conclusion. Fortune, who had so long favored

him and held out such high hopes, had struck hard at

the height of his career.

He did not break, as he might well have done; but

what was he to do ? His shrewd old father, keeping clear

of politics, saved from the wreckage what he could. The
ministry gave the ex-Governor a pension, and his wife a

place at Court. His relatives were rich and devoted, and

he found a place in English society, where he might have
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lived a life of leisure and comfort, with possibly an office

as a reward for his loyalty. In fact this last he did obtain

;

for, curious coincidence. Lord Rockingham was again

brouglit in to make peace with America; and, before he

died, did one last service, as he had done the first, for

Governor Wentworth. The post revealed the character

of the man, for it was the revival of his old office of

Surveyor of the Woods, in which capacity Sir John re-

turned to America under far different circumstances

than those under which he had returned just twenty

years before. This time he came to Halifax to rejoin his

fellow exiles in Nova Scotia; and there he lived eight

years. Then, during another visit to England, the Lieu-

tenant-Governor of that province died, and Wentworth
was appointed to the post.

For nearly sixteen years he exercised its powers, till

the storm of the Napoleonic wars set Prevost in his

stead. There with his wife and brother-in-law, Benning,

who had followed his fortunes and was now in the Coun-

cil, and presently with Charles-Mary, who came from

England to a like post, he revived the shadow of his

New Hampshire home. Removed from office he returned

to England; but his wife died, and, his heart turning

always to America, he came back to Nova Scotia, where

he lived till 1820, and there lies buried beneath a tablet

which records that "His unshaken attachment to his

Sovereign and the British constitution was conspicuous

through his long Hfe."

It might well have added his attachment to America.

For, after all, he and his fellows were American, by

birth and blood and sentiment; and no circumstance in

his Hfe is more touching than his passionate desire to Hve

his life out in his native land. The word "loyal" is not
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nowadays as much in evidence as it was once, and "Loy-

alist" is an ill-omened name in American history. Yet
this was their country no less than that of their oppo-

nents; and in their fate there lies a moral as well as a

tragedy. They braved the curse of history, with what

effect we know. Only where their memory is preserved

by adventitious circumstance, posterity is too apt to heap

upon the leaders of lost causes that last measure of con-

tempt—obhvion.

Save for the still execrated Trj^on and Dunmore, or

the accomplished and unpopular Hutchinson, who now
recalls the greatest of the Loyalists ? Here and there the

zeal of antiquary or historian preserves their memory.

In the neglected pages of their martyrologist, Sabin,

move the shadowy figures of that earlier age, or in the

monographs of those who find material for scholarship

in their activities, something remains of their departed

greatness. But for the most of them in the land they

ruled and loved not many years ago, as history reckons

time, they are as dim figures as Sennacherib.

Yet history has not yet rolled up her scroll. The pains-

taking industry of her devotees seeks even now the re-

construction of a period and a class long buried beneath

the panegyrics of the conquerors. The wider view of the

historian perceives Cornwallis and his fellows regaining

in distant fields some of the laurels they lost in "that

grave of reputations," America. The filial piety of the

heirs of those driven from their first inheritance to found

new fortunes and new families in another land enters the

lists against oblivion; and there will come a time when
these will right the scale.

So what of Sir John Wentworth and the fame he

sought? Beside Copley's talents what has he to show
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against the long neglect of what were once his country-

men J* How can he liope to defeat oblivion? A building

at 13artniouth College still bears his name; an old silver

punch bowl still handed down from president to presi-

dent—an empty symbol of its once good cheer ; in Hali-

fax some volumes of his letters and a tomb; elsewhere

in histories and documents some mention of his name;

in Portsmouth a handful of relics to amuse the casual

visitor avid of such memorials of "colonial" history; in

Wolfeborough the cellar of his house—^these are his

weapons against oblivion.

Dramatic to the last, no circumstance in his life is more

striking than the fact that his dreams perished with him.

In the year he died his great house burned, and with it

went, according to tradition, by a stroke of lightning,

the pine which he planted to commemorate its founding.

And with it went his hopes of family ; for Charles-Mary

died in England a bachelor ; and thus ended the dreams

of those five busy years when the young Governor looked

forward with such confidence to the accomplishment of

his ambitions in his native land.

Yet he is coming back. Among the chief antagonists

of oblivion, the genealogist sets his lance in rest. The
portrait of the New Hampshire Governor may look with

some touch of tenderness upon that huge, bald, common-
place presentment of his namesake in the Dartmouth

gallery, sometime, for his peculiar talents, mayor of a

great city in a region which when Wentworth lived was

given over to wild beasts and Indians, Chicago. For

"Long John Wentworth," amid widely diflPerent activi-

ties, devoted time and substance to revive the glory and

perpetuate the memory of the stock whence he was

sprung, and among them the New Hampshire Governor.
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And, again,—for in such curious fashion does history

war with forgetfulness,—Sir John has found another

champion among those summer residents who followed

him into that lovely land where he first planned a home

:

for one of them has written a biography to commemorate
his name, inspired, perhaps, in part by the ruins of that

house on which he staked his fortune. Thus, though but

one town of his province bears his name, and he aU but

lacks that tribute of posterity; though in an age and

land of monuments not even a statue now perpetuates

his fame, his memory is not dead. Though he fell short

of his great desire ; though his work and plans were inter-

rupted by events beyond his power to control; though

even the family through which he hoped for such im-

mortality failed him,—he has won his fight finally against

oblivion, by means which he could scarce have realized,

and which were far from those of which he dreamed.
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IT
is much to ask of a generation like ours to interest

itself even for an hour in a subject apparently so

remote, so erudite, and so unpractical as the life and
work of a Northumbrian monk who died nearly twelve

hundred years ago, and whose chief claim to distinction

is that he wrote a book. But it is a well-known canon of

authorship that neither knowledge nor ignorance is now
reckoned a bar to literary composition ; and mere interest

in a subject, or a desire to write, or even the possibility

of an audience, is held to be sufficient justification for

setting pen to paper. And, in the present instance, per-

haps the circumstance that there is to be found hardly

anywhere outside of highly learned, even technical,

studies, any reasonably full and accurate account of the

Venerable Bede, may serve as one excuse for an essay

on the first great English historian.

To most men to-day, Bede is scarcely more than a

name, if that ; and even to his biographers he is a shadowy

figure. The history of his life is, indeed, so brief and so

simple that it is difficult to construct on it any elaborate

biography such as we are accustomed to reckon a part

of worldly greatness. He has told it himself in words

which cannot be improved upon.

"I was born," he says, "in the territory of the monas-

tery [of Wearmouth-Jarrow] and at the age of seven

I was given by my relatives to the most reverend abbot

Benedict, and afterwards to Ceolfrid, to be educated.

From that time I have spent the whole of my life within
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that monastery, devoting all my pains to the study of

Scripture; and amid the observance of monastic disci-

pline and the daily charge of singing in the church, it

has ever been my delight to learn or teach or write. In

my nineteenth year I was admitted to the diaconate, in

my thirtieth to the priesthood, both by the hands of the

most reverend Bishop John, at the bidding of Abbot
Ceolfrid. From the time of my admission to the priest-

hood to my present [fifty-ninth] year, I have endeav-

ored, for my own use and that of my brethren, to make
brief notes upon the Holy Scriptures, either out of the

works of the venerable fathers, or in conformity with

their meaning and interpretation." To this it may be

added that he made two journeys of which we know;

one to Lindisfarne, the Holy Island, with its famous

monastery; and one to the monastery at York, neither

more than seventy-five miles from Jarrow ; and this, even

for the eighth century, cannot be considered as wide

traveling.

Of all the candidates for immortality, on his own ac-

count, it would be difficult to find one more unpromis-

ing than this humble monk. Viewed from the external

circumstances of his life, indeed, there seems nothing to

chronicle, and still less to make him remembered now.

Even that indefatigable historian. Bishop Stubbs, con-

fesses that "there is scarcely one of the fathers of whose

personal history so little is known." Compared with the

eventful period in which he lived, the uneventful char-

acter of his life is still more striking. In the year of his

birth the Saracens advanced to the siege of Constanti-

nople, whence they were driven by the new invention of

Greek fire. Mohammed had died but fifty years before;

and Bede was nearer to him in point of time than we are
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to Lincoln. Mohammed's followers were beginning that

great sweep across northern Africa which, before Bede
died, had crushed the Visigothic kingdom in Spain and
brought their armies to defeat at the hands of Charles

Martel on the field of Poitiers. While Bede lived, the

Merovingian dynasty was being superseded by this same
Charles, whose son Pepin was chosen king of the Franks
some fifteen years after Bede's death, while his son,

known to history as Charlemagne, was a boy of eight or

nine.

Such is the contrast between Bede and his times, which

throws in high relief a life absorbed in "learning and
teaching and writing" in a remote Northumbrian mon-
astery while the world was being shaken by these great

events. But what more is there to know of such a life

than he has told ? What more is there to know about that

of any modern scholar, save that he may be, perhaps,

more married and more traveled ? For such careers there

is little of importance in external circumstance com-

parable to that of more conspicuous characters like

kings and bishops. In such lives as those of Bede the

important things are not what offices they held, in what

spectacular events they played a part, what speeches

they made, and what their struggles were to have their

own way in the world. The only important contests in

which such men commonly take part are within them-

selves ; they are conflicts of the spirit rather than of the

sword or tongue. The greatness of these men lies in what

they do for the world, not what the world does for them,

or what they do to it.

Yet in its way Bede's was a busy life, even thougli it

had little to do with that extermination of his fell()\\

beings which makes up a great part of the histor\' of liis
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day. The young monastery which had been founded

about the time that he was born had become one of the

famous institutions of its time. The life within its walls

was that common to such establishments—the daily tasks

of the great monastery gardens and farms, of cooking

food for its hundreds of inmates, of teaching in its school,

of caring for the sick within and without its bounds, of

overseeing the novices, of visiting and ministering to the

physical and spiritual needs of the lands round about, of

studying and writing, of entertaining visitors, and, above

all, the conduct of church services.

These were no light tasks. Beginning with matins

between midnight and three o'clock in the morning

—

and it must have been cold in winter time; with prime

at sunrise, tierce half-way between sunrise and noon

—

and Bede observes that it was not always easy to de-

termine the hours in a latitude so near the midnight sun

;

with sext at mid-day, nones in mid-afternoon, even-song

at six, and complines at bedtime,—these, with the al-

lotted daily tasks, made monastic life of this period no

life of idle luxury. It was, and it was meant to be, a hard

existence, however preferable in many minds to the

vicissitudes of the world outside.

It seems to us, none the less, peculiarly detached and

isolated; much as the learned leisure and cloistered se-

clusion of academic circles nowadays appears to the non-

academic mind, and with perhaps the same proportion

of reality. There were monks then, as there have been

doubtless professors since, who saw and knew little of

the world from which they fled, and cared still less. But

there were others who were brought into close contact

with its material realities, preachers and teachers, men of

business and affairs, physicians, agents, emissaries and
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factors of all kinds. Above all were the heads of the

establishments, men of responsibility and authority,

wide-traveled, experienced men of business—like some
college presidents. There were the hewers of wood and
drawers of water ; cooks and scullions ; there were teach-

ers and writers, scribes and musicians; nurses and hos-

tlers. There were others, like Bede, who, taking part

in daily tasks and devotions, kept alive the knowledge of

their day and increased it ; and who, through books and
correspondence, contact with distinguished visitors, and

that sense of relationship with humanity which is the

product of the spirit rather than of external circum-

stance, were in touch with affairs far more than many
who played a more conspicuous part upon the worldly

stage. Born in another age, these might have been the

stuff of which professors of the better sort are made.

For these great mediaeval monasteries, besides being a

combination of church and model farm, hotel, dispensary

and hospital, publishing establishment, settlement house

and fraternity headquarters, were not unlike a modern

university, with less actual—though relative to their age

as much—learning, perhaps more social service, and cer-

tainly far more pious observances.

Such was the life of this Northumbrian monk, such

the world in which he lived. In appearance it differed

little if at all from that of thousands of his kind whose

bones, like his, are dust, but whose memories, imlike his

fame, are buried with them. What, then, has he done to

deserve our recollection? He wrote books. But hundreds

of his fellows did the same ; and most of his works, like

theirs, have sunk into oblivion. For, following the fashion

of his time and kind, the chief part of his labors, as he

says himself, were comments on the Scriptures ; on Gene-
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sis and Samuel; upon the tabernacle, its vessels and

priestly vestments; those exegetical ephemeridie of the-

ology, whose summer is long past, now dead beyond re-

call. Besides these he composed some so-called "scientific"

works—on grammar and natural phenomena ; a book, in

his own words, "concerning the nature of things" ; one on

"orthography and alphabets distinguished in order" ; one

on the "metrical art, and in connection with this another

little book on figures of speech and tropes, that is, the

forms and modes of speaking, with which the Holy
Scriptures are connected." Besides these, still, he com-

posed, or compiled, a hymnal; a book of epigrams in

heroic or elegiac meters ; a martyrology of the natal days

of the saints; a history of certain saints, one, he says,

"badly translated from the Greek"; a history of the

abbots of his monastery; and two chronologies; in all

some twelve stout volumes when printed out in modern

form, no small life work as such things go.

Of these his chronology was of peculiar significance

for he used the so-called Dionysian system of reckon-

ing events from the birth of Christ, which had been de-

vised a century before by an Italian abbot ; and so con-

firmed, if he did not actually introduce, that system in

English historiography. To this matter of chronology,

indeed, he devoted his time and talents, and became the

great champion of that far-reaching controversy be-

tween the Roman and Celtic churches, whose issue

turned, in no small part, upon the method of calculating

the date of Easter, and the proper time for its celebra-

tion. Thus he established his professional reputation, and

took his first step towards immortality ; for early writers

speak of him as "Bede the Computator," the "marvelous

computator," "most studious in the Scriptures, especially
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in the art of calculating"; and, as the most industrious

as well as the most eminent of English theological

authorities and the model of monastic virtues, Bede
"the Venerable."

Yet, even so, were this the whole story; had Bede's

contribution to the world ended with a long and blame-

less life as monk of Wearmouth-Jarrow ; or with his

long list of writings on the Scriptures, his hymnals and
his verse; even, perhaps, with his great service to chro-

nology and the Easter controversy,—though no doubt to

his mind and to those of his fellows these were his chief

achievements in this life and his chief claims to life here-

after,—men to-day might still be wholly ignorant of his

name, save here and there a lonely scholar might recall

his work. For so he lived to nearly three score years, but

httle known beyond the narrow circle of his professional

brethren.

But when he was some fifty-eight or fifty-nine, he

wrote a book which lifted him above the level of his times,

and kept his name alive to all posterity—his great Ec-

clesiastical History of the English People. For this book

he is remembered ; and from it, rather than from his other

works we may derive some knowledge of him, what kind

of man he was, what he thought and believed, what was

his mental and spiritual stature. We may, in fact,

through it, come to know liim better than most men we

meet day by day, whose outward semblance is well

known to us, but whose true characters are less familiar

to us than the character of this long-dead monk of whose

form and features we have not the slightest notion. Such

is the curious nature of life. Such is tlie advantage—or

disadvantage—of authorship; for is not Job made to
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say: "Behold, my desire is, that the Almighty would an-

swer me, and that mine adversary had written a book I"

It may seem superfluous, if not tiresome, to describe

the book which has prolonged the memory of its author

for more than a thousand years, yet not to do it would

be to leave Hamlet out. The Ecclesiastical History of

the English People is, in its essence, what it purports

to be, an account of the development of the English

Church from the coming of that rather unwilling apostle

to the British Isles, St. Augustine, in 597, to what Bede
calls in his final chapter the "Present state of the English

people and of all Britain," that is to say about the year

731. It is divided into five books, the first largely devoted

to an introductory account of Britain and its history be-

fore the coming of Augustine, with the story of his mis-

sion. The remaining books cover the hundred and thirty

years between 600 and the time Bede closed his story.

Merely as a matter of proportion, chronologically

speaking, this work which fills perhaps three hundred

pages of a modern book, is well constructed and carefully

arranged. It compares, indeed, not unfavorably with

almost any similar history written at any time. It is, even

now, making some small allowance for a difference in

times and tastes, readable by a generation accustomed

to a very different kind of literature. Its vigorous style,

attractive even in translation ; its wealth of anecdote and

character sketches, which, though often tinctured with

the miraculous element so dear to his time and his pro-

fession, seldom sink to the level of the "Sunday-school

book" moralizing so dear to our more immediate ances-

tors, pro^ade that strong "human interest" which the

most modern of modernity demands. To the men of his

own day it must have seemed a godsend, for even its
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mediaeval readers could omit—as King Alfred actually

did when he translated the volume into Anglo-Saxon

—

most of the many letters from the Popes, and so shorten

and enliven the narrative.

And in no respect does his book differ from that of

most mediaeval historians more than in this. As one goes

through the work of his contemporaries, his predecessors,

and even most of his monastic successors, few things

seem more remarkable than the desire of those worthies

to leave nothing untold, to harmonize the irreconciliable,

to chronicle the utterly impossible and vain. Most of

them begin, as perhaps they should, at the beginning, for

universal history is the most ancient, if not the most

honorable, form of historical activity. And as the early

monastic historians had at most scarcely more than four

sources of information of events before their time—the

Bible; Virgil, and sometimes Homer; the Fathers; and

the traditions of their race—and as they belonged to the

harmonizing rather than the critical school, the results

of their combination of these are sometimes surprising

in the extreme.

This is most striking in their genealogies. There it is

not uncommon to find Adam and Noah linked with the

descendants of Priam,—^neas and his brethren, whom
mediaeval fancy determined as Britus who founded

Britain, Francus who founded France,—eponymous

heroes who fled from Troy to whatever shore they could

make and there set up their household gods. These in

turn are connected with the heroes of Teutonic my-
thology, so that the already incongruous family circle

is enlarged by the intrusion of Woden and his descend-

ants. And it is scarcely necessary to point out that a re-

union of Noah, Adam and his family, Priam's sons, and
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Woden's descendants would have made an interesting

occasion, in whatever reahn of future blessedness it was

held.

Such temptations, at least, Bede avoids. His history

begins, not with the creation, whether Biblical or scien-

tific or mythological, but where history should begin,

with geography. "The island of Britain," he starts off,

providing at once the scene and the conditions of his

narrative, "which is sometimes called Albion, is situated

to the north and west [of the continent of Europe], fac-

ing, but at a considerable distance from the coasts of

Gaul and Germany and Spain, which form the greatest

part of Europe. It is about eight hundred miles long to

the north, and two hundred miles wide, except where

promontories make it wider, and it is about 3675 miles

around." Its nearest port to the Continent is Rich-

borough, whence it is about fifty miles across to Bou-

logne. At the back of this island are the Orcades. Thus

we know at the beginning just where we are.

And what kind of a place is it? That, too, he tells us.

It grows grain and trees, it is good for cattle, it produces

vines, has plenty of land and waterfowl, fish, and plenti-

ful springs, an abundance of salmon and eels ; there are

seals and dolphins and whales in the surrounding waters,

many sorts of shellfish, often containing pearls, and

quantities of cockles of which cochineal is made. There

are salt and hot springs, which furnish baths for all ages

and sexes, and, as he is careful to say, "arranged accord-

ingly." The land is rich in metals, copper, iron, lead, and

silver; it even produces jet which, being heated, "drives

away serpents," and being rubbed, "holds fast whatever

is appHed to it like amber."

Once Britain contained twenty-eight noble cities, be-
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sides many castles or fortresses; and of these remnants

of the vanished Roman civihzation he speaks frequently

throughout his narrative. Lying as it does almost under

the North Pole, the nights are light in summer—or the

days are of great length—and there is a midnight sun,

quite unlike "Armenia, Macedonia or Italy." There are

five languages spoken, "according to the number of

books in v^^hich the Divine Law is written," Enghsh,

British, Scottish, Pictish, and Latin, the last "by study

of the Scriptures common to all the rest." The first in-

habitants were the Britons, who came, it is said, from

Armorica. Then the Picts, coming from "Scythia" in a

few "long ships," reached Ireland, whence, encouraged

by the Scots to prolong their journey, they proceeded

to conquer northern Britain, whither in course of time

they were followed by the Scots.

Then as to Ireland, which, though shorter than Brit-

ain, "in breadth and wholesomeness and serenity of cli-

mate far surpasses" the sister island. "For no man makes

hay there in summer for the winter's provision, nor

builds stables for his cattle"; "no reptiles are found

there, and no snake can live there ... on the contrary

almost all things in the island are good against poison."

Moreover, this favored land abounds in milk and honey,

vines, fish, and fowl, and "is remarkable for its deer and

goats."

Such is the scene of his story; and it is evident that

Bede regarded his native land as a peculiarly blessed

and delightful place—which is no bad qualification for

its historian. The stage thus set, first enter the Roman
hosts by sea in eighty ships, under the lead, as his Anglo-

Saxon translator renders his words—incorrectly—of the

"Emperor Gains, also called Julius." The conquest
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made, Bede discusses at some length the history of the

new masters of Britain and their rule; notes the Wall
of Severus, which he himself has seen; tells of the perse-

cution under Diocletian, and the martyrdom of St.

Alban; the heresy of the Briton Pelagius—whom later

scholars have determined was a Welshman named
Morgan ; of the invasions of the Picts and Scots on the

Roman withdrawal; and the British invitation first to

Aetius, then to the Angles and Saxons, to come over

and help them. Then, briefly recording the degeneration

and overthrow of the Britons, with an excursus on St.

Germanus, who, in the words of the famous epigram,

"first quelled the tempest of the sea and afterwards that

of the Pelagian heretics," he passes to his true theme,

the conversion of the Anglo-Saxon conquerors.

To this introductory part of his book the ubiquitous

German scholar has taken severe exception, as being

both inaccurate and inadequate, especially with regard

to the Britons. But Bede had neither the sources of in-

formation nor the peculiar sympathy with the British

possessed by the Teutonic critic. He was concerned less

with those who had fallen than with the fortunes of their

new masters. Moreover it was easier to obtain material

on the Britons in the nineteenth century than in the

eighth—and in regard to the main body of his history

even the German admits its excellence.

But once his introduction done, this is the tale he

tells : how Pope Gregory sent Augustine into Britain to

preach the word of God to the English nation; the ad-

ventures of his mission in Kent; how thence the faith

was spread, to the East Saxons by Mellitus, to East

Anglia and Northumbria by Paulinus, to Mercia first

by the Scot Diuma, to the West Saxons by Wilfrid, to
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the South Saxons by Haedde,—devoted torchbearers

of the faith, now names and less than names to most of

us. Thereafter he relates the struggles of the new com-

munion to keep what it had won, the frequent lapses of

its proselytes and their reconversions ; the gradual estab-

lishment of bishoprics and an episcopal succession; the

foundation of monasteries ; the slow and toilsome efforts

of successive churchmen to lay foundations for the faith

;

and their final triumph.

On its face such a story would seem to have but little

interest for those outside the circles of church influence

;

stories of missionary enterprise are seldom enlivening

save to a small and select audience. But in Bede's hands

it has an epic quality. Every great history is the story

of a great conflict; and this is no exception. It is the

struggle not merely of the white Christ against the

pagan gods ; it is the chronicle of the civilizing influence

of the old world on the new. It has its chief protagonist,

Pope Gregory the First, who conceived and directed the

great enterprise; its lesser heroes, not only St. Augus-
tine, Pauhnus, Wilfrid of York, Chad and Cedd of

Mercia ; but, on the other side, Aidan and Cuthbert and

Columba of the Celtic church, champions not only of

Christianity, but of that rival communion whose contest

with Rome adds a secondary plot and interest to the

narrative. Such history as he writes, even of what may
be called half-contemptuously, missionary enterprise,

has neither time nor place of fashion or of season; it

is good at any time, for it is an imperishable record of

human striving which is ever our chief source of interest.

It was a great and seemed like to be a dangerous en-

terprise, this conversion of those fierce pagan tribes

which had overrun the Roman Empire and overthrown
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the civilization of the ancient world. It took courage and

ability and self-sacrifice; and no one can read the story

of the men who went forth on this great crusade without

respect for their high qualities. Moreover, apart from the

religious aspect of their labors, they had wide and deep

worldly significance, for what Rome had finally failed

to do by the sword of the flesh, she undertook with spir-

itual weapons and with more enduring success. Viewed
merely as a political, and still more as a cultural, achieve-

ment, the conversion is a great fact in history. These

missionaries were not only champions of Christianity

but of civilization; the preachers taught more than the

precepts of a new religion, they were the apostles of

a new life. The monasteries they founded were more than

spiritual centers, they were the outposts of that Roman
polity and power which, through them, penetrated the

remotest corner of this new Teutonic Europe, bound it

to herself, and brought to it the traditions and customs

of the older world.

It was Bede's own abbot, Benedict, who carried to

this distant house the "treasures" which he picked up
on his many visits to Rome, "never returning from his

many journeys oversea without some gifts, now copies

of sacred books, now relics of the blessed martyrs, now
architects for building the church, now glass-makers to

construct and ornament the windows, now singers, and

masters to teach the church services, now a Papal letter

of privilege, now pictures of sacred history." He was a

type of his class, this great Anglo-Saxon nobleman,

turned monk, founder and benefactor of monasteries.

So Theodore of Tarsus established his famous school at

Canterbury which trained the scholars of Britain; so

Wilfrid brought to York singers and stonecutters, glass-
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makers, workers in iron, gold- and silversmiths. There

he established a still more famous school from which

went out Alcuin to Charlemagne's court, to bear the

torch of learning to that great empire. So Ceolfrid, the

noble founder of Wearmouth, sent architects to the

Pictish king. With these went, too, the humbler but no

less necessary arts, of husbandry, of cattle breeding, of

gardening, which made these great ecclesiastical estab-

hshments the foundation-stones of a new edifice of civ-

lization in the wilderness.

How were these barbarians approached, and how did

they receive the new faith? The answer is the conmion-

place of missionary labor; it has been repeated a thou-

sand times and in a thousand forms, yet its beginning

never loses charm, for it is the story of the childhood of

our race. There is no better illustration of it than the

tale of Edwin of Northumbria's conversion. Driven,

when a youth, from his kingdom by Ethelfrid, he sought

refuge with Redwald of East Anglia, who, refusing to

surrender him, was threatened with attack by Ethelfrid.

In fear of such a powerful enemy, Redwald considered

for a time returning the young fugitive to the usurper.

Seeking flight the prince was dissuaded from his plan

by a mysterious stranger who told him of Redwald's

final decision to protect him. When Ethelfrid was de-

feated and Edwin was restored, the stranger proved to

be the missionary, Paulinus ; and in return for his friend-

ship, Edwin summoned his friends and counsellors to

hear the new gospel. In the argument which followed

the motives for accepting Christianity are vividly set

forth. But let Bede tell the story.

Having asked the chief men what they thought of

Paulinus' message, first Coifi, the chief priest, spoke.
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**Oh, king," he said, "consider what this is which is now
preached to us ; for truly I confess that the religion which

I have hitherto professed has no virtue in it. For none

of your followers has devoted himself more diligently

to the worship of our gods than I; and yet there are

many who have received more benefits from you; and

more dignities, and are more prosperous in all things.

Now if the gods were good for anything, they would help

me more, for I have been more careful to serve them.

Therefore, if you consider this new religion fairer and

stronger, let us adopt it at once." There spoke the prac-

tical man.

But another of the King's counsellors, in the words of

the Anglo-Saxon version of the best-known of all Bede's

stories, "one of his chief men assented to these words, and

took up the tale, and thus spoke : 'Oh, king, this life on

earth in comparison with the time which is unknown to

us seems to me as if you sat at table with your ealdormen

and thanes in winter-time ; and the fire is lighted and the

hall warm, while outside it rains and snows and storms

;

and there comes a sparrow and flies swiftly through the

house, in one door and out the other. And while he is

inside he is not pelted with the winter storm; but that

is only the twinkling of an eye, and it passes, and he

soon comes from winter to winter again. So, then, this

life of man seems but a little while; what goes before,

or what comes after, we know not. Therefore if this new
doctrine brings aught more certain or more probable, it

is worth while for us to follow it.'
"

Then, the others coinciding, and Paulinus having

preached, the ever practical Coifi observed that, hav-

ing sought truth in the worship of the old gods, and

having failed to find it ; and it appearing from Paulinus'
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words that the new faith would, as he said, "provide the

gifts of this life, salvation, and eternal happiness," he

proposed that they should at once set fire to the old

temples and altars, "which we have consecrated without

receiving any benefit from them." Asked who should be-

gin the hazardous work of destruction—for if the old

gods should, by any chance, have power it might have

been unfortunate for their opponents—he showed the

courage of his convictions. He volunteered to begin the

holocaust; mounted a stallion,—which was forbidden to

priests,—cast his spear into the temple and ordered his

companions to burn it down. Which, seeing that nothing

happened to him as the result of his sacrilege, they did

;

and thus was Northumbria brought to the true faith.

But there is one notable circumstance in this history

of the conversion of the Anglo-Saxon race—there are

no martyrs! It is true that Augustine was not at first

allowed an indoor interview with the Kentish king for

fear his magic would be more effective within four walls

and a roof; that Mellitus and Justus fled from their

backshding congregations; that the Anglo-Saxon king

at the battle of Chester first slew two hundred monks
who came to pray for the success of his British enemies

and after his victory destroyed their monastery of Ban-
gor-iscoed. But, unlike the Romans, the Germans, and
the Frisians, even the Scandinavians, the Anglo-Saxons

seem to have raised no hand against the Roman priests.

The history of Bede is, then, no martyrology.

Yet if it lacks sad stories of the death of saints, the

tale of the conversion has its full complement of inter-

esting incidents. Of the grand strategy of the inspiring

leader of this important enterprise, Gregory the Great,

who directed it from Rome ; of the devices to wean men
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away from pagan practices there are a hundred in-

stances ; of the adventures of his agents there are a hun-

dred more. The identification of the Christian festivals,

hke Easter and Cliristmas, with pagan ceremonials of

the approach of spring, and of midwinter, with Freya

and Yuletide; the use of pagan temples wherever pos-

sible for Christian worship, so that people would not have

too great a shock to their traditions of time and place of

worship,—these are characteristic touches of the Roman
pontiff's statesmanship. The caution of King Redwald
of East Anglia who set up altars to the old gods and

the new at opposite ends of the temples, so that he might

win either way ; the final, conclusive argument advanced

by the Roman emissary at the Synod of Whitby, that

St. Peter held the keys of the gate of Heaven, sorrow-

fully admitted by the Celtic representative, convinced

the Northumbrian king that he ought not to antagonize

the church of the gatekeeper,—these are the little touches

which bring the story home. The aid given to rulers by

counsel in battle, as in the great victory where the British

Christians put their pagan opponents into confusion and

flight by singing Alleluia to them, after the manner of

Cromwell's Ironsides as they charged; the aid given to

the starving people by the missionary who taught them

to fish,—these are a few instances of the many services

the gospel-bearers rendered outside the field of the new
theology.

Such are the tales which make Bede still readable.

There are the puns of Gregory the Great upon the sight

of fair-haired English youths in the Roman slave mar-

ket, who seemed to him more like angels than Angles;

that, coming from the kingdom of Deira, they should be

saved de ira, from God's wrath; that, their king's name
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being JElla, they should be taught to sing Alleluia;

this is the most ancient of recorded jests in English

history. There is beside it the tale of Caedmon, the hos-

tler-monk of Whitby, who in a gathering where, after

the good old English fashion, each must take his share

in entertainment, left the room because he saw the harp

coming towards him and he could not sing; and so re-

tiring to the stables fell asleep and was there visited by

an angel who encouraged him to sing of Creation. And
thus he sang:

Now let us praise the heavenly kingdom's ward

The Creator's power and his mode of mind,

The works of the father of glory, how He wrought wonders,

The eternal Lord who created marvels.

He first wrought for the children of the earth

Heaven as a roof, this holy Creator

;

Then this guardian of mankind

The eternal Lord, afterwards fashioned

The earth as a home for men, the almighty ruler.

So runs the beginning of the first English epic, and of

English poetry. To the modern ear, attuned to the lan-

guage and the sentiments of free verse, it may seem no

great achievement ; but it shows, at least, how far we have

come since those early days. And it is only fair to add

Bede's own comment. "This is the sense but not the

words in order as he sang them in his sleep ; for verses,

however well composed, cannot be translated literally

out of one language into another without losing much of

their beauty and loftiness"—a critical observation as

good to-day as then.

Such is the tale he tells, but it is not all the tale. For,

apart from the conversion of the English folk, and the
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spread of the Roman church among them, there remains

the great conflict with the Celtic church, which, having

long refused to share its hope of immortality with its

conquerors, was stirred to undertake the task hy the ad-

vent of the Roman missionaries. It is scarcely surprising

that the British Christians did not care to commit them-

selves to the tender mercies of the Saxon tribes; nor is

it probable that the latter would have looked with favor

on an effort to replace their victorious deities with the

God of the conquered—for faith and works were inti-

mately associated in their practical minds. Here the Ro-

man church had a distinct advantage over its rival in

this missionary field.

Yet the Celtic church was, in many ways, a worthy

antagonist. Founded during the occupation of Britain

by the Roman legions, it boasted an antiquity as great

as that of the church of Rome itself. The numerous in-

scriptions on tombs of legionaries attest its wide sway

in their ranks ; thence it spread to the Romanized Brit-

ons, and there are still found little parishes, even in the

midst of English towns, whose names reveal their Brit-

ish character. It survived the withdrawal of the Roman
garrisons and seems to have gradually displaced Druid-

ism in great parts of the island. Besides its greater cen-

ters, York, Lincoln, and London, its followers had be-

gun to found monasteries which became the peculiar

products of its genius, especially in the west. From that

region in time came St. Patrick, who bore Christianity

into Ireland. There and in Wales, and in the islands,

there arose the great monastic establishments which, by

the time of Anglo-Saxon conquest, numbered their in-

mates by hundreds, or even, it is said, by thousands ; de-
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veloping there customs, traditions, and ceremonies which

differed in many ways from those of the Roman church.

To that region it was largely confined by the Con-

quest ; but when the first storm of invasion had passed,

with its co-ordinate conmiunion, the Irish church, it set

forth to Christianize Europe at about the same time

that Rome took up the same great enterprise. For this

it was well equipped. Protected from the great barbarian

invasions, the Irish church in particular had maintained

and even advanced the standards of culture which had

almost vanished elsewhere. Thence its representatives

bore them back to Britain and the Continent, where their

pupils and successors were the chief agents in that Caro-

lingian renaissance, which, during the eighth and ninth

centuries began the re-education of the continent.

It was, indeed, largely, if not wholly, an ecclesiastical

culture, and confined to the monasteries. It was, unlike

that of Rome, little concerned with the more material

affairs of life. Yet it was eminent in missionary enter-

prise. Its clergy were notoriously fond of wandering;

and their church organization, which was founded on

the monastery rather than the diocese as the unit of

organization, lent itself to this form of church activity.

While Rome was converting the Anglo-Saxons, and

long before, emissaries of the Celtic church had found

their way to the Continent as well as through Britain,

establishing monasteries and monastic schools in France

and the Rhineland, in Switzerland, in Italy itself, which

had profound and far-reaching influence. From Fin-

nian's famous seminary at Clonard went Columba to

found the monastery of Hii or lona to convert the north-

em Picts. Thence their activities spread southward, till

by Bede's time they had reached Northumbria, where
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they came in contact with those of the Koman church

advancing from the south.

It was not tlie first time the rival communions had

met on British soil. Hardly had Augustine founded his

church in Kent when he came into conflict with emissa-

ries from the four Welsh monastery bishoprics, who re-

fused to submit to his jurisdiction. To the British church

Gregory the Great and his successors wrote letters ad-

juring it to conform to the Roman tradition and admit

Papal supremacy ; and from the Irish church went rep-

resentatives to Rome to uphold their cause and gain

recognition of their contentions. From the beginning to

the middle of the seventh century the conflict raged, until

at the Synod of Whitby Wilfrid's arguments persuaded

King Oswy of Northumbria to adopt the Roman ob-

servances. Thereafter the contest resolved itself into a

struggle to make the Celts give up their "dissenting"

forms ; till in the course of centuries the two communions

were gradually fused in one.

To the mind of a modern layman there is not much
of interest or importance in a controversy over the cor-

rect method of calculating the date of Easter, or whether

a tonsure should be round or horseshoe-shaped, or what

the precise form of baptism ought to be. Yet such issues

are stiU the stuff of much theological argument, and on

their acceptance, or rejection, in many minds salvation

or damnation hangs by a thread between two definitions

of the same Greek word. There is in them some esoteric

quality of mystical significance whose importance it is

not our province to discuss ; and in this case more than

theology was involved—ecclesiastical supremacy was at

stake.

Moreover, in a worldly sense there is something to be
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said of this struggle between Roman and Irish Chris-

tianity, and for the adoption of the former by the Eng-
lish. The high political sense of the Roman church, its

organization by parish and diocese, its centralized con-

trol, was in sharp contrast to the loose structure of the

Celtic establishment, and in due course of time contrib-

uted its share to the political development of its adher-

ents. Its long tradition of government and law, inherited

from the old days of the Republic and the Empire; its

widespread, closely knit fabric of organization ; its active

interest in the material welfare of its followers; its role

of preserver, interpreter, and transmitter of such of the

old culture as seemed consistent with its faith,—all these

brought the English into the current of the times and
made them a part of the European world, in ways which

would have been impossible had they been drawn within

the orbit of the Celtic church. Viewed merely from this

standpoint the victory rested with the communion which

deserved to win, and whose triumph, despite the virtues

of the Celtic church, seems, on the whole, for their best

interests.

How does Bede approach this great contest? In what
spirit does he write of his ecclesiastical antagonists? It

might well be supposed that the great computator, the

author of two chronologies, the eminent champion of the

Roman church, would have attacked his opponents with

aU the vigor of the odium theologicum so dear to his pro-

fession as a whole. In some measure that is the fact. The
last, most learned, editor of Bede, indeed, bewails the in-

jection of the Paschal controversy into the History. But
the surprising thing would have been its omission ; and,

considering the usual acrimony of such controversies

from that time to our own, it would have been a miracle
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greater than any the historian records had such a ques-

tion been omitted from his book. As to his treatment of

the great Celtic churchmen, let his own account of Aidan

bear witness.

"I have written this much concerning the person and

works of the aforesaid Aidan," he says, "in no way com-

mending or approving what he imperfectly understood

in relation to the observance of Easter; nay, greatly de-

testing the same, as I have most manifestly proved in

the book I wrote, De Temporibv^j but, like an impartial

historian, relating what was done by or with him, and

commending such things as were praiseworthy in his

actions and preserving the memory of these for my
readers ; namely his love of peace and charity, his conti-

nence and humility, his mind superior to anger and ava-

rice, and despising pride and vainglory, his industry in

keeping the heavenly commandments, his diligence in

reading and keeping vigils, his authority befitting a

priest in reproving the arrogant and powerful, his com-

passion in comforting the afflicted, and in relieving and

defending the poor."

Nevertheless, as Bede repeats, he disapproved of

Aidan's not observing Easter at the proper time, "Yet

this I approve in him—that in the celebration of Easter

the object which he had in view in all he said, did, or

preached, was the same as ours, that is the redemption

of mankind through the passion, resurrection, and ascen-

sion into Heaven of the man Jesus Christ, the mediator

between God and man." May one not add, let none of

us have a worse account of himself from any of his oppo-

nents in whatever field?

Few things reveal men's character more accurately

than this, their attitude towards those who oppose them.
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Bede was at the meeting-point of the rival communions

;

he had taken an active, even an eminent part in the great

controversy; he was convinced that his side was right,

yet he called no names, he vilified neither the character,

nor the motives, nor even the intelligence, of his antago-

nists. He believed them, however mistaken on this point,

like himself and his fellows, servants of Christ and seek-

ers after truth ; and he had seen and bore witness to their

manifold virtues.

His attitude towards all heresies was the same. He was

a zealous champion of orthodoxy; few heresies or none

escaped his refutation. But he descended neither to per-

sonality nor to vituperation as an argument. Moreover
he seems to have cherished a quiet belief that heresies

were not, on the whole, an unmixed evil. He observes

philosophically that different forms of error have a way
of destroying each other ; and he implies that the attacks

of heretics have often brought out the best qualities of

the Church in her defense ; that the fairest harmony often

results from difference; that truth has nothing to fear

from controversy. It is a comforting belief; and it has

more truth in it than unity in forcible conformity.

That spirit was typical of the man. His latest, and

greatest, editor has brought together some of his opin-

ions on various problems of life, which illuminate his

character more than a volume of appreciations. "To at-

tempt literally to pray or fast or labour without ceasing

would," he declares, "be foolish obstinacy. . . . It is

safer not to possess riches, but it is the loving them, not

the having them, that is the sin. . . . Lazarus was not

received into Abraham's bosom because he was poor, but

because he was humble and innocent ; nor was Dives con-

demned because he was rich but because he was proud
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aiid pitiless. . . . Christ Himself did not literally ob-

serve tlie precept to turn the other cheek to the striker,

and although we should give to every one that asketh, it

does not follow that we should give him what he asks.

For there is a weak kind of compassion which amounts

to sympathy with crime, and merely encourages wrong-

doing. . . . The command 'Judge not' does not mean
that we are not to condemn open and flagrant sins ; the

command against wearing two coats does not forbid the

use of extra clothing in cold climates." In brief, to be a

Christian, in Bede's eyes does not mean the abdication

of one's common sense. It is, indeed, this same sturdy

common sense, no less than his broad charity, which

conmiends him to us.

Such was the spirit in which he dealt with the most

difficult of the problems of his history. That spirit was

characteristic of the whole ; and it is apparent that this

remote Northumbrian monk had somehow in him that

combination of qualities which men recognize as belong-

ing to the office of historian. What are those qualities?

They are, first and foremost, a love of truth, and the

capacity of perceiving it—that mysterious quality we
call judgment. They are, secondly, the industry and

ability to secure the facts. They are, thirdly, the capacity

to arrange and to present those facts in a truthful and

a readable narrative.

Or, if you prefer—as you should—Bede's own state-

ment of the case, here is his preface. "I, Bede, servant

of Christ and priest, send greeting to the well-beloved

King Ceolwulf. And I send you the history which I

lately wrote about the English people, for you to read

and to examine at your leisure, and also to copy out and

impart to others more at large ; and I have confidence in
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your zeal because you are very diligent and inquisitive

as to the sayings and doings of men of old; and above

all the famous men among our people. For this book

either speaks good of the good, and the hearer imitates

that ; or it speaks evil of the evil, and the hearer flees and

shuns the evil. For it is good to praise the good and blame

the bad, that the hearer may profit. If your hearer is

reluctant, how else will he gain instruction? I have writ-

ten this for your profit and for that of your people; as

God chose you out to be king, it behooves you to instruct

your people. And that there may be the less doubt

whether this history is true, I will state the sources of

my narrative."

There you have his simple historical faith. If history

is to be worth writing it must be of some use to someone

;

it must be read in high places and spread abroad ; and it

must teach its lessons. For Bede was of an old-fashioned

school which had standards of life and conduct and was

not ashamed of them, nor thought that good and evil

were relative terms which should not be taken too seri-

ously. Moreover, he believed that the historian should

be a judge and not a mere reporter; and, holding to the

moralities as he did, he thus expressed a doctrine of much
vogue, that history is, or ought to be, philosophy—or,

as he would have said, religion—teaching by example.

Where did he get his training and material? That, too,

he tells us. "My first assistant and teacher," he goes on

to say, "was the venerable abbot Albinus, a man who had

traveled and studied much, and was the best scholar in

England. He told me chiefly about Theodore of blessed

memory, who was bishop in Canterbury, and of the ab-

bot Adrian, under whom he had chiefly studied. All

that he ascertained in Kent and the adjoining districts,
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from written documents and the traditions of the old

inhabitants, or from the disciples of the blessed pope,

St. Gregory ; all that was memorable he transmitted to

me through Nothelm, a pious priest of London, either

sending him to me in person, or sending me a written

statement. From the beginning of these books till the

English received the faith of Christ, I have derived what

is here written from the traditions of old men; and

thenceforward to the present, chiefly from the disciples

of the blessed pope, St. Gregory, with the dates accord-

ing to all the kings' reigns, all recorded through abbot

Albinus and the reports and statements of Nothelm."

This is the first clue to the value and importance of his

history, and to his enduring reputation. It is not often

that an historian has such assistance in his labors as that

of the greatest scholar in England, and of a churchman

who, like Nothelm, became archbishop of Canterbury:

nor does he often have such an opportunity for collect-

ing material as that afforded by Nothelm's visits to

Rome in search of documents. Yet even this was the

least of the assistance he received. For through Albinus

and the West Saxon bishop, Daniel, came material for

the history of the conversion of the West and South

Saxons and the Isle of Wight; from bishop Cedd the

progress of the faith in Mercia; from Chad further

material regarding Mercia and the East Saxons; from

the monks of Lastingham, from the abbot Isse, and from

ancient traditions transmitted to him, the antiquities and

conversion of East Anglia; from bishop Cynebert the

conversion of Lindsey; and from a cloud of witnesses,

as well as from his own memory the conversion of Nor-

thumbria. Finally, from the documents he found at Lin-

disfarne and York and his conversations there he learned
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much of Cuthbert and Wilfrid. Such were some of the

authorities for his history. "And now," he adds, having

enumerated them, "I humbly beg and entreat the reader

that if he find or hear anything different he will not

blame me."

Two things are evident from his relation of his list

of sources
;
perhaps three. The first is that seldom if ever

has any historian had such an opportunity as Bede. He
was like Herodotus, save that he did not have to travel

to secure material, for most of it was brought to him. He
was like Thucydides in that he knew many who had

taken part in the events he describes. Fully conscious

of the great historical importance of the movement of

peoples which had transformed Britain into England,

and had begun to bring its new masters into the current

of continental faith and practices, he and his friends de-

termined to commemorate this to posterity, and the

whole strength of the Roman church in Britain, and

even in Rome itself, was lent to its historian. He was

more than an individual, he was the representative of

the most powerful organization in the world. Beside his

sources of information even the richest of modern ar-

chives seem barren. This fact explains, among other

things, how this humble monk in a remote Northumbrian

monastery, apparently far removed from all worldly

affairs and connections, came to be in one sense a world

figure and remembered until now.

He had this enormous advantage besides—^his in-

formants were the men who had done, or who had known
the men who had done, the things of which he wrote.

Bede lived almost in the dawn of English history; less

than three hundred years after Hengist and Horsa had

first landed in Thanet ; less than two hundred years after
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Ida, the "flame-bearer," had founded the kingdom of

Bernicia in the Scotch Lowlands; less than a century

and a half after St. Augustine had landed in Kent. Dur-

ing Bede's own lifetime king Ine of Wessex gave his

people the first code of written Anglo-Saxon laws "after

the Roman fashion" of which we have knowledge. While

he lived Casdmon was writing his poetry ; Willibrord was

converting the Frisians, Boniface the Germans. The
wars of the Saxons with the Celts of Cornwall and of

the Scotch Highlands were still going on and the con-

querors were still contending bitterly among themselves

for the possession of their great inheritance. Wilfrid,

whose eloquence had won Northumbria for Rome at

Whitby, was still alive in Bede's time and Archbishop of

York, nor is it improbable that he was fond of telling

how he got the best of his Celtic opponents in that argu-

ment.

One only needs to read the History to see that Bede's

formal acknowledgments to his collaborators are only

half the tale. Continually through his pages he notes his

indebtedness to a host of other informants—to Berc-

thun, deacon of Hexham, who told him of Bishop John;

to those who told him of Aidan's life; to the physician

Cynefrid, who related the miracle of the uncorrupted

body of St. Ethelthrith; to Deda, the priest of Putney,

who told him of Paulinus in Lindsey ; to iEdgils, a monk
of Coldingham, who came to Wearmouth-Jarrow and

told him of Adamnan; to Trumberct, who told him of

his teacher Chad ; to bishop Benedict's friends, who told

him of that prelate's activities. The list is almost endless

;

it reads like a catalogue of the English church.

Nor is this all the help that he received. Much of the

information sent him by his correspondents was, without
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doubt, transcription in some form of those monastic

memoranda or chronicles which, as Bede observes in one

place, "the priest went and consulted" on some disputed

point. Some of it came from existing manuscripts, like

that anonymous life of Pope Gregory written by a monk
of Whitby from whom Bede copied it; from Eddius'

Life of Wilfrid; from the Life of Cuthhert by a monk
of Lindisfarne; with other similar material now wholly

or largely lost to us.

Thus was the material assembled for the first English

history; and it is apparent that, though the writing is

said to have taken no more than a twelvemonth, the work

is that of a lifetime. The mere copying and transmission

of the Papal letters it contains, the epitaphs of those dis-

tinguished Englishmen who died in Rome, must have

taken years. The transmission of manuscripts from one

house to another, by that curious lending-library system

which the monastic world practised, took as long. The

infinite correspondence which Bede must have carried

on, his lengthy conversations with all sorts of men who

brought him information—all this was not the work of

one year nor of ten. So we must look on this great his-

tory not as a twelvemonth's task of a single individual,

but the life interest of a whole generation. And, if noth-

ing else, it serves to show that the life of a man like Bede

was far from being "remote, unfriended, melancholy,

slow." He was, in fact, though at the extreme corner of

the European world, in constant touch with many of its

greatest figures and events.

He was a great reader, and he had a whole library of

medigeval, even ancient, writers from which he drew his

inspiration and material. Orosius, Eutropius, Isidore of

Seville, Pliny, Virgil, Tertullian, Prosper of Aquitaine,
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and a score of others; with Gildas and Nennius among
British historians ; chronicles, biographies. The books on

all sorts of subjects from poetry to geography which he

mentions prove that he was not only a studious but, what

is a far different thing, a well-read man. Thus, like his

far later successor, Green, he managed to "hide in his

study and yet gain a quiet name."

Yet with all this, with all his reading and correspond-

ence, all his informants and all the documents they pro-

vided him, there remains the fact that he wrote the

history in such fashion that it has lived not as a mere

source of information for scholars but a book read by

men. This is his great achievement, this is the thing which

above others keeps his name alive, this is the real test

of his talents and his character; and this is due to two

things—to his selection of material and his style. The
latter is, indeed, remarkable at any time, but especially

when he wrote. Simple and clear, neither Virgilian nor

Ciceronian, neither involved like Livy nor blunt like

Tacitus, much less has it the turgidity of much mediaeval

Latin nor the puerility of much more. It is rather like

that of the Vulgate, which it often quotes, and thus, in

so far as possible, he follows the dictum so often im-

posed upon us. He could not found his style on the

Bible and Shakespeare for reasons of chronology, but

he did the best he could. He tells a simple and for the

most part a straightforward story in a simple and

straightforward style. He never forgets that most im-

portant fact, so often neglected by so-called historians,

—that he is telling a story. Moreover, he is not afraid,

as lesser men have always been afraid, to tell it in an

interesting way. He did not even disdain at times a cer-

tain poetic quality; he lingers over Csedmon; he quotes

I
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apposite lines and tags of verse ; and he perhaps regarded

the whole work as a sort of a prose epic.

Yet, in a sense, above all the mass of original material

which his book contains; above all the unique informa-

tion which it gives; above its style, and even its subject;

the quality which has made it what it is and has preserved

it imperishably in literature, is its store of anecdotes

which make it seem alive. They have become a part of

our literature and tradition; and in them and in their

telling is revealed the human touch which makes him
kin to us. His motto might have been Historicus sum,,

nihil humanum mihi alienum puto—I am an historian

and 1 think nothing alien to me; and that sentiment

might well be pondered by those who are ambitious to

shine in the same field.

These, then, are the chief qualities which made his

book and his name immortal,—his information and his

style, his judgment and his stories. In them you have

embodied in his book the man himself, learned yet not

pedantic, orthodox but not bigoted, firm in the faith but

not intolerant, devout but not fanatical, good but not

content with mere passive goodness, a monk but not an

intellectual recluse, gifted but modest, a controversalist

but not a defamer, a great historian but a greater man.

To him may be applied two quotations, old and now
shopworn, but none the less appropriate. The first is

from a yet more famous pen, Chaucer's, the familiar

lines, "And gladly wolde he lerne and gladly teche." The
second is the brief Anglo-Saxon epitaph; "He did his

work before he went his way."

For such a man the immortality of worldly remem-
brance was a simple problem, however little he may have
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dreamed of it. He was, in the first period of his memory,

revered by the members of the great organization to

which he belonged ; and in the second by scholars ; while

at all times he had the support of those neither church-

men nor scholars who read books. Thus buttressed, few

reputations could be more secure. His book was not

merely a great epic of the church ; it had that human in-

terest which must have made it doubly welcome to the

reading public of the Middle Ages. One may, indeed, re-

construct some of the eager anticipation of that public

to secure copies of this best-seller of the eighth century

from the extraordinary number of manuscripts which

have been preserved to us. Of these there are still in

existence more than a hundred and thirty copies of this

"father of history," who yields in this respect only to

Geoffrey of Monmouth, the "father of romance." It is

probable that there was no library of any consequence in

western Europe which did not have at least one copy of

the History. It was seized on by the copyists and from

the moment of its "publication" it would seem that the

activities of every monastic scriptorium must at some

time have been employed in re-producing it. It spread

with great rapidity; it was continually copied, down to,

and perhaps even after, the invention of printing, both

in its original Latin and in King Alfred's translation,

which had a vogue of its own.

With printing it advanced another stage. It was

among the first of printed books, those rare incunabula

of the "cradle-stage" of typography. The first edition

came from the press of Heinrich Eggestein of Strass-

burg, about 1475, who re-printed it some twenty-five

years later, with Eusebius. There are said to have been

six editions in the fifteenth century, eleven in the six-
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teenth, six in the seventeenth, one—but a definitive one

—in the eighteenth, seven in the nineteenth, and already

one in the twentieth. And besides the Anglo-Saxon ver-

sion, which had its own history, every century since the

sixteenth has seen a new translation, and the nineteenth

had three. So Bede's "popularity" is no mere dream of

an historian. A book which lives twelve hundred years,

with steadily recurrent resurrections, and runs through

thirty editions, deserves serious consideration, even as

a means of perpetuating a reputation.

The reasons for that reputation and that popularity

are, in a sense, obvious enough ; but it is rather by com-

parison than by absolute standards that we can arrive

at the true value of Bede's historical work. Apart from

the fact that it described a great episode in church his-

tory in an entertaining style, and so became a mediaeval

classic, as well as a mine of material for modern scholar-

ship; it forms, with the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the most

notable record of the beginnings of any European peo-

ple. And it is probably, all things considered, the greatest

piece of historical writing produced during the middle

ages, that is to say, between the Romans and the Renais-

sance. It is not merely the greatest book of a genera-

tion in its field ; it is the greatest historical work in near

a thousand years—and that is some distinction.

Moreover, Bede's reputation has not lessened through

the years. Run through monastic chronicles where you

will and you will find among the notes of great events,

of great disasters and the deaths of kings, "Master Bede

died"; "Redbat king of the Frisians; the priest Bede

dies"; "Bede the renowned doctor died"; "Phocas was

emperor; Boniface Pope; Bede flourished; Bede died";
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"Bede wrote his book; Bede died"; "Bede the noble and

renowned doctor died."

That is to be expected in such a society as that of the

mediipval church when one of its heroes passes away.

Yet who would have reckoned this remote Xorthumbrian

monk a leader of the church? He held no offices; he was

neither an abbot nor a bishop, much less an archbishop.

To the end he was a private in the ranks, a simple priest

;

and it is a reflection on human greatness that we can so

seldom recall who was the head of any such institution,

whether monaster}^ or university, at the time it sheltered

a great man. Nor did Bede's fame cease with the Middle

Ages. Its circle has widened far beyond even the confines

of the church, till there are few educated persons who
have not heard it; not, indeed, as that of the famous

computator, commentator or controversalist, hjTnn

writer or grammarian, but as the author of the History.

So he lives to-day, the man of a book. He is among the

Fathers; but not among the saints, for he wrought no

miracles—except the crowning miracle of his historj\

He converted none—save those who read it. He held no

office—save that of the first great English, if not the first

great modern, historian. He was not canonized—save by

the men of his own craft. And, seeking to immortalize

the achievements of others, he somehow managed to im-

mortalize himself.
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TO be a rascal is bad ; to be a great rascal, despite

the finespun distinctions of the philosophers, is

doubtless worse. But to be embalmed in bio-

graphical dictionaries for pure rascality unadorned with

the gilding of politics, of high finance, of romance, a

rascality not even made respectable by success—of all

failures in the conflict between man and oblivion this is

perhaps the worst. To match one's wit against the world

;

to gain place and competence; to share in affairs which

might almost be reckoned great ; and, on the very thresh-

old of achievement which would have drowned the

memory of misdeeds and perpetuated one's name as sol-

dier, savant, adventurer, empire-builder, or what not, to

find the way barred by duller and more honest men, or

by more accomplished scoundrels—this is a hard case.

It is not lightened by the sight of luckier or more emi-

nent associates going on to wealth and power and a cer-

tain measure of immortality while one is himself thrust

back into the old nothingness again. Is not this the

crowning tragedy of rascality ?

Such is the tragedy of John Scott, sometime colonist

and soldier, sometime royal geographer and the agent

if not the confidant of the great ; always adventurer, and,

save for circumstances beyond his wit and skill, and, we

may add, perhaps beyond his character, lord of Long

Island, and the founder of a fourteenth original colony
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in North America; now but the shadow of a shade of a

dead rascal, whose hfe serves to while away an hour or

two ;
perhaps at best to point a moral and adorn a tale.

If this were all, it would, perhaps, not be enough to

justify any of that long and wearying research which, in

such a case as his, resembles nothing so much as historical

detective work. But it is not. The story of Scott did not

end with his departure from the scene of his earthly

activities. However numerous those activities while he

was alive, they pale to insignificance before his achieve-

ments once he was in his grave ; and it is in these no less,

perhaps even more, than in the extraordinary circum-

stances of his life, that there lies whatever contribution

to ultimate truth this study contains.

That contribution is, on its face, not great. It may, in

a sense, seem trivial ; for it is, after all, only a story, and

in many ways not even a pleasant story. It is a story

without a hero, unless you may call its subject, who was

far from heroic, by the more agreeable title. It is equally

devoid of a moral ; indeed its principal character is pecul-

iarly notable for a conspicuous lack of morals. Finally,

to complete the depressing catalogue of its unpleasant

characteristics and so get them out of the way once for

all, it has no particular bearing on the great problems

which present themselves to us so urgently day by day

—

unless it be that of the most fundamental of all problems,

human nature itself. And, it is only fair to say, a good

many persons have at one time or another, in various

fashions and from the most diverse motives, told parts

of it. No one hitherto has related it in its entirety, and

that is, perhaps, after all, the principal value of this tale;

for it happens to be one of those not uncommon things

whose whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
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Thus having in so far as possible dispelled any agree-

able, if mistaken, anticipations with which anyone may
have provided himself as an antidote for spending time

in reading mere history, and having offered such reassur-

ance as is possible that the story contains little which will

either instruct or elevate the mind, it may be proper to

add, by way of introduction, that this is a study of what

is, so to speak, a cross-section not only of English and

colonial, but of general seventeenth-century, history, seen

chiefly, as it were, from the under side.

I

The story begins, as it should, at the beginning, for two

reasons. The first is because its earliest scenes are laid

in that region and in that period which long conditioned

the fortunes and misfortunes of its principal character

—

Long Island in the middle of the seventeenth century.

The second is because the beginning of the tale is in a

sense the type of the whole. For it begins in a Long
Island jail.

Sometime in March of the year of our Lord 1654

there came to the attention of the authorities of New
Amsterdam, then presided over by the redoubtable Di-

rector-General, Peter Stuyvesant, news of the activities

of a certain young Englishman, known even then, it

would appear, by the style or title of John Scott of Long
Island. The Dutch, it seems, had for some time been an-

noyed by nocturnal raids on their property. And Scott's

presence in the district from which he took his appella-

tion, his character, his activities, a suspicion that he was

concerned in these matters, or something about him, com-

mended him so little to the Dutch colonists in that land

then debatable between New England and New Nether-

land, that he was seized and clapped into jail as an unde-
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sirable citizen, together with four or five of his neighbors,

including a certain Mr. Baxter who was to be associated

with him in later years and in far different circumstances.

Under such conditions John Scott made his somewhat

inauspicious entry into history.

Who he was, no one then or thereafter seems rightly

to have known; and though during a long and busy life

he took great pains at many times to explain to a con-

siderable number of people his precise origin and an-

cestry, the matter was not thereby much illuminated,

partly for the reason that it did not always happen that

any two of his explanations quite agreed with each other,

and more largely for the still better reason that none of

them agreed with the facts which other persons adduced

from their knowledge of him. For the moment we may
ignore his own story, therefore, and confine ourselves to

what his acquaintances and the official records declared

of him.

From these it would seem that, about six years before

his appearance in Long Island, Scott had been sentenced

by the General Court of Massachusetts Bay to serve his

master after his term of service thirty-five shillings'

worth, "or otherwise satisfy him." That master was one

Lawrence Southwick, a Quaker, later banished from

Massachusetts for his religion ; and, in the person of his

wife, Cassandra, commemorated to posterity in one of

Whittier's poems. How Scott came into Southwick's

hands does not clearly appear ; but there is evidence that,

with other youths, he had been carried to Massachusetts

as a bound-boy in the care of a certain Emmanuel Down-
ing, father of that gi'eater adventurer, Sir George
Downing, about the year 1643, and was by him bound
over to Southwick. It appears further that in 1647
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Southwick received permission to "put forth said Scott

for three years to any honest man"—but found no

takers ; and that two years later the promising youth was

brought once more to the attention of the court, this

time to be admonished for "profane swearing." This

story of his origin is partly confirmed, partly modified,

by the fact that some years after he became a noteworthy

figure in the colonies, a certain Captain Richard Nicolls,

then secretary to the first English governor of New
York, his kinsman. Colonel Richard Nicolls, testified

that Scott "was born at Ashford, Kent, of very meane
parentage, was bro't by his mother to New England,

who lived miserable poore in this gov't, a poor bankrupt

miller's wife till very lately next to want and beggary."

The testimony is not identical but, despite the asser-

tion of the compiler of the American Scott genealogy

that the young adventurer was "connected" with the

Scotts of Scott's (or Scots) Hall, it is probable that this

relationship was as shadowy as many of his other claims

to lands and titles. It seems at least possible that some

of the American genealogies based upon descent from

him might better be associated with those more genu-

ine connections of the Scots Hall family, whose arrival

in America antedated John Scott's by some ten years.

The English family in later years denied with great bit-

terness his claim of kinship and his right to bear the arms

of the family. Much less is it probable that he was the

son of "the Hon. John Scott, Surveyor General to

Charles I," and grandson of "Sir William, Ambassador
to Turkey and to Florence, who married Mary Howard,
daughter of Charles, Earl of Nottingham." For it is

perhaps not without significance, in this connection, that,

when he became established in his new home, he tried to
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change the name of Setauket in Long Island, not to

Mornaniont, after the Kentish Scott family estate, but

to Ashford, which somehow seems to echo the English

town with which he was most familiar before his emi-

gration.

But if he lacked authentic proof of lineage and arms,

he did possess talents, perhaps almost if not quite as

useful as birth. For some time after his arrival on Long
Island he seems to have lived a good deal among the

Indians and traded on his own account. And, "having a

nimble genius, tho' otherwise illiterate, with the help of

a little reading, having a good memory and greater con-

fidence, he became somewhat above the common people,"

indulging in somewhat various and devious activities

whose immediate end we have seen in what may be called,

in the language of Sir Conan Doyle, "The Adventure

of the Long Island Jail."

It is scarcely surprising that the Dutch showed so

little appreciation of Scott's peculiar talents at such a

time and under such circumstances as those which he

selected to make his entry into politics. However that

era was adapted to his gifts, it was not one which com-

mended restless and intriguing Englishmen like him to

the inhabitants of the New Netherlands. It was a trying

period for Hollanders everywhere, but most especially

to those on Long Island. England had just transformed

her Commonwealth into a Protectorate, with Oliver

Cromwell at its head. She was, moreover, just emerging

from a war with Holland, in which she had been success-

ful enough to break the hold of the Dutch carrying mo-
nopoly which they had enjoyed for nearly a generation.

She was on her way to war with Spain; and, with the

triumphs of her great admirals over the old masters of
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the sea, it seemed not improbable that she would pres-

ently come to dominate the element on which Holland

depended for its living, almost for its life.

But if the situation was bad for the Dutch in Europe,

it was worse for the Dutch in America. A generation

earlier their traders had begun to plant their posts along

the Hudson at the same moment that the English had

begun to settle on Massachusetts Bay. From those two

points each side had made its way along the coast and

into the interior. Moreover, the Swedes had begun a

settlement on the Delaware, and New Netherland found

itself, in consequence, hemmed in by New England on

the one side and New Sweden on the other. The latter

was easily disposed of; and in the very days that Scott

found his way to jail, the Dutch conquered and absorbed

the Swedish settlements. But the English were tougher

antagonists. In the thirty-five years since the foundation

of Plymouth, they had spread northward to the Kenne-

bec and south and west to Rhode Island and Connecti-

cut. They had settled at Saybrook and so secured the

mouth of the Connecticut River; they had built a town

at Hartford, and planted a colony at New Haven. They

had spread into Long Island and were now in fairly

secure possession of the Connecticut Valley which had

been disputed between them and the Dutch, together

with the eastern end of the island opposite. Thence they

had pushed westward until, at the very door of Man-
hattan, their pioneers had begim to colonize the West-

chester district. With the rise of England and the decline

of Holland on the sea, it was thus becoming evident that,

short of some miraculous reversal of fortune, the days

of the ascendancy of New Netherland were numbered.

Under such circumstances English agitators were natu-
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rally peculiarly distasteful to the Dutch, and especially

to such men as the Director-General, Stuyvesant. Scott

was carried to New Amsterdam, there examined, and

ultimately released, doubtless with stern admonitions to

go, and sin no more.

He seems to have passed the next few years in the pur-

suit of a more or less honest livelihood. It would appear

from some later statements that he divided his time be-

tween the exercise of his profession as a blacksmith and

the raising of cattle, or as it was less elegantly expressed

by his contemporaries, "keeping cowes." But these pur-

suits by no means exhausted his energies. He had al-

ready turned his attention to the chief source of wealth

in a new country—land; and even before his entry into

international affairs, he had found opportunity to exer-

cise his gifts in that direction. For that the time and place

were peculiarly favorable. When he had been released

from his obligations to Massachusetts justice he seems

to have made his way to Connecticut, thence to the oldest

settlement on Long Island—the oldest English settle-

ment, indeed, within the present boundaries of New
York, the town of Southampton, which thenceforth for

some years became the center of his activities. Thither

he seems to have taken his mother, "ould Mrs. Scott,"

but later settled at Setauket.

He chose well. As towns went in those days South-

ampton was already well established. It had been

founded about 1639 or 1640 by emigrants chiefly from

Lynn, under the lead of Edward Howell, Edward
Cooper, and the minister, Abraham Pierson, the father

of the first president of Yale College. This party of

some forty families had, according to the custom of the

time, formed a company, and secured a concession from

1

i
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one Farrett, the agent of that Sir William Alexander,

Earl of Stirling, to whom James I had granted and

Charles I confirmed rights over nearly all the best por-

tions of northern North America, but whose chief source

of revenue had thus far been the sale of Nova Scotian

baronetcies and the rights of colonizing Long Island.

For this land there were already two claimants besides

—

the Dutch of New Amsterdam and the settlers of the

recently planted colonies of Connecticut and especially

New Haven opposite; and these, as well as the new
colonists from Lynn, were to play no small part in the

fortunes of Scott.

Those colonists almost at once came into collision with

the Dutch, and, driven from their first landing-place at

Schout's Bay by a force from New Amsterdam, they had

sought out the Earl's agents at New Haven and from
them secured a deed by which, in consideration of £400,

they were permitted to make terms with the Indians for

the eastern end of Long Island, where by June, 1640,

they seem to have established themselves. The colony

had flourished from the beginning. Not only was the

climate peculiarly agreeable, the tillable land, once it

was cleared, sufficiently fertile, but the sea was full of

whales, "crampasses," and seals, from which oil could

be extracted, and teeming with fish and oysters. By the

time of Scott's arrival the settlement was already out-

growing its boundaries ; and a year before his arrest he

had signalized his advent into the real-estate field by

selling to its directors the adjoining district of Quogue,

which he had bought from one Ogden, who had acquired

it from the Indians.

The passion for land speculation never left him ; and
his stay in Long Island was filled with his activities in
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that field. The records of the settlement in the years be-

tween 1G60 and 1CG4 abound in the accounts of his land

transfers. For some of the tracts which he conveyed he

had titles from other settlers, for others he claimed to

have—and probablj'^ did have—deeds from the Indian

sachem Wayandanck and his son Weacham. Such titles

seem often to have resided principally in his own too

exuberant optimism, and the peculiar psychology of the

savage chieftains. They long remained to vex the colony,

and, however sacred the ceremony of transfer "by turf

and twig" which gave them into his hands, there is at

least one instance which sheds some light upon the doubt-

ful character of such transfers and the titles resulting

therefrom. For in 1664 when the people of Setauket pur-

chased land of the "Sachem of Uncachage, Tobacus,"

they insisted on that noble savage adding to the instru-

ment these words: "Further saith that he sold no land

John Scott"—refraining diplomatically from indicating

against which party the imputation rested. Moreover, he

seems to have wandered much abroad in those years. Be-

sides buying a "certen little sloop" from two Dutchmen,

he arranged for "one halfe part" of a ketch for a voyage

to Newfoundland in 1660, paying half the amount of the

hire, while he later posed as an authority on that island

on the strength of it. He appears to have visited Narra-

gansett Bay and he was almost certainly in Boston.

Besides his canny forehandedness he seems to have

shown other traits. A month after his arrest he was de-

fendant in a suit for defamation in New Haven. Three

years later he was made a freeman of Southampton, was

granted a house-lot there, was appointed one of the tax

commissioners; was suing and being sued by his neigh-

bors, chiefly about land; married Deborah, daughter of
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one Thurston Raynor of that place ; acted as attorney

—

among other things for a "whale company"; and still

later to determine the town boundaries. He appears

also in a complaint of having a vessel stolen from him.

But through it all ran the motif of land, and the con-

tinual suspicion that his titles and transfers were more
or less questionable. In short he appears to have been

one of the first—in view of later happenings one hesi-

tates to say the worst—of that company of plausible

individuals who have seen in Long Island real estate the

Eldorado so earnestly and so vainly sought by Spanish

explorers in South America. Meanwhile, too, he rose in

the world. For whereas he had been formerly described

as "John Scott, Smith," he now appears as "Captain

John Scott."

II

Thus ended the first period of his long and active

career. Whether he was moved by the suggestions of

those whom he involved in his real-estate transactions,

or whether he sought a wider field for his rapidly de-

veloping talents, about the end of the year 1660 he set

sail for England. To that next scene of his activities he

seems to have carried three things, each of some signifi-

cance in its way. The first and most important was him-

self, his abilities and his ambitions ; the second was a col-

lection of curiosities, not otherwise identified; the third

was a copy of a book printed two years before in Cam-
bridge, Abraham Pierson's volume entitled, Some Helps

for the Indians, Shewing them how to improve their

Natural Reason to know the true God and the Christian

Religion.

This last seems, on the whole, a peculiar piece of
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property for him to cherish, nor one calculated to ad-

vance the fortunes of a Long Island real-estate dealer

at the court of his gracious Majesty, King Charles the

Second, of somewhat less than blessed memory. Just how

the book in question may have helped the Indians one

extract may reveal. "How," says this admirable work,

"do you prove that there is but one true God?" "Be-

cause," it answers itself, "singular things of the same

kind when they are multiplied are differenced among
themselves by their peculiar properties; but there can-

not be found another God differentiated from this by

any such like properties." This, and much more to the

same purpose, was set forth in the no doubt pleasing but

comparatively rudimentary vocabulary of the Quiripi

dialect, in which it seems, if possible, less comprehensible

than in its original tongue. It may be hoped that it was

more so; but it was never translated, as was originally

planned, into Narragansett, and the natives of Rhode

Island were, in consequence, deprived of the privilege

of possessing a volume which would doubtless have been

of incalculable intellectual as well as spiritual impor-

tance to their development.

Yet however little it may have helped the Indians, it

may seem still more surprising that Scott imagined that

this pearl of missionary literature could have helped him.

The explanation is simple enough, though it might not

occur at once to the ordinary mind. But Scott's was no

ordinary mind. The book bore on its original title-page

a statement that it had been "examined and approved

by Thomas Stanton, Interpreter General to the United

Colonies." The copy which Scott exhibited with just

pride to his new English acquaintances was precisely like

the original with one slight exception. Its title-page an-

I
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nounced to the reader that the volume had been "exam-

ined and approved by that Experienced Gentleman (in

the Indian Language) Captain John Scot." And it has

been perhaps not unnaturally supposed by the learned

antiquarians who nearly two hundred years later inter-

ested themselves in this earliest product of Scott's liter-

ary skill, that the ingenious gentleman had found an
obliging printer in London who was good enough to print

the title-page thus simply but effectively altered to suit

the new circumstances and company in which the book

found itself, and so further the natural ambition of a

rising young man by commending him to his new friends

as a useful agent of his native land in its North

American possessions, perhaps in some lucrative official

capacity.

If there were any doubt that Scott had a genius for

the exercise of certain arts by which men rise in the

world it would be at once dissipated by the mere fact

that he came to England when he did. The situation

might have been made to his hand. The King had just

been restored. The court was full of needy adventurers

and still needier Royalists, of whom King Charles him-

self was chief. The country was, for the moment, in a

ferment of loyalty; and what was more to the purpose,

the unsettled situation of affairs left over from the civil

wars and the interregnum, the difficulty of distinguish-

ing true claims from false, and more especially honest

men from rogues, offered an unparalleled opportunity

to men not overscrupulous to advance their fortunes.

This Scott could scarcely have known in its entirety

when he made his exit from Long Island, but that he

grasped its significance so quickly and so immediately

set himself to take advantage of the blessings fortune had
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put in his way argues again the adaptable and resource-

ful qualities which the man possessed, to an even greater

degree than his happy inspiration in regard to the title-

page of the missionary volume. It argues still more, for

it reveals that imaginative quality which was so eminent

a feature of his intellectual equipment.

Moreover, there is one other circumstance to be taken

into account in connection with Scott's advent in Eng-
land in the year of the Restoration. Whatever the im-

portance of the reign of Charles II in other fields, in that

of colonial development it was one of the principal

epochs in English history. In the preceding forty years

there had been established in North America a series of

settlements which extended from Virginia and Maryland
on the south through New Sweden, New Netherland,

New Haven, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,

Plymouth, New Hampshire, and the Kennebec region

to New France along the lower St. Lawrence. The
greater part of these colonies were English, and the

troubles of the reign of Charles I had poured into them

a population which made them the largest European

society outside of Europe. The various colonies had

found their legal status a matter of considerable con-

cern in the face of the civil disturbances in England ; and

when the Restoration of Charles seemed to promise set-

tled government, they hastened to have their various

privileges confirmed or enlarged by royal charter. In

consequence every colony deputed representatives to

protect its interests, and among the strange faces with

which London was filled in the early days of the new
reign, those of the colonial agents were conspicuous.

From Boston came Samuel Maverick to represent the

interests of Massachusetts: from Rhode Island came
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George Baxter to second the efforts of Clarke and urge

the cause of the English in territories claimed by the

Dutch; from Virginia came Governor Berkeley; from

Connecticut came Governor John Winthrop—and from

Long Island came Captain John Scott.

In addition to this there was another element involved.

The RoyaUsts had come back for the most part stripped

of their old inheritance by the catastrophe which had

overtaken their party in the preceding twenty years.

The number of places and pensions which England itself

afforded fell far short of the number of those who
pressed their claims on the new administration. The
needy Royalists were not long in perceiving that the

rapid development of the colonies, and the possibility of

forming new colonies, offered opportunities for increase

in their fortunes. In consequence, amid the manifold ac-

tivities which the court and council of Charles II re-

vealed in these early years, colonial projects were con-

spicuous. From the Lord Chancellor, Clarendon, down,

the courtiers bestirred themselves in colonial, and pres-

ently commercial, projects, as their predecessors of

Elizabethan times had busied themselves with privateer-

ing schemes to spoil the Spaniard.

These were supplemented by the issue of new grants

and charters which, in effect, reorganized the British

colonial empire. A year before Charles II returned to

England the Virginians had proclaimed him King of

England, Scotland, Ireland, and Virginia, and restored

the royal governor. Sir William Berkeley, who made
his way to England on the Restoration to plead in vain

for the amelioration of the Navigation Act and a guar-

antee for her constitution. And scarcely had the Restora-

tion been accomplished when Lord Colepeper, one of
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the members of the Plantations Committee, began those

plans to acquire a hold over this loyal colony which bore

fruition a dozen years later in a grant to him and to

Arlington of its rights for a generation, and perhaps

contributed to the so-called Bacon's Rebellion.

Among the earliest acts of the new government had

been the appointment of Clarendon and seven others to

act as a council for the colonies, and through that body

came a reorganization of the plantations in America. In

1662 the charter of Connecticut was granted by the king

at the solicitation of the Connecticut agent, John Win-
throp, who for fourteen years thereafter was annually

chosen its governor. By that charter, much against its

will, New Haven was annexed to Connecticut, whose

boundaries were extended from the Narragansett River

to the Pacific Ocean. At the same time the government

of Maryland was confirmed to Lord Baltimore, and in

the following year Baxter brought to Rhode Island the

charter which had been obtained through the exertions

of Clarke. At the same time, too, the lands south of

Virginia were erected into the province of Carolina and

granted to Clarendon and his associate, Berkeley. Fi-

nally, to make the story complete, when, a few years

later, England seized New Netherland, the king granted

to his brother, the Duke of York, the lands between the

Connecticut and the Delaware; and James, in turn, gave

to his followers, Berkeley and Carteret, the land between

the Hudson and the Delaware. Thus, within five years

after the Restoration, all the colonies of North America,

save Massachusetts, had been given new charters or new
masters. And it is perhaps no wonder that Scott, sur-

rounded by this atmosphere, conceived that he too might
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profit by the general distribution of lands and offices.

He thereupon bestirred himself to share in this windfall.

The methods which he adopted were characteristic of

the man and the situation in which he found himself.

Under the circumstances it seemed fairly apparent to

many men of his sort and of even meaner intelligence

that whether or not Charles II was the fountain of honor

and justice, he was certainly the fountain of pensions

and patronage. In common, therefore, with a horde of

other adventurers, Scott cast about for the best way to

approach this potential source of benefits. After the

manner of his kind, he took what seemed to be the most

direct path to the royal presence—by way of the back

stairs. He made friends with one Thomas Chiffinch,

custodian of the royal jewels, "keeper of rarities," page

of the closet, and, above all, brother of that William

Chiffinch of unsavory memory who was the chief pan-

derer to the royal pleasures. He scraped acquaintance

with a certain Joseph Williamson, then secretary to that

Henry Bennet who was even then on his way to place

and fortune and the title of Earl of Arlington. Under
such auspices Scott went to court, met Bennet himself,

and gained interest with a "potent gentleman," by pre-

senting him with a parcel of curiosities valued at £60.

And whither his ambitions tended may be judged by the

fact that in May, 1661, it was reported through Long
Island that the King had bestowed upon him that entire

region.

The report was not true, but it was not Scott's fault

that it was false. There was some ground for the rumor.

He had, indeed, petitioned for such a grant; and it even

seemed for a time that he might achieve his purpose. But
among the many characteristics which make Scott's
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career so interesting, one is conspicuous. It is what he

and men hke him usually call ill-luck. For while his peti-

tion was still pending in this winter of 1661-1662, there

arrived in London no less a person than John Winthrop

the younger, chief magistrate of Connecticut, seeking a

new charter for his colony. As events were to prove there

were few men in the world whose presence at this mo-

ment Scott should have feared more than that of Win-
throp. Connecticut was not only anxious to have its char-

ter rights secured; the colony, or some of its members,

was exceedingly anxious to obtain title to Long Island,

or at least that precise part from which Scott came.

Thus not only were Winthrop's ambitions certain to

clash with those of Scott, but it is not improbable that

Winthrop knew of Scott's past. As between the governor

of a commonwealth and a needy adventurer, there could

be small doubt which way the authorities would incline.

But Scott made the best of it. He promptly sought out

and endeavored to attach himself to Winthrop, though

at first, naturally, with small success; and his petition

was denied in the following spring for reasons which

may well be imagined and which presently appeared.

This was, of course, a blow. But your true adventurer

is not a man to be daunted by a single reverse, nor is he

accustomed to carry all his eggs in one basket. While

Scott had been plajdng his part before court and council,

he had been notably busy in other and less public capac-

ities. The story may be briefly told. Somewhere in those

busy days of 1661, he met in London a certain Daniel

Gotherson, Quaker, sometime an officer in the Crom-

wellian army, more recently a tradesman in London,

and a spy for the government among his old associates,

some of whom were more than suspected of treasonable
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practices. Moreover, by some curious and unfortunate

chance, for him, this worthy gentleman was possessed of

some lands on Long Island which he had acquired many
years before. His wife was a lady of some reputation as

an exhorter among the sect to which she and her husband
belonged. Her maiden name was Dorothea Scott, of

Scots Hall in Kent. Upon the ground of similarity of

name Captain Scott, with that ready wit and that open-

ness to opportunity in whatever form it presented itself

to him, promptly claimed relationship with Mrs. Gother-

son, and had that claim admitted, chiefly, it would ap-

pear, on the ground of his real or fancied resemblance

to certain family portraits preserved in Scots Hall. We
believed his claim, wrote Mrs. Gotherson, in later years,

because "some of our Anchesters' pictures were very like

him." It is, moreover, not improbable that here, as at a

later period, he was aided in his ingratiating design

by his early Quaker connection with Southwick, from

whom, and from Mrs. Gotherson, he derived a certain

fluency in the peculiar dialect affected by that sect which

was of much use to him both then and thereafter.

At all events the new acquaintance, cemented by a

common interest in Long Island real estate, which has

always been famous for bringing together the most di-

verse characters by its peculiar charm, prospered so

rapidly and so completely that from these slender prem-

ises Scott presently drew a great and characteristic con-

clusion. He sold Gotherson sixteen hundred acres of

Long Island land for the nominal sum of five shillings,

to which he added later another deed for a hundred and

fifteen acres "in consideration of a sum of lawful

money," amount unstated; and furnished a bond and

covenant to bind the bargain. By the middle of 1662 he
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had devised one of the most remarkable instruments of

a career pecuharly notable for remarkable documents.

It runs as follows: "I, John Scott, of Ashford,jon Long
Island, in the south part of New England, Esquire, doe

authorize my trusty and well-beloved friend and kins-

man, Daniell Gotherson, Esquire, of Egerton in Kent,

my true and lawfull attorney for me, and in my name
and for my use to treat for 20,000 acres of land lying

and being on the South side of Long Island, and between

Acombamook and ye land of the aforesaid Daneill

Gotherson, lying by Uncochuag on the south side of ye

marsh land of the said John Scott, on which it butts

South, and thereupon to conclude for such sum or

summes of money as he in his prudence shall thinke a

fitt consideration for ye whole or any part of ye said

20,000 acres so soulled, I hereby promise to ratify and

confirme under my hand and scale, if ther be any defi-

ciency in j^e grants granted by ye said Daniell Gother-

son, and to ye performance of premises I bind myselfe,

heirs. Executors, and assigns," &c.

To this Scott added an agreement to protect Gother-

son's property against the sachems Wackcombwin and

Wyandanchchase, together with certain other documents

of Hke import and equal value. These he sealed with his

newly acquired signet bearing his coat of arms—which

seems to have been the property of Mrs. Gotherson! It

is not easy to comprehend how the human mind works,

especially in the presence of a superior intelligence ; but

it is certainly a tribute to Scott's undoubted charm that

the Gothersons were under the impression that they had

purchased land from Scott; for when, some three years

later, Daniel Gotherson died, he bequeathed these mythi-

cal Long Island estates to his surviving heirs. It is per-
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haps not unimportant to observe that, whether or not

Scott ever owned the land, or whether it ever existed,

Mrs. Gotherson never became possessed of it. It is per-

haps even more to the point to observe that, as a tangible

result of these documents, Scott came into possession of

some £2,000 of Gotherson's monej\

Having thus provided himself with the sinews of war,

he turned again with fresh confidence to public life. He
consorted with the colonial representatives in London,

especially with Hooke of Massachusetts and Winthrop
of Connecticut; and, in particular, he put himself in

touch with the affairs of the so-called Atherton Com-
pany. With this we come upon another and peculiarly

characteristic example of seventeenth-century colonial

enterprise. For this association, which played no small

part in the affairs of New England, was a typical prod-

uct of the period in which it flourished, and its history

throws much light upon the methods by which certain

phases of early colonial development were conditioned.

The facts are brieflj^ these. The Rhode Island Planta-

tion, as is generally known, was founded between 1636

and 1640 by Roger Williams and others, among whom
was a certain John Clarke, who fled or were driven out

by persecution from Massachusetts. The four original

settlements were united in 1647 under the authority of a

patent issued three years earlier by the Parliamentary

board of Commissioners for the Plantations ; though the

two divisions of Providence and Rhode Island were

separated for a time in 1654. Thus far all seems clear

enough. But in those days of unsettled politics and still

more unsettled boundaries, certain ambitious gentlemen

of Massachusetts, known, from their moving spirit, one

Colonel or Major Atherton, as the Atherton Company,
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conceived the idea of acquiring from the Indians west

of the Narragansett a tract of land, and there establish-

ing a new colony despite the fact that the territory in

question was included in the Rhode Island grant. They
were somewhat aided in this philanthropic design by the

fact that there was in existence a patent for those lands,

professing to have been issued in 1643, but which, it

seems, was not signed by the proper persons and there-

fore presumably not valid.

Upon these somewhat slender premises they applied

to the government of Charles II for a patent for their

claim, endeavoring to have it removed from the jurisdic-

tion of the Rhode Island and Providence plantations and

annexed either to Massachusetts or Connecticut. In this

they were more or less abetted by the authorities of the

latter colonies, by John Winthrop in particular; and to

this end they employed also the talents of Scott, owing,

apparently, to the fact that he appeared to have some

knowledge of the Narragansett region, which he claimed

to have explored, and possibly did visit, on one of his

cruises. For a time it seemed that they might put their

scheme through. But, unfortunately for them, John

Clarke, the able and honest representative of the original

proprietors, was still in England, and he now used his

best endeavors to block the progress of this promising

land deal. On the side of the Atherton Company, Scott

engaged the interest of Chiffinch, who was taken into

the society ; and a petition was preferred against Clarke

and his associates as "enimys to the peace and well-

being of his Majesty's good subjects."

This project was, for the time being, successful. A
letter was secured from the King, and countersigned

by Bennet, commending the Atherton associates to
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the "neighborly kindness and protection" of the four

New England colonies, Massachusetts, Plymouth, New
Haven, and Connecticut, and urging that the proprietors

be permitted "peaceably to improve their colony and

plantation in New England," the King, "having been

given to understand that his good subjects, Thomas
Chiffinch, John Scott, John Winthrop and others were

daily disturbed and unjustly molested in their posses-

sions by certain unreasonable and turbulent spirits of

Providence Colony." These latter conceived themselves

to be, and probably were, the rightful owners of the land

in question, so that their unreasonableness and turbu-

lence were perhaps not unnatural under the circum-

stances, nor were they much soothed by the royal ad-

monition, nor, indeed, much terrified by royal authority.

Such were the proceedings to which the authorities of

Massachusetts and Connecticut lent themselves with

such excellent results. There was only one flaw in the

scheme. While the Atherton Company had been busy

with its back-stairs influence, Clarke had gone on the

straight and narrow path which led, as it proved in this

case, to success. The extraordinary letter which the con-

spirators had extracted from an easy-going king, ob-

tained, as it were, by stealth, was not a document which

stood the light of day. It was either not known to or not

recognized by the Council of which the minister. Claren-

don, the enemy of Bennet, was the head. For, seventeen

days after the letter came into being, the Council passed,

under the Great Seal, a royal charter to Rhode Island,

which nullified the provisions of the letter and, after a

long period of dispute, finally brought the machinations

of the Atherton Company to naught.

Meanwhile Scott had evolved another scheme. At the
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very moment that he was thus being endorsed by

Charles, he was petitioning that monarch for office ; and

the petition is worthy of notice, if only on biographical

grounds. Scott's father, it recited, had been an ardent

royalist during the late disturbances. He had not merely

given his life to the royal cause; what was more to the

present purpose, he had sold an estate of £200 per an-

num and advanced to Charles I no less than £14,300.

Scott himself had been transported to New England, he

averred, for his attachment to the crown ; his "small ex-

pression of loyalty" having been made, as he phrased it,

"by cutting the bridles and girts of some of the then

Parliament's horses at Turnham Green." He went on

to say that he had been brought before a Parliament

committee, by whom, in spite of his giving them £500,

he was sent to New England, in the care of one Downing,

and abused. He had bought near a third of Long Island

;

and in consequence of these facts he begged Charles to

make him governor of that province and the adjacent

islands, or at least allow the inhabitants to choose their

own governor and assistants yearly. The petition was

favorably received by the King, who was "most gra-

ciously inclined to encourage it." It was referred to the

committee on Foreign Plantations, and there for a time

the matter rested.

While it was being considered, Scott took another

step, the first, as it was to prove, though he did not guess

it, in a great and unscrupulous design of far-reaching

consequence. Upon his complaint that the Dutch had

intruded on the New England mainland and islands,

especially on Manhattan and Long Island, an order in

Council directed Captain Scott, Mr. Maverick, and Mr.

Baxter, formerly of New Netherland, to draw up a
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narrative of the English king's title to that district,

the Dutch intrusion, their "deportment, management,

strength, trade and government, and means to make
them acknowledge His Majesty's sovereignty." And
it is not too much to suppose that they drew it strong,

for each of them, in his peculiar way, wanted something

which the transfer of Dutch territories to English hands

would or might have given him.

How deep the design was which now enlisted them in

its toils they could not well have known ; for it was as yet

probably no more than a suggestion, susceptible of a

variety of interpretations and a still larger number of

possible courses of action. But, as events were soon to

demonstrate, Scott was at the beginning of a policy,

which he seems to have done much to suggest, of the ut-

most importance not only to his adopted home in

America but to England and the British Empire gen-

erally. This even more than his other activities gives him

a certain historical importance.

Meanwhile he had not neglected his interests in

America. In these same busy days he had several letters

from one Captain John Leverett, then titular "governor

of Boston," in regard to the Scott claims—one dare not

say estates—on Long Island. From these it would ap-

pear that Leverett, who seems to have been induced to

act as Scott's agent, had been to Long Island to see

about the payment of bills drawn by Scott upon his old

neighbors, or the occupiers of the lands he professed to

own in that region. Leverett's visit was unfruitful, for

he writes that these stubborn people had not only taken

time to consider whether they should pay, but that they

had sent a certain Captain Young, as their representa-

tive, to Boston, to ask for the original writing by which
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Scott was entitled to payment—Leverett having only a

copy. Upon the latter's failure to produce the original

patent, Young departed ; and, Leverett wrote, the con-

tumacious party which sent him showed "very unbecom-

ing jealousyes about your actings respecting the writing,

and also some affirmations about the deed of purchase you

have for the tract of land." There was, it appeared from

Captain Young, "no expectation of payment to be had"

from them. INIoreover, Captain Scott's lady had requisi-

tioned from the confiding Leverett divers things which

he had supplied, including some thousands of feet of

lumber, for which he desired payment to one Francis

Smith, then on the way to England, together with vari-

ous sums advanced by Leverett on Scott's account to

several persons whom he enumerates. It is possible that

the Bostonian might even have added his prayers to those

of Scott's neighbor, Giles Sylvester of Shelter Island,

who, having lent him money, found out too late of his

rascalities and wrote home that "if the gallows hath him

not he will rot whilse he liveth." More than a year later,

so deeply was Sylvester moved, when he heard Scott had

fallen foul of the Connecticut authorities, that he wrote

Governor Winthrop how Scott had not only got goods

of him in England, but persuaded Gotherson to go bond

for his obligations, £l04,—and Gotherson was now
bankrupt and in King's Bench!

One would like to think that Leverett got his money
back. Perhaps he did, though it seems at this distance

somewhat improbable. But if he did not, it was certainly

not because Scott was in want of funds. By the time

Leverett's letter advising him of the approach of Smith

had been despatched, he had received the decision of the

Plantations Committee on his petition for the governor-
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ship of Long Island. Despite his moving account of his

father's sufferings and his own, his request was politely

but firmly denied for a variety of reasons, some of which,

at least, appeared in the sequel. And, upon this, having

exhausted his not inconsiderable ingenuity for the time,

he set sail for America in the fall of 1663. He did not go

empty-handed; for though he had been disappointed in

his dearest hopes of land grants and office, he had sub-

stantial consolation. He carried with him certainly some

part of Gotherson's =£2,000, and, incidentally, Gother-

son's man, Matthew Prior, to manage the Long Island

estates. He was accompanied by Gotherson's son, whom,
with some other youths, he had induced to accompany

him to America, by hope of preferment there ; and these,

on his arrival, he promptly sold into service for sums

which probably recompensed him for the expense of the

voyage. He would seem, moreover, to have taken the

precaution before his departure to secure Mrs. Gother-

son's jewels to the value of some £200, which also accom-

panied him to America. Besides this, he had been com-

missioned, apparently, to bring over the Privy Council's

instructions regarding the Navigation Act and was thus

enabled to return in a quasi-official capacity. So, taking

all these items into consideration, w^ith all his disappoint-

ments, he had concluded a not unprofitable venture. And
with it there ended another stage of his active career.

Ill

It is apparent in the mere statement of the case that

his second appearance on Long Island was of a very

different character from his first. He was now more ex-

perienced in the ways of the great world. He was a man
of substance if not of much real property ; he had been at
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court and talked with the king; he had even been re-

ceived into royal favor. He had money to spend ; and it

was not his fault that he did not bear his Majesty's com-

mission beside. No one as yet knew, in fact, that he did

not. With that thought a new and brilliant idea took

form in his fertile brain and presently produced conse-

quences of no small importance to him and to others.

Why should they know? Why should they not remain in

that agreeable state of ignorance?

He was, in a sense, a representative of the English

government; he had done something at least to direct

their minds to a new policy ; it may well be that he had

received a hint of what that policy might be, and of

possible rewards which might accrue to him were it suc-

cessful and his actions agreeable to its promoters. AH
this was soon reflected in his activities. Before Christmas,

1663, Colonel Scott, for so he now aspired to be called,

was reported as buying lands of the Indians. He did

actually begin to buy property, thirty acres of "lands

and meddowe both at home and in the old fields and the

little neck about the town of Ashford," with its houses,

"smith's tools and Indian harness" from Robert Blumer

or Bloomer. He sat as a magistrate in the Ashford court

which fined one man for cursing and two for "liing." He
divided with one Richard Smith a tract of land which

he professed—falsely it would appear—to have bought

from Lyon Gardiner.

He was appealed to by intending purchasers of land

from the Indians near the Raritan River to advise them

from his "expert knowledge in all affairs of this kind."

He seems to have exercised himself in requiring the en-

forcement of the Navigation Act against English goods

being carried in Dutch ships. He got himself appointed,
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apparently on the strength of this, one of three commis-

sioners empowered by Connecticut to settle the differ-

ences with the Dutch of Long Island ; and he wrote to

his friend Williamson, prematurely, that the English

on the west end of Long Island, long enslaved by the

Dutch, had rebelled, with the assistance of Connecticut,

and desired that Williamson prevent any trouble with

the Dutch ambassador until New England could be

heard.

By the fourth of January, 1664, on the strength of

his assertion that the King had granted Long Island to

the Duke of York, Flushing, Hastings, Oyster Bay, and

other towns had formed a confederation. He had had

himself made "president" of the English towns of Long
Island and "gave oaths" to men who swore they would

execute laws irrespective of Connecticut. He called on

the men of these towns to "declare whether they were a

free people" ; asserted that the island had been granted

to the Duke of York; proclaimed Charles II; persuaded

them to elect him president. This they did, chose depu-

ties to meet and treat with him, and agreed to accompany

him "with horse and foot" against the Dutch. Shortly

thereafter, followed by one hundred and seventy men, he

invaded Breuckelen and the neighboring towns "with

sounding trumpet, beaten drum, flying colors, great

noise and uproar," declaring England owned the land

and that he himself would run Governor Stuyvesant

through. To demonstrate his valor he even struck a little

Dutch boy who refused to take off his hat to the English

flag, harangued the people at Midwout "like a quack-

salver," but failed to shake their allegiance, and so pro-

ceeded to Amersfoort and New Utrecht, where his men
seized the blockhouse and fired a royal salute.
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He was now at the climax of his American reputation.

New Haven instructed a committee to treat with him

ahout a patent for Delaware; Connecticut made him a

magistrate on Long Island. In this capacity he met the

Dutch commissioners, and exhibited to them a patent

from Charles II granting to him the whole of Long
Island—which only lacked that monarch's signature to

make it valid ! The Dutch bent to the storm. They made

an arrangement with him, as "President of the English

on Long Island," that the English at "Gravesend, Hast-

ing, Foketone, Caffard, Newark and Hemstead" should

remain according to the new settlement under the King

of England without interference from New Amsterdam.

They extracted from him an agreement that he would

leave their towns unmolested for a month, though Scott

declared that he would return in the spring with the

Duke of York and secure not only Long Island but all

New Netherland for the English crown. In the face of

this declaration, however, the Dutch authorities induced

him, some six weeks later, to extend immunity for a year

—and meanwhile they prepared for war.

Never was a demonstration better timed. But whether

Scott was actually an agent of Charles II's government,

or whether he merely guessed at the design then being

formulated from the gossip he had heard about the court,

and thought to anticipate it to his own advantage, it is

possible he might not have lent himself so readily to this

course of action had he known just what was in the

minds of the English court. For, consciously or uncon-

sciously, he played a part in that unscrupulous design

of the party about the Duke of York to seize New Am-
sterdam, to which the King, as usual, lent himself. The

accusations against the Dutch drawn up by Scott,
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Maverick, and Baxter served as its foundation. But

there were other stones in the edifice. For a variety of

reasons the court had decided on war with Holland ; but

it was impossible for the court of Charles II to follow

a straight and honorable course. The war was desired

partly for reasons of state, but more largely for reasons

of profit to the court. A sum was subscribed among the

war party, two expeditions were projected, and for them

the King's authority to provide a fleet was secured. Sir

Robert Holmes was despatched to attack the Dutch

posts in Africa ; another expedition under the command

of Colonel Richard Nicolls was prepared to act against

New Netherland. That province was, as Scott had

prophesied, granted by Charles to his brother, the Duke
of York; and in May, 1664, Nicolls sailed to secure the

territory already disposed of. Thus, in the very days that

Scott engineered his demonstration against the Dutch

—

perhaps with the connivance of his English associates

—

and so made a pretext for hostilities, the stake for which

he played was given to another. And, had Scott no other

claim to the attention of history, the fact that he was one

of the prime movers in that disreputable design which

brought New Netherland into English hands, would

entitle him to a place, however dishonorable, in its pages.

Meanwhile, what of his career after his warlike efforts

against New Netherland while this project was being

set on foot? The record of the General Assembly of Con-

necticut, held at Hartford in March, 1664, while Scott

was resting from his patriotic exertions and Nicolls was

preparing his expedition, tells the story clearly and effec-

tively. Under the presidency of John Winthrop, the

court ordered that the letter, with "the warrant and in-

structions to the marshal, that have been read in this
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court," be attended to. That warrant is an illuminating

document. It is to the effect that "John Scott, inhabitant

in the liberties of Ashford, alias Setawkit, on Long
Island, stands charged in the court at Connecticut for

sundry heinous crimes, to wit, for speaking words tend-

ing to the defamation of the King, for seditious practices

and tumultuous carriages in several plantations, for

abetting and encouraging the natives in hostile practices

towards each other; for usurping the authority of the

King in tending to pardon treason ; for threatening His

Majesty's subjects with hanging and banishment; for

gross and notorious prophanation of God's holy day;

for forgery and violation of his solemn oath; for acting

treacherously towards Connecticut colony ; for usurping

authority on pretence of a commission ; for calumniating

a commission officer in this corporation ; together with a

general charge of villainous and felonious practices."

Even from the briefest summary of this dry and for-

mal legal document it will appear to the most casual

reader that Scott had somehow not commended himself

to the authorities of Connecticut. The officials of New
Haven, Milford, Branford, Stratford, the coast towns,

and presently those of the islands adjacent, were ordered

to deliver him to the marshal, Jonathan Gilbert, to be

taken to Hartford for trial. His property was seques-

tered and commissioners ordered to invoice it and keep

it from embezzlement; and Scott himself was presently

arrested and carried to Hartford.

The report of the committee appointed to seize him

is not without interest. (1) "When we came in sight of

the house of John Scott," it relates, "we saw him draw

forth those men which came from New Haven to aid

him, with some others into a body." When they came
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nearer, he ordered the committee to stand on its peril.

(2) He ordered them off his land. (3) He asked their

business, and Nathaniel Seeley asked a parley, which

was agreed to. (4) Scott demanded Seeley's commission,

which Seeley read and demanded Scott's surrender. (5)

Scott said he would "sacrifice his heart's blood on the

ground" before he would yield to Connecticut jurisdic-

tion. The New Haven men said, "So will we." (6) Scott

brought a letter from Winthrop and read it, saying "if

you will return to your body I will bring a letter under

His Majesty's seal." He dared them "with a flourish" to

lay hands on him, saying, "let them take me if they dare,

let the proudest of them try to take me if they dare."

(7) Then Nathaniel Seeley arrested him in his Maj-
esty's name and demanded that he release the four offi-

cials he had arrested. Such is the laconic ending of the

epic of the encounter between John Scott and Nathaniel

Seeley as reported by the committee from Hartford in

their carefully itemized statement.

All this seems a curious return for his military services

in behalf of the English government ; and, on its face, a

great injustice. Yet the explanation is comparatively

simple. It lies in the peculiar situation of colonial affairs

in this transition period. On his return from England,

bearing the Council's instructions in regard to the Navi-

gation Acts, he had been received with favor, especially

by the New Haven authorities, and he had, it may be

remembered, been appointed a magistrate on Long
Island by the Connecticut officials of Hartford. It was

the earnest desire of the latter to bring Long Island

under their jurisdiction, now that its eastern part had

been liberated from the Dutch by the Treaty of Hart-

ford. But on that proposition the Long Islanders were
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divided. The Baptists, Quakers, and Mennonites who

had found refuge there from New England persecution

dreaded Puritan government; even many who favored

annexation to relieve them from the fear of the Dutch

declared they had received little but "if so-be's and

doubtings" from Connecticut. In this situation they had

welcomed, if they had not invited, Scott to help them;

with what result we have seen. But the opportunity

had appeared to him too good to be lost; and he had

promptly taken advantage of his momentary ascendancy

to attempt to free Long Island from the dominance of

Connecticut and make it a more or less independent

province under his own presidency. It was not very sur-

prising that its inhabitants were inclined to follow the

lead thus given, for independence was a very dear thing

to them; but it is equally natural that the Connecticut

authorities were infuriated by his ambitions.

Yet—possibly in view of their connection with the

Atherton Company—Winthrop and his associates con-

sidered the question of sufficient importance to summon
a council of the four New England colonies, among other

reasons because they feared, from Scott's assertions, that

he was possessed of some secret authority from the Eng-
lish Crown for his actions, which might make proceed-

ings against him inadvisable if not positively dangerous.

Accordingly they wrote to the officials of the other colo-

nies, especially to Major-General Leverett of Boston,

Scott's old correspondent, inviting them to a conference,

Scott's trial meanwhile being set for May 8. The invita-

tion was promptly accepted. Massachusetts sent down
Leverett and Captain Davis; Plymouth sent William

Bradford and Thomas Southworth, and these, with other

representatives, held deep speech on the case.
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Scott was not without friends. A hundred and forty-

four inhabitants of Flushing petitioned for his release.

A letter from Newark in his favor was signed by thirty-

eight men—all the signatures being, apparently, in the

same hand. His wife, Deborah, wrote from New Haven.
The New Haven delegates favored him ; and the Plym-
outh delegates inclined to his cause, though the Massa-
chusetts General Council authorized its representatives

to tell the Governor of "Kenectecut" of the "severe pro-

ceedings" they had taken against Scott and offer their

aid in keeping the peace. But Winthrop and his followers

were firm. Scott was not released, his trial was duly held,

he was convicted, and sentenced to pay a fine of £250,

to be imprisoned at the pleasure of the court, and to give

bond in the sum of £500 for his future good behavior.

At first Scott blustered and threatened his accusers with

charges of treason, relying, apparently, on his connec-

tion with Chiffinch and Williamson and whatever under-

standings he may have had with those who promoted the

seizure of New York; but he ended by humble submis-

sion, repentance, and the retraction of the charges he

had made against one person in Connecticut, probably

the governor. Winthrop was not slow in following up
his advantage. First the secretary and then the governor

himself visited Long Island ; conferred with the delegates

of the English towns there; placed them under the

authority of Connecticut ; took steps to acquire the land

between Westchester and the Hudson ; met Stuyvesant,

who urged the Dutch title, which Winthrop inconti-

nently rejected, claiming all for England; replaced all

the officials appointed by Scott with his own nominees;

and so returned triumphantly to Hartford, in whose
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archives are still preserv^ed those numerous documents

which commemorate the activities of this adventurer.

Scott's cause was now wholly lost; and before Win-
throp had returned he broke jail and escaped, taking

refuge with his friends on Long Island. Winthrop and

his Hartford party had won. But their triumph was of

few days and full of trouble. On the twenty-sixth of

August the first vessel of Nicolls' squadron anchored

in Gravesend Bay. It was soon joined by others, bear-

ing the levies from the New England colonies, as well

as English troops. The Connecticut contingent appeared

under the command of Winthrop. The Long Islanders

gathered in force, conspicuous among them Colonel John

Scott at the head of his company. Winthrop with his fol-

lowers brought from Nicolls a demand for surrender;

and on September 8, hopeless of defending the town in

the face of threatened bombardment, Stuyvesant ratified

the articles of surrender, which had been drawn up by

commissioners appointed from each side, and New Am-
sterdam passed under the authority of the English

Crown. For Connecticut it was a barren victory. Four

days earlier, Nicolls had made public the Duke of York's

patent, and Winthrop had resigned, on behalf of Con-

necticut, her claim to Long Island ; and with that the dis-

puted province came finally under the authority neither

of Scott nor Winthrop, who had striven for it so strenu-

ously, but of the Duke of York, who never saw it.

To this historic event there are two corollaries relating

to Scott. The first is a pass from Nicolls three days after

the surrender, empowering him to return to his house

at Ashford, without hindrance from the Cormecticut

authorities; and this, at least, he gained by his share in

the surrender. The second is a bill from his jailer in
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Hartford for "12 weeks' dyat and other expenses," Mr.
John Scott, as the petition relates, having escaped. There

is a certain grim humor in the court's reply. It grants to

the said Dan'l Garrad (Garret) the sum of £lO out of

Mr. John Scott's estate, "if he can come at it." That, as

one might surmise, did not prove possible, and two years

later it was added to the general levy on the county and
so, presumably, ultimately paid by those in whose behalf

as well as his own the Colonel had contended so valiantly.

The controversy thus determined on the principle of

entire injustice to all parties concerned, Scott appears

to have taken up his old life and practices, little altered

by the passage of years and the changed circumstances

in which he found himself. Again, as a decade earlier, he

is reported as buying and selling land, and again his

name appears in records of lawsuits on Long Island.

One man he sues for £lOO for slander, the fault is ac-

knowledged, and Scott "forgives" him. Another he sues

for trespass, and with another he divides land bought

from a third. He appears in New Amsterdam to tes-

tify before the "Sellout and Schepens" of the Court

regarding the articles stolen from him by his employee,

Thomas Fais, or Fahey; persuades Thomas to plead

guilty, pays the costs of the suit, and gives his unfaith-

ful servant another job. The "Sunk squa Quashawam"
desires and empowers her "ancient and great friend

John Scott" to sue for all lands bought and paid for

on Long Island by the English and the Dutch, to re-

ceive satisfaction for them, and to sell all lands not al-

ready sold. There is a dispute over the Quaquantanock

lands, in the course of which Scott was appointed to go

to Hartford to clear up the town's title with respect to

the Earl of Stirling's claims, and he seems to have been
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there in December, 1663, desiring to have his agreements

and contracts made with people at Ashford entered

on the records. Beside these items we may note that

Southold and Southampton unite to sue Scott for costs

and damage incurred in connection with land titles.

Moreover he is accused of fomenting disturbances

according to his wonted course among the people of Se-

tauket. Against him the Governor and Council of Con-

necticut protest to Nicolls that Setauket men say their

plantation will be destroyed if the claims of ownership

advanced by him on the ground of purchase from the

Indians are allowed; and, still further, if the principle

of engrossing land from the Indians for private uses is

permitted, it will ruin the whole township. Therefore

they pray for an order that no land be bought from the

Indians without consent of the General Court. And
from this two things appear which throw a light upon

the times and the position of Scott. He thought he was

merely endeavoring to secure his share of this world's

goods; and perhaps no one would have been more sur-

prised to learn that he was rather a type than an indi-

vidual, the representative of a principle rather than a

mere adventurer in land.

For, in the first place, Scott did not belong to that

inner circle, which, in the language of the time, were

"those who managed." The underlying spirit of his age

was monopoly. Men formed corporations and associa-

tions and secured their position by royal patent, which

attempted to prevent all competition within their chosen

field, whether Indian trade or American lands. Perhaps

in each case there was reason in this, but it unquestion-

ably aroused bitter opposition among the outsiders. The
records of the East India Company are full of com-
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plaints against those "interlopers," as they were called,

who ventured to infringe the monopoly of the licensed

company. The annals of the colonies are no less full of

complaints against those who, like Scott, acted on the

principle of a fair field and no favors, of individual

enterprise as against chartered privilege. It was his mis-

fortune, throughout his whole career, to find himself in

opposition to those on whom the Crown—perhaps, in

their view. Providence itself—had conferred that mo-

nopoly against whose restrictions his best efforts beat in

vain.

Had he been a different sort of man, it would be im-

possible not to feel a considerable sympathy with him

in his endeavors to break through that charmed circle and

establish his own fortunes by virtue of his undoubted

abilities. But the trouble is in his case, as in so many
others of like sort, that his character deprives us of that

sympathy which we might otherwise feel. The martyr

is so often inferior to the oppressor in the qualities which

make him endurable to society in general; and it is his

misfortune, if it is not his fault, that he destroys by his

own actions that hope of common support on which rests

whatever hope of success he may possess. It is not pos-

sible to feel the same admiration for the Massachusetts

authorities, or even for Winthrop, which historians like

Bancroft voice in such fulsome words. Yet, however we
may sympathize with the principle for which Scott stood,

it is difficult to condone the private character of the man,

even though it was, perhaps, no worse than that of some

of the more eminently placed rascals who managed to

cheat him out of his inheritance and cast him aside as a

broken tool.

Still more, it seems probable that the colonial authori-
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ties, with all their shrewdness—to give it the mildest

name—in defending their monopoly were, on the whole,

right. The Indians with whom the colonists dealt had no

notion of property or titles ; they sold the same land over

and over again, as often as they found a new purchaser.

The ensuing complication where this took place may be

read in every page of colonial history ; and had free com-

petition been allowed it would have made an end of all

security, and perhaps in many instances of the settle-

ments themselves. To unscrupulous operators in land ti-

tles this situation has offered at all times an opportunity

of which they have never been slow to avail themselves.

Of these, as well as of the class opposed to monopoly,

Scott seems to have been an eminent representative.

How he managed it is apparent from another order

of the court, this time in New York. In February, 1665,

he was ordered to bring in, at the General Court of the

Assizes following, a certain deed or writing "called by

the said Captain Scott a Perpetuity, with the King's

picture on it and a great yellow wax seal afiix't to it

which he very frequently showed to divers persons, and

deceived many therewith" by what another correspond-

ent calls his "cnaveri." That "Perpetuity" was, appar-

ently, a royal grant of twenty miles square in the heart

of Long Island, the township of Brookhaven most prob-

ably. At the same time that the authorities of New York
took this step, their colleagues in Connecticut were de-

liberating whether Scott's fine would reimburse the

colony for the damage he had done, and were consider-

ing what further measures should be taken in the matter.

In addition to their other grievances, it appears from

their statement of the case against him that he had dis-

pensed justice in his own house and told disgruntled
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litigants they could appeal to Connecticut if they did not

like the judgments of their own courts; that Hartford

had no right to levy on Southampton, but ought rather

to pay back the taxes already collected, as Long Island

was not in Connecticut jurisdiction; and more to the

same purpose. In addition, he was charged with having

stolen the instructions to Massachusetts and Mr. Maver-

ick's petition from Lord Arlington's office. These actions

evidently gave the Colonel matter for serious reflection,

and when October came, with an order from the New
York governor for him to appear before the General

Court of Assizes and produce the letters patent which

he claimed to possess ; to show his authority for the Long
Island lands then in dispute ; and, finally, to account for

his other offenses ; together with a warrant for his arrest,

it seemed that the time for his departure had arrived. In

point of fact, he had already gone. He gave the sheriff

the slip, took ship for Barbados, and palmed himself off

on Colonel Morris—notable for his later removal to New
York, where he settled in that district known as Morris-

ania—as a Quaker escaping from persecution in the New
England colonies. He was received, apparently, with

open arms, and so, like a skilful commander, made good

his retreat to a new position. Thus ended his career in

America, where, as elsewhere, he was described as "a

bird of prey and passage."

IV

But before he went he made his mark on history, and

incidentally avenged himself on the courtiers whom he

considered to have cheated him out of his rightful in-

heritance, especially the Duke of York. Though his plan

could not possibly have brought him any reward, and
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thus bears little relation to his career as he or we conceive

it, it is noteworthy not only for its ingenuity and efficacy

but for the extraordinary results it produced on the

geography, and even on the history, of the United States.

For it seems that to him more than to any other man is

due the peculiar and unfortunate circumstance that New
York does not control both shores of the harbor on which

it lies. The circumstance finds its first expression in the

Duke's division of the lands granted him by the King,

his brother. In June, 1664, before that grant was con-

firmed, and while Nicolls' expedition was on its way to

America, the Duke of York conveyed to his followers.

Sir John Berkeley and Sir George Carteret, members

of the Committee on Plantations, by whose advice New
Netherland was seized, a territory bounded on the north

by a line running northwest from the Hudson River at

about the location of Yonkers, and on the west and south

by the Delaware River; in short, the district known as

New C^esarea or New Jersey. The new proprietors

promptly drew up a constitution modeled on that of

Carolina, and sent out a governor, Philip Carteret, a

relative of Sir George, who arrived in the fall of that

year.

Such was the news which greeted Nicolls at the mo-

ment he found himself in possession of New Netherland

as governor of the new province. As a faithful servant

of the Duke, he was furious ; and, apparently in Novem-

ber of that year, he wrote a scathing letter to his master.

He had, he said, seen the grant which the Duke had made
to Berkeley and Carteret for all lands west of the Hud-
son River ; and he cannot suppose that either the grantor

or the grantees could possibly have known how prejudi-

cial it was to the Duke's interest or that of New York.
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He must, he went on, "charge it upon Captain Scott,

who was born to work mischief as far as he is credited

or his parts serve him. This Scott (it seems) aimed at

the same patent which your Royal Highness hath, and
hath since given words out that he had injury done him
by your Royal Highness, whereupon he contrived and
betrayed my Lord Berkeley and Sir G. Carteret into a

design (contrary to their knowledge) of ruining all the

hopes of increase in this j^our Royal Highness his terri-

tory, which he hath fully completed unless your Royal
Highness take farther steps herein."

This was the last account against Scott in the North
American colonies. One of a little previous date may be

added to make the story complete. A month before

Nicolls wrote thus to James, he had written to Morrice,

then Secretary of State, that Mr. Maverick's petition

was "stolen from Lord Arlington's office by Captain

Scott and delivered to the governor and council of Bos-

ton—tho' Scott said Williamson had given it to him."

This same Scott, he went on to say, "by a pretended seal

affixed to a writing in which the King's picture

drawn with pen and ink or black lead with His Majesty's

hand C. R. and subsigned Henry Bennet" (probably the

"Perpetuity" of which we have heard before) had abused

his Majesty's honor in these parts and had fled to Bar-

bados. But Lord Willoughby, then governor of that

island, had sent word he would arrest Scott and send

him prisoner to England.

This would certainly have seemed enough to settle the

case of Scott. Pursued by three colonial governors,

driven from his home by enough counts to keep him in

prison the greater part of his life, and subject to enough

fines to ruin what estate he had left, the fugitive would
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seem to have had small chance for any further activities

in the British Empire at least. Moreover, the Gotherson

matter had come up to plague him again. For, before he

fled to Barbados, Dorothea Gotherson had petitioned

the King for an order to Francis Lovelace, deputy-gov-

ernor of Long Island, to consider whether she had any

claim to land bought there for her son ; alleging that her

husband had paid Scott .£2,000 and thereby died in

debt, his lands had been taken, and though she had

brought him an estate of .£500 a year she was obliged to

work for bread for herself and her six children. Scott

had gone before this matter could be attended to, but it

remained, as it proved, to vex and finally to wreck his

fortunes in another land. Meanwhile, Governor NicoUs

issued a special warrant to the high sheriff to seize all

lands, goods, or chattels "which Captain Scott hath any

right or pretense to within this government." The goods

he bought of Bloomer were returned by the court. He
was "Cawled according to law, and not appearinge he

was nonscheiuted" in an action for debt and trespass.

His suit for £1,000 against one Arthur Smith brought

him a judgment of £50. "Mrs. Scott being about to re-

move," in 1664 a committee was appointed to invoice

and store his goods. In February, 1666, it is briefly re-

corded that "John Scott sold to Zakery Hawkins all his

lands." And as late as 1670 there appeared Colonel

Lewis Morris in Hempstead to lay claim to the land he

had bought of Scott. So ended Scott's connection with

Long Island real estate.

But this was not the end of him, even in the colo-

nies. Mrs. Gotherson was a persistent as well as a greatly

wronged woman. A year or two later it appears that

she agreed with one Thomas Lovelace, kinsman of the
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deputy, that if he could make any money by the sale of

her land which her husband had mortgaged, she would

bring a hundred and twenty families into Long Island

"to ye g't advantage of ye place." Accordingly, when
Governor Lovelace went to New York to succeed NicoUs

in 1668, he appointed a commission, of which Thomas
was a member, with "Captain Morris of Barbados," to

enquire. But they could find nothing. The houses which

Scott had built or bought had been taken down and

moved to Setauket, and given to Mrs. Scott by Governor

Nicolls for her support after her husband had deserted

her. It is not without interest, perhaps even significance,

to observe that from the Oyster Bay town records it ap-

pears that two "Town Shipps" which Major Gotherson

had bought from John Richbell had been seized for a

debt of Gotherson to Matthew Pryor and were granted

to Pryor by Lovelace in settlement of that debt. But
there seems to be no record of the sixteen hundred acres

sold by Scott to Gotherson, much less of the twenty

thousand which Gotherson was to purchase for Scott.

One thing, however, the commission did find—Gother-

son's son, who had been sold into service by Scott to an

innkeeper in New Haven. That individual was willing

to release him from his duties as stable-boy for the sum
of £7 ; and with that, presumably, Mrs. Gotherson had

to content herself for the time. And with that, too, as

the learned gentleman who wrote an account of Scott's

life many years ago for the Massachusetts Historical

Society declares, Scott disappears from history. Not
quite—for Scott had found the refuge which he sought in

the West Indies. There Lord Willoughby, it appears, in-

tended, in pursuance of NicoUs' request, to catch him
and send him prisoner to England. But again Scott
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seems to have exercised his undoubted charm, drawn
upon his credit with WiHiamson, and emerged presently

reinstated, and, in so far as possible, rehabilitated; for

by the middle of the year 1665 we find him with a com-

mission in Sir Tobias Bridge's regiment stationed there.

It was a fertile field for his talents, for there was much
doing in that quarter of the world which might well serve

as an opportunity to reinstate himself. England was then

at war with Holland and France; and Barbados, where

Bridge's regiment was stationed, was a storm-center of

affairs. Scott landed there in April. In June he, with

Colonel Stapleton, commanded the reserve in an attack

upon the French stronghold of St. Kitts, concerning

which he wrote a full account, in accordance with Wil-

loughby's letter to Williamson that the latter's friend

Scott "had escaped" and would inform him of the fight.

Scott was not content with describing his own prowess.

He took occasion to condemn his brothers in arms, and

contrasted their conduct with his own,—he, according to

this account, having been wounded in the arm, breast,

and shoulder, and inflicted a loss of twenty wounded in

the crews of the four boats that tried to take him. Ac-

cordingly we find him a little later petitioning for re-

wards. That petition is illuminating. It recites that in

1665 and 1666 he was in command of a small fleet and

a regiment of foot on an expedition against the Dutch

of Tobago and at New Zealand, Dissekeeb or "Desse

Cuba" and "Timberan" in Guiana. At the latter place,

by the help of the Caribbees, he burnt and destroyed

towns, forts, goods, etc., worth £160,000, and spent for

his Majesty's service 73,788 pounds of sugar. He there-

fore asks a reward, which, on the basis of this and an-

other petition in which he values his expenditures at
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£1,620, and includes the loss of a ketch valued at £500,

he requests that £738 at 4^ per cent be charged on the

Barbados excise.

Besides these we have another and even more detailed

account from his pen of the war, and especially of the

part he took in it. According to that veracious chronicle,

he declares that in the month of October, 1665, he "hav-

ing been commissionated Commander-in-chief of a small

fleet and a regiment of soldiers, for the attack of the

Island Tobago, and several other settlements in the

hands of the Netherlanders in Guiana, as Moroco,

Wacopow, Bowroome and Dissekeeb, and having

touched at Tobago, in less than six months had the good

fortune to be in possession of those countries, and left

them garrisoned for his majesty of Great Britain, and

sailed thence for Barbados, where meeting with the news

of the eruption of war between the two crowns of Eng-

land and France, endeavoured to persuade Francis Lord
Willoughby to reduce those several small garrisons into

one stronghold, and offered that was the way to make
good our post in those parts, having to do with two

potent enemies, but his Lordship, that was his majesty's

captain-general in those parts, was of another opinion,

and embarked on the unfortunate voyage for the reduc-

ing of St. Christopher, etc.," in which design he perished

by a hurricane.

Besides these, still, we have another and what appears

to be a wholly independent narrative of the same events,

under the signature of a certain Major Byam, who

adds this eulogj^ at the beginning of his story: "In

November 1665 there arrived from his Exc"^^ [Lord

Willoughby] his Serj* Maj"" Jn" Scott after his victory

at Tobago w*^ a smal Fleet and a regiment of Foote
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under the Carrecter of Major-General of Guiana, Chief

e

Commissioner and Commander-in-Chiefe by Land and

Sea in a few months his great Fortune and gallantry

prudent and Industrious Conduct made him master of

all the great province new Zealand & Desseceub settled

a peace with the Arrowayes left both Collonys in a

Flourishing Condition and well garrison'd for the King
of England," etc.

Nothing could be clearer than such a story, supported

by the testimony of two witnesses, one of whom was the

hero in question. All the story is partly true. Perhaps it

is all true; and perhaps we should not lay too much
stress on the fact that the second, though written ostensi-

bly by Major Byam, is only known to us through what

purports to be a copy—and this copy is in Scott's own
hand! Probably no one who studies the peculiar form

of this manuscript can help feeling that there is some-

thing about it which seems to indicate that it is now not

precisely what it was when it left the hands of its reputed

author, the worthy Byam. Taken in connection with

the fact that it forms, so to speak, part of a trilogy,

"Byam's Journall," "Scott's History and Description

of the River of Amazones," and "Colonell Scott's Pref-

ace to an Intended History of America," it seems to

give a clue, among other things, to his literary method.

The story, such as it is, has been accepted by historical

scholars of the highest consequence ; and in view of this

circumstance, two other pieces of evidence in the case

are not without interest. The first is a communication

from Sir Thomas Bridge which relates that "Major

Scott sent to the governor of St. Kitts with a letter and

money for the English officers there and to get an under-

standing of the French strength returned with little
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satisfaction and many complaints. The English officers

complained of his imprudent carriage in the message

and ill deportment in the engagement."

The second is the record of a court-martial held at

Nevis by Lord Willoughby's command on January 4,

1667, before Sir Thomas Bridge, Lieutenant-Colonel

Stapleton, Major Androsse, and seventeen others, on a

charge against "Capt. John Scott, late colonel of Sir

Tobias Bridge's regiment of foot." Its findings begin

with the observation that "the said Scott is generally

knowne to bee a notorious coward, and whenever hee has

been employ'd in His Majesty's service has brought great

dishonour upon our King and Country." From that

premise it goes on to the specific charges that in the at-

tempt on the mainland fort of Moroco "he absented

himself at the instant time of stormeing the said Fort"

;

that when the fort was taken and the men were on the way
back to the ships, he acted very badly in the face of the

enemy; that when the expedition came to Barohmah
Fort as soon as it was within gunshot he "sculked away
alone in a Boat," until the place offered to surrender.

Thirdly, that at St. Christopher's, where he commanded
a foot company, he "left his men and sculked under a

rock," ran away and stripped himself and swam out to

the ship, pretending he was wounded. Fourthly, to vin-

dicate himself to the Lieutenant-General, he aspersed

several officers, especially Captain John Cotter. And,

finally, that for his dishonorable actions in the mainland

and at St. Christopher's, he had been frequently "basted

and cudgelled by soldiers under his command at Bar-

bados." All this and more was sworn to and corroborated

by various witnesses cited before the court, some twelve

in number, and by the examination of several officers who
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were not present at tlie sitting, and on these grounds

Seott was unanimously found guilty. Moreover, Captain

Cotter was given leave to go to England and was ex-

onerated from all of Scott's charges by Lord William

Willoughby, who had succeeded Francis.

It seems, therefore, at least possible that Scott was

not the hero that he, and his friend Byam, through the

medium of Scott's pen, painted him, during the entire

war, however he may have distinguished himself on occa-

sion. And to this again there is somewhat to be added.

Later in the same year Willoughby sent a letter to

Williamson by Scott, declaring that the latter "had done

his duty well since Portsmouth," and later still, in Janu-

ary, 1668, he writes Williamson again that he will come
home and give as good an account of the Indies as Major
Scott, who he hopes has arrived, and if so has probably

told Williamson "some truth but not all gospel." Which
observation reveals in some sort that Willoughby had

not the greatest confidence in his late lieutenant's ve-

racity. And that is confirmed by the governor's pass to

Cotter, which included the somewhat irrelevant remark

that if Scott had come to trial before the court-martial

"his smooth tongue would not have saved him." To this,

again, may be added the testimony of Mr. Jeremy Wells,

writing in later years to Mr. Samuel Pepj^s, that he

would like "to add a little to the legend of Col Scott's

life," namely, that he was "an errand coward and a great

Rogue."

V
In any event, Scott left the service and arrived in Eng-
land sometime in the latter part of 1667. That arrival

is in a sense characteristic of his extraordinary quality of

reaching a particular spot at the moment when circum-
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stances were favorable to his designs. It had been so in

1660; it was to be so on at least one other occasion; and
it was peculiarly true in the present instance. In June
the Dutch, who were still at war with England, had made
their raid into the Medway and the Thames. Partly

owing to that exploit, England and Holland had made
peace in July. In August Clarendon, who had been made
the scapegoat for the miscarriages of the war, had been

driven from place and fled from England. And at al-

most the precise moment that Scott arrived in England,

big with the news and the importance of his heroic ex-

ploits in the West Indies, and the less romantic but per-

haps more accurate information that the Dutch and

French had been defeated in that part of the world, a

new ministry was just being inducted into office. That

ministry, known as the Cabal, numbered among its mem-
bers Scott's old patron, Bennet, now Earl of Arling-

ton, who, with two of his colleagues, Buckingham and

Shaftesbury, played so great a part in the determina-

tion of Scott's fortunes thenceforth. Here, as in his

earlier advent at the court of Charles II, was a situation

made to his hand, and he was not slow to take advantage

of it.

His first experience was, however, unfortunate; for

the year 1668 had hardly dawned when he was arrested

for debt and taken to the Gatehouse prison. He
promptly appealed to Arlington for relief, and reiter-

ated—with some small additions—his recent eminent

services to the government. In this petition he raises the

sum he spent in behalf of his native land to £3,000;

asserts that he had resettled Antigua and Montserrat,

made peace with the Indians before he had been thirty

hours in Barbados, and had sailed to England on Lord
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Willoughby's motion, to give the King an account of

affairs in the West Indies. Moreover, he had saved the

King's ships from a hurricane. He had served a gracious

prince, he conchides, yet for £30/10, not yet due, he is

in jail without influence on his Majesty for release and

must go from jail to jail.

It is a pathetic plea, and Arlington was apparently

touched by it, for, through some influence, Scott's peti-

tion for £100 was allowed, and apparently by July or

August he actually got the money—and how great a

feat that was at this precise period of English finance

can only be appreciated by a somewhat intimate ac-

quaintance with the circumstances of English adminis-

tration of the time. He got, indeed, much more ; for by

the end of Aug-ust a royal warrant, countersigned by

Arlington, conferred upon him a government appoint-

ment, the post of royal geographer I For he had approved

himself, as Buckingham observed in later years, "a very

useful rogue."

And with this we come to another remarkable passage

in a remarkable life. For a dozen years or more Scott

had played some little part in public affairs. Now, moved

by the situation in which he found himself, and mindful

of his unusual gifts and experiences, he aspired not to

make but to write history. As soon as he was settled in

his new post—probably even before—he had begun an

attempt to justify his appointment by the execution of

a great work on the "Coasts and Islands of America."

This included, among other things, a "Discription of

Guiana," which was one day to give him standing in the

world where even he could scarcely have imagined it.

What, we may well ask, were the qualifications of such

a man to undertake this most difficult form of literary
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composition; what was his training, his purpose, and his

hope of success in that field? That question was to be

asked again on at least one occasion of great importance

;

and, as he has given the answer in his own words, it is

proper that they should be inserted here. For his methods

as he described them were so precisely those of Herodo-

tus, the father of history—or, according to his enemies,

the father of lies—that they may well be quoted in their

entirety.

"In my youth," Scott begins his narrative, "I was a

great lover of Geographic and History in Generall, but

aboute the Eighteenth yeare of my age I tooke up a

resolution to make America the scene of the greatest

actions of my life, and there to sett myselfe a worke (if

possible) to finde out the Latitudes, the Longitudes, and

to know the oridginall discovery with the situations of

all places both on the Continent and in the Islands; as

also the names of Persons and of what Nations they were

who have possessed them, and what fortune each Nation

hath had, and (as neare as I could) the fortune of the

severall governors successively, and of the respective

Collonies, the most remarkable distempers and diseases,

the Commodityes abounding and advantages of trade,

what places were more or less Tenable of Nature, and

what were made strong by fortifications, in what manner,

and to what degree; Moreover how these colonies have

prospered or declined in Trade, increased or decreased in

number of Inhabitants from Europe, and the proper

causes thereof ; Together with the strength of the severall

Indian Nations, their customes. Governments, and Com-
modities, and what advantages may be made of them in

point of Warr or by Trade. I labour'd likewise to dis-

cover the Rocks, Sandes Shelves, and Soundings about
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every Island, and in the Entrance of all Ports, Havens,

Rivers, and Creeks, as well on the Terra firma as the

Islands, my scope at first being only for my owne par-

ticular sattisfaction, but now I am not out of hope these

things may be both of some reputacion to myselfe, and

a generall advantage to the English Nation, by which

especially I shall have my end and reckon these eighteene

yeares past, by running through all manner of dangers

(at seve'll times) to make Collections and Observations,

have been spent to good purpose for my Country, and

thereby put mee in possession of the greatest fellicity

that can befall a man in this life."

*'I had once a purpose," he continues, "to have given

you a large discription of all America," but, considering

the Spanish Indies had been fully treated, he decided to

confine his book to "new accounts from observations of

my owne (or such living Testimonies as I could credit)

Touching those places which have not been sufficiently

sett forth by any man before me; Purposely omitting

that part of the Spanish Indies that I have noe knowl-

edge of. ... I chose rather to content myselfe with

what (in great part) I know, what my owne eyes have

see, and much of what my feet have trodden, and my
sences brought under an exact inquiry, confineing my
selfe with the River amazon on the South . . . from

whence in my Mappes and History I pass Northward

to Newfound Land.

"More than 1200 miles along the shore, surveying all

the Islands worth notice, comprehended within that vast

part of the Atlantick Ocean one hundred and six of

which Islands I have been Personally upon, have Trav-

elled most parts of New England and Virginia, and a

greate part of Guiana, and other place of the Maine be-
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tween the Tropick of Cancer and the aforementioned

grand River, and with Shipps and Barques have sayled

into very many of the Rivers, Bayes, Ports, and Creeks

within the two boundaries of this diseription. As for

those places which have not come under my survey, and
the Originall of many of the Colonies, whether English,

Spanish, French or Dutch, whose plantacions are settled

beyond the Memory of any man that I could meet with,

in such cases I took my measures from the best authors,

as Herera Ovida and Acosta among the Spaniards,

Thunis a grave Authour among the French, John De-
laet among the Dutch and from many other Authours

and sev'U curious manuscripts that came to my hand
besides the Carts of which I ever labour to gett the best

extant and besides actually to converce with good Artists

that had been upon the place, and such persons I ever

strove to oblidge and draw to me of what so ever Nation

they were; I made it my business likewise to purchase

or borrow all the historys and Journalls that I could

heare of whether Lattin Ittalian Spanish or Portugais

French Dutch or in our Language, wherein I may say

I have by reason of a generall generous conversation had

luck extraordinary, and herein what paines I have taken

what cost I have been att is so Notorious, that over and

above the knowledge of a great number of Gentlemen

which I have been oblidged too for a communication of

printed books. Manuscripts, Patents, Commissions, and

papers relating to those parts, the many booksellers of

England and Holland will doe me Right to testifie my
continuall inquisition."

Concerning this simple and modest narrative of the

historian-errant, there is perhaps only one observation

necessary. It is that, taken in connection with the ex-
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tremely active life which Scott led during those same

years in which he was engaged upon his historical labors,

one can only marvel at his extraordinary industry and

concentration and his application to such scholarly ideals

when his mind must have often been so busy with other

matters than the pursuit of ultimate truth.

Perhaps in this connection, if it is not too wearisome,

it may be interesting to compare with this, and with the

narrative of his life up to this point, the preface which

he composed for this great work. Amid the strenuous

activities with which his earlier and later years were

filled it may be worth a quiet hour to stop, as he did, and

contemplate the eternities and immensities.

"Deare Countrymen," he begins: "Forasmuch as man
is not borne for himselfe, or to confine his Aimes within

the narrow compass of his owne poor pleasures or advan-

tages, but being a creature of celestiall extract ought

ever to be looking upwards from whence he came. Pro-

posing to himselfe an imitation of God, that universall

goodness after whose image he is made, and after that

Glory and greatness in some measure, which is abso-

lutely and infinitely inherent only in him, but displayed

throughout the frame of this wonderfull Globe of

Heaven and Earth (which glory consists in the Ample
manifestation of that goodness by acts of benevolence

towards the whole race of mankinde, doing good through

all generations, teaching us thereby what we ought to

doe for one another) Therefore Pardon mee (Sirs) if

I who, knowing the circumstances of my owne Life have

reason enough to consider that having been bred much
in warrs, & the world might judge those imployments

might neither give mee time, nor inclinations for such a

worke do yet nevertheless presume to tell you that I
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would faine be an humble follower of that great Ex-
ample of publick good, because we are all commanded
to follow it and be like him," he has, in brief, begun this

book "because it comes attended with all the affections

& dutyes which I owe unto our Native Country." As to

the subject matter, he continues, "Peradventure the like

may not be scene again, if I perish before the Publica-

tion; and this is said (I assure you) not in vanity of

mind to prize myselfe above others, but rather to mag-
nifie God's goodness to me who hath by carrying me
through innumerable labours and hazards, in various

imployments, given me such opportunities as have not

been afforded to many in times past & will rarely befall

any one man hereafter, in that part of the world which

I intend to discribe."

This, among its other revelations, shows that Scott's

connection with Southwick and the Gothersons was,

after all, not wholly without its effect upon at least his

literary style. One part of this entertaining preface is

unquestionably true, the like of Scott's narrative, even

so far as it went, has not been seen again. It is a loss to

literature that he was not permitted to complete this

great work and that only a part of what he did write

has seen the light of print ; and when one considers under

what auspices his efforts did finally appear, it goes far

to justify his assertions and to increase the regret at its

incompleteness. But if it is unfortunate that he never

completed this work, it is perhaps a still greater loss to

posterity that he was able to enjoy his new dignity so

short a time. Three days before Scott was commissioned

royal geographer. Colonel Richard Nicolls, having been

superseded as Governor of New York by Colonel Fran-

cis Lovelace, sailed for England, where he arrived in the
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latter part of the year 1668. Within six months we find,

whether in consequence of his arrival or of other circum-

stances, two pieces of evidence material to the case of

Scott. The first is a series of communications from Doro-

thea Gotherson to Governor Lovelace and his brother

Thomas, reciting the fact that she had appealed to the

King to right her wrongs, that Charles had taken pity

on her, and that steps had been taken through the Coun-

cil to communicate with Lovelace, with what result we

have already seen, in the discovery of her son and the

attempt to recover some of the property lost through

Scott.

The second is an intimation that on Nicolls' arrival in

England he informed the King of Scott's career in

America, and that upon this Scott "vanished from

Whitehall." That he did vanish appears from another

note from Mrs. Gotherson indicating that she had re-

ceived letters from him, and expressing the hope that he

would return from Holland, whither, it appears, he had

gone. To this may be added a communication from Scott

to Williamson disavowing all connection with a certain

Andrews whom Scott had recommended and who had

committed some unnamed villainy, with the result that,

joined to these other circumstances, Scott completely

lost Wilhamson's favor and with it his principal claim

to recognition and respectability. It is, perhaps, small

wonder that this is accompanied by "a scrap of paper,"

requesting "prayer for a troubled, sinful, and almost

despairing soul." He did not return from Holland for

reasons known to himself and to the English govern-

ment, and probably not wholly unsuspected even by Mrs.

Gotherson.
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VI

What those reasons were, and in what activities and

society he busied himself is shown, among other testi-

mony, by the deposition of a certain John Abbot, an

Enghsh resident of Harlem. He declared, in later years,

that between 1669 and 1672 he had often had at his

house "one John Scot, commonly called Major General

Scot," who went in company with "an ancient gentle-

man. Coll. Wogan," William Cole, Dr. Richardson, and

a Mr. Ray, alias John Phelps. He deposed further, that

Scott had maps and charts of the West Indies, that he

was a man evilly spoken of, and that in spite of the fact

that he held a commission in the Dutch army, he had on

at least one occasion been soundly beaten by Abbot's

servant. Taking all these things into account, there can

be little doubt that this was the royal geographer.

But who were these new associates, and what was he

doing in Holland? The answer is not wholly clear, but

there is e^adence enough to enable one to arrive at an

approximation to the truth. Wogan and Phelps had

been members of the high court of justice which had con-

demned Charles I to death. Dr. Richardson was one of

the most active movers in the Nonconformist plot which

had led to a rising in the northern counties of England

in 1663. All were proclaimed outlaws and traitors. Their

chief business was the fomenting of disturbance against

the government of Charles II; their chief hope was to

overthrow that government ; their chief means of support

lay in certain contributions taken up among the faithful

in England under guise of sending aid to the Walden-
sians, the persecuted Vaudois, or the "Poles" ; and there

is evidence that Scott benefited by this "Polish fund."
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These men were, in short, the center of a widespread

intrigue, which had for its purpose the creation of trouble

for the EngHsh authorities by whatever means that could

be accomplished.

They had many friends and correspondents through-

out the world, and with Scott's entry into this circle he

came in touch with the underground politics which played

such a part in the reign of Charles II, and was thence-

forth to condition the late royal geographer's career to

the end of his life. In this the old Cromwellians had their

full share. Upon the Restoration, their party had been

broken up. Some leaders, like Vane and Harrison, had

been seized and executed. Some, like General Lambert,

whose popularity prevented the government from bring-

ing them to the block, were doomed to life imprisonment.

Some, like Goffe, Whalley, Dixwell, and Bourne, found

refuge in America. Some, like Ludlow, Sidney, and

Lisle, fled to Switzerland. A few took service in con-

tinental armies. Others, like those with whom Scott now
consorted in this "Adventure of the Regicides," remained

in the Netherlands. There they were in close touch with

the Dutch government on the one side, and on the other

with the discontented Nonconformist element in Eng-

land that had been driven first from the church, then

from politics, by the so-called Persecuting Acts of the

Anglican party during the Clarendon administration,

which had thus endeavored to crush Nonconformity once

and for all. They were a distinct menace to the English

government, which could take no step without reckon-

ing the possible danger from these men and the aid

which they might bring to the enemies of England.

Many of them had actually taken part in the recent

Anglo-Dutch war. At least one Cromwellian officer had
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commanded troops on English soil against his country-

men, in an effort to take Harwich fort; while in the

famous raid up the Medway and the Thames the Dutch
fleet had been partly manned, and probably largely

piloted, by English sailors in Dutch service.

It was, therefore, natural enough that a fugitive like

Scott should seek and find refuge and a welcome among
this group. It was no less natural that he should acquire

a commission in the Dutch service; and it was perhaps

most natural of all that he should seek to turn his gifts

and knowledge to the account of his own advantage in

this environment. One need not accept Mrs. Gotherson's

theory that he used the information which had come in

his way as commander in the West Indies and as royal

geographer to further his fortunes with the Dutch
authorities ; but there was good ground for that hypothe-

sis and it is not easy to believe that he found these any

handicap in his new venture.

At any rate he seems to have commanded at least a

company in the Dutch army, though it is not probable

that he derived his title as Major-General from that

circumstance. It is equally certain that he was implicated

with a man named Despontyn in various dubious finan-

cial transactions relating to that company's pay. He
entered into a plan to defraud a Jew of a considerable

sum; he cheated his landlady. It is not necessary to ac-

cept the story that he defrauded the states of Holland

out of <£7,000 or £8,000, and that he was driven from

the country and hanged in effigy there in consequence;

but probably only the amount and the disgrace were

exaggerated; the main fact seems clear. There is, more-

over, evidence to show that he provided his new em-

ployers with maps, soundings, and plans of the defenses
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of English harbors, and information of English naval

strengths and designs, and in so far Mrs. Gotherson's

surmises were justified. In addition there is much evi-

dence that this same Scott, "shield-bearer and geog-

rapher-royal," as he styled himself, was, during his stay

in Holland, at once dishonest and dissolute in a large

varietj'^ of ways not necessary to enumerate here.

INIeanwhile English affairs, during the period of

Scott's sojourn in Holland, took a fresh turn in that

devious course which they pursued throughout the Res-

toration period. In so doing they unconsciously helped

Scott in determining his own course, in whose direction

he was ably assisted by the authorities of the countries

in which he successively sought refuge and a livelihood.

His stay in Holland coincided almost exactly with the

period during which the Cabal remained in power. That

period bears a peculiar reputation in English history,

and one not wholly favorable. This is not surprising,

whether we consider the character of some of its mem-
bers, or the policies which they pursued in their collective

capacity, and, in particular, the fact that their history

has been written chiefly by their enemies, the Anglicans.

Whatever religion they professed or despised, they were

none of them of the latter party, whose overthrow

brought them to power, and whose revival drove them

in turn from place.

The first act of their administration had been the sig-

nature of the Triple Alliance with Holland and Sweden
to check Louis XIV's aggressions. Yet they bore no

love for the Dutch, who were the chief rivals of that in-

terest to which the Cabal devoted its best talents—the

development of English commerce. That feeling was
shared, on different grounds, perhaps, by their sovereign,
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who, in 1670, signed the secret treaty of Dover with his

cousin, the French king, in return for a substantial pen-

sion. Thereafter events moved toward an Anglo-French

alliance and a joint attack on Holland; and, at about

the time that Scott found his position in Holland becom-

ing difficult, his government began to take steps to pre-

pare for war with that power. The Nonconformists were

conciliated in so far as possible, and many of the exiles

were pardoned and permitted to return. A royal Decla-

ration of Indulgence gave virtual toleration to the Dis-

senters. The stop of the Exchequer provided the govern-

ment with a sum which, added to a Parliamentary grant,

enabled the administration to equip the navy; and hos-

tilities began by an attempt to seize the Dutch Smyrna
fleet. Louis XIV poured his armies into the Netherlands

and Holland faced one of the most dangerous crises in

her troubled history.

And what of Scott in these busy days of broken alli-

ances and international treacheries ? The evidence is con-

flicting, as it well might be. Some of it goes to show that

he improved his stay in Holland to inform his own gov-

ernment of the doings of the exiles, and carried on nego-

tiations between them and the English authorities. Some
of it seems to suggest that the attack on the Smyrna
fleet failed owing to a warning sent the Dutch by Scott.

That there is ground for believing that all of this is more

or less true appears from certain testimony that he was

employed by Arlington to live at Bruges as a spy ; that

he was seen there by other English agents—notably the

first English woman novelist, Aphra Behn—in the exer-

cise of his profession; that he was paid by the English

consul there ; and that he presently lost his employment

for having opened negotiations with the Dutch. And
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there is nothing incompatible with his own character or

that of the times and class which he adorned in the sup-

position that he took his profit where he found it, and

was paid by both sides. In any event, his stay in Bruges

seems to have been of few days and full of trouble, for,

besides his other misfortunes, he was found sketching

the fortifications of the place, was driven out, and com-

pelled to seek refuge in Paris. There he arrived, as usual,

at the opportune moment; for England and France,

allied against Holland, found themselves again in ac-

cord, and prepared to employ the services of one so re-

cently in Dutch service.

He did not go empty-handed. As in his earlier exodus

to and from the court of Charles II, he brought to Paris

an interesting collection of curiosities. First among them

were the maps and plans upon which he always relied,

and not without much reason, to give him standing in a

new community. Moreover, he seems to have secured

from various persons small sums of money to meet his

unavoidable expenses, a "Silver Belt, a Fowling-peece

or two, two or three copper-plates of Mapps, one great

picture, of great value as he pretended, and two swords,

one whereof (to magnify its value) he pretended to have

been Cromwell's." Nor was this all, for we find one

Sherwin, the inventor of a new method of casting ord-

nance, writing about this time to the Marquis de Seigne-

lay, French Minister of Marine, begging him to re-

cover two little cannon, stolen by Scott, whose "intrigues

have ruined the whole enterprise" of supplying the new

guns to the French government.

Thus equipped, he arrived in Paris at a propitious

time to dispose of the information he possessed, and he

found the French capital a fertile field for the exercise
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of his peculiar talents. He was nothing if not impartial,

and he was as little bound by any weak scruples of patri-

otism as the most recent of internationalists. His career,

indeed, began auspiciously, for as he had earlier informed

the English of Dutch designs, and more recently en-

lightened the Dutch regarding the English plans, he was

now in a position to provide the French with information

regarding both the English and the Dutch, and in a fair

way, if opportunity presented itself, to gain material

which could be disposed of, in turn, to England, or even

to Holland if circumstances seemed to make it necessary

or profitable.

He set up at first apparently as a map-maker and a

geographical expert, with what more obscure relations

with the French government may be surmised. He had,

it would seem, no great skill himself in cartography, but

he was fortunate enough to be able to find a man who
could draw, and him he supplied with data from his own
knowledge, and, on at least one recorded occasion, from

his imagination. Meanwhile he strove, not without suc-

cess, to ingratiate himself with those in place and power.

He dabbled in alchemy ; he even seems to have dreamed

of getting a French ship and turning pirate. He had

some obscure connection with a certain Mile, des Mou-
lins, to whom he wrote letters in French, signed "Jean

Scot of Scot's Hall," and from whom he received vari-

ous sums for expenses in journeys made on her account.

And it may be noted here, as perhaps only a peculiar

coincidence but possibly a matter of not entirely ex-

traneous interest, that a man of that name, sometime in

Dutch service, sometime secretary to the Earl of Arling-

ton, was hanged in England about this time on a charge

of treason.
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Scott was more fortunate. He appears to have been

employed in some capacity by the Prince de Conde,

under circumstances of such pecuhar character that it

seemed necessary to the French authorities a Httle later

to deny categorically that he had ever been in the im-

mediate service of the French government, without,

however, committing themselves to the indiscretion of

alluding to his connection with Conde. Beyond this there

are scattered notices of other and less public activities.

He is reported to have stolen a locket from a certain M.
Delavall, a hat from one man, a muffler from another.

He managed to make the acquaintance of a Catholic

nobleman, the Earl of Berkshire, then resident in Paris

—a connection which was presently to be of some service

in bringing him again into the public eye ; and he seems

not to have wholly severed his relations with the less

obtrusive side of English administration, for there is

evidence that at least during the year 1677 he was at

times in London, in close touch with Sir Ellis Leighton,

chief agent of the Duke of Buckingham, upholding the

French interest, denouncing William of Orange, and

frequenting the purlieus of the court.

VII

Thus he passed some busy years. Meanwhile the situa-

tion in European, and more particularly in English,

politics altered, and with it came a corresponding change

in Scott's position and his relationships. While he had

thus busied himself England and France had made their

joint attack on Holland. On the Continent the courage

of the Dutch held the Anglo-French attack at bay, and

the outbreak of war had been accompanied by a revolu-

tion which brought to the head of affairs a greater spirit,
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William III, whose abilities presently drew together an

alliance against Louis XIV. The support of England

became the prize for which the rival groups of allies con-

tended. London was filled with their agents, the French

striving to hold the English to their allegiance, the

Dutch, the Imperialists, and the Spaniards striving to

detach them from the French cause. The Cabal was suc-

ceeded by the Earl of Danby's ministry. The struggle

was transferred to the House of Conmions, which first

summoned Arlington and Buckingham before it to ac-

count for the miscarriages of the war and their part in

the illegal proceedings which had preceded it, and then,

under the direction of the leaders of the Country Party,

in which Buckingham and Shaftesbury came to play the

principal roles, turned upon the King and the French

policy.

The result was a complete reversal of parts in English

and in Continental affairs. The English king was com-

pelled to break with France, to make peace with Hol-

land, and to give his consent to the marriage of his niece

with William of Orange. That astute prince made head

against his enemy. The Imperialists, having defeated the

Turks, were enabled to throw their strength against the

western front. The English Parliament voted great sup-

plies, authorized the raising of an army, and pressed

forward to war with France on the side of the alliance

now formed against Louis XIV. In the face of these

events the Grand Monarque was compelled to peace,

and in the month of August, 1678, diplomats assembled

at Nymwegen to negotiate the great treaty which takes

its name from that place.

Meanwhile the situation in England was complicated

by the introduction of a religious element. From the be-

k
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ginning of the reign of Charles II the Catholics had be-

stirred themselves to recover what they might of the

position they once held in the British Isles. The King
himself was not unfavorable to their cause. His brother,

James, Duke of York, with many members of the court,

openly embraced the ancient faith; and among the re-

sults of the anti-French agitation the passage of a Test

Act drove him, with his co-religionists, from civil and

military command. The Catholic minority, like the

Cromwellians before them, resorted to conspiracy

against the government of Charles II. The King took

no steps to combat the movement. The people became

aroused to the danger, and their alarm was fostered by

the leaders of the Countrj^ Party. The result was an

explosion. At almost precisely the same moment that

the diplomats assembled at Nymwegen one of the most

extraordinary episodes in English history began its

spectacular course, for the King was warned that there

was a Catholic conspiracy, famous as the so-called

Popish Plot, then on foot against his person and his

crown, as well as against English Protestantism.

To that warning, drawn up in the form of an elaborate

memorandum by two men, Titus Gates and Israel

Tonge, he paid little heed. But when, two months later,

a London justice of the peace. Sir Edmundberry God-

frey, before whom Gates had sworn out a copy of his

information, was found murdered, the London mob, the

English people, and in particular the Whig parJ:y, under

the able leadership of Shaftesbury and Buckingham,

were roused to a frenzy unparalleled in English history.

The whole great mystery was thrown at once into poli-

tics. The Whigs saw in it an opportunity to dispose of

their rivals, especially the Duke of York, whom they

/
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hoped to exclude from the succession to the throne.

What designs the Duke of Buckingham entertained are

difficult to determine, but it seems not improbable that

among them was some wild project of becoming, if not

king, at least Lord Protector of the realm to whose

crown he pretended to possess hereditarj'' claims.

But this much is certain. Almost, if not quite alone

of all the characters who have played a part in English

history the brilliant and erratic Buckingham surrounded

himself with a group of bravos, which comprised some

of the greatest scoundrels left unhung in England.

There was that Christian who became the model for the

villain in Scott's novel of Peveril of the Peak. There was

Colonel Blood, who had achieved eminence by his all but

successful attempt to steal the crown and scepter from

the Tower some years before. These were fair types of

the lower order. Among those of higher rank was Lord
Howard of Escrick, perhaps the most finished rascal of

his time; and, not to call more names, there was the

Duke's representative in Paris and at times elsewhere.

Sir Ellis Leighton. For while Shaftesbury relied on his

wits, on the famous Green Ribbon Club which formed

the active principle of the Whig party, and on the "brisk

boys" of the London mob, the Duke was not so nice in

his taste in supporters.

On the other side was a group perhaps more respect-

able in its personnel, if not more scrupulous in its de-

signs. About the Duke of York had grown up a Catholic

cabal among whose membership were numbered such

names as Lord Bellasis and Lord Powis; Lord Petre;

the Duke's secretary, Coleman ; and a company of lesser

agents, among whom a section of the Jesuits were the

ablest though not the most conspicuous.
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In such a golden age of conspiracy nothing could have

been more natural, indeed one might almost say inevi-

table, than that Scott should have found some part to

his liking, and, what was always to his liking, his interest.

Just how he came into touch with Buckingham we know,

but the means are certainly peculiar. For he seems to

have been recommended to Leighton about 1676 by

Peter and Richard Talbot, Irish Catholics then resident

on the Continent for reasons best known to the English

government, and with some obscure relation to the Duke
of York. Leighton, in turn, brought Scott to the atten-

tion of Buckingham, who found him, as he said, "a very

useful rogue." There may be some clue to this mysteri-

ous connection between Scott, Leighton, and the Tal-

bots in the fact that Scott had commended himself to the

Earl of Berkshire by professing himself, according to

the testimony of one of the earl's servants, as belong-

ing to the same communion as that of the exiled noble-

man, that of the Catholic church.

At any rate he was soon a member of the company of

choice spirits enrolled under the banner of Buckingham.

In September, 1678, the Duke seems to have visited

France, incognito. There, at Abbeville, he met Scott

and *'such company as ought to be seen in disguise," and

probably at that time made such plans as were soon re-

vealed in Scott's actions. For in November we find

Buckingham writing to Louis XIV desiring to be of

use to that monarch, especially for "the last favor" from

the French king's hands. The bearer, Mr. Scott, he goes

on to say, will tell him orally the message he sends. This

was accompanied by another letter to M. de Pomponne,

in the same tenor and by the same hand. All of which,

ostensibly, had to do with a plot to assassinate Louis.
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Meanwhile, in England the Popish Plot agitation,

under skilful manipulation, had assumed the dimensions

of a national panic. Oates and Tonge became popular

heroes. Every Catholic fell under suspicion, and arrests

were made right and left. The Earl of Powis, Lord
Petre, Lord Bellasis, Viscount Stafford, and Lord
Arundel of Wardour—the principal men named in

Oates' information—were taken into custody, and pres-

ently impeached. Coleman and six other men—almost

certainly the wrong ones—were tried and executed as

quickly as the machinery of the law could be set in mo-

tion. JNIany more were accused and hard put to it to de-

fend themselves. Parliament devoted itself almost en-

tirely to the Plot. Danby was impeached, and by March,

1679, the Duke of York was compelled to seek refuge

in Brussels.

Thus began that great episode which so greatly dis-

turbed the course of English politics in the years 1678

and 1679 and diverted English attention even from the

Peace of Nymwegen, which the French king had mean-

while been compelled to sign with his enemies. It need

hardly be said that the Whigs, under the lead of Shaftes-

bury and Buckingham, embraced the opportunity thus

afforded them to press hard their attack upon the Duke
of York. Every device of political agitation, every means

of furthering the Plot, was relentlessly used by them;

every informer encouraged, every "discovery" exploited.

In turn, after Oates and Tonge, there came other wit-

nesses on the scene, Bedloe, Prance, Dugdale, and others

less notable, a choice collection of criminals, conspirators,

and perjurers, to give evidence concerning the Plot and

the murder of Godfrey, to be rewarded for their services,

I
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and, in general, to save the country from the evils which

threatened it.

With such matters stirring in the world, this was no

time for a man like Scott to be idle; and we find him,

in consequence, going back and forth between England
and France, busily engaged, apparently on Bucking-

ham's errands. Here, too, we get finally a glimpse of

what sort of man he was in his external appearance. On
October 19, 1678, traveling at Gravesend under the

name of Godfrey, he is shown in the flesh. "A proper

well-sett man in a great light coulered Periwigg, rough-

visaged, haveing large haire on his Eyebrows, hollow

eyde, a little squintain or a cast with his Eye, full faced

about ye cheekes, about 46 yeares of Age with a Black

hatt & in a streight boddyed coate cloath colour with

silver lace behind." Thus for the moment we have him,

held by the order of the Admiralty Secretary, Pepys,

who did not then apparently know who or what he was,

save that his actions had led to suspicion.

By whatever method, he seems to have got safe away,

but a month later (November 8, 1678) a royal warrant

addressed to Colonel Strode, the Lieutenant of Dover
Castle, directed him to seize Scott as soon as he should

land at Dover; for his numerous journeys in the pre-

ceding months in various guises and under various

names, usually Godfrey or Johnson, had made him sus-

pect to the English government, especially in view of

his unbridled tongue. With all his gifts, Scott's volubility

made him peculiarly unfitted for the role of a conspira-

tor. He had continually boasted himself a friend of

Buckingham, continually acted in "violent and over-

bearing fashion," was often "full of Guinneyes," "with-

out any visible estate to support himself with," not sel-
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dom drunk, and known to carry with him maps, plans,

and estimates of naval and ordnance matters. Thus,

wherever he went he was a marked man, and one, under

the circumstances, to be watched and, if possible, appre-

hended. Despite all this he was not caught, and it was

not until the following spring that he came again into

public life.

The circumstances were, like most circumstances in

his life, extraordinary. In March, 1679, the Earl of

Berkshire died in Paris. Some weeks after that—to be

exact, on April 28 or 29, a fortnight after Danby had

been committed to the Tower, and at the moment that

Parliament had passed a resolution against the Duke of

York—there arrived at Folkestone a man who called

himself John Johnson. On his way to London, it seems,

he was arrested at Dover and there compelled to give

an account of himself, which he was, apparently, by no

means loath to do. He was, he said, a pensioner of the

Prince of Conde. He had formerly commanded the

Prince's regiment of horse in the French service and had

surveyed the Prince's land in Picardy and Burgundy.

His name was Scott, the occasion of his return was to

see his native country, his profession that of a soldier,

his landing at Folkestone only to see the boatman that

had transported him in the preceding October, "whom
he understood to be in great trouble for carrying him

over." He offered to take the oaths of Supremacy, Al-

legiance, and the Test.

This was perhaps the more desirable, inasmuch as it

appeared from his testimony that he had been most

solicitous for news relating to Parliamentary votes of

money to raise a fleet and an army, and peculiarly in-

quisitive regarding naval and ordnance estimates. To
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gratify that curiosity, it appeared that a certain Captain

Ne^vman finally drew up for him in a little book "a col-

lection of the severall estimates from the offices of the

navy and ordnance" the charges, the members, the rules,

the force and the state of the coast fortifications, espe-

cially of Portsmouth, Plymouth, and the Isle of Wight.

Whereupon the Colonel disappeared for five or six

weeks, returning in funds and bringing with him a rich

wardrobe and some sort of a paper "under the French

King's own hand." All this was in due time set forth in

a deposition by Captain Newman himself, though his

testimony was, apparently, not available until too late

to be of much use for the purpose for which it was taken.

Accordingly, Scott was carried to London. There he

told a curious story, and produced a still more curious

document. The Earl of Berkshire, he said, having long

been ill, sent for him in March to advise about a physi-

cian. One was procured, but it was too late, and the

Earl, having had Scott brought to him, sent the servants

away and confided to him that there had been "a foolish

and an ill design" carried on in England of which he

had known nothing till Lord Arundel, Mr. Coleman,

and others had told him it could not miscarry, and that

he should be "looked on as an ill man if he did not come

in in time." He had heard nothing about killing the King
or he would have revealed it. Lord Bellasis was an "ill

man"; "he and others were accustomed to speak ill of the

king, indeed very irreverently." He refused to tell Scott

who the others wxre, made him promise to tell the King,

and so continued: "My Lord Stafford was all along a

moving agent—though not very malicious. . . . My
Lord Powis his covetousness drew him in further than

he would have gone.—My Lord Peeter . . . was ever
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averse to all things of intrigue in this matter." And so,

Lord Cardigan being at the door, he dismissed Scott,

urging him not to forget this, "nor the business at Ro-

han." This, with some circumlocution and much elabora-

tion, was the message Scott brought to London.

It is not easy to discover what, if any, benefits or

injuries accrued to Scott or anyone else from this curi-

ous episode. The most recent historian of the Popish

Plot is himself somewhat at a loss to account for it, since,

as he observes, Scott "ran counter to the testimony of

Oates as to the designs against the King's life, he never

sought reward as a professional informer would have

done, he gave no evidence against those condemned for

the Plot, and his name does not appear in the secret-

service lists." He concludes that he must have had some

knowledge of Berkshire's correspondence with Coleman

from the nobleman himself, and that "a scoundrel fol-

lowing in the track of Oates and Bedloe would never

have concocted such a story"—hence it is "probably

genuine." Moreover, he adds, like the worthy member of

the Massachusetts Historical Society who fifty years

earlier contributed to the biography of Scott, "Nothing

more was known of him." This he qualifies a little in a

footnote recording that Scott testified before the House

of Commons later that Pepys had given information to

the French court regarding the navy "but the affair was

never investigated."

What, then, can be made of this? As it has been ob-

served of an earlier episode, all of it is partly true, per-

haps part of it is all true. Scott had known the Earl of

Berkshire; the Earl of Berkshire was a Catholic; he had

had some communication with the Catholic party in Eng-

land; he was now dead. That much is certain. Oates*
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several places," that they both agreed that innocent

blood had been shed over the Plot, that Scott went to

mass and passed as a Roman Cathohc, that Benson, "a

rogue," also came to see the Earl, who a month before he

died "was so deaf that no stranger spoke to him but as

shee went to him and hallowed it in his ears." Which
testimony, inasmuch as it was taken in another matter,

may perhaps be not unworthy to set beside—or even

against—Scott's entertaining narrative of Berkshire's

last hours, and may, perhaps, even modify somewhat
the importance attached to Scott's testimony by Mr.
Pollock.

VIII

HowE^^R that may be, Scott no longer appears as a

witness to the Plot proper. None the less he was not idle.

For scarcely had he emerged from this exploit when he

began to figure in another and scarcely less interesting

episode which grew directly out of that frenzy. This was
the attack made on Samuel Pepys, Secretary to the Ad-
miralty, and on Sir Anthony Deane, his colleague, for

furnishing information to the French government con-

cerning English naval affairs and, incidentally, for

Pepys' alleged Catholicism, which, under the Test Act,

would have cost him his place. Here Scott was cast for a

leading part.

The plot developed clearly and rapidly. On the

twenty-seventh of October, 1678, ten days after the dis-

covery of Godfrey's body, a certain Captain Charles

Atkins laid before Secretary Henry Coventry informa-

tion against a friend and namesake of his, one Samuel
Atkins, clerk to Samuel Pepys, which, however vaguely,

seemed to point to some obscure connection between the
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accused and Godfrey's murder. Three days later he

appeared before the Privy Council. On November 1 he

swore to his statement before a justice of the peace, and

Samuel Atkins was promptly seized, carried before the

committee of enquiry of the House of Lords, where, in

spite of every inducement to give testimony unfavorable

to the Duke of York and his party, he indignantly de-

nied the whole storj\ Thence he was sent to Newgate.

A new informer, Bedloe, was pressed into service against

him, other witnesses summoned, and, on February 11,

1679, he was brought to trial. There the case collapsed.

The witnesses were vague and unsatisfactory, the prose-

cution weak, and at the crisis of the trial Atkins produced

an alibi so strong that the case was dismissed ; an effort

to prove the accused a Roman Catholic broke down
ignominiously, and he was triumphantly vindicated on

every count.

But the men behind this case, Shaftesbury and Buck-

ingham at their head, did not rest here. Scarcely had

Atkins been acquitted on the ground of the alibi, which

had been prepared by his master, when the attack was di-

rected against Pepys himself. It was some time getting

under way, but once it began it assumed formidable pro-

portions. On the twentieth of May, 1679, Mr. William

Harbord, M.P. for Thetford, reported to the House of

Commons from the committee of enquiry into the mis-

carriages of the navy "some miscarriages of Sir An-
thony Deane and Mr. Pepys relating to Piracy &c."

These related ostensibly to the fitting out of a privateer

from government stores six years before, securing for

her a French commission, and employing her against

the Dutch, with whom England was then at war. To
this, it would appear, he added a charge that Pepys and
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Deane had suppressed or destroyed a journal of a voy-

age to St. Helena, kept by Sir Richard Munden—which

the latter promptly denied ever having written. But it

appeared almost immediately that the matter was far

deeper than this. For the first witness and the first piece

of evidence submitted to the committee and by them to

the House was Colonel Scott and his testimony.

That gentleman, as always, provided an interesting

narrative. "Having been acquainted with several great

men belonging to the navy," he began, "by their death

he was now discharged from privacy, things being set-

tling in England." "M. Pelisary, Treasurer General of

the French King's navy," he deposed, "had shown him

draughts of English ship-models, the government of the

Admiralty, the strength and condition of the Enghsh
navy, its methods of fighting, maps and soundings of the

Medway and Kent shores, and of the Isle of Wight,

plans of Sheerness and Tilbury, all signed by Mr. Pepys,

who, it appears, received for them some £40,000. But,"

he added, with his wonted caution, "there is a mystery

in this, more than I dare speak of." With that regard

for religion and that high sense of patriotism which he

showed at all times in his career, Scott testified that here-

upon he had said to Pelissary, who was a Protestant, "I

hope these rogues that have betrayed their country are

not of our 'Religion.' " Pelissary answered, "They are

of the Devil's Religion ; let us drink off our wine."

Such evidence, despite its clear and convincing presen-

tation, it may well be imagined, did not go wholly un-

challenged. There being some efforts "to take off Scott's

testimony," Harbord observed that he would like to pre-

sent two other witnesses. The story of one of them at

least could hardly have afforded him much comfort, since
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the witness merely deposed that five years before he had

been refused the command of the frigate Jersey by

Pepys, and further that a short time before he had heard

Scott declare that Pepys was "a great betrayer of his

country and in time he would make it appear, and that

Pepys was one of the Arch-Traytors of the Kingdom."

To this he added that he had "heard Pepys commend
the Catholics for their constancy in Religion"—which

last was, save at this time, perhaps, no hanging matter.

With that we come to the real root of the matter. Pass-

ing by the charge that Pepys had sold his country's

secrets to France, Harbord pounced on the charge of

Papacy. "There had been," he said truly enough, "re-

flections upon Pepys formerly as to his Religion, and

by collateral proof I shall much convince the House that

he is not of our Religion. I am sorry," he added, "I must

say it of a man I have lived well withal." That there had

been rumors of Pepys' Catholicism—as of that of every

man in any way connected with the Duke of York, who
was Lord High Admiral—was true enough. What Har-

bord omitted to say was that neither on the occasion he

mentioned nor on any other had there appeared any

ground whatever for such a charge.

That ground now appeared in the evidence of John

James of Glentworth, Lincolnshire, sometime Pepys'

butler, now, for obvious reasons, not in that service. He
deposed that there was one Morello who used to say

mass at the Queen's Chapel, St. James', Somerset House,

and Whitehall. He had heard this man say that he had

studied at Rome. "He had Beads and Pictures, and a

private door to his room. He used to carry a pistol and

a dagger and went often into St. James's Park, and

went to Pepys's house at Chelsea. He was frequently
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shut up with Pepys in his closet singing of Psalms often

till three o'clock in the morning. He was a learned man
and would dispute with Pepys in Philosophy. When a

Proclamation was out for Papists to go out of Town,
Pepys helped him away with his Papers and Books."

When James added to this the statement that Pepys had

said there was no employment in the navy for any man
save by favor of the Duke the case was complete.

In brief, it was sought to prove that Morello was a

dangerous man—as must appear to the most casual

reader of this damning indictment! James' story was

true. At any other time and under any other circum-

stances the fact that one had as a friend a man who
shared his tastes in music and learning, or even that he

sat up until three in the morning singing psalms with

him, would have been laughed out of court as proof that

he shared that friend's religious views or that he was a

danger to the state. That men obtained employment in

the navy by favor of the Lord High Admiral was hardly

surprising, much less ground for an accusation of either

treason or Popery. But at this precise moment men were

being sent to the block on evidence no less flimsy. Sir

John Hotham rose promptly to add that he had spoken

to Oates in the lobby and that Oates told him he knew

Morello as a Jesuit who had "importuned to have charge

of the English business." Another leader of the Country

Party, Garroway, declared this was "evidently one of

the branches of the Plot." "We have a Land-Plot," said

he, "this is a Sea-Plot." Sergeant Maynard declared

that this was almost as bad as the charges against the

Lords in the Tower, and that the papers should be put

in the Speaker's charge.

Then Pepys spoke. First he traversed Harbord's
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whole statement. He had, he said, been a member of

Harbord's conmiittee, he had attended its meetings, and

he had never heard there any accusation either from

Scott or from James. He denied that the Admiralty or

he himself had ever known about the alleged privateer-

ing scheme detailed by Harbord. "As for the charge of

Col. Scott (Lord I Sir.) . . . This Gentleman I know

not, nor ever saw: I know neither his name nor quality,

where is his abode or dependencies," unless he was the

man who under the name of Godfrey was sought by and

escaped the officers not long since at Gravesend, Deal,

and Dover, but in whose London lodgings the Lord

Mayor found "papers of ill importance . . . just such

papers as he accuses me of." All charges made by Scott

Pepys solemnly and categorically denied. As to James,

he turned him away for being in the housekeeper's room

at three o'clock Sunday morning. As for Morello, he

was sent to Pepys by one Hill ; he was a good scholar and

a master of music, harmless and moderate in opinions,

and he could and would at the desire of the House ap-

pear to clear himself. Deane followed in the same strain.

To Scott's charges he replied that he had, in fact, built

two boats for the French king—to be used on the Grand

Canal at Versailles in three feet and a half of water 1

He declared, moreover, that a member of the House

lately in Paris named Scott as one giving intelligence

to the French court.

Then followed a sharp debate. Sir Joseph Williamson,

Scott's old friend and patron, although he refrained

from all mention of Scott, must have had him in mind,

for he vigorously seconded Deane. Sacheverell, the

Country Party leader, Garroway, and Harbord pressed

the charge. Sir Francis Rolle added a touch of Rabelai-
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sian humor. Sir William Coventry observed that he had
had James as a butler, that he did not love to do ill

offices to one who had served him, but that James' serv-

ice "was not so direct as to recommend him to a friend."

Coventry's brother Henry, then Secretary of State, con-

tributed two interesting pieces of information. The first

was that Scott had absconded from London in the pre-

ceding October under a misapprehension. The govern-

ment was not looking for him at all but for Conyers, a
Jesuit, but Scott's flight gave ground for suspicion

against him. The second was that Scott had been em-
ployed by the Prince de Conde to survey his lands. And
to this Harbord added two other bits of biography—or

romance—that Williamson had told him Scott was the

ablest man in England, and that he had a testimonial

from De Witt [who was dead] that he had commanded
eight regiments of foot for the rehef of Flanders. He
averred further that a great man had told him that some
had tried to corrupt Scott to bear false witness against

him, "but Scott detested it."

The upshot of the matter was that Pepys and Deane
were committed to the custody of the Sergeant-at-Arms,

with the understanding that they be examined two days

later. On that occasion Harbord made another attack

on them, and they were committed to the Tower. There

they remained for ten days. On June 2 they were
brought before the King's Bench, where the Attorney-

General refused to allow them to be admitted to bail.

Somewhat later, in spite of the fact that Scott meanwhile

swore to an information on the lines laid down in his

testimony before the Commons, the Attorney-General

changed his mind. The prisoners were permitted to offer

security in the sum of £30,000—a huge amount for those
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days—and so regained their liberty. In the following

February they were released from that obligation, Scott

having refused to recognize the truth of his deposition

and James having confessed that he had concocted his

story under Ilarbord's instigation. Nor is it without

some small significance in this connection that about this

time the Duke of Buckingham recommended to Sir

Thomas Leet and Mr. Vaughan one J. James, sometime

in his service, for the post of storekeeper at Woolwich

—

which casts a certain amount of light upon this episode.

And so ended the Adventure of the House of Commons.

What induced Scott to bring these charges of treason

and Popery against Pepys? The answer is not difficult

to guess. The Popish Plot frenzy was at its height. It

seemed to Buckingham, Shaftesbury, and their Whig
supporters that, w ith its aid, they might not only be able

to displace the Tories in the conduct of affairs, but even

exclude the Duke of York from the succession—with all

the possibilities that such a victory might entail. But why
attack Pepys? To this three answers have been given.

The first is that, ten years before, Pepys had been com-

missioned by the Duke of York to gather evidence in the

matter of Mrs. Gotherson's appeal to the King for jus-

tice against Scott, that it was on the strength of this testi-

mony that Scott was driven from place and court,* and

thereafter nourished a grudge against Pepys. The second

is the general explanation that Pepys was, in his capacity

of Secretary of the Admiralty, very close to the Duke,

who, until the passage of the Test Act, had been Lord

High Admiral ; that a successful attack on Pepys might

well involve James, and in any event would have a

powerful tendency toward weakening the Duke's posi-

tion before Parliament and the country.
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The third is the answer which, in later years, was given

by Scott himself, an answer which is perhaps as good an

explanation of his own conduct and of the Plot in gen-

eral as can be found anywhere. "Their Design," said he,

"was to destroy the Government and make themselves

Kings, or rather Tyrants, and for that end did all they

could to bring an odium and hatred upon his Majesty

and Family, and by their fictions delude a Giddy and un-

thinking people. Their party was of three sorts. Those

that wanted office and were disappointed. Those that

were enemyes to the Government of Church and State,

and Fooles that the other two brought over to be of their

side."

And to which of these groups did Scott belong? If we
had not his own confession, it would be easy to guess.

Despite his manifold protestations it is fairly apparent

that he was no zealot for either church or state; and

hitherto, save in a larger sense, he had been a knave

rather than a fool. In this affair, he admitted, he "ac-

knowledged himselfe a Toole, much used, as well as a

Cabinett Counselour." "One that had hoped to be

[Pepys'] successor in the Secretarye's Employment,"

he declared, "had putt him upon contriving [Pepys'] de-

struction." The design was to take Pepys' life, "but the

said person found he was not likely to succeed in case

they had proceeded." Besides, he added, Shaftesbury

had made great promises to him to further this design.

The scheme was not unpromising. Pepys was a de-

voted adherent of the Duke of York. Though not him-

self a Catholic, he was no fanatical Protestant. Holding

a lucrative office, and being a highly efficient public

servant, he naturally had enemies. He was thus, under

the circumstances, a shining mark. But in all the mis-
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takes of a mistaken career, Scott never committed a

greater error than when he joined in the attack on the

Secretary of the Board of Admiralty. Pepys was what

he was because of his qualities. He had risen by his abili-

ties, he had maintained himself not so much by favor as

by his courage and intelligence. He had not dealt with

dishonest contractors, surly sailormen, and shifty court-

iers, for fifteen years, without acquiring a fairly thorough

acquaintance with the world and its wickedness, together

with some knowledge of how to meet the exigencies of

life. Moreover, he had an extraordinarily wide acquaint-

ance ; and, above all, he was, by the accident of fate, set

in the precise position, as it chanced, to deal with a man
like Scott. He had for many years been in the closest

touch with the navy—and he turned at once to his friend.

Captain Dyer. He was the intimate friend of the Duke
of York, who was the grantee of New York—and he

despatched a letter at once to the Duke's appointee.

Governor Francis Lovelace, for a record of Scott's ac-

tivities in that quarter of the world. He wrote Mrs.

Gotherson for information; to Savile, the English am-

bassador in Paris; and just at this time, by chance,

Thomas Lovelace turned up in England and agreed to

testify for Pepys—or at least against Scott. Pepys had

married the daughter of a French Huguenot refugee

—

and he sent his brother-in-law, Bartholomew St. Michel,

posthaste to France to secure evidence. Thence, after

nine months, he returned, not only with depositions but

with witnesses. Besides this, Pepys entrusted a Captain

Gunman with a similar errand in Holland, and em-

ployed, among others, a well-known secret-service agent,

Puckle, on the same task. He wrote to a score of indi-

viduals himself. He put into action his intimate knowl-
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edge of London; he sent to the port towns, where his

acquaintance was naturally extensive; and he enlisted

the services of his many and intimate friends. As a result,

it seemed that everyone Scott had ever injured—and

their name was legion—presented himself by letter or

in person to contribute to this grand assize. Incredible

as it may seem, at least two hundred persons came for-

ward in person, or by letter or affidavit, to contribute

information; English, Dutch, French, European, and
American, if united in nothing else, found themselves

in accord on Scott.

The consequence was what might have been foreseen

and it is perhaps small wonder that by September Scott

was making enquiry into the laws against perjury. In

the Pepys manuscripts in the Bodleian Library and in

his own collection, which he presented to his college in

Cambridge, there are two full volumes of manuscripts,

marked the "Mornamont Papers." Probably nowhere in

the world is there so complete a record of the activities

of a private individual in one place as these manuscripts

contain of the doings of John Scott. For these documents

go to prove that he had meddled, or tried to meddle, in

every shady transaction and every dark intrigue of his

day, from the conspiracies of the Cromwellian refugees

to the Popish Plot, from the seizure of Long Island from

the Dutch to Louis XIV's designs against the Nether-

lands. Witnesses deposed that he boasted of providing

the Dutch with plans of the "River of London" and

other information which would "make England dance";

and of the Dutch towns which would presently—and

presently did—fall into the hands of France. They said

that he had declared he had information to prove that

Charles II had married the Duke of Monmouth's mother.
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a tale, which, had it been true, might have altered history.

These informations, whatever other value they may have

had, proved one thing beyond all question, that Scott

was a colossal and congenital liar. But it seems certain

that he collected all possible information as to English

and French sea-power, all gossip, and all documents that

he could lay his hands on, and highly probable, perhaps

more than probable, that he sold this information and

misinformation wherever he could find a market.

Every twist and turn of his dishonest career, every

piece of villainy, every shift and device of his shifty and

devious life, every exhibition of cowardice, dishonesty,

untruthfulness, every scheme he entertained, every re-

buff he suffered, every disgrace and punishment inflicted

on him, is recorded in these documents. His obscure

origin and his poor pretense of gentility, his disreputable

actions in America, his cowardice and court-martial in

the West Indies, his treachery in England and on the

Continent, his discreditable relations with the govern-

ments of the Netherlands, France, and his own coun-

try, his thefts, his plots, his private debts and dishonesty,

his efforts at bigamy (for he seems to have aspired to

the hand of Lady Vane!)—everything, from triple trea-

son to the evasion of board bills, is there set down. The
collection includes a letter from Henry Savile, then

minister to France, with a comprehensive endorsement

of Scott as "a fellow who I thank God is not of my ac-

quaintance but is of so despicable and vile a reputation

in all places wher hee has lived that a real criminall

would be very unfortunate to suffer by his means" ; and

another—endorsed on the back of one of Scott's letters

—by Lord Winchelsea to the effect that Scott was "rep-

resented to me by his Majesty about 8 or 9 yeares since
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for a very bad man." Were it not for the fact that so

many of its statements are corroborated by independent

testimony then unknown to Pepys and his informants,

we might almost doubt its accuracy. It is, one may say,

written by his enemies for his greatest enemy, and so to

be read with caution and allowances. But he had tried

to swear Pepys' place and life away,—and no honest

man could possibly have had so many enemies! It is a

damning record; and it reveals, more clearly than any

mere statement can express, one great outstanding fact.

There was no man in the British Empire, no man in the

whole world, probably, that Scott would not have done

better to let alone than Samuel Pepys. Reading its mani-

fold testimony one is inclined to the belief that of the

three categories into which Scott himself divided those

who entered into the machinations of the Popish Plot,

he belonged to the third; he was not only a knave, he

was a colossal fool for ever having had anything to do

with this disreputable business. And this no one realized

more clearly than he himself.

For, whatever else the Popish Plot accomplished,

whatever effect it had upon the Duke of York and

Pepys, however it affected the course of English history,

it did one other thing. It made an end of John Scott. It

is commonly said that the matter was "allowed to drop."

As a matter of fact, Scott went into hiding, and prob-

ably left England for a time. For Samuel Pepys was

not a man to let such an attempt upon his life go wholly

unnoticed, once he was clear of the preposterous charges

brought against him ; nor were the men of the court party

likely to err on the side of leniency. For the moment,

indeed, they did nothing against those who had engi-

neered this tremendous attempt to alter the course of
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the English government. The Whigs were still too

strong. But when Shaftesbury's last coup had failed;

when the eloquence of Halifax had defeated the Exclu-

sion Bill; when another election had put the House of

Commons in the hands of the King and the Whig leader

had sought refuge in Holland, they struck. A stringent

Test Act was passed against the Presbyterians; the

Scotch Covenanters, who had risen in revolt, were

cruelly suppressed; and the Duke of Argyle, tried and

condemned for treason, saved his life only by flight. The
Duke of York was despatched to Scotland to stamp out

the remaining embers of opposition, and the King's

natural son, the Duke of Monmouth, found his tri-

umphal progress in the north cut short by imprisonment.

The Duke of Buckingham retired from public life, and

the Whig cause descended from politics to conspiracy.

And, at this precise moment, the Lord delivered Scott

into the hands of his enemies. With the fall of his for-

tunes, he had begun to drown his sorrows more and more

in drink. He had always been quarrelsome; he now be-

came what he seems never to have been before either to

soldiers or servants—dangerous. One evening, being

farther gone than usual, he killed a hackney-coachman

named Butler, for refusing to carry him home to his

lodgings from the public house where he had been spend-

ing the evening. The occasion was too good to be lost.

He was arrested. Immediately two powerful influences

joined issue over him. On the one side Pepys promptly

bestirred himself. He wrote to his clerk and friend.

Hewer, concerning Scott, "whome God is pleased to

take out of our hands into his own for justice. For should

he prevail with the widow for forgiveness (which in

some respects I could wish might be prevented) there
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is the King's pardon behind, which I am confident he is

able to make relating to the state as well as us, that it

might well enough atone for this his last vilany. Nor do

I doubt but to save his owne life he will forget his trade

and tell the truth, tho' to the hazard of the best Friends

he has, which pray let Sir Anthony Deane think of, and

of putting in a caveat against his getting any pardon

from the court (if he should attempt it) till we are first

heard."

IX
Pepys was right. Scott escaped, leaving this time even

his famous charts and papers behind him. These were

promptly appropriated by Pepys and added to the col-

lection already secured by the Lord Mayor on the occa-

sion of Scott's earlier flight. Together they formed a

notable body of literary and cartographical remains.

Included among them were accounts of proceedings in

Parliament, lists of the map-makers in London, lists of

ships, both French and English, much miscellaneous

information relating to the army and navy, notes on

alchemy, even some poetry, all bad and almost all ama-

tory. Of this five lines will evidence the quahty.

"Your welcome, Dearest Madame
From place of greatest Joy,

It's not to say how glad I am
And goes my little Troy

Like Hermetissis all alone"

There was the unique copy of the Helps for the

Indians, which by this almost miraculous chance was

thus preserved to puzzle bibliographers and blacken

Scott's reputation among them. There was the beginning

of his history and description of America ; and it is prob-
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able that through Pepys these came into the hands of

his friend Sir Hans Sloane and so ultimately into the

British Museum collections, where they still remain.

And among them there were two exhibits which might

have given a clue to those bibliographers who racked their

brains over the Helps for the Indians, since one of them

at least was of a precise piece with that ingenious help

to Scott. The first was a map of the Strait of "Magel-

ine," nominally by Scott, but in fact made by Sir John

Narborough. The second was a map of England, "A
perfect direction to travell all England by Post, seven

miles an hour in the summer and five in the winter,"

with an inscription in French, English, Dutch, and

Latin "for the use and benefit of all such as shall occa-

sionally travel into England, whether my Country-men

or others." It is ostensibly by "Johannem Scot Nobilem

Anglum," and was published, apparently, about 1670.

But, unfortunately, one Richard Carr had, in 1668, pub-

lished a map which, with a few trifling differences, was

precisely that of Scott, even to the name of the engraver.

Among those differences was the inscription: "Drawn

and perfected by J. Scot, Esquire, Geographer to his

Majesty of England," in place of the original inscrip-

tion: "by Richard Carr."

But this was the end at least of Scott's adventures in

geography. He took refuge in Norway, supported, it

was declared, by those who feared his return to England.

There he was seen in the summer of 1683 by a certain

Captain Gelson, who promptly wrote of his meeting to

Pepys, and of his account of the Popish Plot which we

have read. It is small wonder that Pepys consulted with

Deane as to how they might bring him back and so man-

age affairs that, to save his own skin, he would tell what
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he knew and so ruin "the other party, notably Herbert

and other rogues," especially since Scott seems to have

admitted the object and the falsity of his charge against

Pepys. That purpose they were not able to accomplish.

He remained safely on the Continent, pensioned, it was

supposed, by these same "rogues" for many years. He
did not even dare to return in 1688, Avhen the Glorious

Revolution brightened the lives of so many patriots.

Not until 1695 did he show his face in England again,

and even then he promptly met with arrest and imprison-

ment in Newgate, and condemnation at Old Bailey, for

coming from France without leave. But he was now a

harmless, broken man, against whom even Pepys was

not willing to move. Moreover, his friends were now in

power. His old sponsor, Harbord, had been made a

privy councillor after the Revolution, vice-treasurer for

Ireland, and finally ambassador to Turkey. He was now
dead, but there were enough men left of the party which

Scott had served to heed his appeal, backed, no doubt,

by his threats. In the summer of 1696 he was pardoned

and, in the words of another of his biographers, we are

again informed, "we hear no more of him." This, as it

was to prove, was very far indeed from the fact, but at

any rate he seems to have passed shortly thereafter from

the scene of his earthly activities. And so, for the third

time, it would appear that was the end of John Scott.

What of the family whom he deserted? Concerning

them there are many references. His wife, as we have

seen, was given certain of his possessions to keep her

from starving after his flight. Not to enquire too closely

into her character and career, she ultimately married a

resident of Southampton. There were two sons, the

elder, John, and a younger who rejoiced in the name of
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Jeckoniiah, apparently a perversion of a name rare even

in Biblical nomenclature, Jeconiah. The elder, about

the time of the Popish Plot, came to England, like

Japhet, in search of his father, whom, however, he did

not find. And there he seems to have remained until his

death in 1C92, his will of that year bequeathing sundry

Long Island lands to his kinsfolk in Southampton. In

this document he describes himself as a "mariner," and

died, apparently, a bachelor. The younger son became,

in turn, a "Captain," and his somewhat extravagant

conduct still forms a picturesque page in the annals of

Southampton. It is probably to him that this edifying

letter was addressed.

London, May the 6th, 1681.

My deare child,

I have sent to thy Brother a hatt, a Suite of Cloaths, a pair

of stockings, some Gloves, Cravats, Paper, a grammar, to send

to you by Capt. Bound in a portraantle, and have writ to Capt.

Howell to take you Into his famely. I charge you yield to him

exact Obedience and be verry Diligent in wrighting and such

other Rudiments as your Skoolmastor is capable of Instruct-

ing you in, and lett me find by a letter by Capt. Bound what

Profisiency you make in Wrighting and Casting accompts. Mr.

Laughton is very able to Instruct you, and I am sure will do

Itt to the utmost. If you give me Incuragement I shall be very

kind to you and take great care for your Preferment, and shall

send for you as sone as your Brother had made one voigc to

gett the Practical! Part of Navigation, that at his Retume to

Southampton he may be able to give such account of himselfe

that Render him usefuU and acceptable to his friends, and if

God preserve him, come master and merchant, of a shipp and

cargo, but I Designe you for annother sort of Life, thearefore

do not through want of an Industrious address Injure your
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selfe by Destroying my hoapes and Expectations, and had

your Brother com over when I sent for him he would have

learned that which I find he is now uncapable of in a great

measure, and might have bin back againe before this time, and

soe has in efi*ect lost to or three years which I hope he will with

great Industrey Retrieve. I have sent you a hod and Skarfe,

and three Paire of Gloves, for you to make a present on to

your mother to shew your DutifuU Respect to her, for what

ever Differance, she and I have had Remember shee is your

mother, and you ow her a Dutty of the Greatest tendemes. I

charge you keep close to your Book; the first good accompt

you give me I wiU send you anything that you signifie to me

you have occation for, by a Letter firmly wrighte by yourselfe

as sone as you can. Capt. Howell must be an evidence for you,

as also of your sivell Gentle behavior, I trust God in his mersey

will dispose j'ou to have an Ey to his service and not to think

It labour lost, for it is the Interest of Every Private Parson

to make a search Into ye Nature and Quallity of the ReUigion

by which aloane he can hoape to be Etternally happy. Present

my humble service to Capt. Howell and Give him this Incloased

Paper, my service to your unckle Joseph and all my friends,

Wright upon Mr. John Topping and present my service to him

and Pray his Excuse for not wrighting att this time, I shall

sudenly God willing Doe him the trouble of a Letter, I am your

very Affectionate

Loveing ffather

John Scott.

Such is the story of the life of this extraordinary char-

acter during those years when he played an active part

in the affairs of this world for good or ill. It may be

there was something good in it ; but, if so, it is not easy to

discover; for though he lived long and touched many
sides of life it seemed always to be the wrong side. Yet
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to it, as to so many other tales, there is an epilogue. From
the days when he first met the Gothersons and conceived

the idea of linking his obscure and anonymous origin

to that of a family of place and consequence in the world

as he knew it, to his last endeavors at respectability, he

never lost sight of this self-imposed gentility. He con-

tinually described himself as John Scott of Scot's Hall

in Kent, in the face of all the facts, and of the bitter

opposition of that family, which sought by every means

to disavow the relationship. He invented a name for his

imaginary English domains, Mornamont, and it was

under the sarcastic title of the Mornamont Papers that

Pepys bound up the collections he made of Scott's ac-

tivities when he was defending himself against Scott's

charges. In accordance with his favorite technique, which

makes his touch unmistakable wherever we find him, he

took the trouble to have a new and garbled page inserted

into a history of Kent to bolster up his claim. But it

was never allowed—until it was too late. Among the

little ironies of his ironical history it is worthy of note

that when Scott was at last pardoned by the government

of William III at the solicitation of those who had used

him for their purposes, he finally achieved his ambition.

For that paper describes him as "John Scott, Esquire,

late of Scot's Hall in the county of Kent, Gentleman/*

Of all his pretensions, this alone was left to him. Almost

at once he died ; and if he departed not wholly in the odor

of sanctity, he bore with him at least a distinct aroma of

gentility to comfort him in his last moments.

X
Nor is this all, or even the most entertaining part of

the epilogue. Much the most important chapter remains
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—^the chapter which relates the adventures of his post-

humous reputation. If, from whatever limbo he entered

on his departure from this world, he could have beheld

the fortunes of his memory, he would have been filled

with exceedingly mixed emotions. For two hundred

years his name occurs nowhere without some reference

to his dubious character and his undoubted rascalities in

America, in the West Indies, and in those European

countries which witnessed or sujffered from his activities.

As late as 1882 a certain G. D. Scull issued an account

of what he calls "the troubled life" of Dorothea Gother-

son, for circulation among her descendants in America,

and this in the following year was expanded into a vol-

ume which included her writings. That volume contains

a full if not very accurate account of John Scott and

his practices toward the Gothersons. So long does the

smart of a land-swindle endure. Some fifteen years later

Scott was included in the Dictionary of National Biog-

raphyj purely, it would seem from reading its brief and

somewhat inaccurate narrative of his life, on account of

his various villainies, and perhaps as a horrible example.

So far he had fared as badly at the hands of the historical

muse as he had at the hands of his outraged contempo-

raries. But his revenge was ultimate and complete. For,

as he finally made good his claims to the recognition of

his gentility by his government, so he seems finally to

have vindicated his veracity before the bar of history in a

manner so surprising and unexpected as to deserve more

than a passing mention.

It will be remembered that in the month of April,

1895, the Venezuelan authorities brought to a head the

long-standing dispute over the boundary between British

Guiana and Venezuela by the arrest of two members of
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the British Guiana police for trespassing upon Vene-

zuelan territory. The men were released and made their

report to their government; and Venezuela applied to

the United States for aid in the controversy which they

foresaw would ensue with the British authorities. Under

these circumstances President Cleveland undertook to

re-open a controversy of long standing over this matter.

In December of that year he sent to Congress his famous

message declaring that in case the commission which he

asked permission from Congress to appoint to investi-

gate the matter should find after careful enquiry that

Great Britain was taking territory to which she had no

right, the United States would resist such appropria-

tion by every means in its power. Congress supported

the attitude of the President, and, in pursuance of the

determination of both sides, a conmiission was promptly

appointed by the United States to investigate the whole

question. The commission engaged the assistance of ex-

pert historians, employing on that work the talents of

Professor George L. Burr, of Cornell University, and

Professor J. Franklin Jameson, then of Brown Uni-

versity, the editor of the American Historical Review,

and more recently director of the historical division of

the Carnegie Institution. The English government later

appointed a similar body, under the direction of Sir

Frederick Pollock and including Mr. Edmundson, and

Mr., later Sir, C. A. Harris of the Colonial Office. The

earliest settlements of the Dutch upon the Essequibo

and the adjacent lands were investigated, the earliest

maps collected and compared, and an amount of light

shed upon the beginnings of European occupation in

that quarter of the world which was of the utmost value

and interest to historians.
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And conspicuous among the witnesses thus sum-

moned to the bar of history was Colonel John Scott!

For it will be remembered that he not only wrote the

beginnings of a projected Discription of America, but

a Relation of his own valiant achievements and adven-

tures in precisely that obscure corner of the world now
suddenly made the test of good faith and friendship be-

tween the two great Anglo-Saxon nations which had

earlier had the privilege of sharing the blessings of

Scott's residence among them. That was printed in the

British Bluebook, identified as Scott's work by Professor

Jameson, and further investigated in manuscript by

Professor Burr.

His testimony did not, indeed, finally determine the

question at issue, though he was a material witness. But
the result was curious in the extreme so far as Scott's

fortunes were concerned. Each side found in his state-

ments some confirmation of its contention. The Ameri-

cans who discovered, or at least identified the manuscript

as Scott's—and it may be noticed that he was not so

favorable to their views—^were somewhat prone to rake

up the old colonial scores against him. The English were

rather more inclined to admit his testimony without

troubling much about searching the records for evidence

of his character. Each side seems to have more or less

tacitly assumed that whatever his deeds or misdeeds else-

where, his account of what he saw in the West Indies

was, on the whole, tolerably credible. And though the

Dutch historian Netscher was inclined to doubt Scott's

geography as well as his history, and was confirmed in

this by the later researches of Mr. Oppenheim. his views

did not seriously influence Scott's evidence in the Vene-

zuelan case. In consequence, Scott cuts a better figure
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before this court than before any of the numerous tribu-

nals wliich summoned liim as defendant or witness dur-

ing his hfetime.

More was to follow. Some six years after the Vene-

zuelan controversy, a relative of Sir Frederick Pollock's,

John Pollock, published the most elaborate account of

the Popish Plot which has yet appeared, a work marked,

on the whole, by admirable spirit, much knowledge, and

remarkable ingenuity. In that narrative Scott plays, if

not a leading, at least a conspicuous part in building up
the argument to which Mr. Pollock addresses himself.

The author does not, indeed, commit himself irrevocably

to the contention that the Colonel was an unimpeachable

witness. But, as we have seen, he lays great stress on the

fact that Scott did have genuine knowledge of the Earl

of Berkshire's correspondence, that "the simplicity and

directness of his relation points to its substantial truth"

;

and that the moderation of his narrative is a further

proof of its genuineness. He goes farther still. No one

looking for the rewards of a professional informer, he

says, would have acted as did Colonel Scott ; no scoundrel

following on the track of Oates and Bedloe would ever

have concocted such a story; and, in brief, "His informa-

tion may be accepted as genuine." Here, then, we have

a clean bill of health.

Nor is this all the tale of his long-belated vindication.

Some years after the Venezuelan controversy was deter-

mined, an English historical scholar, the Rev. George

Edmundson, contributed an article to the English His-

torical Review entitled "The Dutch in Western Gui-

ana." In the forefront of his contribution he sets out

that the American scholars who gathered the evidence in

the Venezuelan case had endeavored, not without a con-
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siderable measure of success, to throw discredit on

Scott's testimony in its bearing upon the history of

Dutch colonization in western Guiana. He continues:

"A careful examination of all available evidence has led

me to form an entirely different opinion upon the trust-

worthiness of Scott." For, he declares, "The credibility

of a writer relating otherwise unknown historical facts

depends upon (1) his nearness to the events narrated,

(2) his personal access to sure sources of information,

(3) his motives in writing, (4) his proved accuracy in

cases where his statements can be verified." All these

tests, he concludes, are "absolutely satisfactory in the

instance of Major Scott." He was in fact the com-

mander of the English expedition of 1665-1666; and, as

Mr. Edmundson says, "he tells us in his preface that he

had always been a great lover of geography and history,

and that from an early age he had purposed to write a

large description of all America, also that he had per-

sonally been upon no less than one hundred and twenty-

six Isic'] islands in the Atlantic Ocean, and had travelled

over (among other places) a great part of Guiana."

Whereupon Mr. Edmundson quotes Scott's description

of his Herodotean method of research and concludes:

"It is clear then in the narrative given by Scott of the

early history of the Dutch colonies in Western Guiana

that we are dealing with the narrative of a contempo-

rary, familiar with the localities about which he was writ-

ing, conversant with all the literature upon the subject,

including documents and journals in manuscript, and

having exceptional opportunities for personal commune

with men intimately acquainted for a long period with

the country and its history. It is further important to

note that the work, which was never published, and of
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which only a fragment was committed to paper, was a

long-clierished design, the preparation for which was

scientifically thorough, and carried on for years; and

that it is impossible to attribute to the writer any motives

of political partisanship, or any other aim than that put

forth by himself 'of giving new accounts from observa-

tions of my owne.' More than this, his claim is fully

borne out by the accuracy which is shown by him in those

parts of the narrative which can be historically verified."

Some years later, again, Sir C. A. Harris, chief clerk

of the Colonial Office, and Mr. J. A. J. Villiers of the

British Museum, in their edition of the despatches of

one Storm van's Gravesende, sometime Governor of

British Guiana, took a hand in the matter. Backed by

the authority of an "acute critic," Sir J. A. Swettenhara,

they opposed the opinion of General Netscher, endorsing

wholly the "clever and convincing argument of Mr. Ed-

mundson."

Finally, since this essay first appeared, Mr. J. A.

Williamson, in 1923, published a volume on "English

Colonies in Guiana and on the Amazon," in which he

expresses his indebtedness to this "shrewd seventeenth

century historian," "usually well informed on Guiana

history." "Scott's character and the incidents of his

career," he admits, "have been shown to be entirely dis-

creditable. Nevertheless," he declares, "this condemna-

tion must not lightly be extended to cover his work as

a historian. His circumstantial narratives allow of two

interpretations; either he possessed a critical mind and

an extraordinary memory, exercising these faculties in

the cause of historical truth ; or he had a fertile imagina-

tion and the w^de reading of a Defoe, and deliberately

used them to concoct false history. . . . For a highly
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detailed narrative it possesses a self-consistency which

is hardly compatible with romancing, and especially

notable when contrasted with the looseness of the Eng-
lish style. . . . The just conclusion would seem to be

that his writings are a real authority on the events they

describe, and fill a gap in the record caused by the dis-

appearance of the original documents with which he was

familiar, and the absence of the written memoirs of pio-

neers from whom he received oral narratives." For Scott,

as Mr. Williamson observes, "had also a talent for ex-

tracting sound information from the talk of veterans

with whom he came in contact in the course of his wan-

dering career."

Moreover, he adds, "Dr. G. Edmundson . . . vindi-

cates Scott's accuracy concerning the Dutch colonies in

western Guiana." He is rather inclined to accept Scott's

version of his military exploits, from his own account,

"corroborated by Byam's Journal," observes that "there

are reasons for thinking tliat the evidence [of the report

of the court-martial] is not so conclusive as it appears

on the surface, and some circumstances telling in Scott's

favour need a good deal of explaining away."

Here, then, is the last word in our hero's behalf. And
it is the more generous since so many instances which

Mr. Williamson adduces—despite his declaration that

documents obviously unknown to Scott confirm some of

his statements—show the Colonel unreliable as to the

events, especially in Surinam, which he should have

known best, on the basis of Mr. Williamson's own re-

searches as recorded in his footnotes.

What, then, is the explanation? Surely, if one con-

siders the long career of Scott, at least one answer sug-

gests itself. Laying aside the possible revelation of his
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character as appears in the incident of his arrest by

Nathaniel Seeley, and the not dissimilar report of the

court-martial as to his behavior under fire, let us turn to

the root of the matter—his History, which has provided

him with such whole-hearted English championship.

Is there not another possible solution besides the in-

conclusive dilemma which his latest advocate propounds,

which is contained in his own pages? For there he notes

that Scott's History was "compiled from contemporary

authorities still available to us, and also from a quantity

of maps, charts and journals purchased by him from

Mathias Matteson, a Fleming, who had been long in the

Portuguese service on the Amazon and other rivers."

The explanation seems obvious—perhaps it is too

obvious. Yet as one reflects upon his literary and carto-

graphical career, on the Helps to the Indians, on the

Perfect Direction to Travell all England by Post, and

on other similar episodes of his life, what conclusion can

he come to about the History? That Scott used "con-

temporary authorities still known to us," he admits.

That he had a "looseness" of English style, we know

from many examples. But where did he get the "highly

detailed" narrative possessing such "self-consistency" ?

Was it his at all in any greater sense than that it is in his

handwriting and adorned with his own touches? For,

with all due deference to the undoubted ability, industry,

and honesty of his advocates, their defense seems, in

the light of Scott's methods, to lack something of con-

viction. Is it too much to ask where Scott got his His-

tory and Discription? What became of the Matteson pa-

pers; where are those "sev'll curious manuscripts" that

came to his hand? In brief, apart from his own literary

touches, who wrote the book which has given him such
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high position among posterity? For upon that depends,

in the last resort, his historical reputation; and to that

problem the attention of scholars might well be directed.

Thus history, like time, whose chronicler it is, brings

its revenges. At the hands of these learned gentlemen,

Scott has finally come into his own, even though it has

taken more than two centuries for him to find anyone

to believe him so whole-heartedly. Perhaps Edmundson
is right; perhaps Scott did tell the truth—however and

from whatever source he obtained it. "Some truth but

not all gospel" is what Willoughby wrote of him, and

that judgment may possibly still hold after two centu-

ries. It is impossible not to feel a certain regret that such

talents as he unquestionably possessed should not have

somehow worked to better ends. Had he only succeeded

somewhere, had he secured the grant of Long Island,

had he been able to retain his post of geographer-royal

—

but the conjectures are futile. He broke on the rock of

the Gotherson affair, and that not only deprived him of

the sympathy of his own generation and of its successors,

it revealed qualities which would at almost any time have

made his permanent success impossible.

None the less he is worth knowing—now that he is

dead. That he should have done so much to determine the

fate of Long Island and New York, that he should have

contributed to the settlement of the boundary between

New York and New Jersey while he was alive is re-

markable enough. But that two centuries after his death

he should take such an active part in the adjustment of

the boimdary between Venezuela and British Guiana

and cut such a respectable figure in the history of the two

nations with which his life was so intimately and so

scandalously bound up, passes the limits of what we
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usually regard as probability. What his tongue but par-

tially accomplished for him while he was alive, his pen

did for him among posterity. If he failed in all else it

ensured for him a safe corner in a great controversy,

from whose records he may henceforth look out with

some of his old confidence upon a world which, with all

his wit, he was unable to quite deceive while he was still a

part of it. Viewing all this, it again becomes apparent

why so many men appeal from the harsh judgments of

their contemporaries to the serene tribunal of history.
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